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Foreword
The Fourth International Conference on Advances in Semantic Processing (SEMAPRO 2010), held from
October 25 to October 30, 2010 in Florence, Italy, considered the complexity of understanding and
processing information. Semantic processing considers contextual dependencies and adds to the
individually acquired knowledge emergent properties and understanding. Hardware and software
support and platforms were developed for semantically enhanced information retrieval and
interpretation. Searching for video, voice and speech [VVS] raises additional problems to specialized
engines with respect to text search. Contextual searching and special patterns-based techniques are
current solutions.
With the progress on ontology, web services, semantic social media, semantic web, deep web search
/deep semantic web/, semantic deep web, semantic networking and semantic reasoning, SEMAPRO
2010 constituted the stage for the state-of-the-art on the most recent advances.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SEMAPRO 2010 technical
program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the SEMAPRO 2010. We truly
believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality
contributions.
This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations and
sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the SEMAPRO 2010 organizing committee for their
help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this professional meeting a success. We
gratefully appreciate to the technical program committee co-chairs that contributed to identify the
appropriate groups to submit contributions.
We hope Florence provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some
time for exploring this historic city.
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Similarity Features, and their Role in Concept Alignment Learning
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Abstract—Finding mappings between compatible ontologies
is an important and difficult open problem. Instance-based
methods for solving this problem have the advantage of focussing on the most active parts of the ontologies and reflect the
semantics of the ontologies as they are used in the real world.
We evaluate how the feature representation of the instances is
representative of the corresponding concepts, investigate how
this corresponds with the domain characteristics of the data
and which role it plays in the task of instance-based ontology
mapping. We use two different competitive classifiers and a
standard feature selection to identify important features, and
study the effect of those different classifiers in the concept
alignment context.
Keywords-Instance-based Ontology Matching, Semantic Interoperability, Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION
Motivation: The problem of semantic heterogeneity
and the resulting problems of interoperability and information integration have been studied for well over 40 years
now. It is at present an important hurdle to the realisation of
the Semantic Web. Solving matching problems is one step to
the solution of the interoperability problem. Semantic Web
community has invested significant efforts over the past few
years [1].
Solving the matching problem requires to assess the
conceptual similarity between elements of two separate
ontologies in order to determine relationships (mappings)
such as equivalence or subsumption between them. One way
of judging whether two concepts from different ontologies
are semantically equivalent is to observe their extensional
information, that is, the instance data they classify [2], [3],
[4]. However, it is not always easy to identify identical
instances in many applications. Therefore, a robust instancebased mapping technique should cope with the case when
there are no explicitly common instances.
Problem Description: This paper focus on instancebased mapping technique only. In [5], we formulated the
matching problem as a classification problem, where a
mapping can be predicted from the similarity between the
extensional information of two concepts.
As in many other application contexts, the instances
are described and can be compared according to many
dimensions (features). Knowing which of these features play
the most important role during the classification is important
as to optimise the quality of meta-data. Important features
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would be taken more care of. It is thus interesting to look for
a way of assessing the relative importance of the features. In
this paper, we use two different automated methods, namely
Markov Random Field (MRF) and Evolution Strategy (ES)
to investigate this importance. Concept mapping can be seen
as a side effect of these methods, and the quality of the
method can be assessed by the quality of the concept mapping it produces. We therefore also compare the conceptmapping performance of our methods to a state-of-the-art,
off-the-shelf classifier: the Support Vector Machine (SVM).
Research Questions: Our aim is to answer the following research questions:
• What are the benefits of using a machine learning
algorithm to determine the importance of features?
• Are there regularities wrt. the relative importance given
to specific features for similarity computation? Are
these weights related to application data characteristics?
• How do different classifiers perform on this instancebased mapping task?
Findings: The two classifiers provide largely consistent, sensible and valuable insight in the importance of the
instance features. As evaluated against a human golden standard, they also outperform the SVM on the concept mapping
task, thereby indicating that the highlighted features are
indeed important.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our task is to match two thesauri, GTT and Brinkman,
which are used to annotate different book collections at
the National Library of the Netherlands (Koninklijke Bibliotheek or KB). In order to improve the interoperability
between these collections, for example, using GTT concepts
to search books annotated only with Brinkman concepts, we
need to find mappings between these two thesauri.
As investigated in [3], books annotated by a concept
can be treated as instances of this concept. Using shared
book instances has already provided interesting mappings.
However, many books are not used, because they are not
dually annotated. In this paper, we further our investigation
in [5], focus on finding mappings directly using book metadata, no matter the books are dually annotated or not.
Books are described by their title, author, abstract, etc.
These features together represent an individual book instance. For each concept, all its instances are grouped into an
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integrated representation of this concept, feature by feature.
For example, all titles of these books are put together as a
“bag of words.” Term frequencies are measured within bags,
so that a concept is represented by a high dimensional vector
where each element represents the frequency of a term. The
similarity between two concepts is calculated with respect
to each feature, using the cosine similarity between the term
frequencies in these bags.
The similarity between the two elements of a pair of
concepts i is therefore measured and represented by a high
dimensional vector Fi . The similarity between feature j of
the concepts is indicated by Fij . These similarity vectors
can be treated as points in a space. In this “similarity
space,” each dimension corresponds to the similarity in
terms of one feature. As we know, some points (i.e., some
pairs of concepts) are real mappings but some are not. Our
hypothesis is that the label of a point — whether it represents
a mapping or not — is correlated with the position of this
point in this space.
Given some existing mappings, e.g., from a manual effort,
our goal is to learn this correlation. Therefore the mapping
problem is transformed into a classification problem. With
already labelled points and the actual similarity values of
concepts involved, it is possible to classify a point — i.e.,
to decide whether the pair represents a mapping — based
on its location in the similarity space. One baseline method
is to apply a standard support vector machine (SVM) to find
a hyperplane which separates classes with different labels.
Another option is to look for a direct correlation between
labels and similarities. Here we adopt two classifiers: one
based on a graphical Markov Random Field [6] and the other
using multi-objective evolution strategy [7].
III. METHODS
All three methods assume that mappings are independent.
This is a simplifying assumption (since if a term A maps to
B, the probability that A maps to any C 6= B clearly decreases), but it is necessary because explicitly modelling the
dependencies between all possible mappings is intractable.
A. Markov Random Field (MRF)
Let T = { (Fi , Li ) }N
i=1 be the training set of mappings,
with, for each given pair of concepts i, a feature vector
Fi ∈ RK , where K is the number of features, and an
associated label Li .
We consider a simple graphical model, consisting of
an observed multivariate input F and a latent variable L
which represents the label. We assume that the mappings
are identically distributed conditionally on the observations,
and model the conditional probability of a mapping given
the input, p(Li |Fi ), using a probability distribution from the
exponential family. That is:
p(Li |Fi ) =

K
X

1
exp
λj fj (Li , Fi ) ,
Z(Fi )
j=1

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2010
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(1)

where Λ = { λj }K
j=1 are the weights associated to the
potential function and Z(Fi ), called the partition function, is
a normalisation constant ensuring that the probabilities sum
to 1. It is given by
X

Z(Fi ) =

exp

K
X


λj fj (L, Fi ) .

(2)

j=1

L∈{0,1}

Because of our assumption that mappings are independent,
the likelihood of the data set for given model parameters
p(T |Λ) is given by:
p(T |Λ) =

N
Y

p(Li |Fi )

(3)

i=1

During learning, our objective is to find the most likely
values for Λ. We assume a prior probability distribution on Λ
which favours small values, assigning a normal distribution
with zero mean and covariance σ 2 for each λi . The posterior
probability of Λ is then given by

p(Λ|T ) = p(T |Λ)p(Λ) p(T ),

(4)

where p(T ) is a normalisation term which does not depend
on Λ and can therefore be ignored during optimisation.
Moreover, since the logarithm is a monotonically increasing
function, we can optimise log p(Λ|T ) rather than p(Λ|T );
this turns out to be easier. Ignoring constants, the function
we optimise is thus:


N
K
K
X
X
X
λ2j

.
`(Λ) =
λj fj (Li , Fi ) − log Z(Fi ) −
2σ 2
i=1 j=1
j=1
(5)
This is equivalent with logistic regression, where we assume
a linear function for the discriminant and introduce regularisation on the model parameters. The result is a convex
function which can easily be optimised using any variation
of gradient ascent. We used the L-BFGS [8] for the results
presented here. The first derivative of `(Λ) is given by
N
X
i=1

"
fj (Li , Fi )−

#
X
L∈{0,1}

fj (L, Fi )p(L|Fi , Λ) −

λj
σ2

(6)

The variance of the prior, σ, is a parameter that has to be
set by hand and can be seen as a regularisation parameter
which prevents overfitting of the training data. The decision
criterion for assigning a label to a new pair of concepts is
then given by:
(
1 if p(Li = 1|Fi ) > 0.5
P
Li =
(7)
0 otherwise
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B. Multi-Objective Evolution Strategy
The evolutionary computing paradigm consists of a number of algorithms (genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, and others) that are based on, among others, natural
selection and genetic inheritance; these algorithms are used
for optimisation, modelling and simulation. For the purpose
of this paper, we decided to use evolutionary strategies (ES).
Evolutionary strategies have two characteristic properties:
firstly, they are used for continuous value optimisation, and,
secondly, they are self-adaptive. The first property is desirable for our problem at hand, because we are dealing with
real-valued representations. The second property makes the
search strategy adaptive, i.e., it dynamically changes search
parameters if necessary. Such self-adaptation is shown to
be highly effective in complex search processes where it is
difficult to tune the parameters manually.
As compared with the genotype/phenotype solution encoding used in Genetic Algorithm, an ES individual is a
direct model of the searched solution. That is, an individual
is defined by Λ and some evolution strategy parameters:
hΛ, Σi ↔ hλ1 , . . . , λK , σ1 , . . . , σK i

(8)

Then, a metric for the quality of individuals — a fitness
function — is established. The fitness function is related to
the decision criterion for the ES, which is sign-based:

PK
1 if j=1 λi Fij > 0
LES
=
(9)
i
0 otherwise
From 9, we can see that maximising the number of positive
results and negative results are two opposite goals. Those
goals can be expressed as a multi-objective fitness function
using a first component f1 for the number of true positives
matches and the other one f2 for the number of true
negatives.
f1 (Λ | F, L)

=

#{Fi |

K
X

λi Fij > 0 ∧ Li = 1}(10)

j=1

f2 (Λ | F, L)

=

#{Fi |

K
X

λi Fij ≤ 0 ∧ Li = 0}(11)

j=1

Instead of searching for one global optimum, this definition
allows the finding of best compromises between errors made
on positive and negatives matches.
The evolution process itself essentially consists of three
operators: the recombination, mutation and survivor selection operators.
• Recombination
is
applied
on
two
parent
1
individuals
hλ11 , . . . , λ1K , σ11 , . . . , σK
i
and
2
i.
From
an
arithmetic
hλ21 , . . . , λ2K , σ12 , . . . , σK
recombination weighted by a coefficient γ, a first new
0
individual hλ01 , . . . , λ0K , σ10 , . . . , σK
i is created:
λ0j
σj0

=
=

(1 − γj )λ1j + γj λ2j ,
(1 −
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•

00
similarly, an second child hλ001 , . . . , λ00K , σ100 , . . . , σK
i is
created with σj00 = γj σj1 + (1 − γj )σj2 and λ00j = γj λ1j +
(1 − γj )λ2j . The value of γ is drawn from a uniform
distribution on [0, 1].
Mutation is applied on one parent individual
hλ1 , . . . , λK , σ1 , . . . , σK i. It results in the creation of
0
one child hλ01 , . . . , λ0K , σ10 , . . . , σK
i.

λ0j
σj0

•

= λj + σj0 Nj (0, 1),
= σj exp

j = 1, . . . , K

τ 0 N (0,1)+τ Nj (0,1)

,

(14)

j = 1, . . . , K
(15)

with N (0, 1) being a random number drawn from a
“standard” normal distribution (i.e. with mean equal to
0 and standard deviation of 1). The notation Nj (0, 1)
denotes the use of a different value for every j th strategy
parameter. The two τ parameters are used to define a
learning rate. Following conventions, we set them to
be inverselyp
proportional
to the square
root of problem
√
√
0
size τ = 1/ 2 K and τ = 1/ 2K.
Survivor selection is performed using the NSGA2 [9]
strategy. The parent population and the offspring solution are joined into one unique, temporary, population. Those individuals are sorted into different fronts
according to Pareto optimality. Starting form the best
non dominated front of solution, each successive front
is made of next non dominated solution that are not yet
in a front. Those fronts are used to generate the new
parent population. When not all the elements in a front
can be picked up, the selection between the individuals
in such a way it preserves diversity.

During one loop of the algorithm, new candidate solutions
are created using recombination and/or mutation until an
oversize criterion is reached. Then, survivor operator is
applied to lower the number of individuals to the original
population size. The final result of the learning process is the
set of best solutions found, according to Pareto optimality.
An expert can use the system, stop it at any time and
pick up a solution among the best ones found so far. In
the absence of an expert, a simple heuristic is used: The
winner is the individual whose positive score is the closest
to the average of positives scores for all the population.
We implemented the ES classifier using OpenBeagle [10],
keeping a population of 30 individuals at each iteration.
C. Support Vector Machine
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a set of machine
learning algorithms classically used for classification and
regression problems [11]. Our work concerns the assessment of a mapping for a given similarity vector. That is,
binary classification. In this context, SVM can be used as
a maximum margin classifier whose task consists in finding
an hyperplane h, with parameters ω ∈ RK and b ∈ R,
separating the two classes. A sign-based criterion allows the
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attribution of a class ci ∈ { − 1, +1} to a data vector i.

+1 if hω · Fi i + b > 0
ci =
(16)
−1 if hω · Fi i + b ≤ 0
The objective is to maximise the margin separating the two
classes whilst minimizing classification error risk. Classification is expressed as a constraint. The decision rule from the
equation 16 can be changed into the constraint in equation 17
(where N is the number of elements in the training dataset).
ci (hω · Fi i + b) ≥ 1,

i = 1, . . . , N

λj
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Feature
Lexical
Jaccard
Date
ISBN
NBN
PPN
SelSleutel
abstract
alternative
annotation

λj
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Feature
author
contributor
creator
dateCopyrighted
description
extent
hasFormat
hasPart
identifier
isVersionOf

λj
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Feature
issued
language
mods:edition
publisher
refNBN
relation
spatial
subject
temporal
title

Table I
L IST OF THE FEATURES

(17)
IV. EXPERIMENTS

The margin to maximize separates each class set of points
closest to the hyperplane. Those support vectors satisfy the
condition || hω · Fi i + b ||2 = 1. It can be shown that
maximizing this margin is equivalent to minimizing the
quantity 12 hω · ωi.
We now have an objective to minimize and some constraints. Next step of SVM formulation is to take the
Lagrangian L(ω, α, b) of this optimisation problem. This
notation introduces a set of Lagrange coefficients αi ∈ R+ .
N
X
1
αi [ci (hω · Fi i + b) − 1] (18)
L(ω, α, b) = hω · ωi −
2
i=1

This formulation is only able to deal with data that is
strictly linearly separable. In order to deal with non linearly
separable datasets, the scalar product hFi · Fj i is replaced
by a kernel function K(Fi , Fj ). The expected outcome of
this so called “kernel trick” is to map the data from RK
to a higher dimension space were they will be linearly
separable. Moreover, a tolerance for error is added by setting
a maximum boundary C for the αi . The final optimization
problem is:
PN
PN
1
M ax.
i=1 αi − 2
i,j=1 αi αj ci cj K(Fi , Fj )
PN
(19)
with
α
c
=
0
i=1 i i
and
0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, . . . , N
And the final decision criterion for the SVM is:
M
LSV
=
i



1
0

PN
if
l=1 αl cl K(Fl , Fi ) + b ≥ 0
otherwise

(20)

The choice of the kernel function has a sensitive impact
on the performance of the classifier. Practically, it dictates
the shape of the surface that will surround the two classes.
We decided to use the commonly used Radial Basis Function (RBF) to get “potato-shaped” classes. This kernel is
expressed as
K(Fi , Fj ) = exp (−γ|| Fi − Fj ||2 ).

(21)

We used the implementation of libSVM for the results
reported here, with γ = 0.5 and C = 8.
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We match the GTT and Brinkman thesauri, which contain 35K and 5K concepts respectively. They are used to
annotate two book collections of the KB, containing 2M
books of which nearly 1M books were annotated, including
307K books with GTT concepts only; 490K with Brinkman
concepts only; 222K with both.
A. Feature selection for similarity calculation
On top of the similarity calculated using book metadata,
as introduced in Section II, we also measured the relative
edit distance as the lexical distance between two concepts.
The Jaccard similarity measure used in [3] is also included.
Note that the Jaccard measure is calculated from dually
annotated books only. If two concepts are never used to
annotate dually indexed books, we set the Jaccard measure
to be the average of all calculated Jaccard measures. The
features used are listed in Table I and all similarity values
are normalised to have zero mean and unit variance in order
to make comparison of λi meaningful.
The lexical and Jaccard similarity are of course strong
indicators of concept mappings, and may seem to give artificially high results for our instance-based method. However,
it is a great advantage that we can include any information
in the features, and let the machine decide on their relative
importance. For reference, Figure 1 includes how the MRF
performs when these two features are removed (“MRF 330”). It shows that we still obtain quite good results from
the instances only, although the best results are obtained with
the combination (“MRF 1-30”).
B. Control-Experiment: Quality of Learning
First, we used human labelled pairs to carry on 10-fold
cross validation in order to check validity of our learned
mappings. These pairs of concepts were judged by a human
evaluator who assigned a “mapping” or “non-mapping” label
to each pair of concepts. The similarity between these pairs
of concepts were calculated as introduced above. The whole
data set was divided into 10 folds, each time using 9 folds
to train the probabilistic model and the remaining fold to
test the model.
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ES
SVM

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Precision

Recall

F-measure

Precision

Recall

F-measure

1
0.8

Average value (+-std deviation)

1
0.8

0.6
0.4

Index of lambda, MRF
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0.2

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
-1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

MRF 1-30
MRF 3-30

Index of lambda, ES

In the testing step, the predicted mappings were compared
with the real mappings. The positive precision is the proportion of real mappings among all predicted positive mappings,
and the positive recall is the proportion of true predicted
mappings among all real mappings. The negative precision
is the proportion of the non-mappings among all predicted
negative mappings and the recall is the proportion of the
predicted non-mappings among all non-mappings. Figure 1
shows the performance of the three classifiers. These show to
be generally quite good for the MRF and ES methods, with
performances comparable to the results of state-of-the-art
mappers [12]. Our deployment of SVM generally performs
worse than MRF and ES. One possible reason for this may
be the tuning of the parameters γ and C. Another reason
may be our choice of the RBF kernel which is perhaps
not optimal for this problem. However, those results clearly
show that our chosen classifier are highly competitive and
perform favorably wrt. state of the art matching tools.
C. Relative importance of features
An important benefit of our first two methods is that
the solutions are interpretable by humans. In an attempt
to work out which features of our instances are important
for mapping, we explored whether the value of λi reflects
the intuitive importance of feature i. Figure 2 depicts how
the weights (the values of λ) varied over the 10 folds of
cross-validation for the MRF and ES classifiers, as well as
the mutual information between the mapping label and each
similarity feature.
A first observation is that ES lambdas are not really
conclusive: the 10 solutions are much less consistent than
MRF ones. Reassuringly, however, ES lambdas that are most
inconclusive correspond to the least informative features (as
shown by the mutual information). Focusing on the MRF,
then, we can observe that apart from a few exceptions,
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0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Figure 1. Precision, recall and F-Measure for mappings with a positive
label (top) and a negative label (bottom). Error bars indicate one standard
deviation over the 10 folds of cross-validation.

Average value

0

Index of feature, Mutual Information

Figure 2. Values of Λ and mutual information between features and labels

important features in terms of mutual information are associated to large weights, while unimportant features are
normally associated to small weights. Notice in that respect
that feature 1 is a distance measure, while all other features
are similarity measures. Some less informative features still
have large weights (e.g., feature 25), however. This may
be explained by the fact that the mutual information was
computed independently for all features. A feature may be
completely random overall, yet be informative conditionally
on some other feature. The combination of such features will
still be informative and result in larger weights. Similarly,
a feature may be very informative by itself, yet not provide
any supplementary value (and may even be detrimental) if
another feature already provides the same information, thus
explaining some features with high mutual information have
low weights.
A more detailed examination of the weights allows us to
compare the learnt importance of features with the intuitions
provided by the application context. A first set of features
has large weights as expected, such as the similarity between
the concept labels (feature 1), their co-occurrence in the set
of dually-annotated books (feature 2) and the subject (feature
28). A few features are expected not to play a significant role
and have indeed low importance: size of the book (16), (rare)
format description (17) and language (22), for instance.
Some features, more surprisingly, were given an importance level that conflicts with what one could have antici-
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pated: description (15) and abstract (8), which give readable
descriptions of book content, happen to be only marginally
important, less than for example the date of copyright (14).
The latter, for instance, may mirror phenomena like the
publication of a number of books on the same subject in
short periods of time or, perhaps, that some concepts are
used a lot for a short period, and much less before and after
that period.
This last category illustrates how learning can help making decisions in dubious cases. For instance, it is well known
that book titles (30) do not always cover their subject entirely. Our experiments demonstrate that similarity between
these rather hints at conceptual dissimilarity — even though
this is less clear for the alternative titles (9). Similarly, two
books may refer to different subjects while being written by
the same author(s). This is especially true when homonymy
is not dealt with. — creator, author, contributors, respectively
11, 12, 13 — or published by the same publisher (24).
This observation tends to show that when many different
description features interact, there is no systematic correlation between what a learning method could find and what
an application expert may anticipate. And in such cases it
is highly valuable, for tuning mappers exploiting instance
similarities, to apply learning techniques instead of relying
solely on human judgement.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we take the instance-based mapping technique one step further and investigate what instance features
are important in this context. Our analysis has shown that
the overall similarity of instances is too coarse a measure:
the similarity of some features is very indicative of a valid
mapping while some are not and, even worse, the similarity
of some instance features actually indicates concept dissimilarity.
Two different machine learning techniques are used to
automatically identify meaningful features. Both methods
assign mostly consistent importance to the features, which
agrees with the domain characteristics of the data.
The two classifiers we propose, the MRF and the ES,
result in a performance in the neighbourhood of 90%,
showing the validity of the approach. Their performance is
not significantly different, but both significantly outperform
the SVM, an off-the-shelf classifier.
In the future, we would like to investigate how instance
similarity can be used to infer multi-concept mappings (n
to m mappings). We would also like to learn the type of
mapping (for example “broader than,” “narrower than,” as
defined in the SKOS standard [13]), using multiple labels in
the classification process.
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Abstract—Designed as semantic structures to support the
sharing and reuse of geographic data, spatial ontologies have
recently gained attention within the geo-information
community. Geographic ontologies are designed to provide a
common understanding of the structure of geographic models,
and to support the development of geographic information
systems that are conceptually complex. This paper proposes an
approach for merging spatial ontologies based on three
complementary modules: matching, mapping and merging. A
Spatial Ontologies Integration Tool (SOIT) is also developed
and applied to the road domain.
Keywords-Spatial ontologies; SOIT; Integration
Geographic Information systems; Road domain.

I.

tool;

INTRODUCTION

In the applications with spatial vocation (e.g.,
geographic domain), ontologies are an effective solution in
particular to ensure interoperability and semantic
cooperation between Geographic Information systems
(GIS). Spatial ontologies offer a relevant solution for the
sharing and the integration of geographic data.
The problem of heterogeneity of geographic ontologies
is more complex than that of other domain ontologies [5];
because it is necessary to take into account the spatial and
temporal aspects as well as rules governing the data
evolution.
Spatial data interoperability allows simplifying and
enhancing the sharing, reuse and integration of geographic
data. However, semantic heterogeneity [8] is a major
obstacle to the interoperability of geographic data [9].
Indeed, the implementation of a geographic ontology can
manage and structure multiple data sets that can be grouped
according to geographical criteria. Its objective is not to
only describe the list of existing geographic objects
(territory, boundary, road network, etc.) but to identify
classes; to define the relationships may exist between them,
and to describe the attributes in order to obtain the
knowledge base.
In this paper, we aim to resolve the problem of
heterogeneity of geographic ontologies by proposing a
merging approach.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview about tools and techniques for merging ontologies.
The Third Section details the proposed approach for merging
geographical ontologies. A spatial ontologies integration tool
is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the application
of our approach and tool on the road domain. The conclusion
and outlook of our work are listed in Section 6.
II.

ONTOLOGY MERGING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

Several ontologies merging tools were developed in
literature, such as [6]: Chimaera, FCA-Merge, PROMPT,
OntoMorph and ONIONS.
- Chimaera: It is an interactive ontologies merging tool
that allows the diagnosis, the test and the edition of the
merging result [4]. It helps user to find the best term by
proposing a list of the used terms while helping to resolve
the terminological difficulties. This tool, based on the
Ontolingua ontology editor, offers a support for the merging
process to enable the collection of ontologies expressed in
different formalisms. It makes the translation at the language
level and uses heuristics to find the parts of the ontology to
be reorganized.
- PROMPT: Based on a semi-automatic merging
approach, it allows making certain tasks automatically and
helps the user along the merging process [5]. PROMPT
determines possible filminesses in the state of the ontology
resulting from user's actions and suggest solutions for them.
- OntoMorph is based on a merging approach which is
similar to the two previous tools [2]. An expert uses an initial
list of correspondences between concepts of the source
ontologies: the user defines a set of operators that are applied
to ontologies for resolving inconsistencies.
- FCA-Merge: It uses a formal, bottom-up method of
ontology merging based on the extraction of concepts from
textual documents [7]. It applies natural language processing
and generates a "concept trellis" from “FCACore” algorithm.
This trellis is transformed subsequently into domain
ontology by an expert of the domain.
- ONIONS (ONtological Integration Of Naive Sources)
is a method designed for the conceptual analysis and
ontological integration of terminologies [3]. This method
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consists of two steps: (1) A reengineering step which
consists in the extraction, formatting, analysis and
formalization of data; (2) A merging step which allows the
merging of ontologies using an algorithm based on algebra.
The developed tools do not consider the spatial aspect of
objects describing the geographical domain. The spatial
dimension as well at the intrinsic level of the concepts at the
level of the spatial and semantic relationships were lacking
to these tools. This limits their applicability in geographical
ontologies.
III.

O1
Matching Process

Finding Identity relationships
Enrichment phase
Background
resource

List of
correspondences

ISBN: 978-1-61208-104-5

List of unrelated
concepts

Merging Process
Building squeleton of the ontology result
Base of
merging rules

Enrichment of the ontology result
Adding unrelated concepts

O3

This criterion allows obtaining the skeleton of the ontology
result of merging process. We thus join the not identical
individuals of the candidate ontologies to serve as entries to
the second step of the merging process.
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Semantic Enrichment
Spatial Enrichment

- The identity search: the search for relationships of spatial
identity and total identity between concepts of the initial
ontologies.

- The search for enrichment relationships. Enrichment
relationships have two types: the semantic relationships
such as equivalence and part-of and the spatial relationships
such as adjacency, intersection, joint, junction etc.
The proposed approach is based on three main modules:
(1) matching module, (2) mapping module and (3) merging
module (Figure 1). The first module consists in determining
the matching process between candidate ontologies. The
output of this phase is a list of matching functions. The
second phase allows finding correspondences between
concepts of candidate ontologies. The result of this phase is
two lists: a list of matches between candidate concepts and a
second list of concepts without correspondences. The third
phase is merging which is based on merging rules. It
produces as result a comprehensive ontology spatially and
semantically richer than the candidate ontologies.

For each couple of
concepts (c i, cj) /
c i∈O1, c j ∈O2

Mapping Process

We developed an approach for geographical ontologies
merging, based on two criteria:

Definition 2. Two objects are totally identical if they are
spatially and semantically identical. By semantic identity,
we mean that both objects have the same name and the same
properties.

Selection of concepts to compare

List of features
matches

SPATIAL ONTOLOGIES MERGING APPROACH

Definition 1. Two objects are spatially identical if they are
located in the same place but having a different
characteristic such as the instance name or the acquisition
date.

O2

Figure 1. The proposed approach for merging spatial ontologies.

3.1

The matching phase

A matching process defines a set of functions which
specifies correspondences between terms of ontologies. This
phase gives as a result a list of features matches. There are
two types of relationships considered in our approach:
- Connecting relationships: they are the relating points
between two ontologies. We distinguish spatial identity
relationships and semantic identity relationships.
- Enriching relationships: we distinguish semantic
relationships and topological relationships (intersection,
union, etc.).
We use two types of matching: spatial and semantic
matching. In the semantic matching, we define two
functions: the first one defines semantic identity relationship
(Idsem) and the second function defines semantic enrichment
relationships between candidate concepts. In the spatial
matching, we define two functions: the spatial identity
relationship (Idspa) and the spatial enrichment relationships.
The semantic Identity: Idsem means that two concepts
have the same name and same properties. We use the
syntactic technique to derive such relationship. We use the
edit distance of Levenshtein to calculate the similarity
between concepts names and their properties. This measure
of edit distance ed represents the minimum number of
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insertions, deletions or substitutions necessary to transform
one string x into another y. Similarity s(x, y) normalized to
[0,1] is defined as follows:
s=1-ed/max(| x |,| y |).
We consider that two concepts C1 and C2 admit a
semantic identity relationship Idsem(C1, C2) if and only if:
s(C1.name,C2.name) = 1
and for every attribute atti of C1, there exists an attribute
attj of C2 where s(C1.atti, C2.attj)=1, and vice versa, for
every attribute of C2, there is an attribute of C1 where
s(C2.attj,C1.atti) = 0.
The spatial identity relationship Idspa relates only to
geographical concepts. A spatial object is described
according to its graphical form: GF (point, line or polygon),
semantics data (eg name, nature, appearance, various
characteristics) and localization data (position on the
surface). The search for Idspa relationship between concepts
of candidate ontologies consists in comparing localization
characteristics of concepts.
We formally define the relationships considered by our
approach. We present the following formal definitions
defined.
Definition 1: Two objects are spatially identical if they
are located in the same place but having a different
characteristic such as the instance name or the acquisition
date.
Definition 2: Two objects are totally identical if they are
spatially and semantically identical.
Let us consider the concepts C1(X1, Y1) and C2(X2, Y2)
with X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 are coordinates of C1 and C2
respectively and C1.GF=point and C2.GF=point. We
consider Idspa(C1, C2) if and only if Euclidean distance
dE(C1,C2) =0. The function of spatial identity relationship is
defined as follows:

verify any type of relationship between them (called
unrelated concepts) are stored in a base of unrelated
concepts.
We have defined rules to optimize the number of
comparisons of concepts in order to avoid a randomly
process. For example, to research identity relationship, we
rely on the type of the graphic form of the concept to make
comparisons.
3.3

The merging phase

The merging phase consists in building the ontology
result. The input of this phase is composed of bases of
correspondences and unrelated concepts. The aim of this
module is to apply the correspondence links stored at the
correspondences bases (semantic and geographical) in
accordance with merging techniques. The merging process
creates a new geographical ontology from two candidate
ontologies connected by identity concepts which are used as
connected points between the two ontologies and enriched
by the semantic and geographical relationships.
Rules for merging candidate concepts are defined. These
rules are of two types: rules for semantic relationships and
rules for spatial relationships. The merging rules are applied
to concepts accepting connections between them. Unrelated
concepts are transmitted in the ontology result without any
treatment.
IV.

SOIT: SPATIAL ONTOLOGIES INTEGRATION TOOL

We have developed the SOIT tool (Spatial Ontologies
Integration Tool) (Figure 2) based on Java language and the
integrated development environment (IDE) NetBeans. The
tool is designed for automatically merge two spatial
ontologies. SOIT takes as input two spatial ontologies
written in OWL and produces as result an ontology spatially
and semantically richer. In addition, SOIT allows other
functions: it can perform two types of matching candidate
ontologies and see (2
the result of the matching process. It can
) graph of an ontology written in OWL and
(1)also generate the
view or print one ontology in the form of a text or a graph.
We model a use case diagram of UML language representing
(2) the various functionalities of the SOIT tool (Figure 2).

3.2

The mapping phase

The input of this phase is two concepts from both
candidate ontologies. The mapping process is iterative and
consists of two steps. The first step is to investigate Identity
relationships and the second step is to investigate Enrichment
relationships between candidate concepts. The search for
enrichment relationships is performed on non-identical
concepts selected at the previous phase. The compared
concepts and their correspondences are stored in a base of
matches. Concepts which the mapping algorithm found no
connections between them, i.e. the concepts that do not
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Figure 2. The Use Case diagram of SOIT.

The host interface of SOIT includes a menu bar contains
five menus: “File”, “View”, “Match”, “Merge” and “Help”.

using XSLT style sheets (figure 5). For example, we have
identified a relationship of type Extremity between
individuals:
Priority_R1_Tunis_Teniour
and
BW1_Teniour_Kaied.

The matching process starts with the introduction of two
candidate ontologies (figure 3).

View graph

Figure 5. Geographic matching result.
Figure 3. The functionalities of the "Match" menu.

The graph and the OWL file of a candidate ontology can
be viewed through the button "view graph" (figures 4).

For merging two ontologies, the user has to introduce
two geographic ontologies instances of the same model, by
clicking on the button “Browse”. The following window
displays (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Selection of a candidate ontology.
Figure 4. The OWL file of the candidate ontology.

After running the matching process, the system displays
the list of matches found. This functionality is performed
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Finally, by clicking on the button "Merge", the user can
visualize the concepts and the individuals of the ontology
result (figure 7).
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rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Route_Teniour</Nom_Route>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_7Novembre"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_7Novembre"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_Afrique"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_Afrique"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_Teboulbi"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie
rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#RL921"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#RL921"/>
<Adjacence_Route_Trottoir rdf:resource="#SW_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#S_Khaledwalid"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#S_Khaledwalid"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#S_Tina"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#S_Tina"/>
</Local_Road>
Figure 7. Graph of the ontology result.

V.

The following extract presents the modelling of the same
individual in the ontoRoadSfax.owl (Table II).

APPLICATION TO THE ROAD DOMAIN
TABLE II. EXTRACT OF THE ONTOLOGY ONTOROADSFAX.OWL.

The application domain of the developed spatial
ontologies integration tool is the road domain. We
developed two spatial ontologies related to the city of Sfax
(Tunisia), called respectively ontoRoadChihia.owl and
ontoRoadSfax.owl instances of the OntoRoad ontology [1]
which is developed to model the road domain concepts .
The studied corpus is composed of topographic maps.
The instantiation of the OntoRoad ontology is made by
geographical zone. Both candidate ontologies subject of
experiment cover different geographical zones from the city
of Sfax (Tunisia). We extract all the objects of the
considered zone and we attribute them to their
corresponding classes. For example, the object
Hedi_Chaker is a Street; the street Ibn_kholdoun is oneway.
The following extract presents the modelling of the
individual “RL911” of the concept “Local_Road” in the
ontology ontoRoadChihia.owl (Table I).
TABLE I.

EXTRACT OF THE ONTOLOGY ONTOROADCHIHIA.OWL.

<Local_Road rdf:about="#RL911">
<Position_Route rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">0.0</Position_Route>
<Debut_De_Section_Voie rdf:datatype="&xsd;string"
>Carrefour_G_3Chemins</Debut_De_Section_Voie>
<Fin_De_Section_Voie
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Km12</Fin_De_Section_Voie>
<Forme_geometrique
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Ligne</Forme_geometrique>
<Nom_Route
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<Local_Road rdf:about="#RL911">
<Position_Route rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">0.0</Position_Route>
<Debut_De_Section_Voie rdf:datatype="&xsd;string"
>Carrefour_G_3Chemins</Debut_De_Section_Voie>
<Fin_De_Section_Voie
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Km12</Fin_De_Section_Voie>
<Forme_geometrique
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Ligne</Forme_geometrique>
<Nom_Route
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Route_Teniour</Nom_Route>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_5Aout"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_Majida_Boulila"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie
rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Connexion_Extremite-Noeud rdf:resource="#GCR_3Chemins"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#RL_Kaid"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#RN1_Tunis"/>
<Adjacence_Route_Trottoir rdf:resource="#SW_Teniour"/>
</Local_Road>

The following extract presents the result of merging of
these two ontologies (Table III).
TABLE III. EXTRACT OF THE ONTOLOGY RESULT.
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<Local_Road rdf:about="#RL911">
<Position_Route rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">0.0</Position_Route>
<Debut_De_Section_Voie rdf:datatype="&xsd;string"
>Carrefour_G_3Chemins</Debut_De_Section_Voie>
<Fin_De_Section_Voie
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Km12</Fin_De_Section_Voie>
<Forme_geometrique
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Ligne</Forme_geometrique>
<Nom_Route
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">Route_Teniour</Nom_Route>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_5Aout"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_7Novembre"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_7Novembre"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_Afrique"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_Afrique"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#Av_Majida_Boulila"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#Av_Teboulbi"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie
rdf:resource="#BW11_Teniour_Gremda"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW11_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Teniour_Kaid"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#BW1_Tunis_Teniour"/>
<Connexion_Extremite-Noeud rdf:resource="#GCR_3Chemins"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#RL921"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#RL921"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#RL_Kaid"/>
<A_Gauche_De rdf:resource="#RN1_Tunis"/>
<Adjacence_Route_Trottoir rdf:resource="#SW_Teniour"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#S_Khaledwalid"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#S_Khaledwalid"/>
<Rencontre_Voie_Voie rdf:resource="#S_Tina"/>
<A_Droite_De rdf:resource="#S_Tina"/>
</Local_Road>

be a part of the new ontology. The logical integration of two
ontologies supplies to the user a vision unified by various
sources.
In this paper, we have presented an approach for
merging geographic ontologies. This approach consists of
three processes: (1) the matching process, (2) the mapping
process and (3) the merging process. We also developed
SOIT: a tool for spatial ontologies integration. The
application of this tool has been made on the road domain.
Our ongoing work are to evaluate “SOIT” by comparing the
result produced by this tool with the one developed by an
expert in the field. In future work, we aim at extending this
tool with functionalities for query ontological data bases.
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Abstract—

A new technique for ontology alignment has
been built by integrating important features of matching to
achieve high quality results when searching and exchanging
information between ontologies. The system is semiautomatic and enables syntactical and semantic
interoperability among ontologies. Moreover, it is a multistrategy algorithm which can deal with and solve more than
one critical problem. Therefore, it is likely to be more
conveniently applicable in different domains. Also, we
improve a semantic matcher based on combining lexical
matcher with several rules and facts. Moreover, our
technique illustrates the solving of the key issues related to
heterogeneous ontologies, which uses combination-matching
strategies to execute the ontology-matching task. Therefore, it
can be used to discover the matching between ontologies. The
main aim of the work is to introduce a method for finding
semantic correspondences among heterogeneous ontologies,
with the intention of supporting interoperability over given
domains. Our goal is to achieve the highest number of
accurate matches.
Keywords-Ontology; Semantic Interoperability;
Heterogeneous; Ontology Alignment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ontology [1] has been developed to offer a commonly
agreed understanding of a domain that is required for
knowledge representation, knowledge exchange and reuse
across domains. Therefore, ontology organizes information
into taxonomies of terms (i.e., concepts, attributes) and
shows the relationships between them. In fact, it is
considered to be helpful in reducing conceptual confusion for
users who need to share applications of different kinds, so it
is widely used to capture and organize knowledge in a given
domain.
Although ontologies are considered to provide a solution
to data heterogeneity, from another point of view, the
available
ontologies
could
themselves
introduce
heterogeneity problems.
In order to deal with these problems, ontologies must be
available for sharing or reusing; therefore, semantic
heterogeneity and structural differences need to be resolved
among ontologies. This can be done, in some cases, by
aligning or matching heterogeneous ontologies. Thus,
establishing the relationships between terms in the different
ontologies is needed throughout ontology alignment [4, 5, 7,
14].
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Semantic interoperability can be established in ontology
reconciliation. The original problem is called the “ontology
alignment”. The alignment of ontologies is concerned with
the identification of the semantic relationships (subsumption,
equivalence, etc.) that hold between the constituent entities
(which can be classes, properties, etc.) of two ontologies.
In this paper, an ontology alignment technique has been
developed in order to facilitate communication and build a
bridge between ontologies. An efficient mechanism has been
developed in order to align entities from ontologies in
different description languages (e.g., OWL, RDF) or in the
same language. This approach tries to use all the features of
ontologies (concept, attributes, relations, structure, etc.) in
order to obtain efficiency and high quality results. For this
purpose, several matching techniques have been used such as
string, structure, heuristic and linguistic matching techniques
with thesaurus support, as well as human intervention in
certain cases, to obtain high quality results. This paper is
organized as follows: section II over view about our system;
Section III describes our system in details. Section IV and
Section V shows the related work and the evaluation process.
Finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A framework relies on a well-established measure for
comparing the entities of two ontologies which are combined
in a homogeneous way. The Figure 1 shows the system
components.

FIGURE 1: THE SYSTEM FRAMEWORK.
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III.

DETAILED SYSTEM

The system starts by loading two ontologies and extracts
useful features such as class names, property names and
subsumption relationships from them. In case ontology does
not exist, we use our algorithm in [22] to transform relational
database to OWL ontology.
A. String Matching
In general, the name of a class (i.e., label) is presented as
a chain of characters without space characters. It is used to
provide a human-readable description of class. Therefore, a
name of class may be a word, or a combination of words. In
fact, the name of each class should be unique in the
ontology.
Terminological methods compare strings. Hence, these
methods can be applied to the name, the label or the
comments concerning entities to discover those which are
similar. In general, it can be used for comparing class names
and/or URIs.
A string matcher [2, 3, 7] usually takes as input the
names of two concepts, then calculates the distance between
them by distance functions that map a pair of strings to a real
number. Consequently, the output will be a numeric value c
[0, 1] to represent the confidence of the similarity. The
main reason for using such measures is the fact that similar
entities have similar names and descriptions across different
ontologies.
String similarities are based on the assumption that the
names of concepts and properties representing semantic
similarity will have similar syntactic features. Thus, a string
matcher usually first normalizes the input string of names
and/or descriptions via stemming and tokenization. In the
simplest form, the equality of tokens will be obtained and
combined to give a score of the equality for the whole string.
In general, two properties are used to identify terms: the
label and the name. The label is a string usually expressed in
natural language to describe the purpose of the field to
humans, while the name can be any string that is constrained
by some name rules. These techniques are usually applied to
names, labels, comments concerning entities and the URI.
The scaled range is [0, 1] for comparing strings. To achieve
high quality results and based on many experiments, the
system disregards similarities that are smaller than a
threshold of 0.65, and matches similarities greater than 0.65
to the full range [0, 1].
B. Linguistic Matching
The terminology used for naming and labeling concepts
and properties is an important aspect of ontologies and
provides information on the similarity between the ontology
elements. However, linguistic features are also important for
deriving an initial set of alignments to be refined by
exploiting other kinds of matching. In fact, names of classes
or properties are considered to provide one of the most
important clues as to whether two terms are equal or not;
therefore, we try to find relations between terms from
different ontologies based on the details of their names. Such
linguistic matching relies on algorithms and the use of
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external lexicon-based resources such as dictionaries, which
are typically used to find close relationships such as
synonymy between two terms and to compute the semantic
distance between them in order to decide if a relationship
holds.
This process is based on linguistic analysis [10,16].
There are two general techniques for label matching, the first
of which employs linguistic analysis steps, such as
abbreviations, avoiding recurrence and particle-ending. The
other is matching the labels to determine the relationship
between them.
In general, the linguistic similarity between terms is
computed by considering labels and descriptions.
Knowledge-based matchers take as input two concept (or
synset) identifiers defined in WordNet [12] and produce
semantic relations by exploiting their structural properties.
They are often based on either similarity or relatedness
measures. If the value of the measure exceeds the given
threshold, a certain semantic relation is produced. Otherwise,
“Idk” (I don’t know) is returned. This technique is
implemented by using thesauri and WordNet, following an
approach which is essentially the structural congruence
between labels based on the hidden meanings of the words
that they represent. WordNet, which takes two concept
(synset) identifiers as input and returns the semantic relation
holding between them, is considered not only to provide
synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms, but also to exploit
additional structure to detect relationships between concepts
(dinnermeal). For example, it considers synonyms as
equivalent and hyponyms as subsumed, finding Match and
Alignment to be similar classes (carautomobile).
In using a WordNet-based matcher we have to translate
the (lexical) relations, which are provided by WordNet to
logical relations [12], based on the following rules:
 A  B, if A is a hyponym or meronym of B. For
example, author is a hyponym of creator, therefore
deducing that author  creator.
 A  B, if A is a hypernym or holonym of B. For
example, Asia is a holonym of Jordan, therefore deducing
that Asia  Jordan.
 A = B, if A and B are connected by a synonymous
relation or they belong to one synset. For example,
quantity and amount are synonyms, therefore deducing
that quantity = amount.
 A ⊥ B, if A and B are connected by antonymy relations
or are siblings in a part of hierarchy. For example, Jordan
and Syria are siblings in the WordNet part of hierarchy,
therefore deducing that Jordan ⊥ Saudi Arabia.

C. Structure Matching
The aim of structural matching is to link an element of
source taxonomy with an element of target taxonomy. The
mappings generated are mainly specialization matches, based
on calculations of the similarity of the source element with
all those under the target taxonomy. Indeed, this kind of
matching depends on what are considered the most important
features of ontology nodes (e.g., class: super-classes and
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Sub-class, property: super properties and sub properties).
Therefore, similarity is based on the nodes of graphs.
The similarities between two concepts can be obtained
from the language and from real attributes; and not only the
similarities between the descriptions of their components, but
also from similarities between the structures of the graphs
representing them. The internal structure of similarities can
be obtained by calculating the number of similar attributes
divided by the attributes of a class.
Taxonomy is generally represented by an acyclic graph
whose nodes are concepts and arcs corresponding to linked
subclasses. Class inheritance analysis (is-a) considers the
hierarchical connection between classes in order to identify
“is-a” relationships.
Taxonomy (C, HC) includes a set of concepts C and a
hierarchy subsumption between concepts HC. A concept is
defined by its label and subclass relationships, which connect
to other concepts. The label is a name (string) which
describes entities in natural language and can be an
expression composed of several words. Subclass relations
establish links between concepts.
The intuition behind the algorithm is that if two concepts
lie in similar positions with respect to is-a or part-of
hierarchies relative to concepts already aligned in the two
ontologies, then they are likely to be similar as well. For
each pair of concepts (C1, C2) in the original list of
alignment relationships, the structural matcher augments the
original similarity value for pairs of concepts (C'1, C'2), such
that C'1 and C'2 are equivalent to, are in an is-a relationship
with or participate in a part-of relationship with C1 and C2
respectively. The augmentation depends on both the
relationship and the distance between the concepts in the is-a
and part-of hierarchies. It is important to mention here two
important rules that help to ensure correct matching. First, if
the super-concepts of two classes are the same, then these
two concepts may be similar to each other. The second rule
is that if the sub-concepts of two classes are the same, we
can say that the concepts are also similar.
Structural analysis identifies identical classes by looking
at their attributes and related (linked) classes. The main idea
is that two classes of two ontologies are similar or identical if
they have the same attributes and the same neighbor classes.
Hence, matching concepts are based on structural similarity
with regard to class hierarchy.
D. Heuristic-based Strategies
This phase of our system uses several features of
ontologies (i.e., their structure, definitions of concepts and
instances of classes) in order to find matches. Based on the
idea that labeling is important and helps to align most of the
entities, the structure also provides valuable help in
identifying alignments. We have developed this step based
on these two elements.
It considers the entities and structure of an ontology, i.e.,
class (C), property (P), relation (R), instance (I) and superclass (S). The distances between the input structures are then
expressed in a set of equations. As described on Figures (2,
3).
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ܶݐௌ (,ᇲ) =  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓோ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) + ݓ
∗ ܵ݅݉ ூ(ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓௌ(ܿ, ܿᇱ)

where



SimC (c, c’) is the similarity between labels of classes,



SimP (c, c’) is the similarity between properties of classes,



SimR (c, c’) is the similarity between relations of classes,



SimI (c, c’) is the similarity between instances of classes,



SimS (c, c’) is the similarity between super-classes of classes,



w is the weight, which is set at 1/5 in order to obtain results in the
range [0,1],



TotSim(c,c’) is the average of all of these similarities, in the range
[0,1].

FIGURE 2: HEURISTIC MATCHER EQUATION

The following is the function of heuristic match:
Function heuristicMatch (Ontology o1, Ontology o2) {
for (All concept pairs (c, c’) where c є o1 and c’ є o2) {
ܵ݅݉  = ComputeNameSimilarity (c, c’)
ܵ݅݉  = (W* findCommonAttributes (c, c’)) + (W* matchDataTypes (c, c’)) +
(W * matchDataInstance (c, c’))
ܵ݅݉ ோ = (W * findRelationship (c, c’)) + (W* matchNameRelationship(c, c’))
ܵ݅݉ ூ= (W* findCommonInstance (c, c’) + (W* matchInctance (c, c’))
ܵ݅݉ ௌ=W* ComputeNameSuperClass (c, c’)
//compute overall similarity

ܶݐௌ (,ᇲ) =  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓோ (ܿ, ܿᇱ) + ݓ
∗ ܵ݅݉ ூ(ܿ, ܿᇱ) +  ݉݅ܵ ∗ ݓௌ(ܿ, ܿᇱ)
}//end for

}//function heuristicMatch

FIGURE 3: HEURISTIC MATCHER FUNCTION

The
output
is
one-to-one
or
one-to-many
correspondences. This strategy is based on string similarity
(i.e., Monge-Elkan metric [3]) structure and instances.
Monge-Elkan distance is recursive matching scheme for
comparing two long strings s and t. By assuming that the
strings s and t are broken into substrings (tokens), i.e., s = s1
. . . sK and t = t1 . . . tL. The intuition behind this measure is
the assumption that si in s corresponds to a tj with which it
has highest similarity. The similarity between s and t equals
the mean of these maximum scores.
 ݁݃݊ ܯ− ܣ(݈݊ܽ݇ܧ, = )ܤ

|| ||ܤ
1
∗  max ݉ ܽܿݐℎ (ܣ, ܤ)
||ܣ
ୀଵ  =ܬ1

In heuristic matching, iteration is one of the most
important steps in ontology alignment, which takes into
account the structure of the input ontologies. It enables the
whole process to be repeated several times, by propagating
and updating the assessed similarities.
The sigmoid strategy combines multiple results using a
sigmoid function, which is a smoothed threshold function,
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showing the importance of retaining high individual
prediction values and removing low ones.
This technique starts after the application of the
normalization process on the input elements, then compares
class and property names in terms of editing distance and
substring distance between entity names. The algorithms
next create a distance matrix in order to determine the
alignment group from the distance.
This algorithm is used in order to cover most possible
features of ontologies (i.e., terminological, structural and
extensional); on the other hand, we explicate recursive
relationships and try to find the best matches through
iteration. In general, this method faces problems when the
viewpoints of two ontologies are highly different; thus, in
order to achieve a high quality result, several of the above
criteria should be combined, so that the rules which can be
applied here are:
Any two concepts are probably the same if their labels
are the same.
Any two concepts are equal if their properties are equal,
even if their labels are different.
Two concepts that have the same instances are the same.
E. Aggregation
The results discussed here have been calculated using
string, linguistic, structure and heuristic matchers. Indeed,
with several matching strategies/ algorithms, there are
several similarity values for a candidate matching (e1; e2).
Therefore, combining them is an effective way to achieve
high accuracy for a larger variety of ontologies, so this step
extracts the combined matching result from the individual
strategy results stored in the similarity cube. For each
combination of ontology entities, the strategy-specific
similarity values are aggregated into a combined similarity
value, e.g., by taking the average or maximum value.
The easiest way to proceed consists of selecting
correspondences above a particular threshold. Such
threshold-based filtering allows us to retain only the most
similar entity pairs. For the combination of the match results,
the average value has been computed and a selection has
been
made
using a
threshold,
for
example:
Semantic Distance(C, C ᇱ) ≤ Threshold
IV.

RELATED WORK

The following literature offers several approaches to the
alignment of ontologies, based on measures of similarity.
A. The Naive Ontology Mapping
This approach [17] is simple, constituting a
straightforward baseline for later comparisons. It comprises
six steps. Feature Engineering demands that the ontologies
be represented in RDF. Search Step Selection compares all
entities of the first ontology with all entities of the second.
Similarity Computation computes the similarity between
entities in different ontologies, using a wide range of
similarity functions. In Similarity Aggregation, NOM
highlights individually significant similarities by weighting
individual similarity results and aggregating them. This,
however, neglects individual similarities that are of less
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significance. Interpretation uses the individual or aggregated
similarity values to derive mappings between entities.
Finally, Iteration repeats the previous step several times. This
gives the capacity to access the already computed pairs and
use more sophisticated structural similarity measures,
whereas neglecting this step provides only a comparison
based on labels and string similarity. A new version has
more features and heuristic combinations, such as Quick
Ontology Mapping (QOM) [18].
Advantage and Disadvantage: this approach applies string
matching, structure matching and an instance matching, but
it doesn’t use auxiliary information. The means of defining
the ontology is based on concepts, properties, and instances.
The input-ontologies for this approach are in RDF format
only. Moreover, it does not use a normalisation process. The
way of selecting matching elements is threshold based.
B. PROMPT
Prompt [21] is a tool for merging ontologies, developed
by Stanford University Knowledge Systems Laboratory. The
knowledge model underlying PROMPT is frame-based and
is compatible with Open Knowledge Base Connectivity. In
general, this tool provides a semi-automatic approach to
merging two ontologies; it is based initially on alignment
relations, which should be held before providing output as a
coherent ontology. More specifically, PROMPT performs
some tasks automatically: it takes two ontologies as input
and creates an initial list of matches based on class names.
This list will be a coherent ontology. The following cycle
then occurs: (1) the user triggers an operation by either
selecting one of PROMPT’s suggestions from the list or by
using an ontology-editing environment to specify the desired
operation directly; and (2) PROMPT performs the operation,
automatically executes additional changes based on the type
of the operation, generates a list of suggestions for the user,
based on the structure of the ontology around the arguments
of the last operation, and determines conflicts that the last
operation introduced in the ontology, finding possible
solutions for them. PROMPT then guides the user in
performing other tasks for which his intervention is required.
Its top level contains Classes (collections of objects arranged
into hierarchies), Slots (binary relations), Facets (ternary
relations) and Instances (individual members of classes).
Advantage and Disadvantage of PROMPT:
It applies string matching and semantic matching but it
does not provide instance or structure matching. The inputontologies for this approach are in different format like
RDF(s), OWL-Lite, and OWL-DL. The output is merged
ontology. The way of defining ontology is based on
concepts, properties and instances. It does not deal with
normalisation process. The way of selecting matching
elements is based on highest value. This approach provides
interactive suggestions to the users. It solves mismatches at
terminological and scope of concept level, and it helps
alignment by providing possible edit points and it supports
repeatability. But it is not automatic which means every step
requires user interaction.
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C. Chimaera
Chimaera [19, 20] is a semi-automatic or interactive tool
for merging ontologies. The engineer is in charge of making
decisions that will affect the merging process. This tools
starts by analysing the ontologies to be merged. It
automatically finds linguistic match merges, and if it cannot
find any matching terms, it gives the user control over any
further action. In fact, it is similar to PROMPT, as both are
embedded in ontology editing environments and offer the
user interactive suggestions.
Advantage and Disadvantage of Chimaera:
It uses string matching, semantic matching and structure
matching but it does not provide instance matching. The
input-ontologies for this approach are OKBC ontologies and
the output is a merged ontology. This approach analyses
ontologies to be merged; if linguistic matches are found then
the merge is processed automatically; otherwise, it uses
subclass and super class relationship. In fact, this approach
solves mismatches at the terminological level in a very light
way, and provides interactive suggestions to the users. It
solves mismatches at terminological and scope of concept
level, and it helps alignment by providing possible edit
points and it is not repeatability. But it is not automatic
which means everything requires user interaction. (It is very
similar to PROMPT).
V.

EVALUATION

It can be argued that the most significant and crucial
issue when suggesting a new approach is its evaluation.
Therefore, this section presents many test cases which are
used to evaluate the performance of our system in different
scenarios, followed by the experimental methodology, test
data sets and results.
The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) is
a coordinated international initiative to establish agreement
for evaluating and improving the available ontology
alignment techniques. The OAEI ontology matching
campaign is a contest organised annually since 2004,
comprising several kinds of tests, processes and measures for
assessing the results.
The benchmark data tests were divided into five groups,
as shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: DESCRIPTION OF BENCHMARK DATA SET
Test Sets

Ontology Description

Num of
Ontologies

101-104

Similar in both label description and hierarchy
structure
Similar hierarchy structure
Similar in label description
Different in both label description and
hierarchy structure
Real-world ontologies provided by different
institutions

4

201-210
221-247
248-266
301-304

10
18
15
4

In order to assess the different approaches or evaluate the
degree of compliance of the results of matching algorithms,
standard information retrieval metrics are used, presenting
four values which are widely used to estimate the quality of
the alignment process and its results: precision, recall,
overall and F-measure.
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Currently, there are many ontology matching systems
that have been developed based on different strategies for
various purposes. In order to evaluate their performance and
their qualities, we will focus on OAEI evaluation which
employs a systematic approach to evaluate ontology
matching algorithms and identify their strengths and
weaknesses. After that we chose the following tests to show
the evaluation:
A. Tests 221 to 247
In the third test set, the names, labels and comments had
no special features that might confuse the alignment, but the
structures of these ontologies were manipulated and some
instances or/and properties were added. Therefore, in these
ontologies our algorithm performed very well on string-,
linguistic- and heuristic-based strategies in computing the
similarity between features. This was due to the fact that the
terms in these test cases had high string similarity; moreover,
the heuristic matcher performed very well in these tests. On
the other hand, where specific terms did not have similar
names or comments, our algorithm was able to apply
structural or semantic features of ontologies in order to
derive the remaining alignments.
The most important issues affecting each of these are
briefly stated here. Ontologies 221 to 247 featured no
specialization (221), a flattened hierarchy test (222), an
expanded hierarchy test (223), no instances (224), no
restrictions (225), no datatypes (226), unit differences (227),
no properties (228), class vs. instances (229) and flattened
classes (230); all of these were matched with a very high
recall and precision rate. As a conclusion, on this group of
tests our algorithm performed well, which can be attributed
to the fact that we carried out both syntactic and semantic
similarity assessments.
TABLE 2: RESULT OF TESTS 221-247
Test ID

Precision

Recall

221

1.00

1.00

222

1.00

1.00

223

1.00

1.00

224

1.00

1.00

225

1.00

1.00

228

1.00

1.00

230

1.00

1.00

231

1.00

1.00

232

1.00

1.00

233

1.00

1.00

236

1.00

1.00

237

1.00

1.00

238

1.00

1.00

239

1.00

0.99

240

1.00

0.99

241

1.00

1.00

246

1.00

1.00

247

1.00

1.00

Average

1.00

0.999

Although the structures of the candidate ontologies were
changed, our algorithm found most correct alignments by
using strings (label similarity, comment similarity), the
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linguistic perspective and heuristic matching. Therefore, both
precision and recall were excellent.
While tests 221-247 shared the same names and
comments, their structures differed. Instances were similar,
but some ontologies did not contain them. The information
given was sufficient to reach very good results. For most of
these tests the structures were modified, which means that
structural similarity was low, but the label similarity was
very high. Because of this low structural similarity, the
structure matcher did not work well for some tests; for
example, tests 221, 232, 233 and 241 had high label and
structural similarity factors, so both linguistic and structurebased strategies were employed, although the structure
matcher made little contribution. Table 2 shows the results.
Table 2 shows the results which appeared from tests 221247.our results are very high and are nearly equal to 1. Our
algorithms are heavily using linguistic and string matching
algorithms.
B. Comparison with other existing approaches
In order to evaluate our system, a comparison of the system
results was made against the published results from the 2007
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative.
101
100
99
98
97
96

Series1

FIGURE 4: RESULTS OF TESTS 221-247

For most of tests 221-247, the structures of ontologies were
manipulated, so that structural similarity was low; however,
names, labels and comments in these ontologies had no
special features, so linguistic similarity was very high. The
information given was sufficient to yield very good results.
In this set of tests, where the ontologies had high similarity
with the reference ontology on linguistic information, our
system performed very well and was the best, with precision,
recall and F-measure scores of 1.00, 0.999 and 0.999
respectively. Other systems, including Falcon, DSSim and
RiMOM also performed very well, with results on the Fmeasure of 0.997, 0.996 and 0.997 respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
We develop new ontology alignment technique by using
different matching strategies. This new ontology alignment
approach utilizes both linguistic and structural information
from ontologies in order to solve ontology alignment
problems. The system is applying different matching
algorithms, which includes: String matching, Linguistic-
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based strategies Structural matching, and Heuristic-based
Strategies.
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Abstract—Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) are emerging
as an important support for ontology engineering. In this
paper, we show how a method for detecting Content ODPs
in existing ontologies can be used as a means to characterize
online ontologies, e.g., for finding, browsing and analyzing
them, as well as a means of analyzing an ontology being built,
by detecting partial instantiations of a Content ODP in that
ontology. The main contribution of this paper is the simple but
effective method for pattern detection, together with its initial
evaluation, as well as the study made on online ontologies
providing an overview of Content ODP usage in real-world
ontologies as well as a proof-of concept of the proposed method.
Keywords-Ontology Design Patterns; Ontology Engineering;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) are emerging as an
important support for ontology engineering. On the semantic
web, ontologies are no longer only constructed by developers
having a background in logical languages and knowledge
modeling. On the contrary, ontologies are commonly drafted
by software engineers or found online, combined, and
reused. Some small and frequently reused ontologies exist,
e.g., the foaf ontology[1], however selecting and reusing
larger and more complex ontologies is still a challenging
task. Finding reusable ontologies is facilitated by ontology
search engines, however, to understand and assess the ontologies is still up to the user, as well as formulating the
keyword query to retrieve an accurate search result.
ODPs provide encoded best practices that can facilitate
the construction of high-quality ontologies, despite lack of
experience and deep knowledge of the logical languages
(e.g., as experimentally shown in [2]). However, certain
types of ODPs, e.g, Content ODPs, also come with a
‘reference implementation’, i.e., a small reusable component
(usually represented in OWL [3]). A collection of such
Content ODPs can be found in the ODP Portal[4], a wiki
portal supporting the collection and management of ODPs.
In this paper, we show how a method for detecting such
Content ODPs in existing ontologies can be used as a means
to characterize online ontologies, e.g., for finding, browsing
and analyzing them, as well as a means of analyzing an
ontology being built, by detecting partial instantiations of a
Content ODP in that ontology. The main contribution of
this paper is the simple but effective method for pattern
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detection, together with its initial evaluation, as well as
the study made on online ontologies providing both an
overview of Content ODP usage in real-world ontologies
as well as a proof-of-concept of the proposed method. In
the following section, we describe Content ODPs in more
detail. Section III describes related work, as well as two
usage scenarios motivating our approach. In Section IV we
present the pattern detection method, and its experimental
validation is presented in Section V. Finally, in Section VI
we conclude the paper and outline future work opportunities.
II. C ONTENT O NTOLOGY D ESIGN PATTERNS
There exist different types of ODPs having different
characteristics, e.g., focusing on logical language constructs,
architecture issues, naming, or efficient provision of reasoning services; for details on ODP types see [5], [6].
However, in this paper we focus on Content ODPs. Content
ODPs are small ontologies with explicit documentation of
design rationales, which can be used as building blocks
in ontology design [5], [6]. As an example, we describe
a Content ODP that is called Agent Role. It represents
the relation between agents, e.g., persons, and the roles
they play, e.g., professional roles such as researcher and
teacher, as well as personal ones such as father and friend.
Figure 1 shows an illustration of the OWL building-block
representing this Content ODP. Content ODPs are collected
and presented in different catalogues, such as the ODP
Portal. In addition to their diagrammatic representation
Content ODPs are described using a number of catalogue
entry fields (c.f. software pattern templates), such as name,
intent, covered requirements, consequences, and building
block (linking to an OWL realization of the pattern). Reusing
Content ODPs is a special case of ontology reuse, when the
elements of the Content ODP are specialized, e.g., subclasses
and subproperties that use domain-specific terminology are
added, and more specific axioms are included.
III. R ELATED W ORK AND M OTIVATION
The detection and analysis of naming patterns in ontologies was proposed in [7], where labels and other lexical
entries are analyzed, e.g., for supporting refactoring. Although related in its aim, the approach uses lexical patterns
to analyze the logical structure, while we use Content ODPs
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Figure 1. The graphical representation, in UML, of the Agent Role ODP
(the unlabeled arrow between Agent and Role representing disjointness).

as input. The approach in [8] for detecting logical patterns
in ontologies using SPARQL queries is not applicable to
our scenario since we are not only dealing with the logical
constructs of the ontology, but the actual content, i.e., it
is impossible to pose appropriate queries until the correct
terminology has been established. In [9] a universal pattern
language is introduced to monitor and detect constraint
violations during ontology modeling, however, the approach
is not focused on pattern detection in existing ontologies but
rather detection of violations of the patterns being reused.
Our previous work includes OntoCase [5], a method for
automatic ontology enrichment based on Content ODPs,
mainly focused on enhancing ontologies generated from textual resources. The current method is a further development
of the methods used in OntoCase. However, while OntoCase
focused on finding matches that were ‘useful enough’ for
interpreting the unrelated elements1 of the input ontology,
our focus in this paper is on simply finding instantiations of
Content ODPs. OntoCase also applies an elaborate ranking
scheme, which would be too computationally expensive to
apply on a web scale, hence, its current implementation with
focus on pattern ranking makes a direct comparison between
OntoCase and the method proposed in this paper unrealistic.
Another approach that attempts to enrich ontologies by
finding partial matches of Content ODPs and subsequently
‘completing’ the ontology by (automatically) adding the
remaining part of the ODP as axioms in the ontology, is
found in [11]. This approach does not assess if the missing
parts are actually relevant and appropriate for that ontology,
and where [11] chooses to add anything possible without
evaluation, we leave such decisions up to the user by simply
providing the pattern as a reference. Additionally, [11] uses a
logical approach for the matching that involves both logical
reasoning and manual pre-processing of the ODPs, hence it
is not obvious that it will be feasible on a web scale.
A. Application Scenarios
Approaches exist for finding reusable ontologies, e.g., in
the form of semantic web search engines such as Watson
[12], Sindice [13], and SWOOGLE [14], and ontology
1 In this paper the term ontology element (formally defined in [10])
denotes formal expressions used to represent any entity, e.g. named classes
and properties are elements, as well as class definitions and restrictions.
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repositories such as [15]. Recent improvements of search
engines allow for simple visualization and assessment of
the ontologies, e.g., by providing basic information on
the size, language and complexity, as well as displaying
key concepts [16]. Nevertheless, it is a difficult task to
assess the usefulness of the ontology for a particular case.
Moreover, merely to pose an appropriate keyword query to
the system is challenging, since the index is based on the
particular terminology of the ontology. Attempts have been
made to introduce the ‘query-by-example’ paradigm into
ontology search engines [17], however, in this case based
on a user-developed model of the query and not considering
specialization/generalization in the matching. In this paper,
we propose to apply Content ODP detection for using ODPs
as queries to find online ontologies that (partly) realize or
specialize that Content ODP. This will address the need of
users already knowing what kind of modelling issue they are
interested in, wanting to find online ontologies containing
particular solutions for that modelling problem. One could
imagine ontology repositories that are browsable by means
of the different ODPs the ontologies contain. In addition,
it provides an interesting possibility to study the type of
modelling solutions applied in online ontologies, as well as
to study the ‘support’ that Content ODPs have in online
ontologies (see Section V-C1).
A second scenario is concerned with novice users building
an ontology ‘from scratch’. Studies such as [2] show that
ODP selection is a problem that hampers the designers
in fully exploiting the benefits of ODPs, hence, additional
tool support should be provided for Content ODP selection.
Recently some support has appeared, in the form of the XD
Tools [18] for the NeOn Toolkit [19]. XD Tools currently
provide ODP registry browsing and search facilities for
retrieving Content ODPs based on a keyword query. The
semantic vector search service extends standard keyword
indexing, but does not take into account the fact that
ODPs are usually more abstract than the terminology in the
ontology. In this scenario we have a draft ontology and a
set of Content ODPs, and wish to find some patterns that
are already partially realized within the ontology. Hence,
we try to detect occurrences of each pattern in the draft
ontology, and if such occurrences are found we propose the
pattern to the user, who can study the pattern and evaluate
his or her solution against the best-practices that the pattern
describe. Although other approaches have been proposed, to
use patterns to enhance draft ontologies, they have either
been purely automatic (e.g., the OntoCase approach [5]) or
using a heavy logical approach also requiring the manual
pre-processing of the ODPs, as in [11]. We propose the
use of a light-weight method that will easily detect simple
modelling attempts of a novice user, who receives a list
of possible patterns of interest to be used as a means for
evaluating or enhancing the ontology by specializing the
Content ODPs found (see Section V-C2).
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IV. C ONTENT ODP D ETECTION
The method for Content ODP detection is based on OntoCase [5]. The basic principle of OntoCase pattern detection
is to identify specializations of Content ODPs based on
matching the terminology used for properties and classes,
as well as matching the property structure through domain
and range restrictions.The graph based pattern matching of
OntoCase is currently not considered in this paper because of
its complexity, e.g., processing time. The approach presented
in this paper is thereby both an extension and a simplification
of the OntoCase approach. The main extension is that
the current approach not only matches domain and range
restrictions but all axioms of the ontology, while a simplification is that the current approach uses less computationally
expensive algorithms, e.g., the OntoCase ranking has been
removed, instead relying on simple matching percentages.
The proposed approach uses three main methods for
detection; (1) import detection, (2) direct matching, and (2)
indirect matching. Import detection is the trivial detection
of an explicit import of a pattern URI in the chain of the
ontology’s import closure. We are aware of the fact that
imported patterns might not be used in the ontology, but
taking this into account is still future work. The direct
matching aims to detect clones of the pattern, including
partial clones, existing in the ontology, while the indirect
matching aims to detect specializations of a pattern in
the ontology, i.e., where the pattern classes and properties
have been exchanged for more (domain-) specific ones. The
procedure is described using pseudocode in Figure 2.
Require: A pattern p, an ontology o, and the thresholds of class/property/axiom
matches t1 , t2 , t3 .
Ensure: The matching percentages Pc , Pp , Pa or null if match was below threshold.

1: if import closure of o contains an owl:import of p then
2:
return Pc = 100, Pp = 100, Pa = 100
3: else
4:
oClassN ames = getClassN ames(o)
5:
...
6:
extend(oClassN ames, oP ropertyN ames)
7:
extend(pClassN ames, pP ropertyN ames)
8:
classM atches, propM atches, axiomM atches = ∅
9:
for each set in pClassN ames = pElement do
10:
pairs = stringM atch(pElement, oClassN ames)
11:
if pairs 6= ∅ then
12:
classM atches = classM atches + pairs
13:
Pc = percentage(classM atches, p)
14:
for each set in pP ropertyN ames = pElement do
15:
pairs = stringM atch(pElement, oP ropertyN ames)
16:
if pairs 6= ∅ then
17:
propM atches = propM atches + pairs
18:
Pp = percentage(propM atches, p)
19:
for each axiom of p = a do
20:
pairs = tripleM atch(a, axioms of o)
21:
if pairs 6= ∅ then
22:
axiomM atches = axiomM atches + pairs
23:
Pa = percentage(axiomM atches, p)
24:
if (Pc > tc )&(Pp > tp )&(Pa > ta ) then
25:
return Pc , Pp , Pa
26:
else
27:
return null
Figure 2.
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If no import was found the detection procedure starts by
retrieving all the terms to be used, e.g., local names (i.e., excluding the namespaces) and labels of classes and properties.
The extend()-function uses heuristics to extend the terms into
term sets, each representing one original element, e.g., class
or property, of the ontology or the pattern respectively. The
intuition is that we need to allow for certain variations in
the matches, i.e., for the direct matching this would include
heuristics for capitalization and morphological variations,
while for the indirect matching this includes also term specialization, for instance, using background knowledge such
as WordNet [20]. The stringMatch()-function performs exact
string matching on the elements of the pairs A×B, where A
is one of the extended term sets from the pattern and B is the
set of all such extended term sets of the ontology. Depending
on the previous application of heuristics, this may return
several matching pattern element-ontology element pairs.
The axioms are matched based on matching the subjectpredicate-object structure of their contained triples, i.e.,
the tripleMatch()-function above. It converts all the axiom
constituents to sets of strings, similar to above but taking
into account the uniqueness of the OWL constructs, e.g.,
‘reserved words’ such as disjointWith does not need
to be extended with synonyms and lexical variations, then
matches the string sets for subject, predicate, and object respectively. The percentage()-function calculates the fraction
of classes/properties/axioms that are in the matched set, with
respect to the overall number of the pattern or ontology.
If above the threshold values, the match is confirmed. If
needed, the details of each match can also be recorded,
although not shown in the procedure above.
V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To allow for a proof-of concept validation of the approach
it has been implemented as a stand-alone Java application,
and applied to two different datasets.
A. Implementation
The method described in Section IV has been implemented using Java. The implementation exploits the OWL
API (3.0) [21] for handling the ontologies, the Watson API
[22] for retrieving online ontologies, and JAWS [23] for
interfacing WordNet and supporting the indirect matching.
In this implementation the extension heuristics for the direct
matching are restricted to (i) ignoring capitalization, and
(ii) recognizing the most common ways of replacing spaces
in element names, e.g., using the camel convention or
instead of spaces. For the indirect matching these heuristics
are extended by using JAWS. Through a simple lookup
mechanism the corresponding synset of every element name
or label in the pattern is retrieved from WordNet, and all
specializations (hyponyms) of that synset are additionally
added to the extended term set. No disambiguation of the
terms are currently performed, i.e., all possible chains of
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synsets are used, but since only specialization and not
generalization is considered this is a manageable set. In the
current implementation only direct matching is performed on
the axiom triples, i.e., no specialization of these are allowed.
B. Data Collection
Two sets of ontologies were collected, each corresponding
to one of the usage scenarios described previously.
1) Online Ontologies: The online ontologies were retrieved through the keyword search feature of the Watson
API [12]. The set of keywords entered are matched to
the local names, labels, comments, or literals of elements
occurring in semantic documents, i.e., ontologies. Based on
query logs of the Watson search engine we collected a list of
the 70 most used search keywords. From this list we further
selected the 50 keywords that returned the highest number
of ontologies, in order to get a sample that represents typical
search results. A list of matching ontologies was retrieved,
for each of the keywords. The results were filtered based on
language (i.e., only allowing RDF/OWL). Next, all broken
links were filtered out, e.g., where the ontology was no
longer accessible at that URI. The resulting set consisted of
845 ontologies, which were saved locally for repeatability
reasons[24] (no additional sampling was performed).
2) Ontology Drafts: The ontology drafts result from
student assignments2 to design an ontology within the
theater domain, based on a fixed set of requirements, i.e.,
competency questions (CQs) [26]. They had not previously
been introduced to ODPs (assured by self-assessment) but
had some training (one full day) on OWL and ontology
engineering. The task was designed so that it would be
possible to solve some of the design problems using Content
ODPs, in order to expose the students to those problems
before introducing Content ODPs later in the course. The
students were given 3 hours to solve the exercise, and they
all used the same tool. The resulting set consists of 15
ontologies (of between 9-20 classes, and 12-30 properties).
C. Accuracy of Implicit Content ODP Detection
To evaluate the Content ODP detection implementation
we have applied it to the two sets of ontologies, together
with a set of 76 content ODPs (the complete set of Content
ODPs at that time available from the ODP Portal).
1) Online Ontologies: The accuracy evaluation of the
indirect ODP detection within online ontologies was for
practical reasons performed on a small sample of ontologies,
randomly selected from the data set. The sample contained
40 ontologies, where 33 of them had at least one match to
any of the 76 Content ODPs (threshold of class matches set
to 50%), summing up to a total of 200 pattern detections.
The ontologies were then reviewed by a human evaluator,
to assess the matches. The human evaluator classified each
2 Assignment

details at [25]
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proposed detection (i.e., each pattern-ontology pair) either
as (a) ’I agree that there is a match, the suggestion is
correct’, (b) ’I do not agree that there is a match, the
suggestion is incorrect’, or (c) ’I cannot decide based on
the available information’. The evaluator classified 62% of
the suggestions into category (a), i.e., correct matches, 31%
into (b), i.e., incorrect, and 7% into (c). Counting (a) as the
correctly suggested patterns, 62% corresponds to the level
of precision of the detection approach.
While 62% precision may seem low, it is comparable to
other complex search mechanisms operating on online data
that are currently widely appreciated. For instance, consider
online search engines, where the precision on complex
queries has been assessed in [27]. The average precision
of the search engines in this study ranged from 51.25% for
Google, down to 32.5% for Ask.com, for complex queries.
Although this study has a completely different aim, it shows
that in fields such as online information retrieval, a precision
as low as 51.25% is considered acceptable.
2) Ontology Drafts: The task given to the students had a
clear set of requirements (CQs) and was constructed with
a set of Content ODPs in mind, i.e., 6 of the Content
ODPs available in the portal, hence, also the recall of the
approach could be assessed. To obtain the ‘gold standard’
on which to perform the recall calculation, we additionally
analyzed the intents and requirements of all the 76 Content
ODPs and recognized 13 additional Content ODPs where the
requirements match the CQs. Table I shows the resulting set
of 19 Content ODPs 3 . Most of these were compositions
or generalizations of the smaller set, while a few also
represented alternative modelling choices applicable in this
context, e.g., to view a music album as a collection of tracks,
or tracks as being proper parts of the album.
Table I
C ONTENT ODP S APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN SOLVING THE TASK .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Content ODP Name
Agent Role
Collection/Collection Entity
Componency
Co-participation
Information Realization
N-ary Participation
Object Role
Participant Role
Participation
Part Of

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Content ODP Name
Person
Place/Location
Region
Situation
Time-indexed Participation
Time-indexed Part Of
Time-indexed Person Role
Time-indexed Situation
Time Interval

The results of the indirect matching can be seen in Table
II. The table shows the average precision and recall over the
set of 15 ontologies (threshold for class matches again at
3 Collection and Collection Entity are represented by the same OWLbuilding block although having separate pages in the ODP portal, just as
Place and Location. Since our method works on the OWL building blocks,
they are here treated as the same pattern.
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50%). The reader should however note that while precision
is highly relevant, recall is not an entirely relevant measure
from a user perspective since some patterns are overlapping
or simply specializations of others. This means that even
with a recall less than 100% the set of proposed ODPs could
cover the complete task.
Table II
AVERAGE PRECISION AND RECALL OVER THE 15 ONTOLOGIES .
Method
Direct matching only
Direct+Indirect matching

Avg. Precision
14.4%
66.4%

Avg. Recall
1.4%
38.9%

As a comparison we note that using only direct matching,
on average 1 pattern was proposed for each ontology,
while using the indirect matching the system proposed on
average 11 patterns for each ontology, which is considered a
reasonable number to be assessed by the ontology engineer
(compared to the catalogue of 76, hence, 86% of the patterns
were filtered out). An interesting problem to consider is how
the method would perform on larger ontologies, however, it
is worth noting that many patterns are applicable in several
places within an ontology (e.g., if ‘partOf’ is applicable, it
will only be proposed once although applicable throughout
the ontology). This indicates that the number of proposed
patterns will not explode when the ontology size increases.
Comparing to the XD Tools search functionality, when
entering the ontology requirements, i.e., the CQs that were
the basis of the draft ontologies, into the search interface
(standard keyword indexing) of XD Tools only reaches a
precision of 36% and recall of 21% for the first 11 results
(i.e., the average number of patterns suggested by our pattern
detection method). When considering the first 20 results we
also note that the precision drops to 20% while the recall
remains on 21%, indicating that we do not get any more
useful results even if we check the next ten results, i.e., some
patterns are very hard to retrieve with standard keywordsearch.
D. Content ODPs Detected in Online Ontologies
The study of online ontologies additionally aimed to
assess Content ODP usage. In Table III we present the
count of ontologies where the 20 most frequent patterns were
detected using our method as described above (class match
threshold again set to 50%). The dataset consisted of 682
ontologies previously collected4 .
When analyzing these results we note that certain patterns
are favored by the background knowledge used for the
matching, e.g., the Constituency pattern contains only one
concept, named ‘entity’, which appears at the top level of
WordNet. Other patterns are instead never matched, due to
4 Unfortunately, 162 of the original 845 ontologies were not processable
through the OWL API, due to syntactic errors or other problems.
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Table III
T HE 20 MOST FREQUENTLY DETECTED C ONTENT ODP S AND THE
NUMBER OF ONTOLOGIES WHERE THEY WERE DETECTED .
Content ODP Name
Constituency
Participation
Componency
Co-participation
Types of Entities
Collection
Agent Role
Region
Object Role
Communities

#
666
204
148
101
101
98
85
75
73
70

Content ODP Name
Topic
Classification
Description
Parameter
Basic Plan Execution
Participant Role
Task Role
Task Execution
N-ary Participation
Situation

#
68
67
67
67
59
47
44
44
37
34

the simple property matching applied, e.g., the Part Of pattern, which contains no classes at all but only two properties.
This leads us to conclude that the numbers presented are
probably not reliable as an absolute count, rather the result
can be seen as an indication that the solutions proposed by
patterns are in fact used in online ontologies. More precise
matching needs to be applied in order to derive accurate
statistics. However, through our experience in working with
patterns we can confirm that the patterns in Table III are
in fact a selection of the ones we, as ontology engineers,
have used most frequently, although some very frequent ones
could not be detected due to limitations in the heuristics.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented a simple Content ODP detection
method and described its proof-of-concept implementation
and evaluation in two usage scenarios. Although the accuracy of the current implementation can certainly be improved, we believe that it is a valuable complement to
traditional ontology search and retrieval, where keywordbased search in most cases returns few or no results when
applied to the task of finding highly abstract Content ODPs.
In addition, we have presented a small study on Content
ODP support in real-world ontologie. The results show that
many Content ODPs are widely used, although very few
seem to be explicitly imported.
Future work includes to improve the heuristics used
by the method, especially on the side of properties and
axioms where the results at the moment are quite poor.
Typical naming patterns for properties could be used in
order to compare property names with different structure
but a similar meaning. Additionally, the axiom matching
could be extended to exploit the matching results already
provided by the class and property matching, in order
to achieve an indirect axiom matching method as well.
OntoCase, as it is currently implemented, is not applicable
to our usage scenarios, however as future work it would
also be interesting to compare other possible relaxations
of OntoCase, to improve the trade-off between scalability
and accuracy. We are currently exploring the possibility to
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integrate the implementation as a selection service in the XD
Tools plugin within the NeOn Toolkit, and in the future we
will also consider the possibility of providing a detection
service for online search, to bring the advantages of this
approach into practice.
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Abstract—Since Gruber’s definition, a lot of works focused on
evolution or versioning issues. Not much attention has been
paid to integrated solutions which resolve both these two
purposes. In this paper we present a new semantic architecture
that combines versioning tools with the evolution process. This
architecture called VersionGraph is integrated in the source
ontology since its creation in order to make it possible to evolve
and to be versioned.
Keywords-evolution; versioning; Versiongraph; ontology
lifecycle;change operations;

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many works have been published about the definition of
ontology to bridge the gap of semantic heterogeneity.
Literature now generally agrees on the Gruber’s terms to
define an ontology: explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization of a domain [1]. The domain is the world
that the ontology describes. It can be a general domain or a
more specific one. This description uses a vocabulary of
concepts which is understandable and agreed by people of
the domain; here is the meaning of “shared
conceptualization”. The ontology can be implemented in
several languages with a different level of formalization and
expressivity, with no ambiguity that’s why ontology is an
“explicit specification”. The development of ontology is
becoming a common task and an inescapable supportfor
information systems interoperability [2]. This research
domain is mature and the first feedbacks arise. New
scientific deadlocks are identified concerning the lifecycle of
ontology especially the evolution phase. Discussing about
those issues leads us to first ask what part of the ontology
definition is concerned by this lifecycle and where the
evolution can be situed. Regarding to [3] Ontology lifecycle
depends from changes occurring in the domain,
conceptualization and/or specification of the ontology.
Moreover, as depicted in Figure 1 (red dotted arrows), a
change on one of this identified sources can impact a change
in the other sources. Figure 1 shows the causes of changes
related to the domain (a), the conceptualization (b) and the
specification (c). We can notice that a change cause in (a)
and (b) can have a change consequence in (b) and (c).
Proposition a new classification of the identified changes in
the state of art of [26] we have identified two types of change
interaction:
Firstly, the domain can impact conceptualization. These
changes are similar to changes in database schemas [5]. For
example new concepts/relationships must be considered or
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existing concepts/relationships must be improved or deleted.
That’s the role of Domain Evolution [6] or Domain Fusion
(Ontology Integration [7], Ontology Merging [8]) proposals.
The domain can also affectspecification. For example a
complete translation to a new specification corresponds to
Ontology Translation_1[9] proposals.
Secondly, the conceptualization can impact the
specification. For instance new models in the domain are
introduced and require a change in the concept/relationships
organization, formalization and expressivity. That’s the
purpose of Conceptualization Evolution [10] and Conceptual
Revision
(Ontology
Debugging
[11])
proposals.
Nevertheless, we note that four types of change, used to
resolve conceptual heterogeneity (conceptualization part),
don’t impact the ontology itself: Ontology Mapping [12],
Ontology Matching [13], Ontology Articulation [13] and
Ontology Morphism [14]. These last ones add an external
mapping to bridge the semantic gap. We argue that a change
in the specification doesn’t impact the conceptualization or
the domain when the specification language is enough rich to
express this change. It’s the case of Description Logics
languages[15] whichdisplay different levels of expressivity
by holding different ontology constructors.So, we can choose
one of them depending on the level of expressivity we need.
From this discussion, we deduce that the evolution phase
concerns the domain and the conceptualization of the
ontology. The Conceptualization Evolution is a direct
consequence of the Domain Evolution. The new research
area which aims at resolving the impact of change
management on ontology is known as Ontology Dynamics
[16] Ontology Dynamics deals with all issues concerning
changes impacting the ontology (change of the domain,
change in the conceptualization, or change in the
specification), especially maintenance and evolution. The
ontology development is a dynamic and incremental process
starting with the creation of a brute ontology which has to be
revised, refined and populated [17]. In the literature, a lot of
papers have addressed the problem of managing the lifecycle
of the existing ontology [18]. Most of them propose tools
dealing with the different causes of change as depicted in
figure 1. The major part put the emphasis on the
evolutionissues [19]. Some articles cope with versioning
solutions to handle different versions of evolved ontologies
[20]. Nevertheless not much attention has been paid to the
characterization of an ontology which integrates in its
definition the mechanisms to evolve and being versioned.
We can cite the proposition of [40,41], which approach is
quite similar to ours but differs in its final solution.
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This paper focuses on a generic architecture make it possible
to combine the definition of ontology withevolution and
versioning operators. This architecture can be used with any
type of ontology based on description logics and especially
OWL-DL formalism [21]. An implementation of this
architecture is presented at the end of this paper. It is an
extension of the Jena’s library [22] by override ofthe existing
ontology handling operators.
This paper is articulated in three parts. The first part presents
a background on ontology evolution and versioning. The
second part describes the VersionGraph Architecture. The
last part is an example of evolution versioning based on the
Wine Ontology [23].
II.

EVOLUTION AND VERSIONNING BACKGROUND

According to [24], ontology lifecycle is divided in seven
steps: needs detection, conception, management and
planning, evolution, diffusion, use, and evaluation.The
needs detection phase starts witha detailed inventory of the
domain and the various purposes.Like evolution phase,
conception phase needs: knowledge acquisition, shared
conceptualization building, formalization (Semantic Web
formalisms[25]…) and integration of the existing resources
(other ontology, applications…).The phase of management
and planning underlines the importance of having a constant
monitoring and a global policy to detect or initiate, prepare
or evaluate the lifecycle iterations. This work intends to
guarantee that an iteration of the lifecycle is activatedwhen
an evolution is ready to be completed. The management step
requires tools not only to prepare the ontology to adapt the
domain changes but also to keep trace of the previous
versions of the ontology. These goals can be reached with a
versioning system [26].Diffusion phase deals with the
deployment of the ontology. The use phase encloses all the
activities related to the access of the ontology. Finally, the
evaluation phase aims at evaluating the ontology state.
Moreover, like the needs detection phase,it collects
beforehand the knowledge of the domain and can also rely
on previous studies or feedbacks. Except for the evolution
and management phases, all the steps described can be
considered as mature domains. Furthermore, this description
of
the
lifecycle
shows
that
evolution
and
managementremains the most complex phases. Evolution is
the backbone of the lifecycle iterations. Therefore, the
change management process is totally based on it.
The rest of our state of art is articulated in three parts.
According to the literature, we will first define the evolution
role, operations and process. Then we’ll have a look at the
existing solutions for change representation and ontology
versioning. We will see how to link the evolution process
and a versioning system in order to integrate both of them in
existing ontologies.
A. Ontology Evolution
As stated by [26], ontology evolution aims at responding to
one or several changes in the domain or the
conceptualization by applying them on the source
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ontology.This brief definition looks abstract and leads us to
ask: what kind of changes does the evolution apply? How
evolution applies them? What are the criteria to respect?
How can we manage a goodevolution? Evolution changes
are defined in the literature and especially in [9] as a
succession of simple or complex operations the user wants to
apply on the intension (schema) or the extension(data) of the
ontology.This evolution aims at adapting the ontology to the
changed domain. Applying and propagating thechange are
often manual tasks but can be done automatically by
synchronization with the domain.According to [27] these
tasks usually occur during the use phase of the ontology.
Ontology Dynamics clearly define the evolution criteria. [28]
and [29] qualify the maintenance of the ontology as the most
important criterion.Evolution has to maintain whatever relies
on the ontology.Maintaining the ontology consistent and
pertinent, in a consensus is an inescapable issue of
evolution[30]. Applying changes on ontology can turn the
conceptualization inconsistent and irrelevant. That’s why an
evolution should never be validated before the user has a
preview of the impact of the changes on the ontology. This
impact can only be estimated if the evolution operations are
semantically clearly defined.
In order to assure that this process is fully respected, some
works propose an approach in six phases. 1. the change
detection phase consists in detecting what changes occurred
in the domain or in the point of view must be propagated to
the conceptualization. Lots of papers in the Ontology
Dynamics deal with this phase and propose methods and
tools like integrated event handlers[27], ontology learning
[31] etc… 2. the representation phase aims at representing
the selected changes with ontological operations. [10]
classifies the evolution operations in two types: elementary
(atomic)
operations
and
composed
(complex)
operations.According to [10], elementary operations are
simple operations that modify only one entity like
addition/suppression of classes/relations, of hierarchy,
domain, range links, of class/relation properties like disjoint,
transitivity, etc…whereas composed operations are a
composition of several elementary operations.The choice of
composed operations depends on the granularity of the
evolution needs. Therefore, we aimat displaying our
proposition to the major part of formal ontologies. So we
need to integrate usual operations. Usual operations
correspond to operations the ontology that developers are
the most expected to use when creating and evolving an
ontology. In addition to elementary operations, the literature
gives some lists of usual operations (e.g. [32,33]). In
complement, we have extracted other usual operations like
“change the place of an entity”…from the application
Protégé. Moreover we make a distinction between
operations on the intension and operations on the extension.
The cited works on change operations don’t specify specific
operations for the instances because they argue that an
instance can become a class [10]. However, we maintain
that schema operations can’t be confounded with instance
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operations. Actually, it is impossible to create an instance
(instance operation)related to a class if this class is not
created. Inversely a class can be created (schema operation)
without instances. 3. the semantic phase prevents the user
from inconsistency risks by determining the sense of the
represented changes. For example, if composed operations
have been selected, this phase will allow seeing their
decomposition in elementary operations. 4. the
implementation of the changes alerts the user of the impact
on data in terms of data gain or loss. [10] gives these
impacts from a list of 22 usual operations (the elementary
ones and some composed). 5. the propagation phase aims
at informing all the dependent parts of the ontology (other
ontologies, application) of these changes. 6. Finally, comes
the validation of the changes. In the following part we will
see how our proposition can integrate these operations in the
versioning system and follow these evolution phases.
B. Versioning
This section is articulated in three parts. First we define the
role of versioning, bringing our new vision on this
definition; Then we describe the versioning process of our
versioning system based on the 6 phases of evolution
process. A state of art on the existing solutions of change
representations will help us to build the tools needed in this
process. Finally we present our suggestion to permit the
identification and the retrieval of a version of an ontology.
[26] gives in 2007 a very strict definition of the role of
versioning : give a transparent access to different existing
versions of an ontologyby creating a versioning system.This
system identifies the versions by their “Id” and delimits
their mutual compatibility. In the past three years, Ontology
Dynamics proposals extend its role: manage several
chronologic and multitemporal versions [34], at local or web
level [35], when collected, distributed, accessed by search
engines [35]. All these definitions correspond to a
retroactive versioning because versions of the ontology have
to preexist. However in our objective, we want to integrate a
versioning system since the creation of the first version of
the ontology. Therefore, we need, as the ontology
development, a dynamic and incremental process, which
could take into account a new version at each evolution
phase. That’s why we propose to merge the evolution
process (following the 6 phases) with the versioning one.
First, the user chooses the list of operations to apply (cf.
change detection phase). The versioning system formalizes
them (cf. representation phase), turn them semantically
understandable (cf. semantic phase), records and
implements them (cf. implementation phase).Then after the
propagation of the changes, (cf. propagation phase), the user
validates them (cf. validation phase) and the versioning
system applies them and generates the new version of the
ontology corresponding to an evolution iteration. Finally the
versioning system can give a transparent access to both of
the versions with criteria defined by the user [36]. It can
delimit compatibility by retracing evolution operations [32,
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33]. To follow this process, we need to specify the tools
displayed by our versioning system. According to [37], a
change specification should enclose an operational change
specification (our list of operations), then the conceptual
relationship between the first version and the new one (the
selected operations on the selected entities).The first phase
of the evolution process is then completed. The next step is
to represent these changes.Several approaches are proposed
in the literature to represent changes. Major part of them
uses logs.Versioning logs [38] record the different versions
of an ontology by representing each entity at a given time.
For each class, relation and instance, a new instance of
“EvolutionConcept” class is created. [37] argues that
metadata should be added to identify this change. In
versioning logs, each instance is annotated with metadata
(Id, cause, transaction time, state validated or not…).This
solution is interesting if the versioning log can be integrated
in the ontology. However for our purposesthere is no need
to represent each entity if it’s not modified by the evolution.
Evolution logs [39] don’t save the versions but act like a
change history. Not each entity but each substitution in the
ontology is recorded in order to be reused when the user
wants to access a version.Tracing the substitution rather
corresponds to our objectives as a substitution contains the
selected operations and the entities affected. In order to cope
with our evolution process we propose to create a Version
concept like in the versioning logs integrated in the
ontology that will be created at each evolution iteration.
This Version concept encloses: 1/the substitutions operated
in the intension or 2/ those operated on the extension and3/
the metadata.Then, the implementation phase can be helped
by introducing event detectors on data. In the application
Jena supporting the ontology, the idea is to insert methods
using “ActionListener” objects. The propagation phase can
be performed by generating events activating the
“ActionListener” objects. Finally, the validation is similar to
the “Commit” operator of a DBMS, can be done by a simple
click by the user. Our incremental versioning process
following the 6 evolution phases constitutes the first part of
our versioning system.
The second part corresponds to the transparent access
definition. The first issue is the identification of the
versions. Most of the versioning systems use “Id” of
theontologies to identify them [35]. Though, it’snot enough
to identify in which version a change on a certain entity
occurred. As we have introduced metadata and the list of
substitutions occurred when a Version is created, those data
can serve as search criteria to identify and retrieve the right
version. We have chosen to extend Jena operators (access
on ontology etc…) in order to take into account the search
criteria. This extension can be performed by an override of
the access methods. For example, by adding metadata and
operation attributes. This state of art permitted us to build
the evolution and versioning process of our proposition. We
also managed to design the versioning tools in order to
represent changes and access the ontology.
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III.

VERSIONGRAPH ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the VersionGraph architecture
which implements the choices of our state of art. First, we
focuses on the operations corresponding to the evolution
operations. Then we describe our versioning system.
Finally, we give an example of evolution on the Wine
ontology.
A. Evolution Operations
Contrarily to the [4] proposition, the schema and instance
operations
are
differentiated
respectively
by
SchemaOperation
and
InstanceOperation.
SchemaOperationtype operations correspond to the
creation and deletion of classes (AddClass) and properties
(AddProperty) but also to additions and deletions of
restrictions on them. We distinguish restrictions on the
classes and properties or properties of the data link
hierarchy (HierarchyLink) such as class / subclass,
property / sub-property. Also in the class restrictions,
limitations like classes / properties such as the relationship
between properties and classes (ClassPropertyLink,
ClassDataPropertyLink),
cardinality
(ClassPropertyCardinality) are classified. Also in the
restrictions we find domain and range restrictions of
attributes
(PropertyAttributeLink).
Finally
TypeProperty operations are used to define a specific
constraint of a property (transitive, symmetric etc ...).
InstanceOperationtype operations, correspond to
operations of addition and deletion of individuals and
statements about these individuals. We distinguish between
the assertions relying individuals to the values
(DataPropertyAssertion) and those specifying the
types for these individuals (ObjectPropertyAssertion).
B. From evolution to versioning
From these evolution operations and the study of the
different versioning solutions of our state of art, we derived
a versioning system. At each evolution of the ontology, the
system stores in the ontology, the changes impacted by the
operations used and the context. This versioning system is
an independent ontology which intends to be integrated into
the existing ontology by a simple addition operation. Then,
the user can start a first evolution of ontology in choosing
whether to change the schema (intension) or data
(extension) using the above operations. Each list of changes
chosen by the user during the evolution is kept using a
concept SchemaVersionGraph for SchemaOperation
operations
and
InstanceVersionGraphfor
InstanceOperationoperations on instances by specifying
which elements of the ontology are concerned (concepts,
relationships...). Contextual information can be added (as
version, date, author, description...). These data are traced
during the evolution using a concept of context
VersionContext.
The
set
containing
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SchemaVersionGraph or InstanceversionGraph and
VersionContextis called VersionGraph. Figure 2

depicts an overview of the ontology schema. For more
clarity, it only shows concepts and their relationships under
6th hierarchical degrees. In a transparent way, each
application of changes made by the user generates a new
VersionGraph.TheVersionGraph definition in Protégé is
presented in Figure 3.As depicted in this figure a
VersionGraph contains a link with the previous version of
the ontology (hasPreviousVersionGraph). It's actually a
link to the core ontology (for the first VersionGraph) or to
the previous VersionGraph.Because of its nature, our
system of evolution and versioning can be integrated into
applications using ontologies Jena. The access operations of
the library Jena can be overridden by the criteria of change
and context. Until now, proposals for versioning are often
accompanied by a specific application that the user must
install to access the version it wants if the use of URI is not
enough (Evolva). However, many ontologies are accessed
using a Java API Jena. Indeed, this library supports
ontology-based formalisms like RDF, RDFS, OWL and the
various DAML + OIL. Jena contains all the methods to
access and edit ontologies. In addition, it also implements
all the basic operations of evolution and the commonly used
composed ones. Overridden access methods are able to take
into account the criteria of versions thanks to new attributes.
These criteria are integrated into the ontology itself as we
saw in the previous paragraph.
C. The Wine Ontology Versionning
The Wine ontology is an ontology example in which
international wines are described. For the first step, we
import the VersionGraph ontology into the Wine ontology
by an addition operation. Then the system creates the first
version of the wine ontology with a first instance of
VersionGraph. This Versiongraph only has a link with the
source ontology.
<vg :VersionGraph#VersionGraph0>
p:hasPreviousVersionGraph
<http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/wine.rdf>;

Then we want to add the “StrawWine” wine which doesn’t
exists in the Wine ontology. Straw Wine’s fruit is selected
then dried in the sun so that the juice is very concentrated in
flavor and sugar. So it is a dessert style wine sometimes
heavy or balanced or straw gold color. It can be made from
red grapes Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon or
Chardonnay white grapes and Sauvignon Blanc. To add this
new concept and describe it, the system creates another
VersionGraph. This new one islinked with the previous
one.The system specifies a SchemaVersionGraph which
contains the operations needed to describe and add the
concept in the ontology.
# VersionGraph1 description
<vg:VersionGraph#VersionGraph1>
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p:hasPreviousVersionGraph<vg:VersionGraph#V
ersionGraph0>;
p:hasDate "11/05/2010";
p:hasAuthor "Perrine PITTET";
p:hasSchemaVersionGraph
<vg:SchemaVersionGraph#SchemaVersionGraph1>;
# AssociatedSchemaVersionGraph1 description
<vg:SchemaVersionGraph#SchemaVersionGraph1>
p:hasAddClass <rdfs:class#StrawWine>;
p:hasAddClassHierarchyLink
<vg:ClassHierarchyLink#ClassHierarchyLink1>;
p:hasAddClassDataPropertyLink
<vg:ClassDataPropertyLink#ClassDataPropertyLink1>;
p:hasAddClassDataPropertyCardinality
<vg:ClassDataPropertyCardinality#ClassDataProperty
Cardinality1>;
p:hasAddClassDataPropertyCardinality
<vg:ClassDataPropertyCardinality#ClassDataProperty
Cardinality2>;
# Description des SchemaOperation utilisées
<vg:ClassHierarchyLink#ClassHierarchyLink1>
p:class <rdfs:class#StrawWine>;
p:subClass <rdfs:subClassOf#DessertWine>;
<vg:ClassDataPropertyLink#ClassDataPropertyLink1>
p:class <rdfs:class#StrawWine>;
p:dataProperty <owl:DataProperty#hasColor>;
p:value <rdf:resource#Golden>;
<vg:ClassDataPropertyCardinality#ClassDataProperty
Cardinality1>
p:class <rdfs:class#StrawWine>
p:dataProperty <owl:DataProperty#hasBody>
p:value
<rdf:resource#Full>
and
<rdf:resource#Moderate>
<vg:ClassDataPropertyCardinality#ClassDataProperty
Cardinality2>
p:class <rdfs:class#StrawWine>
p:dataProperty
<owl:DataProperty#madeFromGrape>
p:value
(<rdf:resource#CabernetSauvignon>
and
<rdf:resource#Carbernetfranc>)
or
(<rdf:resource#Chardonnay>
and
<rdf:resource#SauvignonBlanc>)

p:individual <rdf:resource#VinPaillé>
<vg:AddMemberClass#AddMemberClass1>
p:individual <rdf:resource#VinPaillé>
p:class <rdfs:class#StrawWine>
<vg:AddObjectPropertyAssertion#AddObjectPropertyAssertion1>
p:individual <rdf:resource#VinPaillé>
p:objectProperty <owl:ObjectProperty#locatedIn>
p:value <rdf:resource#FrenchRegion>

IV.

CONCLUSION

Ontology evolution and versioning are recent domains of
search. Most of current ontology versioning approaches are
not based on the evolution process. Rare are the solutions
which integrate these mechanisms since the creation of the
ontology. Our proposed architecture Versiongraph is a
semantic solution towards the characterization of a dynamic
ontology which reaches these objectives. Our ongoing
research shows preliminary results on evolution of several
ontologies like Wine, FOAF or Pizza. Our short coming
plan is to enhance our evolution and versioning process on
several projects applied to online press comments, tourism
and town heritage ontologies.
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Abstract—Ontologies as a knowledge representation method
are already being applied in various areas. Therefore, this
method is introduced to new developers constantly. The paper
investigates possibility for overlooking ontology features that
can enable users to properly represent semantics of the domain
of interest. In initial research, ontology development using
frames was considered and evaluation was made based on
criteria connected to classes, hierarchy and attributes. Possible
beginner oversights are identified. Suggestions considering
chosen semantic criteria are also described.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge representation with the help of ontologies is a
subject of research for two decades already. With new
technologies emerging every day and Semantic Web vision,
they have become an important part of various research
areas, including knowledge management. Along with their
features, their application is also spreading.
In a well known paper [1] ontology is defined as “an
explicit specification of a conceptualization” and frame
systems are described as knowledge representation
framework for “describing hierarchies of classes with slots”
that ontologies consist of. Over years, many ontology
development methods, languages and tools have been
evolved [2]. Ontology evaluation is, of course, an integrating
part of their development and was in centre of research about
five years ago. Evaluation of ontology content is
concentrated on consistency, completeness, conciseness,
expandability and sensitivity, whereas ontology taxonomy
evaluation considers inconsistency, incompleteness and
redundancy [3][4]. Well known OntoClean method evaluates
ontologies according to rigidity, identity, unity and
dependency, concepts introduced from philosophy [5][6].
Ontology evaluation can be based on structural, functional
and usability-profiling measures [7] as well as on “coverage
of a particular domain and the richness, complexity and
granularity of that coverage; the specific use cases, scenarios,
requirements, applications, and data sources it was
developed to address”[8]. Factors considered in the
evaluation process can be features of languages and tools
used [9], but also user demands and simplicity of use [10].
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Evaluation methods can be combined to explore various
ontology characteristics [11].
Some aforementioned evaluation methods are designed
to be conducted independently of ontology development
methods, tools or languages used and others consider them
as possible biases that can influence on richness of
knowledge representation. However, a factor of knowledge
and experience of ontology engineer is rarely taken into
consideration. To new developers ontologies are constantly
introduced as a knowledge representation method. If
accustomed to different means of representing knowledge,
such as classical databases, they may not use all features that
ontologies offer for representing the semantics of the domain
of interest, for example, description of classes with the use of
instances of other class. Defining and focusing on potential
oversights when teaching or learning how to develop
ontologies can reduce initial mistakes. Therefore, the main
goal of presented research was to evaluate basic ontology
elements, such as classes, hierarchy and attributes (slots)
with the purpose to discover how well beginners can
understand and exploit the concept of ontologies when
managing and representing knowledge.
The paper is organized as follows: in second section
semantic criteria for ontology evaluation are introduced;
afterwards, research process as well as analysis and results
are described; conclusion and future work are in the final
section.
II.

SEMANTIC CRITERIA

When considering the use of ontologies, “the most
important aspect of the ontological representation is its
capacity of expressing domain semantics”[12]. Generally,
ontologies represent semantic knowledge of a certain domain
through hierarchies of classes and attributes (and their
constraints) that describe them. Therefore, those features
should be used for a proper domain description, but some of
them may be overlooked, especially with the lack of
experience. Detection of those oversights can give valuable
information about important parts of ontology development
lessons.
At the Faculty of organization and informatics in
Varaždin, Croatia, ontologies are taught at two levels:
• second or third year undergraduate students learn
ontology development at simple level within
Knowledge Management course, where only frame
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systems as knowledge representation formalism are
introduced and students have no prerequisites that
include formal logical systems;
• second year graduate students learn ontology
development with OWL and description logic
reasoning within Knowledge Bases and Semantic
Web course and have prerequisites that include
formal logical systems.
For initial research with the purpose of simplicity and
further guidelines, only first case is considered. Since the
goal was to discover how easy beginners can grasp the
concept of ontology and how many semantics will they be
able to represent with it, ontology elements used within
frames - classes, hierarchy and attributes (slots) were
obvious choice for analysis.
During previous years, it was noted that students who
develop ontologies for the first time tend to describe classes
only with simple string or integer attributes and that they are
inclined to either develop very poor hierarchies with many
attributes or very rich ones where even instances are mixed
for classes. For that reason lectures were organized in a
manner that each covered one specific development part:
detailed description of development process with examples,
development of classes and hierarchy and the use of
attributes. The hypothesis was that beginners will to some
extent overlook the use of more complex ontology features –
complex attributes, use of more hierarchies and their
connection for better domain description. According to
important ontology elements, several criteria were taken into
consideration for the evaluation:
Total number of hierarchies – Although this is not
commonly, for the purpose of research, class hierarchy was
divided into two parts: main hierarchy (describing the
domain of interest) and support hierarchy (used to better
describe the domain of interest). For example, University
studies ontology has several such hierarchies: types of
studies, teaching participants, courses, conduction places and
enrolment requirements [13]. Because the domain of interest
was types of studies, this would be main hierarchy. Other
hierarchies would help in its description – their classes or
instances would be used as values for class attributes in main
hierarchy. Therefore, this criterion can imply more
semantically versatile description.
Number of support hierarchies – There can be several
main hierarchies in complex domains, as well as support
ones. Because support hierarchies are those that designate
more complexity in domain description, it is necessary to
determine their actual number (if any).
Depth of main and support (where applicable)
hierarchies – It is obvious that hierarchies with more
branches and more depth give better description of domain
structure and class relations and therefore represent a
valuable criteria. Main hierarchy can be the only hierarchy in
one-hierarchy ontology or one or more of those that directly
describe the domain of interest in multiple-hierarchy
ontology. These criteria are considered with hypothesis that
support classes will have lesser depth than main ones.
Total number of classes, number of classes in main and
support hierarchies (where applicable) – The number of
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support hierarchies and hierarchy depth cannot itself give
complete information about the degree of semantics
represented: main hierarchy should obviously have a number
of classes, but support hierarchy can actually consist of only
one, whose instances must be values for a certain attribute.
Only ontologies that have support hierarchies were evaluated
according to these criteria, whereas all ontologies were used
for analysis of total number of classes.
Total number of attributes – It is needless to say that
attributes are the real descriptors of classes and that their
greater number should mean better semantic representation.
For this criterion the total number of attributes is taken,
regardless whether they belong to main or support hierarchy.
Number of attributes in main and support (where
applicable) hierarchies – These criteria gives even better
insight in how well is which part of ontology described. Of
course, it is applicable only on ontologies that have support
hierarchies.
Number of connecting attributes – Connecting attributes
are those that connect classes together, primarily meaning
that the attribute value of one class is the instance of the
other (regardless whether it is a part of main or support
hierarchy). They show how well are represented connections
among various parts of the domain, and the actual effect of
support classes – how much semantic they add.
Number of simple and complex attributes – The last two
criteria show the complexity of class description. Attributes
are divided into two groups, simple and complex. Simple
attributes are any, boolean, float, integer and string whilst
complex are class, instance and symbol.
It should be noted that those criteria are chosen according
to main ontology elements using frames. They can be proven
more or less useful after the research and need for other
criteria can be discovered.
III.

RESEARCH

Research was conducted at Faculty of organization and
informatics during spring semester of year 2009/2010.
A. Participants
As already described, students are taught knowledge
representation with ontologies during laboratory exercises in
course Knowledge Management. For that reason, research
was conducted with second and third year undergraduate
students at this course (year of course enrollment is not
fixed; only prerequisites are). Participants had no prior
experience with ontologies, but were familiar with
knowledge representation methods for knowledge
management in general. Total number of students was 152 in
10 groups. Ontology development is part of their final grade,
but several irregular students decided to apply for the regular
exam and not to present their work.
Laboratory exercises were divided into two parts. First
part is not the subject of this research, but was good
introductory for ontologies: students had to collect
knowledge about some topic in knowledge management
domain, represent it in a wiki system and tag important
concepts that were then visualized in graph.
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Assignments from both parts of laboratory exercises were
included in student grades with 25% in total. Also, students
had to obtain at least 12 of 25% to be able to apply even for a
regular exam. This ensured their motivation to accomplish
given tasks.
B. Research Process
As a tool for ontology development was chosen Protégé
[14], as one of most used open-source tools that has good
user interface and support and is being developed for more
than 20 years [15]. Version that was used is Frames without
Protégé Axiom Language (subset of first order logic
axioms), for several reasons:
• participants were undergraduate students with no
prerequisites that included knowledge of first order
logic;
• although they had mostly the same courses in their
first year, students can choose between two
directions in their undergraduate studies, information
systems and business systems – therefore, their
interest and knowledge of informatics topics is not
the same;
• Protégé editor is very intuitive and allows easy
manipulation with ontology elements of interest for
the research.
Because of grading, each student had to choose a
different domain for ontology, according to hers/his interests.
Domains could be similar, but not exactly the same (for
example, car models from two different manufacturers).
Their task was to represent the chosen domain with ontology
as best as possible and to incorporate into it all features that
were taught to them.
Laboratory exercises consisted of four sessions.
Activities at each session are described below:
Session 1 – Students were taught about ontologies
through example of University studies ontology [13]. Firstly,
the role of classes and their attributes in hierarchy was
explained to them. Then they had a task to create a small
hierarchy example. Protégé-Frames tool was also presented
to them with step by step explanation how to create
ontology. Their next task was to try out the tool. Students
also had enough time to start searching for a suitable domain
according to their preferences and interests. They had to find
a domain for ontology development until next session. As
already explained, they had to have different ontologies.
Session 2 – The most important task for this session was
to create one or more class hierarchies. Each student's
hierarchy was individually controlled and they were given
suggestions for better arrangement of classes. Also, at least
one support class for better semantic description of the
specific domains was proposed to each of them.
Session 3 – For this session the most important task was
to create appropriate attributes and connect with them all
hierarchies together (where applicable). Suggestions for
more use of complex attributes and explanations how to use
attributes to connect different classes were also given to each
student.
Session 4 – The last session was actually used for
presentation and grading of ontologies. Students had to finish
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ontologies at home (create frames for instance entry window,
populate ontology with enough instances to be able to make
queries, create several queries, visualize ontology). About
half of students already created some attributes at second
session and populated instances at third, so they had enough
time for the completion of the task.
IV.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

142 students delivered their ontology. As mentioned
before, one of goals was also to determine whether some
changes in semantic criteria definition have to be done.
Therefore, for initial analysis 50 randomly selected
ontologies were used. With purpose of better understanding
of research results, information about values that have small
range (0-4) is presented in Table 1. Following statistical
measures were used for semantic criteria analysis: arithmetic
mean, median, mode, standard deviation and skewness.
TABLE I.
Criteria

SELECTED CRITERIA VALUES
Values
0

1

2

3

4

N. of hierarchies

-

30

14

1

5

N. of main hierarchies

-

49

1

0

0

N. of support hierarchies

30

14

2

4

0

Depth of main hierarchy

2

5

21

16

6

Depth of support hierarchy

14

4

2

0

0

The raw data from Table 1 already shows that less than a
half of ontologies have support hierarchies and that almost
all of them have only one main hierarchy. The support
hierarchies generally have 0 depth (one class), and the depth
of main ones is satisfactory. First two rows for value 0 are
empty, because all ontologies have at least one main
hierarchy. Detailed analysis is given in next subsections.
A. Classification Analysis
Table 2 shows average values obtained for selected
ontologies according to following criteria: total number of
hierarchies, number of support hierarchies, depth of main
and support hierarchies and number of classes in total, and in
main and support classes, where applicable.
It can be seen that most ontologies had only one
hierarchy (median and mode are 1). Actually, 20 of 50 (40%)
had at least one support hierarchy, meaning that more than
half of students did not use this ontology feature to better
describe domain knowledge. The average depth of main
hierarchies was 2,38 with mode of 2 and their skewness
showed that there was only a small asymmetry in sample
distribution. As expected, the depth of support ontologies
was mainly 0, indicating only one supporting class in most
hierarchy cases.
Since to all students at least one support hierarchy or
class was suggested, it can be concluded that the above result
is influenced by this suggestion. With next generation no
individual suggestions should be made. Instead, more
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detailed explanation and more examples of support
hierarchies should be included in the teaching process.
Average number of classes was 21,76, but other
measures, especially a standard deviation of 17,8309,
showed that there are some extreme values (inclining more
TABLE II.

to greater values, as can be seen from skewness). A number
of classes in ontologies that have support classes was also
very variable for main classes, but not for support ones. This
is understandable, because most of them had only one class,
although several of them had as many as 11 or 12.

HIERARCHY ANALYSIS

Raw values
Criteria

Statistical measures

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Median

Mode

Standard
deviation

Skewness

Number of hierarchies

1

4

1,62

1

1

0,9452

1,6023

Number of support hierarchies

0

3

0,6

0

0

0,9035

1,5910

Depth of main hierarchies

0

4

2,38

2

2

0,9666

-0,2809

Depth of support hierarchies

0

2

0,31

0

0

0,6806

1,5139

Number of classes

6

110

21,76

16,5

14

17,8309

3,1115

Number of classes in main hierarchies

1

105

22,05

16

16

22,9858

2,6314

Number of classes in support hierarchies

1

12

3,23

2

1

3,4296

1,3704

hierarchies (where applicable), number of connecting
attributes and number of simple and complex attributes.
Average number of attributes was 12,8, but standard
deviation and skewness showed discrepancies of that value.
For ontologies with support hierarchies results were the same
for attributes used in main hierarchies. In support hierarchies
there were no big discrepancies and number of attributes was
very small. In most cases there were two attributes (mode
value 2), but arithmetic mean of 5,38 and other measures
showed variation of attribute number (which was actually
from 1 to 17).
A smaller number of attributes in support hierarchies
shows that only those for basic description of classes were
used (sometimes only instance name). Although those
classes help in better description of main hierarchy, the
question arises whether they should be also fully described.
In that case the description of the main class would also be
better. Again, the importance and possibilities that support
hierarchies have remain unused.

Results obtained for hierarchy analysis showed that other
criteria have to be included for class analysis because of
large range of number of classes – from 6 to 110. Since,
according to prior notions, students in a certain number of
cases tend to represent even instances as classes, this can
result in such a large range. Therefore, ontologies with
different development mistakes should be analyzed
separately. Diversity of the domains represented can be used
for grouping of ontologies before ontology analysis.
Hierarchy information could not be affected by number
of classes and it showed relatively even distribution. But it
also pointed out that beginners do not understand a concept
of support classes and their usefulness for better knowledge
representation. This ontology feature demands more practice
to be exploited.
B. Attributes Analysis
Information about the attributes analysis is presented in
Table 3. Criteria used are as follows: total number of
attributes, number of attributes in main and support
TABLE III.

ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

Raw values
Criteria

Statistical measures

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Median

Mode

Standard
deviation

Skewness

Number of attributes

4

60

12,18

9

8

9,1377

3,3203

Number of attributes in main hierarchies

2

54

10,13

7,5

8

11,2339

3,4564

Number of attrributes in support hierarchies

1

17

5,38

4

2

3,8580

1,9580

Number of connecting attributes

1

8

3,4

2

2

2,4902

1,0398

Number of simple attributes

2

52

9,4

7,5

8

8,2293

3,4407

Number of complex attributes

0

10

2,78

2

0

2,7575

0,9809

The number of connecting attributes showed that most of
ontologies had 2 of them with average of 3,4 and values
ranging from 1 to 8. As explained above, connecting
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attributes can be within main or support hierarchy. More
analysis is necessary for determining whether the most often
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value of 2 attributes in support classes and 2 connecting
attributes can indicate the following:
• support hierarchy – one general attribute for defining
instance name and the other for reverse connection
with the class described with that instance (value of
that attribute is the instance of the class which
attribute is instance of the class it belongs to – so
called reverse slots in Protégé);
• connecting attributes – one attribute in described
class and one reverse in class that describes it.
When comparing simple and complex attributes,
regardless the values that show asymmetry of the
distribution, it is obvious that mostly simple attributes were
used. As mentioned above, this was noted during previous
years of teaching this course. According to average number
of complex attributes, they were probably those used as
connection attributes. Obviously, they should be analyzed
separately from the rest of complex attributes so that the
percentage of usage of each of them can be calculated.
Nevertheless, the small number of complex attributes in
general showed that all their possibilities for better class
description were not used.
In general, high standard deviation and skewness values
indicate that distribution asymmetry does not allow accurate
results interpretation. Aforementioned problem of
representing instances as classes in a certain number of cases
can have influence on large number of attributes in some
ontologies, underlining that ontologies with different
development mistakes should be analyzed separately. After
grouping of ontologies according to domain similarity (as
suggested in hierarchy analysis) it has to be determined how
this will affect attribute analysis results and whether other
criteria or ontology manipulation is necessary.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Results of conducted research pointed out several
problems with oversights of new ontology developers.
According to evaluated ontologies, common beginner
oversights are:
• about 60% of users do not understand the value of
support hierarchies in representation of semantic
information (with the notion that the result is
influenced by individual suggestions to include
support hierarchies and that results could have been
worse);
• users that created support hierarchies do not exploit
their full potential (mostly only one class and less
attributes for description of classes in support
hierarchies);
• very small number of complex attributes shows that
users possibly consider the number of attributes as
main feature for embedding semantic information
and not their complexity or that they do not fully
understand their potential.
Some suggestions for improvement of semantic criteria
can also been given, regarding prior analysis:
• the number of classes in general and also in main
and support classes – large range in number of
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•
•

classes prevents correct interpretation of results and
therefore ontologies with different development
mistakes should be analyzed separately with
additional semantic criteria;
grouping of ontologies according to domain
similarity can be conducted also with additional
semantic criteria;
the number of attributes – standard deviation shows
more or less uneven distribution of values, also
disabling correct interpretation, although some
general conclusions can be made; after corrections in
hierarchy analysis, effects of those changes should
be analyzed with possible adjustment of semantic
criteria.

Obtained results show that to certain aspects of ontology
features more focus should be given when learning or
teaching this formalism for representing domain knowledge.
The future work in research of this problem will include:
• separation of ontologies with mistakes that cause
extreme values in
number of classes and/or
attributes;
• grouping of ontologies according to domain
similarity;
• adjustment of existing and establishment of new
criteria;
• trial analysis of 50 ontologies with new settings and
full analysis of all ontologies;
• change of focus in ontology development exercises
with next generation of students and comparison of
results;
• inclusion of second year graduate students that learn
Protégé-OWL and description logics with
adjustment of semantic criteria.
Given that knowledge representation using ontologies is
integral part of Semantic Web and given that incorporating
semantics in domain description is a precondition for its
success, minimizing oversights that influence on proper
representation of semantic information is of high importance.
To new ontology developers all features that can aid in this
effort should be pointed out.
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Abstract— Detecting entity mentions in a text and then mapping them to their right entities in a given knowledge source is
significant to realization of the semantic web, as well as advanced development of natural language processing applications. The knowledge sources used are often close ontologies built by small groups of experts - and Wikipedia. To date,
state-of-the-art methods proposed for named entity disambiguation mainly use Wikipedia as such a knowledge source. This
paper proposes a method that enriches a close ontology by
Wikipedia and then disambiguates named entities in a text
based on that enriched one. The method disambiguates named
entities in a text iteratively and incrementally, including several iterative steps. Those named entities that are identified in
each iterative step will be used to disambiguate the remaining
ones in the next iterative steps. The experiment results show
that enrichment of a close ontology noticeably improves disambiguation performance.
Keywords- entity disambiguation; ontology enrichment;
annotation; named entity; ontology

I.

INTRODUCTION

Named entities (NEs) are those that are referred to by
names such as people, organizations, or locations. This paper
addresses the named entity disambiguation problem (NED)
that aims at mapping entity names in a text to right entities in
a given source of knowledge. Having been emerging in recent years as a challenging problem, but significant to realization of the Semantic Web, as well as advanced development of Natural Language Processing applications, NED has
attracted much attention by researchers all over the world.
The problem in reality is that one name in different occurrences may refer to different entities and one entity may have
different names that may be written in different ways and
with spelling errors. For example, the name “John McCarthy” in different occurrences may refer to different NEs such
as a computer scientist from Stanford University, a linguist
from University of Massachusetts Amherst, an Australian
ambassador, and so on. Such ambiguity makes identifying
right entities in a text challenging and raises NED as a key
research aspect in the above-mentioned areas.
NED can be considered as an important special case of
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [12]. The aim of WSD
is to identify which sense of a word is used in a given context when several possible senses of that word exist. In
WSD, words to be disambiguated may either appear in a
plain text or an existing knowledge base. Techniques for the
latter use a dictionary, thesaurus, or an ontology as a sense
inventory that defines possible senses of words. Having been
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emerging recently as the largest and the most widely-used
encyclopedia in existence, Wikipedia 1 is used as a knowledge source for not only WSD, but also Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Ontology Building, Natural
Language Processing, and so on [9]. Proposed methods for
WSD typically choose a set of features for representation of
a target word (or its context) based on features of its surrounding words limited in a window context, and relationships among them and the target word. The context size is
commonly set to ±3 or ±5 words around the target word. In
recently years, some methods proposed for WSD have been
adopted for NED [1][8][13]. When dealing with named entity disambiguation, many works focus on clues in a whole
text [3][10][11] for disambiguation, but not just words
around the named entity to be disambiguated.
Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia written by a collaborative effort of a large number of volunteer contributors. We
describe here some of its resources of information for disambiguation. A basic entry in Wikipedia is a page (or article)
that defines and describes a single entity or concept. It is
uniquely identified by its title. In Wikipedia, every entity
page is associated with one or more categories, each of
which can have subcategories expressing meronymic or hyponymic relations. Each page may have several incoming
links (henceforth inlinks), outgoing links (henceforth outlinks), and redirect pages. A redirect page typically contains
only a reference to an entity or a concept page. Title of the
redirect page is an alternative name of that entity or concept.
For example, from redirect pages of the United States, we
extract alternative names of the United States such as “US”,
“USA”, “United States of America”, etc. Other resources are
disambiguation pages. They are created for ambiguous
names, each of which denotes two or more entities in Wikipedia. Based on disambiguation pages one can detect all entities that have the same name in Wikipedia.
In literature, the knowledge sources used for NED can be
divided into two kinds: close ontologies and open ontologies.
Close ontologies are built by experts following a top-down
approach, with a hierarchy of concepts based on a controlled
vocabulary and strict constraints, e.g., KIM [17], WordNet
[18]. These knowledge sources are generally of high reliability, but their size and coverage are restricted. Furthermore,
not only is the building of the sources labor-intensive and
costly, but also they are not kept updated of new discoveries
and topics that arise daily. Meanwhile, open ontologies are
built by collaborations of volunteers following a bottom-up
1 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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approach, with concepts formed by a free vocabulary and
community agreements, e.g. Wikipedia. Many open ontologies are fast growth with wide coverage of diverse topics and
keeping up date daily by volunteers, but someone has doubt
about quality of their information contents. Wikipedia is
considered as an open ontology where contents of its articles
have high quality. Indeed, in [21], Giles investigated the accuracy of content of articles in Wikipedia in comparison to
those of articles in Encyclopedia Britannica, and showed that
both sources were equally prone to significant errors.
While state-of-the-art NED methods mainly use Wikipedia as the target knowledge source, there are still many application systems based on close ontologies. This paper thus
focuses on mapping entity mentions in a text to a close ontology. It faces the following difficulties:
− Those methods proposed for NED using Wikipedia are
not easy to adopt to close ontologies because they exploit Wikipedia-based features which do not appear in
the close ontologies.
− While information describing entities in Wikipedia is
diverse and rich, information describing entities in a
close ontology is poor and mainly based on a given
number of built-in properties of the entities in that ontology.
Therefore, for automatic mapping entity mentions in a
text to a close ontology (henceforth ontology), we do need a
new method to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties.
This paper proposes a method that disambiguates named
entities in a text using an ontology where descriptions of
entities in that ontology are enriched by features extracted
from Wikipedia. The contributions of our proposed method
are as follows. First, the method enriches information describing entities in an ontology by their features extracted
from Wikipedia, and then disambiguates named entities in a
text based on that enriched ontology. Second, the method
disambiguates named entities in a text iteratively and incrementally, including several iterative steps. Those named entities that are identified in each iterative step will be used to
disambiguate the remaining ones in the next iterative steps.
Third, the experiment results show that features extracted
from Wikipedia to enrich representation of entities in an ontology noticeably improve disambiguation performance in
comparable with not using those features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our statistical ranking model. Section 3 presents a
process of ontology enrichment. Section 4 presents the proposed method for NED. Section 5 presents experiment results. Section 6 presents related works and a conclusion is
drawn in Section 7.
II.

A PROPOSED STATISTICAL RANKING MODEL

In this section, we present a statistical ranking model
where we employ the Vector Space Model (VSM) to
represent ambiguous2 mentions and entities in a given know2An ambiguous mention is a mention that is used to refer to two or more
entities in a given knowledge source. We call these entities candidate entities of that mention.
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ledge source by their features. The VSM considers the set of
features of each entity or mention as a ‘bag of words’. We
present how each bag of words is normalized. Then we
present how to weight words in the VSM and calculate the
similarity between feature vectors of mentions and entities.
Based on the calculated similarity, our disambiguation method ranks the candidate entities of each mention and chooses the best one. The quality of ranking depends on used features.
Normalization
After extracting features for a mention or an entity, we
put them into a ‘bag of words’. Then we normalize the bag
of words as follows: (i) removing special characters in some
tokens such as normalizing U.S to US, D.C (in “Washington,
D.C” for instance) to DC, and so on; (ii) removing punctuation mark and special tokens such as commas, periods, question mark, $, @, etc.; (iii) removing stop words such as a, an,
the, etc.; and (iv) stemming words using Porter stemming
algorithm.
After normalizing the bag of words, we are already to
convert it in to a token-based feature vector.
Term weighting
For a mention, suppose there are N candidate entities for
it in a given knowledge source. We use the tf-idf weighting
schema viewing each ‘bag of words’ as a document and using cosine similarity to calculate the similarity between the
bag of words of the mention and the bag of words of each of
the candidate entities respectively. Given two vector S1 and
S2 for two bags of words, the similarity of the two bags of
words is computed as:
Sim(S1, S2) =
w1 j * w2 j

∑

common word t j

where tj is a term present in both S1 and S2, w1j is the weight
of the term tj in S1 and w2j is the weight of the term tj in S2.
The weight of a term tj in vector Si is given by:
2
(1)
wij = log(tfj +1).log(N/dfj)/ si21 + si22 + ... + siN
where tfj is the frequency of the term tj in vector Si, N is the
total number of candidate entities, dfj is the number of bags
of words representing candidate entities in which the term tj
occurs, sij = log(tfj +1) .log(N/dfj).

Algorithm
For a mention m that we want to disambiguate, let C be
the set of its candidate entities. We cast the named entity
disambiguation problem as a ranking problem with the assumption that there is an appropriate scoring function to calculate semantic similarity between feature vectors of an entity c ∈ C and the mention m. We build a ranking function that
takes as input the feature vectors of the entities in C and the
feature vector of the mention m, then based on the scoring
function to return the entity c ∈ C with the highest score. We
use Sim function as given in Equation 1 as the scoring function. What we have just described is implemented in Algorithm 1. Sim is used at Line 3 of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Statistics-based Entity Ranking
1: let C a set of candidate entities of m
2: for each candidate c do
3: score[c] ← Sim(FeatureVector(c), FeatureVector (m))
4: end for
5: c* ← arg max score [ci ]
ci ∈C

6: if score[c*] > τ then return c*
7: return NIL
III.

ONTOLOGY ENRICHMENT

Usually, a built-in ontology in a system does not
represent enough information about NEs, which causes misclassification and mis-identification of NEs referred to in a
text with respect to that ontology. There are two kind of
missing information of entities in an ontology. First, the ontology defines not enough properties of many entities. For
instance, persons in PROTON ontology are represented by
only four properties hasPosition, hasProfession, hasRelative
and isBossOf. In reality, a person has a lot of different relations with other entities such as relation to persons other than
relatives (e.g., Hillary Clinton, wife of Bill Clinton), or notable achievements (e.g., John McCarthy, inventor of LISP),
etc. Second, some properties of a certain entity may be not
assigned values.
To overcome these shortages of a close ontology, we
need to enhance representations of entities in that ontology to
enrich their attributes and relations by new features from
another source of knowledge. In particular, in this paper, we
exploit Wikipedia to generate features whose values provide
additional information about focused NEs, such as location
where one was born, or fellow-workers, etc., for enriching
representation of NEs in a given ontology by an enrichment
process. Then the disambiguation is performed using that
enriched ontology. Such enrichment leads to representations
of those entities in a richer space, which facilitates employment of a statistical model for disambiguation.
Before performing enrichment, entities in Wikipedia and
in the ontology are already represented by their features. We
call features extracted from the ontology for representing
entities in it ontology features (OF). We call features extracted from Wikipedia for representing Wikipedia entities
Wikipedia features (WF). Here we describe the features.
Ontology features
We utilize ontological concepts, and properties of entities
in a specific ontology to extract their features. In particular,
let I be a set of entities of an ontology ; for each entity i
∈ I, the following features are extracted to represent it: (1) all
classes to which i belongs; (2) attribute values of i; and (3)
all names and identifiers of entities that have relationship
with i or vice versa.
Wikipedia features
For each entity in Wikipedia, serving as a candidate entity for an ambiguous mention in a text, we extract the following information to construct its feature vector.
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− Entity title (ET). Each entity in Wikipedia has a title. For
instance, “John McCarthy (computer scientist)” is the
title of the page that describes Professor John McCarthy
who is the inventor of LISP programming language. We
extract “John McCarthy (computer scientist)” for the entity Professor John McCarthy.
− Titles of redirect pages (RT). Each entity in Wikipedia
may have some redirect pages whose titles contain different names, i.e., aliases, of that entity. To illustrate,
from the redirect pages of an entity John Williams in
Wikipedia, we extract their titles: Williams, John Towner; John Towner Williams; Johnny Williams; Williams,
John; John Williams (composer); etc.
− Category labels (CAT). Each entity in Wikipedia belongs
to one or more categories. We extract labels of all its categories. For instance, from the categories of the entity
John McCarthy (computer scientist) in
Wikipedia, we extract the following category labels as
follows: Turing Award laureates; Computer pioneers;
Stanford University faculty; Lisp programming language;
Artificial intelligence researchers; etc.
− Outlink labels (OL). In the page describing an entity in
Wikipedia there are some links pointing to other Wikipedia entities. We extract labels (anchor texts) of those outlinks as features of that entity.
− Inlink labels (IL). For an entity in Wikipedia, there are
some links from other Wikipedia entities pointing into it.
We extract labels of those inlinks as its possible features.
After extracting features for entities in Wikipedia and a
given ontology, we put them into ‘bag of words’. Then the
bag of words are normalized and converted to feature vectors. Now we are ready to present the enrichment algorithm.
Enrichment Algorithm
We present steps that enrich representation of an entity i
∈ I in an ontology as follows:
− Step 1: The longest name of i, namely n, is used as a
query to retrieve candidate entities from Wikipedia.
− Step 2: If the number of candidate entities in the returned
set is higher than 1, go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 3.
− Step 3: If the number of candidate entities in the returned
set is 1, that only one entity, namely c, is checked to be
sure that it is the same as i. In particular, let Ri be a set of
entities that have relationship with i in the ontology and
Wc be a set of entities that have relationship with c in
Wikipedia; if Ri is a subset of Wc, then i and c are considered as the same referent.
− Step 4: If there are not any entity in the returned set, prefixes and postfixes (e.g., Mr., company, inc., co., etc.) of
n are removed. Then n becomes n’. Go to Step 2. For instance, if using “Columbia Sportswear Company” to retrieve candidate entities and the returned set is empty,
the postfix “Company” is removed and then “Columbia
Sportswear” is used as a query.
− Step 5: When the number of candidate entities in the
returned set is higher than 1, Algorithm 1 is applied to
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rank the candidate entities. The candidate entity with the
highest rank is chosen and its features are used to enrich
representation of the corresponding entity in . Note that
this algorithm does not exploit identifiers of entities in
as their features.
These steps are applied to enrich all entities in . Then
we obtain a new ontology whose entity representations are
enriched. Note that the feature generation and enrichment is
performed prior to NE disambiguation, and is completely
independent of the later steps; therefore, it can be built once
and reused for NE disambiguation tasks in the future.
IV.

NAMED ENTITY DISAMBIGUATION

We recall that the method this paper proposes to NED is
to map entity mentions in a text to right entities a close ontology . After ontology
is enriched by Wikipedia, we
obtain an enriched ontology e. Then the method performs
disambiguation based on e. Each entity in e is represented
by the features OF and WF as described above. To map a
mention in a text to the right entity in e, our method extracts features in the text to represent that mention. We call
these features text features and describe them below.
Text features
To construct the feature vector of a mention in a text, we
extract all mentions co-occurring with it in the whole text,
local words in a context window, and words in the context
windows of those mentions that are co-referent with the
mention to be disambiguated. Those features are presented
below.
− Entity mentions (EM). After named entity recognition,
mentions referring to named entities are detected. We extract these mentions in the whole text.
− Local words (LW). All the words found inside a specified context window around the mention to be disambiguated. The window size is set to 55 words, not including
special tokens such as $, #, ?, etc., which is the value that
was observed to give optimum performance in the related
task of cross-document coreference resolution ([6]). Then
we remove those local words that are part of mentions
occurring in the window context to avoid extracting duplicate features.
− Coreferential words (CW). All the words found inside
the context windows around those mentions that are coreferent with the mention to be disambiguated in the text.
For instance, if “John McCarthy” and “McCarthy” cooccur in the same text and are co-referent, we extract
words not only around “John McCarthy” but also those
around “McCarthy”. The size of those context windows
are also set to 55 words. Note that, when the context
windows of mentions that are co-referent are overlapped,
the words in the overlapped areas are extracted only
once.
− Identifiers (ID). All identifiers of identified entities in a
text are features.
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Disambiguation
The proposed method in this paper disambiguates named
entities in text iteratively and incrementally, including several iterative steps. Those named entities that are identified in
each iterative step will be used to disambiguate the remaining ones in the next iterative steps. In other words, we exploit identifiers of identified entities in the text as extended
parts of that text. These identifiers are used as features of the
remaining ones.
Algorithm 2 implements the method. The loop statement
at Line 3 stops when the set of identified entities E has no
change between two iteration steps or all mentions are
mapped to an entities ontology e. Line 7 call Algorithm 1 to
rank candidate entities of a mention. The revised function at
Line 9 adjusts E using the coreference chain of a mention.
For example, assume that in a text there are occurrences of
coreferent mentions “Denny Hillis” and “Hillis; if “Denny
Hillis” is recognized as referring to W. Daniel Hillis in Wikipedia for instance, then “Hillis” also refers to W. Daniel
Hillis.
Algorithm 2 Iterative and Incremental Disambiguation
1: let be a set of mentions and E be an empty set
2: flag ← false
empty or flag is true
3: loop until
’←
4:
5:
for each n ∈ ’ do
6:
C ← a set of candidate entities of n
7:
γ* ← run Algorithm 1 for n
8:
If γ* is not NIL then
9:
map n to γ*
10:
E ← revised(E ∪ {n → γ*})
11:
remove n from
12:
end if
13: end for
14:
if E no change then flag = true
15: end loop
We note that a coreference chain might not be correctly
constructed in the pre-processing steps due to the employed
NE coreference resolution module. Moreover, for a correct
coreference chain, if there is more than one mention already
resolved, then it does matter to choose the right one to be
propagated. Therefore, for a high reliability, before propagating the referent of a mention that has already been resolved
to other mentions in its coreference chain, our method checks
whether that mention satisfies one of the following criteria:
(i) The mention occurs in the text prior to all the others and
is one of the longest mentions in its coreference chain, or (ii)
The mention occurs in the text prior to all the others in its
coreference chain and is the main alias of the corresponding
entity in the ontology. Regarding the computational cost,
since after each iteration of the outer loop there is at least one
more mention resolved or E has no change, the worst case
complexity is O(N2), where N is the number of mentions to
be resolved.
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V.

EVALUATION

First of all, we perform enrichment of KIM ontology by
Wikipedia using the ontology enrichment algorithm presented in Section 3. For experiments, we build a dataset by
collecting documents that contain mentions of entities in
KIM ontology. All mentions are manually mapped to that
ontology to form a golden standard corpus.
There are total 186 documents in the dataset. Table 1
presents information about the mentions that contain “Georgia” or “Columbia” in the dataset. The right column in the
table shows the number of those mentions in the dataset referring to the corresponding entity in the left column. For
instance, as showed in the second row of the table, there are
90 mentions referring to the entity Georgia – a state of the
United States.
Since we aim at evaluating how good our method is in
terms of disambiguation performance, we focus on ambiguous mentions. Therefore, in order to produce ambiguous
mentions for the experiments, we replace each mention containing “Georgia” by only “Georgia” and each mention containing “Columbia” by only “Columbia”. For instances, we
replace “South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands” by
“Georgia”, “Columbia University” by “Columbia”, etc.
TABLE I.

STATISTICS ABOUT AMBIGUOUS MENTIONS IN THE

Algorithm 2 for disambiguation. In [16], the authors explored a range of features extracted from texts and Wikipedia, and vary combinations of those features to appraise
which ones are good for NED. It shows that the Wikipedia
features ET, RT, CAT and OL in combination with the text
features EM, LW and CW give the best performance. Based
on that finding, when conducting experiments, we focus on
the combination OF + ET + RT + CL + OL with regard to
Wikipedia features. Table 2 shows the number of candidate
entities, the number of total ambiguous mentions and the
number of disambiguated mentions.
We test the method in two settings of entity representation using the basic features extracted from the given ontology (i.e., OF) and using those basic features in combination
with features extracted from Wikipedia (i.e., OF + ET + RT
+ CL + OL on the enriched ontology). Table 3 shows the
experiment results in these settings. The third column of Table 3 shows the number of correct mappings of mentions in
the dataset to their corresponding entities in the ontology.
The results show that the features extracted from Wikipedia
in combination with the basic features noticeably improve
disambiguation performance in comparison with using the
basic features only.
TABLE III.

DATASET

Entity
Georgia (country)
Georgia (U.S. state)
South Georgia and the South
British Columbia
Columbia Sportswear Company
Columbia University
Columbia, South Carolina
Space Shuttle Columbia
District of Columbia
Total
TABLE II.

# of mentions
318
90
59
34
65
13
15
80
1
675

STATISTICS ABOUT TOTAL AMBIGUOUS MENTIONS AND
DISAMBIGUATED MENTIONS

Mention
Georgia
Columbia

# of candidate entities
7
10
Total

# of total
mentions
468

# disambiguated
mentions
463

207

205

675

668

Note that prior to disambiguation, we perform preprocessing tasks. In particular, we perform NE recognition
and NE coreference resolution using natural language
processing resources of Information Extraction engine based
on GATE [5]. The NE recognition applies pattern-matching
rules written in JAPE’s grammar of GATE to detect and tag
boundaries of mentions occurring in the dataset and then
categorize corresponding entities as Person, Location and
Organization, etc. After detecting all mentions occurring in
the text, we run NE co-reference resolution [2] module in the
GATE system to resolve the different mentions of a NE into
one group that uniquely represents the NE. After that we run
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DISAMBIGUATION PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF PRECISION
AND RECALL

Mention

Georgia

Columbia

Total

Features

# of correct
mappings

P (%) R (%)

OF

310

66.95

66.23

OF + ET +
RT + CL + OL

436

94.16

93.16

OF

171

83.41

82.60

OF + ET +
RT + CL + OL

183

89.26

88.40

OF

481

72.00

71.25

OF + ET +
RT + CL + OL

619

92.66

91.70

VI.

RELATED WORKS

There are many methods proposed for NED in literature.
Methods disambiguating named entities based on Wikipedia
are overwhelming. The method in [19] relies on affiliation,
text proximity, areas of interest, and co-author relationship as
clues for disambiguating person names in calls for papers
only. Meanwhile, the domain of [20] is that of geographical
names in texts. The authors use some patterns to narrow
down the candidates of ambiguous geographical names. For
instance, “Paris, France” more likely refers to the capital of
France than a small town in Texas. Then, it ranks the remaining candidate entities based on the weights that are attached
to classes of the constructed Geoname ontology. The method
in [13] generates a co-occurrence model from article’s templates that served as training data and then employed the
SVM for place-name disambiguation. This method only
works on co-occurrence place-names. It chooses a window
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size of ±10 location references regardless of other words that
are not part of place-names. In contrast, the problem that we
address in this paper is more general, which is not limited to
named entities of a particular class or domain, but for all that
may occur in a text.
In [8], authors implemented and evaluated two different
disambiguation algorithms that extracted terms in a document and linked them to Wikipedia articles using Wikipedia
as a sense inventory. Then they reported the best performing
algorithm was the one using a supervised learning model
where Wikipedia articles, which had already been annotated,
served as training data. This algorithm used the local context
of three words to the left and right, with their parts-ofspeech, as features for representing an ambiguous term. In
2007, we proposed an idea of exploiting identified entities to
disambiguate remaining ones [14]. Later on, in 2008, the
works in [10] bore a resemblance to our idea for disambiguating terms in a documents using Wikipedia. The works in
[11] extended both works [8] and [10] by exploiting relatedness of a target term to its surrounding context, besides exploiting the feature as in the latter one.
The works in [1] and [3] exploit several of the disambiguation resources such as Wikipedia articles (entity pages),
redirection pages, categories, and links in the articles. The
methods in [1] extracted words inside a 55-word window
around a mention to form its feature vector. Based on the
cosine similarity between feature vectors, they ranked candidate entities for a mapping and chose the one with the highest similarity score. Due to too low similarity scores with the
cosine-based ranking in many cases, the authors employed
the Support Vector Machine model (SVM) to learn a mapping from the context window to the specific categories of
articles. The method in [3] exploited the same resources of
information in Wikipedia for the disambiguation task as in
[1]. This method simultaneously disambiguates all mentions
in a document by maximizing the agreement among categories of candidate entities and maximizing the contextual similarity between contextual information in the document and
context data stored for the candidate entities. The context
data comprise appositives in the titles of articles and phrases
that appear as anchor texts of links in the first paragraphs of
the articles. The contextual information of a document contains all phrases occurring in the context data. The method in
[15] exploited ET, CAT, OL and the most frequency words
in each Wikipedia article to represent entities in Wikipedia.
Then it calculated semantic relatedness using a random walk
model for simultaneously disambiguating all mentions in a
document.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a method that enriches a close ontology and
then disambiguates named entities in a text based on that
enriched one. Our proposed disambiguating method is iteratively and incrementally, including several iterative steps.
Those named entities that are identified in each iterative step
will be used to disambiguate the remaining ones in the next
iterative steps. The experiment results show that disambiguating named entities based on an ontology enriched by
Wikipedia noticeably improves disambiguation performance
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in comparison with that of disambiguation based on the original ontology. Our method solves the problems of named
entity disambiguation on a close ontology with poor entity
descriptions and limited number of entity properties.
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Abstract— In this article, we introduce temporal aspects
related to diagnosis validation. Event correlation and action
triggering are essential for an accurate diagnosis decision.
There are several time-related challenges referring to event
timestamps, timely event correlations, and timely corrective
actions, in both absolute time (precise moment), or relative
time (between events, actions, and events and actions). We
propose here a new timestamp approach and we consider a
series of temporal operators defining the event relative
temporal position that allows a more fine grain interpretation
of the system behavior. A combination of proposed
mechanisms is used to complete the main functions of a
diagnosis engine.
Keywords- diagnosis validation; timestamps ; temporal features;
temporal actions; temporal logics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of networks and distributed systems gives
rise to management challenges when unexpected situations
occur. There is an overwhelming number of feedback
events coming from the system in the form of status reports
towards the monitoring and management applications and
human operators. Actually, very few of these events, less
than 10%, can be considered for potential status
understanding and remedy. Given the numbers, it is
inevitable that many relevant events are dropped. The
remedy actions can come too late (and sometimes be
useless). There are numerous management applications in
commercial use. However, the variety of the systems to be
managed, their complexity, and the fact that most of the
successful decisions are rarely recorded, rise serious
challenges in the ability to accurately handle unexpected
situations.

the corrective actions were indeed successful; this was
referred to as the validation loop. The main goals of the
validation loop were (a) to establish the new state of the
system, i.e., post-conditions and (b) to gather knowledge on
how to solve future similar situations, in case the actions
taken were considered successful. In addition, through the
concept of Quality of Diagnosis (QoD) introduced into the
validation loop, the accuracy of the corrective actions and
their use in similar situations were enhanced.
A step towards automated diagnosis was introduced in
[2], where an event ontology and a progressive diagnosis
ontology were proposed. Event dependencies captured by
ontology and specific event relations have been formalized.
Probable cause and recommended actions were associated
with events. Additionally, an augmented specification for
actions was proposed to help the validation loop. Both
proposals had as a target the reuse of knowledge for
problem fixing, identification of recommended diagnosis
actions, and validation of successful actions.
The third identified challenge is time-related; this refers to
event timestamps, timely event correlations, and timely
corrective actions, in both absolute time (precise moment),
or relative time (between events, actions, and events and
actions). This aspect is more difficult, as many events
issued at different timestamps might be processed for event
compression/aggregation. The correct adoption of temporal
aspects can solve potential conflicts among the postconditions of the actions already validated as “successful”
and helps evaluate the accuracy of the diagnosis actions
(preciseness versus permanent damage).

Some of the multiple causes leading to the current state
are (i) lack of successful validation of corrective actions, (ii)
heterogeneity of the events to be handled, and (iii)
incomplete correlation and time synchronization between
status reports, decision processing and corrective actions.

In this paper, we highlight the relevance of temporal
aspects, identify the challenging issues, and propose a new
timestamp approach. We consider a series of temporal
operators defining event relative temporal position that
allows a more fine grain interpretation of the system
behavior. A combination of proposed mechanisms is used to
complete the main functions of a diagnosis engine.

To address the lack of successful validation of corrective
actions, two loops of the diagnosis process were identified
in [1]: (a) one loop deals with measuring the system
parameters (system state, events, i.e., pre-conditions) and
takes the most suitable actions; this was referred to as the
diagnosis loop (b) a second loop deals with validating that

The article has the following structure: Section II presents
the state of the art with respect to temporal considerations.
In Section III, we talk about approaching temporal aspects.
Section IV describes the use of temporal aspects for
diagnosis. Section V presents the conclusion and future
work.
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II.

STATE OF THE ART

Temporal features are related to several generic aspects
concerning (i) inaccurate (wrong, un-synchronized, or
missing) clocks, (ii) loss of events, and (iii) hierarchical
event processing at layers exposing different clocks. These
are somehow related to event propagation skew but also to
different syntactic and semantic implementation decisions
of the timestamps (including time zones). One approach in
dealing with real-time measurements of propagation skew
uses a statistical evaluation to update the timer values [6].
Some diagnostic constraints might be temporal. In [2],
temporal constraints are used for event tags to define the
event ontology and to detect the relative temporal
constraints. Walzer et al. use specific operators for timeintervals with quantitative constraints in rule-based systems
to trigger certain actions [7]. In the following sections, we
present the main approaches used to specify temporal
aspects on events and actions.
A. Temporal aspects for events
Timestamps are usually carried by the events themselves;
basic events possess special timestamp fields that are
instantiated when an event instance occurs. Timestamps are
storing time in the native format of the platform in which
the event processing runs. There are two standard ways to
represent the time: (i) using the universal time, or (ii) using
time zones. Since one still needs to preserve the zone
indication for a device for hourly performance reports, the
representation in the universal time is only for the
computational point of view. Another standard way to
represent the time is the UNIX-format time as a four-byte
integer that represents the seconds elapsed since January 1,
1970. For the same reasons, the time zone of the source
device should be stored.
An event might have multiple timestamps; the source
timestamp (not always present), the logging host timestamp,
the console timestamp, and the processing timestamp.
Temporal correlation and event aggregation should consider
all these timestamps.
Event processing and correlation need a time-based logic
to express the relative position of start / end /duration of the
events [3]. While attempts were identified for classifying the
relative position of the events, no particular commercial
solutions are known where a full range of temporal
situations are used.

dependencies between actions, i.e., some action must start at
a given period after one action was triggered or was deemed
successfully finished.
A diagnosis-oriented augmented action definition was
introduced in [2], as follows.
action::= <<guard><ID><post-conditions>
<mode><conflicting>,
where
ID::= READ | WRITE | DELETE | CHANGE | , etc.
mode ::= <potential | recommended | successful
<context>>,
with
potential: any diagnosis action that is designated as being
related to a potential domain
recommended: any potential action that is perceived as
solving a given problem, eventually based on a diagnoses
history
successful: when post-conditions were validated as true
context: <d:D, c:C>
d:D is d instance of Domain
c:C is c instance of Cloud
Also in [2], we associated the notion of “conflicting” with
a given action, which designates the actions a potential
action is in conflict with, in a given domain:
conflicting ::= <a1, a2,… ak | ai:A>
A <guard> is acting as pre-conditions and igniter (initial
timestamp), and the <post-conditions> are expected to be
true (after the action is considered successfully performed).
In general, actions are applied following a simple rule:
IF <pre-conditions>
THEN <action> WITH <post-conditions>
Post-conditions are assumed to hold. A composition of
actions, a plan, is a set of related actions and it is used to
specify dependencies between actions. This is schematically
represented in Figure 1. The model can be summarized as
follows, where a plan is introduced as a temporal
combination of atomic actions (see ID above) [8].
policy::= IF <pre-cond> THEN {<> 1<action> 1<plan>}
[ELSE {<> 1<action> 1<plan>} <action> 1<plan>}]
«post-cond>]

B. Temporal aspects for actions
An enhanced action model was proposed in [2]. One
temporal aspect is related to the triggering condition
(guard). Others temporal aspects are related to the temporal
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a1
a3

relevance for correlation. Finally, the timestamp of the
entity performing correlation or event processing is relevant
for synchronization among multiple such event processing
systems.
Any of these three entities can belong to different time
zones that should be considered when temporal priorities
count.

a2
y
x

z

Figure 1. A plan ─ actions: a1, a2, a3; time durations: x, y, z

Based on the analysis of the state of the art, we conclude
that there is a need for a unified timestamps approach and a
set of operators that must be used in synchronism to express
the dependency between events, between actions, or
between events and actions [4][5].
In the following sections, we propose a representation of
temporal features allowing various semantics used to
correlate the events and the actions.
III.

APPROACHING TEMPORAL ASPECTS

This section describes aspects related to timestamps,
event correlation with temporal operators and gives an
example of use of temporal operators.
A. Timestamps
In a hierarchical model, an event model should allow
multiple timestamps, depending on the event hosting and
processing. In an XML-like specification, we introduce for
the device (source), host (server), and processing application
(management application or console), the timestamp and the
time zone a source, host or processing application belongs
to.
TABLE I: Timestamp specification

_______________________________
<time>
<device_time> device_time></device_time>
<device_zone> device_time_zone</device_zone>
<server_time> server_time</server_time>
<server_zone> server_time_zone</server_zone>
< processor_time> event_processor_time</
processor_time>
<processor_zone> processor_time_zone</processor_zone>
</time>
_______________________________
The timestamp of the event is best set by the event
producer (device_time). The timestamp representing the
moment of event registration on the server, server_time is of
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The values of these parameters are set by various entities.
Some protocols provide the capability to supply the time in
the occurred event, or the time when the event producer sent
the event. With the Network Time Protocol (NTP) the time
from event producers will be the most accurate.
Alternatively, the time registered by the event processing
system might be considered.
We advocate the following representation, similar to
Syslog protocol, e.g., device_time: Jan 1 14:22:45
represents the local time on the device at the time the
message is signed. For devices with no clocks, device_time:
Jan 1 00:00:00 should be the representation.
B. Event correlation with temporal operators
Temporal relations are used to build time-dependent event
correlations between events. For instance, we may correlate
the alarms that happened within the same 10-minutes
period, which means the correlation window is 10 minutes.
We abstract an event and consider only the temporal
aspects.
Let e1 and e2 be two events defined on a time interval:
T1 = [t1, t1’]
T2 = [t2, t2’]
and e1 within T1
e2 within T2
two events occurring within the time intervals T1 and T2,
respectively.
The following temporal relations R(t) or R are identified:
R(t):: = {after(t), follows(t), before(t), precedes(t)}
R ::= {during, starts, finishes, coincides, overlaps}
The following deductions hold:
after:

e2 after(t) e1  t2 > t1+t

follows:

e2 follows(t) e1  t2  t1'+t

before:

e2 before(t) e1  t1'  t2'+t
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e2 precedes(t) e1  t1  t2'+t

precedes:

e2 during e1  t2  t1 and t1'  t2’'

during:

e1 starts e2  t1 = t2

starts:

e1 finishes e2  t1' = t2’

finishes:
coincides :

e2 coincides with e1  t2 = t1 and t1' = t2’

overlaps:

e1 overlaps(ε) e2  t2’  t1’ ± ε > t2  t1 ± ε
where ε is the accepted threshold for
measurement variation.

Examples of event attributes we consider are:
f1: ID
f2: source
f3: timestamp
f4: timezone
f5:English text defining the potential cause
etc
e.f3 represents the value of attribute f3 in event e.
The operators on relative event position (follows,
overlaps, etc.) are related to the attributes f3 and f4.

With respect to the algebraic properties of the temporal
relations,
- all are transitive, except overlaps,
- starts, finishes, conincides are also symmetric
relations.
C. Example of using temporal operators
In [1], time-oriented diagnosis was defined as

Figure 2.Timestamp and timezone event fields

where

In this example, e1.f4 and e2.f4’ are known, since they
represent the timezones of the sources of the two events.
Only e1.f3 and e2.f3’ need to be set by the local clocks. Let us
assume that:

pi, di, and ei represent a given instance of a problem,
diagnosis, and event, respectively.

clk1 sets e1.f3 and clk2 sets e2.f3’,
where clk is the local clock of the event source.

[e1, e2, e3….en]t1  {pi}t1  {di}t1,

As an example, let us consider the instantiation:
{[e1, e2, e3] | e2 follows(x) e1 & e2 overlaps(ε) e3}
 p123  d123
where x is the time duration between e1 and e2.
As a note,
{[e1, e2, e3] | e2 precedes(x) e1 & e2 overlaps(ε) e3}
 p’123  d’123
represents a different problem and therefore, a different
diagnosis.
In the case that the above specification designates a given
diagnosis and it is determined that e1 did not follow e2 after
time x, a diagnosis engine issues an anomaly (no concrete
diagnosis is derived).
An event has a series of event attributes, which we
represent as:
e = (f1, f2, f3…, fn)
where f: (value:V),
where V is the type of the attribute
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|clk1-clk2| ≤ ε12,
where ε12 is the clock skew between the two local
clocks for two domains represented by two semantic
clouds [2].
e2 follows(x) e1 is computed as follows:
(e1.f3 + ε12) + x ˂ e2.f3 (for the same time zone)

(1)

For different time zones, this becomes:
[(e1.f3 + ε12) ■ Abs(e1.f4)] + x ˂ (e2.f3) ■ Abs(e2.f4), (2)
where
■ Abs(e.f4) represents the operator for
normalizing the time between timezones.
Following the same logic, e2 overlaps(ε) e3 for different
time zones is computed as follows:
|(e2.f3) ■ Abs(e2.f4) - (e3.f3) ■ Abs(e3.f4)|˂ ε23
(3)
where
|x| is the absolute value of x
and
ε23 represents an acceptable error.
These event-based computations are performed each time
a diagnosis is triggered and validated.
In the next section we will use this example in the
diagnosis scenario.
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IV.

USING TEMPORAL FEATURES FOR DIAGNOSIS

This section presents a formal specification of the
ontology-based diagnosis, considering temporal relations.
Let us assume that the diagnosis engine and the Quality of
Diagnosis (QoD) engine introduced in [1] have to trigger the
following operations: INTERPRET, APPLY, VALIDATE
and MARK.
- Diagnosis engine: INTERPRET events from the system.
- Diagnosis engine: APPLY the diagnosis actions.
- Quality of Diagnosis engine:
VALIDATE the diagnosis actions.
and
MARK successful actions.
The APPLY, VALIDATE and MARK functions were
shown in [2]. We reconsider the example with INTERPRET
functionality as well.
As discussed in [2], there is a semantic tag hierarchy
within each domain, with special dependency relations
between semantic tags. Within a domain, semantic tags and
their relations form a semantic tag cloud; a domain might
have multiple semantic tag clouds associated with it. Let us
assume that a system is represented by two semantic tag
clouds (Figure 3). Semantic cloud #1 defines the tags and
their relationships for a fault related to a power supply while
Semantic cloud #2 relates to a potentially real-time and
latent fault.

Figure 3. Two Semantic Tag Clouds [2]

When some event patterns occur and diagnosis actions
must be triggered (and validated), the Diagnosis Engine
interprets the events from the system and applies the
diagnosis actions. Next, the Quality of Diagnosis engine
validates the actions and marks the successful actions.
The following algorithm is used by the engines to perform
the required actions for a given occurrence of combinations
of events. A particular series of events occurs as shown in
the INTERPRET part of the following algorithm (we use
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the ‘.’ Notation, i.e., a.b means the property ‘b’ of the
instance ‘a’). When the conditions (2) and (3) explained in
Section III hold, the necessary condition to enter the rest of
the algorithm is met.
START
INTERPRET
IF {[e1, e2, e3] | e2 precedes(x) e1 & e2 overlaps e3}
CLOCK = t0
AND e1 belongs to cloud1
AND e2 belongs to cloud2
AND e3 belongs to cloud2
AND x < t0
THEN
ERROR
ELSE
ASSUME
e2 precedes(x) e1 & e2 overlaps e3 == TRUE
AND
IF there is exist rc < cloud1, cloud2>
AND cloud1.state = active
AND cloud2.state = active
AND
IF there is rdto <e1, domain1>
AND tag1 belongs to domain1
AND tag1 belongs to cloud1
AND tag2 belongs to domain2
AND there is rT <tag1, tag2>
AND there is rCA1 <cloud1, {action1}>
AND there is rCA2 <cloud2, {action1}>
WITH
action1 = {a1, a3, a6}
AND
action2 = {a1, a5, a7}
THEN
APPLY {{a1, a3, a5, a6, a7} – {
a1.conflicting 
a3.conflicting 
a5.conflicting 
a6.conflicting 
a7.conflicting}
VALIDATE
a1.post-conditions = TRUE
a3.post-conditions = TRUE
a5.post-conditions = TRUE
a6.post-conditions = TRUE
a7.post-conditions = TRUE
MARK
a1.mode = successful
a3.mode = successful
a5.mode = successful
a6.mode = successful
a7.mode = successful
END
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VI.
Legend (for details, see [2]):
rC: RC | rC ::= <c1: C, c2: C>, cloud to cloud relation
rT: RT | rt ::= <t1: T, t2: T>, tag to tag relation
rCA: RCA | rCA ::= <c :C, {ai : A | pi: P}>, cloud to action
relation
rdto: RDto | rdto ::= <e:E, d:D>, event to domain relation.
As a result, the successfully marked actions can be reused as recommended actions when similar event patterns
occur. When an event pattern inventory exists, a similar
algorithm is associated with each pattern. In this case, the
Diagnosis Engine behavior is a combination of all these
algorithms.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

In this article, we proposed a new timestamp approach
and considered a series of temporal operators defining event
relative temporal position that allows a more fine grain
interpretation of system behavior. Based on these concepts,
we provided examples on diagnosis interpretations
considering temporal dependencies between events and a
more complete behavior specification of a diagnosis engine.

[6]

As future work, an event dependency pattern repository
based on temporal relationships is the target. This will allow
a semantic interpretation of different situations and support
validations of the actions timely triggered based on
probable-cause.

[8]
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[7]
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Abstract—The success of Web 2.0 has generated many
interesting and challenging problems as the discovering of
social interests shared by groups of users. The main problem
consists on discovering and representing the interest of the
users. In this paper, we propose a fuzzy based algorithm that
improves the Internet Social Interest Discovery algorithm. This
algorithm discovers the common user interests and clusters
users and their saved resources by different interest topics.
The collaborative nature of social network systems and their
flexibility for tagging, produce frequently multiple variations
of a same tag. We group syntactic variations of tags using a
similarity measure improving the quality of the results provided
by the Internet Social Interest Discovery algorithm.
Keywords-Social interest discovering, syntactic variations,
collaborative tagging systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the problems of social networks in
Web 2.0 is the discovering of common interests shared by
user communities. Users of a community use to have same
interests. In this sense, social communities growth is limited
by the definition of scalable and well adapted communities
to user interests.
The discovering of social interests shared by groups of
users can be focused following three different approaches.
The user-centric approach focuses on detecting social interests based on the social connectivity among users [1], [2].
Those works analyse user’s social or on-line connections
to discover users with particular interests or expertise for a
given user. Recent works, as [3], [4] represent the three types
of entities that exist in a social tagging system (users, items
and tags) by a 3-order tensor, on which latent semantic analysis and dimensionality reduction is performed using both
the Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD)
method and the Kernel-SVD smoothing technique. In the
object-centric approach, [5], [6] explored the common interest among user based on common objects they fetched in
peer-to-peer networks. However, without other information
of the objects, it cannot differentiate the various social
interests on the same object. Furthermore, in Internet social
networks such as del.icio.us, most of objects are unpopular.
Thus, it is difficult to discover common interest of users on
them [7]. The tag-centric [7], [8], [9] approach focuses on
directly detecting social interests or topics analysing user
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annotations. This approach avoids the limitation of objectcentric approach [7]. In [10], a tag-centric approach is used
to provide semantic resource classification.
Tagging techniques have been widely used in many different social networks. As introduced in [8], the proportion
of frequencies of tags within a given site tend to stabilize
with time (due to the collaborative tagging by all users).
Furthermore, the distribution of frequency of tags for popular
sites follows the power law as proved in [11]. This reinforces
the need to discover the interests of users since although
they use automatic tagging systems, they do so using an
uncontrolled vocabulary.
Resource classification can be performed by using clustering techniques using both keywords [12] and tags [7], [10],
[13]. An internet social discovery system (ISID) is developed
in [7], which cluster users and their saved URLs based
on their annotations. Although users may have different
interests for an item (and items may have multiple facets)
the fact is that tags implicitly describe the users’ interests.
We discover common interest shared by groups of users in
social networks by utilizing user tags. Our approach is based
on the insightful study and observation on the user generated
tags in social networks systems such as del.icio.us [7]. As
users annotate resources, the occurrence of common tags
reinforce their common interests.
A same resource can receive different tag annotations
from different users; then we consider that a resource has
converged when its distribution of tags converges rapidly
to a remarkably stable heavy-tailed distribution. Although
an increase on the number of annotations also includes
an increase on the number of different tags involved in
the annotation process, we can observe that most of users
agree on the more relevant tags. Those tags are used in
a great number of annotations, and by a great number of
users. So, a quantification of this agreement degree aids to
define a certain threshold in charge of identifying resource
convergence. The set of aggregated user tags on a resource
is quite compact and stable enough to characterize the same
main resource.
One of the main problems of the tag-centric approach
is the existence of a high number of syntactic variations
(erroneous or not) of other existing tags. A pre-filtering of
the tags, as occurs in [14] where the Levenshtein similarity
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measure is used to reduce the number of tags (identifying
syntactic variations), allows increasing the quality of tag
clustering minimizing the effects of syntactic variations. In
previous works, we proved that the utilization of a fuzzy
algorithm (F Aε ) [13] provides best classification results
than the obtained when using classical distances as the
Levenshtein and Hamming distances; and in [15], we improved those results adding a semantic measure (cosine) to
the fuzzy automaton. Cosine similarity, traditionally used in
information retrieval [16], measures the similarity between
a couple of vectors of n dimensions by finding the cosine
of the angle between them. The semantic similarity is
obtained comparing the vectorial representation of a couple
of terms. In this paper, we present the Fuzzy based Internet
Social Discovery algorithm (Fb -ISID), which increases the
discovery results provided by ISID [7] by using the fuzzy
automaton with ε-moves in conjunction with the cosine
similarity to remove the syntactic variations of tags on a
folksonomy (tag cleaning). The good results obtained show
the convenience of re-clustering the tags in order to remove
the syntactic variation of tags. The tags containing syntactic
variations are clustered in their representative tags preserving
their semantic information and reinforcing the tag relevance
in the whole set of tags.
The tag cleaning process improves the interest discovering
results obtained. Finally, we consider that the appliance
of a tag cleaning process must be performed for all the
algorithms, which use the related tag-centric approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the Fb -ISID algorithm; Section III describes
the experimental results obtained; and finally, conclusions,
acknowledgements and bibliographical references end the
paper.
II. Fb -ISID DESCRIPTION
In order to deal with the large amount of syntactic
variations of tags usually existent in folksonomies, we
present the Fuzzy based-ISID (Fb -ISID) method. Fb -ISID
is based on the pre-filtering of the posts with the aim of
increasing the interest discovering results obtained by ISID.
For such purpose, Fb -ISID clusters the syntactic variations
of tags reducing the entropy of the posts by means of the
fuzzy and cosine similarity measures above described. Fb ISID improves the search of topics of interest against ISID
introducing a new component Syntactic Variations which is
in charge of the elimination of syntactic variations on tagcentric systems. This section is devoted to describe the components of the Fb -ISID algorithm. The main characteristic of
Fb -ISID consists on the introduction of a component, called
SyntacticVariation, which avoids the syntactic variations of
the posts.
The Fb -ISID architecture provides functions as finding
topics of interests, resource clustering, and topics of interest
indexing.
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1) Finding topics of interest. For a given set of bookmark
post (Bookmark Post is a social bookmarking site
alowwing users to submit their blog post and other
stories to share with others and make them popular),
find all topics of interest. Each topic of interests is
a set of tags with the number of their co-occurrences
exceeding a given threshold. Those sets of tags, which
do not reach this threshold do not give rise to a new
topic of interests;
2) Clustering. For each topics of interests, find the URLs
and the users such that those users have labelled each
of the URLs with all the tags in the topic. For each
topic, a user cluster and a URL cluster are generated;
3) Indexing. Import the topics of interests and their user
and URL clusters into an indexing system for application queries.
The components of this architecture are: DATA S OURCE,
S YNTACTIC VARIATION, T OPIC D ISCOVERY, C LUSTERING
and I NDEXING.
1) DataSource: Fb -ISID inputs are users’ posts obtained
from social networks as a stream of posts p =
(user,URL, tags), where the combination of user and
URL uniquely identifies a post p, and tags is the set
of tags that the user uses to label the referred URL.
2) SyntacticVariation: the discriminator included in this
component is in charge of grouping syntactic variations of tags. It computes the fuzzy similarity and
the cosine measures among the observed tag and the
set of already existing tags (stored in a dictionary)
in order to discover syntactic variations of tags. The
dictionary includes all the tags that have been used
by users in their annotations provided that they are
not syntactic variations of other pre-existing tags. The
occurrence of a new tag not included in the dictionary
implies a clustering process. The identification of a
tag as a syntactic variation of an existing tag by the
discriminator, implies the assignation of a new tag
to the cluster whose cluster-head is the pattern tag
with the higher similarity value (pattern). According
to the tag lengths, the discriminator calculates the
fuzzy similarity or both fuzzy and cosine similarities.
Three thresholds Th1 , Th2 and Th3 , which represent
the tag length threshold, the fuzzy similarity threshold
and the cosine threshold, respectively, are considered.
Whenever the tag length is greater than Th1 , the
discriminator uses the fuzzy similarity measure for
the tag clustering process. In other case, the cosine
measure is also considered by the discriminator in
conjunction with the fuzzy similarity measure. If both,
fuzzy and cosine measures provided values greater
than Th1 and Th2 respectively, then the discriminator
identifies the tag as a variation of a certain pattern tag,
and performs the tag clustering according to this result.
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When fuzzy and cosine measures do not agree (values
lower than thresholds) the discriminator includes the
tag in the dictionary.
3) TopicDiscovery: this component is in charge of finding
the frequent tag patterns for a given set of post. Fb ISID uses association rules algorithms to identify the
frequent tag patterns for the post.
4) Clustering: this component collects the posts that contain the tag set (topic), inserting into two collections
of clusters (identified by topics) the resources (URLs)
and the users of the posts. Its main problem is its
complexity, since the algorithm used matches each
topic against each post. Then, for a set of n tags, there
are 2n possible topics to check. In order to reduce this
complexity, we build a prefix tree over the merged
topics. The clustering algorithm for a given set T of
topics and a given set P of post is described in Fig. 1.
5) Indexing: this component provides some simple query
services for applications:
• For a given topic, listing all URLs that contain
this topic.
• For a given topic, listing all users that are interested in this topic.
• For given tags, listing all topics containing the
tags.
• For a given URL, listing all topics that are concerned this URL.
• For a given URL, and a topic, listing all users
that are interested in this topic and have saved
the URL.

Figure 2.

Fb -ISID architecture.

is to cluster in a single centroid all the tags that can be
considered as a syntactic variation of a given tag. This
centroid represents all the tags included in this cluster, which
are syntactic variations of it. In particular, the proposed
fuzzy similarity measure (a fuzzy automaton with ε-moves,
FAε ) offers better classification results than other classic
techniques (Hamming and Levenshtein measures) after comparing them over a large real dataset. The identification
of syntactic variations depends on the length of the tags.
Similarity measures perform well for tag lengths equal or
greater than five symbols, providing poor results in other
cases. In [15] we proposed an hybrid method which adds
to the related fuzzy similarity measures a cosine measure in
order to improve the clustering process when dealing with
short length tags. The use of both cosine and fuzzy similarity
measures ensures recognition rates greater than 95% over
datasets including large and small length tags. Results have
been validated by experts outside the project. By adding
the cosine similarity, the tag clustering performed ensures a
higher semantic clustering.

1: for all topic t ∈ T do
2:
t.user ← ∅
3:
t.url ← ∅
4: end for
5: for all post p ∈ P do
6:
for all topic t of p do
7:
t.user ← t.user ∪ p.user
8:
t.url ← t.url ∪ p.url
9:
end for
10: end for
Figure 1.

Fb -ISID clustering algorithm.

Figure 2 illustrates the Fb -ISID architecture, where the
Syntactic variations function is added to the ISID architecture. The posts obtained by DataSource are processed
by SyntacticVariation, which clusters the posts avoiding the
syntactic variations of tags. The resultant posts (Posts’) are
then processed by TopicDiscovery, which provides the topics
of interest. The Clustering component clusters these topics
and provide the results to the Indexing component.
In [13] we proposed a method to group syntactic variations of tags using pattern matching techniques. The aim
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Figure 3.

Syntactic variation discovering.

The discriminator used to cluster syntactic variations of
tags (see Figure 3) computes the fuzzy similarity and the cosine measures among the observed tag and the set of already
existing tags (stored in a dictionary) in order to discover
syntactic variations of tags. The occurrence of a new tag
not included in the dictionary implies a clustering process.
The identification of a tag as a syntactic variation of an
existing tag by the discriminator, implies the assignation of
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a new tag to the cluster whose cluster-head is the pattern tag
with the higher similarity value (pattern). The discriminator
uses the fuzzy similarity or the fuzzy and cosine similarities
according to the tag length. Three thresholds T h1 , T h2 and
T h3 , which represent the tag length threshold, the fuzzy
similarity threshold and the cosine threshold, respectively,
are considered. Whenever the tag length is greater than T h1 ,
the discriminator uses the fuzzy similarity measure for the
tag clustering process. In other case, the cosine measure is
also considered by the discriminator in conjunction with the
fuzzy similarity measure. If both, fuzzy and cosine measures
provided values greater than T h1 and T h2 respectively, then
the discriminator identifies the tag as a variation of a certain
pattern tag, and performs the tag clustering according to this
result. When fuzzy and cosine measures do not agree (values
lower than thresholds) the discriminator includes the tag in
the dictionary.
III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The comparison between Fb -ISID and ISID is performed
implementing all the components of both algorithms following the same process and the same presentation of the results
than those of [7].
For such purpose, we have retrieved web pages annotated
by users from Del.icio.us using its Recent Bookmarks page.
We consider those resources bookmarked by at least 250
users, storing the URL of those resources. Information has
been retrieved during the period from 1-15 March, 2010. A
total amount of 419,891 resources, with 2,296,300 annotations, 197,148 users and 156,897 tags have been obtained.
We have randomly generated some subsets of posts from a
total amount of 779,674 posts. Table I shows the number of
tags, users and resources (URLs) for each subset of posts.
For example, the subset containing 100,000 posts refers
to 36,603 different tags, 44,051 different users and 72,567
different resources. Repetitions are not considered.
TABLE I
N UMBER OF DIFFERENT TAGS , USERS AND URL S FOR EACH SUBSET OF
POSTS .
Posts
5,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
779,674

Tags
4,546
22,111
36,603
59,424
59,398
97,430
114,358
130,451
145,372
156,897

Users
3,060
23,659
44,051
74,502
99,144
121,498
146,972
166,546
183,542
197,148

URLs
4,545
38,984
72,567
134,424
192,462
245,929
293,685
339,875
384,663
419,891

The execution of the SyntacticVariation component over
the dataset retrieves a total amount of 991 syntactic variations (4.31% of the 779,674 posts) with a recognition rate of
the 96.97%, which has been verified manually with the aid
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TABLE II
S YNTACTIC VARIATIONS DISTRIBUTION .

Syntactic variation
Number (singular/plural)
Delimiters
Synonyms
Misclassification
Other
Total

Occurrence distribution
Number
Percentage
772
77,90
109
10,99
59
5,95
30
3,03
21
2,12
991
100

of Wordnet and Wikipedia. Table II shows the distribution
of the syntactic variations of tags.
Table III shows the number of subsets generated by
both algorithms. It can be seen that the number of tag
subsets generated by Fb -ISID is lower than the number of
tag subsets generated by ISID. We observe how Fb -ISID
(347,985,324) obtains a 24.10% less of subset tags than ISID
(458,452,178). The suppression of syntactic tag variations
causes the clustering of those concepts scattered in many
different terms. That allows the apparition of new topics
of interest since the new subset of tags reach the threshold
required to become a topic of interest.
TABLE III
N UMBER OF TAG SUBSETS .

Posts
5,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
779,674

Number of subsets
ISID
Fb -ISID
6,590,055
5,602,342
60,905,524
50,694,270
113,015,128
95,877,191
203,577,716 173,393,490
283,734,103 245,137,336
338,641,100 256,157,047
340,920,037 309,822,299
408,342,102 323,623,856
437,792,108 336,625,280
458,452,178 347,985,324

Variation
(%)
14,99
16,77
15,16
14,83
13,60
24,36
9,12
20,75
23,11
24,10

A comparative study between Fb -ISID and ISID is presented in Table IV, which shows the results obtained for
the grouping of contents: Topics & Users, Topics & URLs,
Users & URLs, Topics of interests, Users and URLs.
1) Topics & Users: Fb -ISID improves the classification a
11.16%.
2) Topics & URLs: Fb -ISID improves the classification
a 11.40%
3) Topics of interests: Fb -ISID improves the classification
a 20.15%
4) Users & URLs: similar results for both Fb -ISID and
ISID (0.04%).
5) Users: similar results for both Fb -ISID and ISID
(0.07%).
6) URLs: similar results for both Fb -ISID and ISID
(0.06%).
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TABLE IV
G ROUPING : T OPICS , U SERS AND URL S FOR EACH SUBSET OF POSTS .
Number
of posts
5,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
779,674

Topics & Users
4,517
98,334
261,435
637,717
1,054,851
1,498,064
1,914,231
2,378,987
2,944,428
3,014,563

Topics & URLs
5,562
107,774
268,875
632,257
1,042,349
1,447,532
1,779,109
1,856,432
2,624,802
2,765,498

ISID
Users & URLs
3,034
39,375
82,166
170,052
258,396
347,008
433,676
554,765
612,216
686,056

Topics
92
1,250
3,140
7,331
11,277
14,574
14,836
16,786
20,567
22,012

Users
1,959
19,558
37,915
66,314
89,478
110,577
133,972
145,786
169,052
172,987

URLs
2,726
30,167
58,671
112,560
163,302
210,256
250,608
287,654
330,955
348,765

Number
of posts
5,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
779,674

Topics & Users
4,822
110,045
294,191
731,529
1,219,574
1,574,956
2,262,048
2,528,314
2,972,815
3,393,105

Topics & URLs
5,890
119,629
298,999
714,237
1,188,299
1,652,038
2,059,656
2,197,279
2,630,037
3,121,478

Fb -ISID
Users & URLs
3,108
39,579
82,202
170,089
258,740
345,351
434,885
559,234
604,828
686,056

Topics
100
1,393
3,483
8,402
13,243
14,701
18,735
24,765
15,837
27,566

Users
2,001
19,642
37,923
66,313
89,538
110,269
134,220
145,876
169,806
173,102

URLs
2,782
30,323
58,697
112,589
163,566
209,100
251,424
288.765
331,045
348,964

TABLE V
I NDEXING : ” BLOG ”
Number
of
posts
5,000
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
779,674

AND ” HTTP :// ANIMOTO . COM ”.

ISID
URLs
124
1,213
2,244
4,163
6,189
8,042
9,848
11,461
13,257
14,573

blog
Users
106
920
1,818
3,344
4,866
6,357
8,015
9,467
10,937
12,146

Topics
1
26
60
159
257
361
364
424
504
564

animoto
Topics
Users
5
0
53
1
88
5
232
8
297
14
377
27
472
32
502
35
593
44
626
50

One can note that Fb -ISID provides best classification
results when grouping results by topic, while classification
results remain unchanged when only considering User and
URL clustering.
The topic blog and the URL http://animoto.com are used
to build the following basic queries:
1) For the topic blog, list all the URLs associated with
the tag blog.
2) For the topic blog, list all users that are interested in
this topic.
3) For tag blog, list all topics containing the tag blog.
4) For the URL http://animoto.com, list all the topics
containing the resource animoto.
5) For the URL http://animoto.com and the topic blog,
list all the users interested in the topic blog that have
saved the URL animoto.
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URLs
164
1,513
2,845
5,301
7,761
10,078
12,329
13,564
16,539
18,323

blog
Users
137
1,200
2,361
4,329
6,235
8,134
10,248
12,087
14,363
15,315

Fb -ISID
Topics
1
46
107
274
463
513
693
484
581
629

animoto
Topics
Users
7
0
57
2
96
7
251
14
312
25
351
40
498
49
521
55
613
63
643
71

Table V shows the results obtained for the subsets of posts,
namely URLs, Users and Topics for blog, and Topics and
Users for http://animoto.com. The results obtained show that
Fb -ISID:
a) obtains a 25,73% of URLs containing the topic blog;
b) increases the number of users interested in blog
(29,05%);
c) increases the number of topics containing blog
(11,52%);
d) increases the number of topics that are related to
http://animoto.com (4,10%);
e) increases the number of users interested in blog, which
use http://animoto.com (23,44%).
Fig. 4 shows that Fb -ISID provides best results for the
number of URLs and Users related with the topic blog for
each of the post sets.
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[5] K. Sripanidkulchai, B. M. Maggs, and H. Zhang, “Efficient
content location using interest-based locality in peer-to-peer
systems,” in INFOCOM’2003: 22nd Annual Joint Conference
of the IEEE Computer and Communications Societies. IEEE,
march 2003, pp. 2166–2176.
[6] L. Guo, S. Jiang, L. Xiao, and X. Zhang, “Fast and low-cost
search schemes by exploiting localities in p2p networks,” J.
Parallel Distrib. Comput., vol. 65, no. 6, pp. 729–742, 2005.
[7] X. Li, L. Guo, and Y. E. Zhao, “Tag-based social interest
discovery,” in WWW ’08: Proceeding of the 17th international
conference on World Wide Web. New York, NY, USA: ACM,
2008, pp. 675–684.
Figure 4.

Comparative of URLs and users related with the topic blog.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a new algorithm, named
Fb -ISID, for the discovering of the interest of users in
collaborative tag-based systems. The experiments performed
show that Fb -ISID obtains better results than the ISID
algorithm. This good behaviour is due to the fact that the
architecture of Fb -ISID contains one component not included
in ISID. This component filters or groups together syntactic
variations of the tags contained in the initial posts. In this
way, Fb -ISID obtains more topics of interests and performs
basic queries more efficiently than ISID. Finally, we consider
that the clustering of syntactic variation in the data sources
of social systems, improves the performance of algorithms
for interests discovery, based on tag-centric approaches.
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Abstract—The paper presents a novel approach to semantic search and navigation in office-like document collections.
The approach is based on a semantic document model that
we have developed to enable unique identification, semantic
annotation, and semantic linking of document units of officelike documents. In order to semantically annotate document
units and to link semantically related document units, we first
conceptualize document units’ semantics and represent them by
vectors of ontological concepts and their corresponding weight
vectors. In the semantic search, we represent a user query by a
query’s concept vector, which is generated in the same way as
document units’ concept vectors, and then determine the search
results by measuring the similarity between the query’s and
the document units’ concept weight vectors. After the search,
by following the semantic links of a selected document unit, the
user can navigate through the document collection and discover
semantically related document units. Results of the preliminary
evaluation, conducted with a prototype implementation, are
promising. We present a brief analysis of these results.
Keywords-semantic search, semantic linking and navigation;

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last decade a considerable number of ontologydriven information retrieval approaches [1], [2], [3], [4]
has been developed to enhance the search and retrieval
by making use of available semantic annotations and their
underlining ontologies. Central to the ontology-driven information retrieval is the problem of having substantial
amount of accurate semantic annotations. Most existing
semantic annotation approaches [5] are based on the syntactic matching of ontological concept descriptions against
document content. In spite of advanced data mining and
NLP techniques applied in these approaches, usually poor
and ambiguous concept descriptions lead to insufficient and
inaccurate semantic annotation. Few approaches, such as [2],
try to enhance the semantic annotation by extending the set
of syntactic matches with related concepts from the ontology, discovered by utilizing formal ontological semantics.
Such concepts are usually referred to as semantic matches.
The combination of the syntactic and semantic matching can
increase the amount of semantic annotations, but it opens the
problem of the concept relevance [6]. Therefore, one of the
most important issues in this scenario is how to assess the
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relevance weight of the discovered semantic matches and to
use only the most relevant of them.
In this paper we present a unified solution that should
enable efficient semantic search and navigation in document
collections holding semantically related data. The solution is
based on the novel document representation model, namely
semantic document model (SDM) [7] which comprises the
publishing document data in RDF, the semantic annotation
and indexing of document data by weighted ontological
annotations and the semantic linking of related data within
the document collections. By the weighted annotations,
which we calculate based on the semantic distances between
concepts in the annotation ontology, we intend to improve
the semantic search in document collections. By the publishing document data in RDF and the semantic linking of
document data, we intend to enable client applications to
easily navigate between documents and to discover semantically related data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we outline main characteristics of the SDM model. In
Section III we describe our approach to concepts discovery
in document units, especially focusing on a novel, concept
exploration algorithm that we apply in the semantic matching. Section IV explains the way we use the discovered
concepts for the semantic annotation, indexing and linking
of document units of a given document collection. In Section
V we present the semantic search and navigation services,
which utilize the semantic annotations and links to search
and navigate in semantically integrated document collections. In Section VI we discuss the results of the preliminary
evaluation that we conducted as a proof of concept. We
conclude the paper with Section VII, giving some final
remarks and discussing our plans for the future work.
II. S EMANTIC D OCUMENT M ODEL
We have created a novel document representation model,
namely semantic document model (SDM) [7], aiming
to provide the infrastructure for the unique identification, the semantic annotation and the semantic linking
of fine-grained units of document data. SDM represents
document data as RDF [8] linked data, providing an
RDF node for each document unit. Document units are
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uniquely identified by the means of HTTP dereferencable URI of their RDF nodes, semantically annotated by
ontological concepts from domain ontologies, and linked
to other document units by RDF links that model hierarchical, structural and semantic relationships among them.
SDM is formally described by the smd ontology [7],
which specifies possible types of document units (e.g.,
sdm:paragraph, sdm:section, sdm:table and
sdm:illustration), types of hierarchical and structural
relationships among document units (e.g., sdm:hasPart,
sdm:isPartOf and sdm:belongsTo), and the semantic annotation and the semantic linking interfaces.
The semantic annotation interface consists of the
sdm:Annotation entity with its two properties: the
sdm:annotationConcept property that holds a reference to the concept from an annotation ontology and
the sdm:conceptWeight property that determines the
relevance of the annotation concept for the document
unit it annotates. The semantic linking interface consists of the sdm:SemanticLink entity and the following properties: the sdm:unitOne and sdm:unitTwo,
which hold the document units to be linked, the
sdm:relationshipConcept property that holds the
reference to the ontological concept that annotates both
units and determines the type of the semantic relationship,
and the sdm:linkStrength property that determines the
strength of the semantic relationship between the document
units. As we can see from the specification of the semantic
annotation and the semantic linking interfaces, both of them
require the concepts from domain ontologies that conceptualize human-readable information stored in document units.
Therefore, the concept discovery represents the foundation
of the semantic annotation and linking in SDM.
III. C ONCEPTS D ISCOVERY IN D OCUMENT U NITS
The concept discovery that we propose, combines the
syntactic matching of lexically expanded concept descriptions with the semantic matching by applying the concept
exploration algorithm. In the rest of the section we first
describe the main characteristics of the proposed syntactic
and the semantic matching and then give detailed description
of the concept exploration algorithm.
A. Syntactic and Semantic Matching
Any domain ontology can be represented as a graph
O := (C, R, H C , H R ) where C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , ..., cn } is
a set of concepts, R = {r1 , r2 , ..., rm } is a set of relations
and H C , H R are hierarchies defining a partial order over
concepts and relations respectively. Moreover, each concept
is described with a set of labels. For example, the set of
labels of the concept ci is Li = {li1 , li2 , ..., lim }. In practice,
however, ontology engineers provide only one label for
each ontology concept or even neglect to label concepts
considering human readable parts of concept URIs to be
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concept labels [5]. In order to cope with this problem,
which can lead to inefficient syntactic matching, prior to
the syntactic matching we perform the lexical expansion
of the concept descriptions with related terms from lexical
dictionaries such as WordNet [9].
The objective of the syntactic matching is to analyze
the content of a document unit (DU) and to check if
some of the concept labels, appear in it. For the concepts
whose labels appear in the DU, we calculate the concept
weight by taking into account the following: 1) the labels’
origin factor that makes distinction between original concept
labels and those from the lexical expansion, 2) the labels’
frequency of occurrence in the DU and 3) the inverse
DU’ frequency in a document collection. The result of the
syntactic matching is the concept vector of the DU and
the corresponding concept weight vector. For example, if
we have a document unit d that is being annotated, after
the syntactic matching we got the following concept vector:
→
−
d = [c1 , c2 , ..., cr ]; ci ∈ C and the corresponding concept
−−→
weight vector WC (d) = [wc1 , wc2 , ..., wcr ], where wci is the
relevance weight of the concept ci for the document unit d.
The objective of the semantic matching is to extend
→
−
the concept vector d , which is formed as a result of
the syntactic matching, with semantically related concepts
from the annotation ontology. By applying the concept
exploration algorithm, which we explain in detail in the
following section, to each of the document unit’s syntactic
matches, we discover the document unit’s semantic matches
→
−
and form the expanded concept vector d e = [c1 , c2 , ..., cr ,
ce1 , ..., cem ]. For each of the semantic matches cej the
algorithm calculates the semantic distance SDistc (cej , ci )
→
−
from the initial syntactic match ci ∈ d . The weight wcej
of the semantic match cej for the document unit d is then
calculated by the following formula:
wcej = wci ∗ β −SDist

c

(cej ,ci )

;

β>1

(1)

where wci is the weight of the syntactic match ci and
β is a generic coefficient. We devised the formula (1)
so that it satisfies boundary conditions regardless of the
value of coefficient β. For the first boundary condition
SDistc (cej , ci ) = 0, meaning that the concepts cej and
ci are semantically identical, wcej = wci , that is, the
weight of the semantic match is the same as the weight
of the initial syntactic match. For the second boundary
condition SDistc (cej , ci ) → ∞, meaning that the concepts
cej and ci are semantically unrelated, wcei → 0, that is,
the weight of the semantic match tends towards zero. For
SDistc (cej , ci ) ∈ (0, ∞), the optimal value of coefficient
β has to be experimentally determined. For the evaluation,
which results we discuss in Section VI, we used the exponential constant e as the value of coefficient β thus making
(1) belongs to the family of negative exponential functions.
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B. Concept Exploration Algorithm
The main assumption on which the concept exploration
algorithm runs is the possibility to associate numerical
values to ontological relations in the annotation ontology
and to form the weighted ontology graph. We refer to
these values as the relation semantic distances (SDistr ).
Moreover, we distinguish between two types of the relation
semantic distance: 1) SDistrD→R (r) determining semantic
distance of the concepts belonging to the domain (D) of
the relation r from the concepts belonging to the range
(R) of r, and 2) SDistrR→D (r) determining the semantic
distance of the concepts belonging to the range of r from the
concepts belonging to the domain of r. In general, the values
of the relational semantic distances can be: 1) specified
at design time of the ontology by the domain experts, 2)
experimentally devised by using a controlled knowledge/data
base and 3) learned over time by exploiting the ontology in
real world applications within the ontology domain. Based
on our experience the choice between these three strategies is
strongly domain-dependent. A combination of the strategies
is also valid.
The general idea of the algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is to
explore the ontology graph starting from the input concept
to find all concepts which satisfy the given semantic distance
constraint (SDc ) and the given path length constraint (P Lc ).
SDc is the maximum allowed semantic distance between the
input and target concepts. P Lc is the maximum number of
hops (i.e., ontology relations) allowed to belong to a path
between the input and target concepts. The algorithm takes
the following input: the weighted ontology graph Ow formed
by associating values of the relation semantic distances to the
ontology relations, the input concept c, the semantic distance
constraint SDc , and the path length constraint P Lc . The
output consists of a vector of discovered related concepts
−
→
−−→
Ce and a vector of the semantic distances SDe between the
discovered concepts and the input concept. The algorithm
starts by the P aths1(Ow , c, P Lc ) function (line 3) which
constructs a set of all possible acyclic paths P, starting from
the input concept c and whose length is less than P Lc .
Next, (line 4) the Concepts(P) function extracts all concepts
from the set of paths P and forms a distinct set of extracted
concepts C. Next, (line 6) for each concept ci ∈ C function
P aths2(c, ci , P) returns a set of paths Pi (Pi ⊆ P) which
start in concept c and end in concept ci . Next, (line 8) for
each path pij ∈ Pi between c and ci , function SDistp (pij )
calculates the semantic distance of the path that we refer
to as the path semantic distance (SDistp ). The function
actually sums the relation semantic distances of relations
that make the path. For those relations rk ∈ pij with the
same direction as a direction c → ci , the function takes
SDistrR→D (rk ) while for rk with the direction c ← ci , the
function takes SDistrD→R (rk ).
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Algorithm 1 Concept Exploration Algorithm
1: INPUT Ow , c, SDc , P Lc
−
→ −−→
2: OUTPUT Ce , SDe
3: P = P aths1(Ow , c, P Lc ) = {p1 , ..., pm } {finds all
paths from c with a length ≤ P Lc }
4: C = Concepts(P) = {c1 , ..., cn } {extracts all concepts
from the set of paths P}
5: for all ci such that ci ∈ C do
6:
Pi = P aths2(c, ci , P) = {pi1 , ..., pik } {finds a set of
acyclic paths Pi ⊂ P between c to ci }
7:
for all pij such that pij ∈ Pi do
8:
SDistp (pij ) {calculates the semantic distance of
path pij }
9:
end for
10:
SDistc (ci , c) {calculates the semantic distance of the
concept ci from c}
11: end for
−
→
12: Ce = [c1 , ..., cp ], ci ∈ C and SDistc (ci , c) ≤ SDc
−−→
13: SDe = [SDistc (c1 , c), .., SDistc (cp , c)]
After the algorithm calculates the path semantic distances
of all paths Pi , it calculates the semantic distance of concept
ci from the input concept c by applying function (2). We
call this semantic distance the concept semantic distance
(SDistc ). SDistc (ci , c) can be also considered as the relation semantic distance SDistrR→D (r(c, ci )) of a new single
relation r(c, ci ) from the concept c to ci .
SDistc (ci , c) = SDistrR→D (r(c, ci )) =

1
k
P
j=1

1
SDistp (Pij )

(2)
We designed function (2) so that it prioritizes the impact
of those paths with the small path semantic distance, in
determining the concept semantic distance. Finally, the
algorithm discards all concepts from the set C which do
not satisfy the SDc constraint, and forms the output vector
−
→
of the discovered related concepts Ce , along with the vector
−−→
of their semantic distances SDe from the input concept c.
IV. S EMANTIC D OCUMENTS A NNOTATION , L INKING
AND I NDEXING
The semantic annotation of document units defined by
SDM refers to the process of linking the discovered ontological concepts and their weights to document units’ RDF
nodes, via the SDM annotation interface. If documents of a
given document collection are annotated by concepts from
the same, shared domain ontology, then implicit semantic
relationships between their document units can easily be
identified and made explicit. For example, if two document
units are annotated by the same ontological concept, it means
that they share some semantics and there is an implicit
semantic relationship between them. By setting up explicit
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RDF links between RDF nodes of document units, based
on the SDM linking interface, we bring the collection’s data
into an integrated information space. Following the semantic
links, the user can easily navigate in this information space
and discover semantically related data. Moreover, by exposing the SPARQL HTTP endpoints [8] to RDF repositories
of the document collections, we can enable the integration
of distant document collections. In this way, the user can
navigate through semantically related data belonging to
different document collections as well.
Finally, besides the semantic annotation and linking, the
discovered concepts are also used for the concept indexing
of the document units. The concept index contains a list
of concepts (i.e., concept identifiers) from the annotation
ontologies, each of which is assigned a list of the document
units it annotates. For each document unit in the concept’s
list, the index also stores the weight of the concept for the
document unit. The concept index plays the key role in the
semantic search that we discuss in the next section.
V. S EMANTIC S EARCH AND NAVIGATION
In this section we describe the semantic search and the
semantic navigation services, which we have developed as
parts of a broader, service oriented architecture called the
Semantic Document Architecture - SDArch [10]. These two
services provide the mechanisms for the semantic search
and navigation in the collections of documents represented
by SDM. In order to provide the user interface to the
SDArch services, we have developed a set of tools called
’SemanticDoc’ and integrated them into MS Office as addins. Further information about the SDArch services and
SemanticDoc tools can be found on our project web page
[11].
The search process normally starts with the user constructing a query that reflects her information needs. As the initial
form of the user query, the semantic search service takes a
free text query. The service then models the semantic meaning of the query by forming a weighted query concept vector,
which we refer to as a semantic query. The search service
actually applies the syntactic and the semantic matching
to discover ontological concepts, which conceptualize the
semantic meaning of the query. For each discovered concept,
the service calculates its relevance weight to the query and
forms a weighted query concept vector. The way the search
service forms semantic queries is quite similar to the process
of the concepts discovery (Section III) in document units.
Having both the document units and the user query represented in the same way, by their weighted concept vectors,
the rest of the search process proceeds as follows. From
the concept index of the selected document collection, the
search service discovers document units which are indexed
by the concepts from the semantic query. Then, the service
calculates the similarity between the discovered document
units and the semantic query, by computing the similarity
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between the document units’ concept vectors and the query’s
concept vector. At the end, the service ranks the document
units based on the calculated similarity and retrieves the
ranked list of the document units.
The semantic navigation service enables users to traverse
document collections by navigating along the semantic links.
The navigation process assumes the existence of an exploratory interface through which the users interact with the
semantic navigation service (i.e., SemanticDoc [11] tools).
The navigation process starts by the user browsing the initial
document unit and clicking on one of the unit’s annotation
concepts (i.e., concept label). This activates the navigation
service, which takes the URIs of the document unit and the
concept, forms a SPARQL query (see Fig. 1), and executes
it against the collection’s RDF repository. Since the initial
document unit can be linked to many document units via
the same semantic link, thus the query can return multiple
document units. The query orders the return document units
by the strength of the semantic links between them and
the initial document unit. After the query execution, the
navigation service sends the list of the document units to
the browse in which the user browses their details.
PREFIX sdm : <h t t p : / / www. s e m a n t i c d o c . o r g / sdm . owl #>
SELECT ? t a r g e t U n i t ? s t r e n g h t
WHERE{? l i n k sdm : r e l a t i o n s h i p C o n c e p t c o n c e p t a 3 2 c 1 5 4
? l i n k sdm : u n i t O n e u n i t b 4 2 c 1 7 7
? l i n k sdm : u n i t T w o ? t a r g e t U n i t
? l i n k sdm : l i n k S t r e n g t h ? s t r e n g t h }
ORDER BY ? s t r e n g t h

Figure 1. Example of a SPARQL query executed by the navigation service

VI. E VALUATION
In order to evaluate the usability of the semantic search
and navigation services we conducted a usability study
in which we considered the user effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in using the services, while preparing a
course material. Both, the quantitative measures (e.g., task
execution time, number of window switches and number of
mouse clicks) and the users’ subjective feedback, collected
by the evaluation questionnaire and the series of interviews,
showed positive results. The detailed discussion on the
usability study can be found in [12]. In this paper, however,
our focus is on the experimental evaluation of the semantic
annotation (i.e., the concept discovery) and the semantic
search.
The experimental evaluation that we discuss hereafter, was
designed more as a proof of concept; it was not meant to
address issues of scalability or efficiency. The document
collection that we used in the experiments was composed of
170 Word documents (2735 paragraphs - document units of
interest for these experiments) containing records for steel,
aluminum, copper, titanium, and other metals. We optioned
the collection from KEY-to-METALS [13] company, which
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Semantic relation
hypernym
hyponym
holonym
meronym
synonym
identical

Representation
skos : broader
skos : narrower
skos : relatedP artOf
skos : relatedHasP art
owl : equivalentClass
owl : sameAs

SDistrR→D (r)
1 − δhyper = 0, 53
1 − δhypo = 0, 16
1 − δholo = 0, 88
1 − δmero = 0, 84
1 − δsyn = 0, 30
0

SDistrD→R (r)
1 − δhypo = 0, 16
1 − δhyper = 0, 53
1 − δmero = 0, 84
1 − δholo = 0, 88
1 − δsyn = 0, 30
0

Table I
R ELATION SEMANTIC DISTANCES IN M ETALS ONTOLOGY

Strategy
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Number
of concepts
211
343
672
795
924

Number of
syn. matches
1524
3182
3182
3182
3182

Number of
sem. matches
6714
11102
23716

Avg. weight
of syn. match.
2.56
3.62
3.62
3.62
3.62

Avg. weight
of sem. match.
2.43
1.12
0.27

Table II
C ONCEPT DISCOVERY RESULTS FOR STRATEGIES (S1 -S5 )

maintains one of the world’s most comprehensive metals
database. As the annotation ontology we used the Metals
ontology, which we also got from the same company. The
ontology contains over 3, 500 concepts about metals and
their applications. It is an OWL ontology which conforms
to the SKOS specification [6]. SKOS defines a family of
relations such as skos : narrower, skos : broader and
skos : related for expressing simple relationships between
concepts within an ontology.
Table I shows a subset of semantic relations in the Metals
ontology, along with their SKOS and OWL representations
and values of the relation semantic distances. The values
of the relation semantic distances were assessed based on
the results of the experimental studies [14]. In these studies
the authors measured the semantic similarity/relatedness between terms in WordNet, connected via the hypernymy, hyponymy, holonymy, meronymy and synonymy relations, and
produced the following values: δhyper = 0.47, δhypo = 0.84,
δholo = 0.12, δmero = 0.16 and δsyn = 0.70. Value δr = 0
means that two terms are semantically unrelated via relation
r, and δr = 1 that the terms are semantically identical. We
calculate the values of the relation semantic distances as
1 − δr and take into account the fact that hypernymy and
hyponymy as well as holonymy and meronymy are mutually
inverse relations. Moreover, the Metals ontology contains
the owl : sameAs relation which links two semantically
identical concepts/individuals, so that both of the relation
semantic distances have been assessed as zero.
In order to evaluate the semantic annotation, we have
transformed the document collection by applying five different concept discovery strategies: S1 - simple syntactic
matching, S2 - lexically expanded syntactic matching, and
S3 , S4 , S5 - lexically expanded syntactic matching and the
semantic matching with SDC = 1, 2, 3 respectively. The
last three strategies comprise all the features (i.e., lexical
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expansion, syntactic matching and semantic matching) of
our concept discovery approach. They only differ in the
value of the SDC (semantic distance constraint) parameter
of the concept exploration algorithm (Section III-B). The
value of the path length constraint is fixed at P Lc = 3 for
these evaluation tests.
As a result of the transformation we obtained five semantic document collections, each of which having the
corresponding concept index. Table II shows for each of the
concept discovery strategy: 1) the distinct number of concepts from the annotation ontology that have been involved,
2) the total number of syntactic and semantic matches, that
is, the number of document units in which the concepts have
been discovered by the syntactic and the semantic matching
respectively and 3) the average weights of the syntactic and
semantic matches calculated based on 20 randomly chosen
document units. Comparing results of S1 and S2 which
both implement only syntactic matching, we can see that
the lexical expansion of concept descriptions increases the
number of discovered concepts from 211 to 343 and the total
number of syntactic matches from 1524 to 3182 but also the
average weight of syntactic matches from 2.56 to 3.62. In
other words, these increases show that the lexical expansion
improves both the quantity and quality of the annotation.
The next three strategies S3 − S5 produce the same number
of syntactic matches as S2 (i.e., 3182), since the syntactic
matching stays intact, but they increase the number of the
semantic matches (i.e., 6714; 11102; 23716). On contrary,
the average weight of the added semantic matches decreases
(i.e., 2.43; 1.12; 0.27). This shows that with higher values
of the semantic distance constraint (SDc ) we can get more,
but less relevant semantic matches.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed semantic
search we formed five queries related to the data of the
evaluation document collection and asked three KEY-to-
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data with weighted ontological annotations and the semantic
linking of related data. The results of both, the usability
study and the experimental evaluation of the semantic annotation and search are promising. In the future work, we plan
to continue with the evaluation of our approach, addressing
issues such as the scalability, efficiency and applicability of
the approach to document collections of different domains.
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Abstract—The amount of linked data is growing rapidly,
and so finding suitable entities to link together requires
greater effort. For small data sets, it is easy enough to find
entities in the data sources and link these together manually;
however, doing so for large data sets is impractical. For large
sets, a way is needed to discover entities and connect them
automatically. In this paper, we present an algorithm to detect
hidden owl:sameAs links or hidden relations in data sets. Since
geographic names are often highly ambiguous, we used data
sets comprising geographic names to implement and evaluate
our algorithm. We experimentally compare our algorithm with
a naı̈ve algorithm that only uses a URI’s name feature. We
found that it is more accurate than the naı̈ve algorithm in most
cases, especially for resources in which there is little matching
information about features.
Keywords-Linked Data; Knowledge Discovery; Link Prediction;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Linked data refers to data published on the Web in such a
way that it is machine-readable. It is linked to other external
data sets and can in turn be linked to from external data sets
[1]. Linked data uses the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) to make typed statements that link arbitrary things
in the world, and things are named by Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) and linked together by predicates.
In this paper, we mainly focus on owl:sameAs links. These
links indicate that two URIs refer to the same thing, implying
that the subject and object must be the same resource. When
users create an entity to describe a thing using their own
information features, if they know of other data sources on
the Web that also provide information about this thing, then
they can link these sources together. In this manner, the
information about the thing becomes richer.
We should recognize that a linked data structure is very
similar to a graph in which URIs are nodes and links are
edges. Various graph algorithms exist, and the literature on
them is well developed; in fact, many approaches for analyzing graphs have been extended to linked data structures [2],
[3], [4]. On the basis of these observations, we decided to
turn linked data into a graph upon which we can use graph
mining techniques to solve the following problems.
As of 19 January 2010, the Linked Data Community
estimates that the number of triples on Linking Open Data
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[5] is about 13 billion and the number of links is about
143 million. The amount of linked data has been growing
steadily. Therefore, it may soon be difficult to find suitable
entities to connect with owl:sameAs links. In some cases,
mistakes may be made, such as linking entities that refer
to different things. This means that owl:sameAs may be
inappropriately used. In addition, a single data source may
have redundant descriptions, creating confusion as to which
items should be linked. Moreover, even if one manages
to make an appropriate choice in some way, there is no
guarantee that others will make the same choice. Finally,
incorrect data affect new data in many ways. The overall
effect of these problems is that information on the Web will
become more and more ambiguous.
Certain data are often ambiguous; in particular, geographic names, e.g., the name of rivers, mountains, and place
names of population concentrations, tend to be very ambiguous. For example, the name “Isosaai” refers to 491 places
in Finland [6]. Also, there are 1724 different coordinates
sharing the name “San Jose” [7] in the GeoNet and GNIS
geographic name databases. Raphael Volz et al. list three
types of ambiguity [7]:
1) Different geographic locations share the same name
2) One location has different names
3) A location name also stands for some other word
In our work, we are interested in geographic information
and its problems. Our data set has over 2.5 million geographic names. If the above problems affect it, this would
be very difficult for us to detect or resolve.
For small data sets, it is easy enough to find entities
referring to the same thing in data sources and link them
together manually; however, doing so for large data sets
is impractical. For large sets, a way is needed to discover
entities and connect them with owl:sameAs links automatically. The task of discovering entities can be viewed as
detecting hidden relations in linked data. In other words,
hidden relations are possible links that have not yet been
created. The main idea behind our solution is to extract
useful features by applying supervised learning on frequent
graphs. We then use these extracted features to discover
entities in data sources.
In brief, the contribution of this study is developing an
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algorithm to detect hidden relations in geographic data. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly describes related work. The problem of detecting hidden relations and related concepts are introduced
in Section 3. Section 4 describes our approach to detect
hidden relations. Section 5 presents our evaluation corpus
and comparatively discusses our approach’s performance.
We present conclusions and directions for further work in
Section 6.
II. R ELATED W ORK
LinkedMDB [8] demonstrates a novel way of link discovery and publishing linkage metadata to facilitate high
volume and dense interlinking of RDF data sets. Because
the data sources in LinkedMDB are about movies, it chooses
movie titles as the feature to discover owl:sameAs links.
Furthermore, users of LinkedMDB can give feedback on the
quality of links. Because its stored attributes are information
about titles and feedbacks, LinkedMDB can achieve high
accuracy. However, it is not easy to apply the ideas behind
LinkedMDB to other Web data sources that often mix terms
of different attributes.
Silk [9] discovers owl:sameAs links that are used by
DBpedia and by GeoNames to identify cities. Silk uses a
declarative language for specifying which types of RDF
links between data sources should be discovered as well
as which conditions entities must fulfill in order to be
linked. Depending on which data sources are linked, Silk
has different thresholds (“accept” and “verify”) for identifying similarity heuristics and qualifying the amounts of
discovered links. This approach, however, only focuses on
links of pairs of data sources: there is no guarantee that the
information extracted from two data sources will enough
to find suitable entities in remain data sources. In contrast
to this approach, the solution we are advocating allows us
to gather more information (by using data as keywords) in
order to discover links.
III. P ROBLEM OF H IDDEN R ELATIONS
What happens if data is published on the Web without
owl:sameAs links? In such cases, each thing exists as a
unique entity in a specific domain in which no two entities
mention the same thing. This prevents people from contributing their own views and opinions about a thing. For
example, someone talking about Mt. Fuji might describe its
geographic location and climate at its peak whereas someone
else might describe it as a scenic attraction. If entities such
as these were not connected by an owl:sameAs link, a search
might not return results on both of them. As a result, when
users add more information about this thing, data might
be duplicated. On the other hand, connecting these two
descriptions by using an owl:sameAs link would help users
to track down different information about the same resource.
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This means that the more owl:sameAs links there are, the
richer the information will be.
Let us consider another scenario. When users create a new
entity and want to link it to other entities with an owl:sameAs
link, they have to find entities referring to the same resource
from a mass of linked data. We call this task hidden entity
detection or hidden relation detection, where the relations are
owl:sameAs links. Hidden relations are possible links which
have not yet been created. A possible link between b y and
cy of the instance graph y in Figure 1 is an example of a
hidden relation whereby c y is found in data set C such that
can be appropriately linked to b y with owl:sameAs. Because
there is a huge amount of linked data on the Web and it
is steadily growing, it is not simple to detect such relations
manually even if the entity’s domain 1 is known.
Hidden entities can be linked to others, so we would have
more sufficiently linked data after connecting these entities
together. The problem is that an entity does not always
link to all other entities in each domain, and the task of
finding links among all domains would be extremely time
consuming. Moreover, the URI identity often depends on the
context in which it is used [10]; this means it is important to
think about trustworthiness when creating relations among
resources. That is, we need to check information describing
resources in order to determine whether they are things we
want to link together.
IV. D ETECTING H IDDEN R ELATIONS
A. Frequent Linked Data Graph
Linked data entities are either URIs or literals, and these
are connected together by links. We can model such data as a
graph. Many graph-related algorithms have been developed,
and they have proven advantageous for solving a variety of
problems in chemical informatics, computer vision, video
indexing, and text retrieval [11]. We can consider URIs as
the nodes of a graph and that all of them refer to the same
resource through an owl:sameAs link. Because each URI is
used only once per graph, URIs are represented abstractly
by their domain name. For example, www.geonames.org is
an abstraction of the URI www.geonames.org/964596. As
a result, URIs having the same domain form a data set.
Another reason for using domain name to represent URIs
abstractly is that a resource in linked data often describes a
type of information. The number of fields and their meaning
for describing entities are treated similarly. Links among
URIs are also represented as abstract entities. Abstract URIs
and their links are made into an abstract graph.
Furthermore, each node represents a unique entity, and an
edge describes a relationship between entities. For example,
GeoNames store many name-feature relations as relational
graphs. Particularly interesting among relational graphs are
patterns that appear with high frequency [12] called frequent
1 URIs

have the same domain name
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Algorithm 1 DHR cSpan(g, D, local sups, S)
Input: An abstract graph g, an instant graph dataset D, a set of
support thresholds between any two domains local sups.
Output: The closed frequent graph set S.
1) if ∃g  ∈ S, g ⊂ g  and support(g) = support(g ) then
2)
return;
3) extend g to g as much as possible s.t. support(g) =
support(g );
4) if ∃g  then add g  to S;
5) scan D, find every edge e such that:
6)
support(g  ∪ {e}) ≥
minimum{local sups of domains in graph g ∪ {e}}.
7) for each satisfied g  ∪ {e} do
8)
DHR cSpan(g  ∪ {e}, D, local sups, S);
9) return;

patterns or graphs. Frequent graphs tend to have common
relations among entities. We can extract features from the
entities of such graphs and use them to identify hidden
entities.
In linked data, however, the number of relation graphs
is large and links are diverse. Often, there are too many
frequent graphs. Because of this, it is better to mine only
closed frequent graphs [12]. A frequent graph is closed if
and only if there does not exist an extended graph that has
the same support. The field of closed frequent graph mining
has developed many algorithms, including cSpan [12], AClose [13], CLOSET [14], CloSpan [15], and CHARM
[16]. For our research, we chose to use cSpan [12] for
its simplicity and efficiency in finding frequent graphs in
real data. The cSpan algorithm requires choosing a support
threshold for the frequency. However, we faced a problem
in choosing a fixed threshold for data sets having different
numbers of links. When huge data sets are connected to
small data sets, it can lead to the following situation: With
a fix threshold, graphs created from huge data sets tend to
be very frequent because there are likely to be many links
among the data. Graphs created from small data sets become
relatively infrequent in comparison and hence may get
dropped. For that reason, we had to modify cSpan slightly
so that it could support variable thresholds. This means
that, depending on which data sets are to be connected, the
threshold is determined by the percentage of links between
the two smallest data sets. Setting the threshold in this way
enabled us to mine frequent graphs better. From here on,
we shall use frequent graphs as a framework to solve our
problems. Algorithm 1 (DHR cSpan) specifies the process
by which the frequent graphs are extracted. Line 6 shows
the modification from algorithm cSpan of including variable
thresholds.
Figure 1 illustrates a frequent graph X that has
been extracted from a geographic data set on the basis of owl:sameAs links. There are many instances of
this frequent graph (1, . . . , k). In each instance the fre-
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quent graph represents specific things. For example, supposing that the frequent graph X  includes two entities, such as Census and GeoNames, and Census links
to GeoNames with an owl:sameAs link. Then a link
from http://www.rdfabout.com/rdf/usgov/geo/us/sd/counties/
perkins county to http://sws.geonames.org/5763584/ is an
instance of the frequent graph X  . Another instance
is the link from http://www.rdfabout.com/rdf/usgov/geo/
us/ma/counties/middlesex county/framingham to http://sws.
geonames.org/4937230/. Besides the instances of complete
frequent graphs, there are graphs that lack one or more
entities, such as instance y in the figure. Instance y is missing
a node cy from data set C. The reason is that c y does not
exist in this data set or there is no link to it. The way to
find such missing entities is a problem that we address.
B. Attributes of the Entity
In the process of forming linked data, an RDF triple,
consisting of a subject, predicate, and object, is used to
represent information about resources. The subject is the
URI of the described resource. The object is a literal value
describing the properties of the resource or the URI of
other resources. The predicate refers to links between the
subject and object. Because relations in our frequent linked
data graph are owl:sameAs links, we will consider all links
except owl:sameAs to be attributes of the entity and the
objects that are linked to as attributes’ content. For example,
in Figure 2, links such as name (link to literal value),
alternateName (link to literal value), inCountry (link to
URI) and even its URI name are attributes of the entity
http://sws.geonames.org/283862/, whereas the owl:sameAs
link connecting to http://dbpedia.org/resource/Gilo is not an
attribute of the entity.
For the frequent graph X in Figure 1, there are three
sets of attributes corresponding to three abstracted entities.
The attributes’ content not only describes the entity but
also provides some information about the surrounding entities. Accordingly, using attributes and their content to find
hidden entities is feasible. We can use useful data from
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Table I
W ORD IN ATTRIBUTES OF AN INSTANCE GRAPHS
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1
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the attributes’ content as keywords for discovering entities
that can be linked to it. However, the attributes of each
entity in different domains vary in quantity and quality;
even entities in the same domain will have such differences.
Moreover, not all attributes are useful for finding hidden
entities. Therefore, choosing only the most useful attributes
is a prerequisite for creating a hidden relations detection
algorithm.
C. Choosing Useful Attributes
The data set has information related to geographic names.
As a result, we chose the feature “word” (lexical) for
identifying useful attributes. The feature “word” in our paper
is a sequence of characters separated by spaces. Our assumption is that entities are linked when the contents of their
respective attributes have at least one word in common. This
means that they mention the same concept. In Figure 2, for
example, the entities http://sws.geonames.org/283862/ and
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Gilo have common word “Gilo”
in the attributes alternateName, URI name of the DBpedia
entity and rdfs:label. Hence, word “Gilo” seems to be useful
information for identifying the described resource. By collecting such words, we should be able to find related entities
more easily. The question is, into which attributes are these
words often distributed? If this question can be answered,
it means that we have useful attributes. To achieve this, we
should collect the words and the attributes containing those
words in each instance graph. Words that do not appear in
all of the entities of a graph will be removed from further
consideration.
Table I shows the words extracted from attributes of the
first instance graph in Figure 1, where att i for i = {1, 2,
. . . } are attributes of the entities of the graph, and w j for j
= {1, 2, . . . } are words extracted from the attributes. Since
each entity belongs to a specific domain, we consider its
attributes to be domain attributes. Words w 3 , w4 , and w5 do
not appear in all entities of the graph. Therefore, they are
removed from further consideration. Other instance graphs
are similarly processed. The result is a large table of words
and attributes. Our goal is to seek feature attributes that can
be used to extract content for predicting hidden relations.
Accordingly, we rank attributes by increasing their weight
one unit whenever they appear on the word table of the
instance graphs. For example, in Table I, the first attribute
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w4
w5

appear two times, so its rank is 2. If the first attribute appears
three times in the second instance graph, its rank becomes
5, and so on. Attributes that exist in many instance graphs
will certainly have higher ranks than ones that only exist in
a few instance graphs. Such high ranking attributes play a
major role in detecting hidden relations. However, we need
to consider that some attributes might be useful in some
graphs but useless in other graphs. In some cases, attributes
can even cause noise. Therefore, we use a threshold to
reduce the number of bad attributes. Attribute rank can not
go lower than the threshold. Such threshold is selected to
maximize the accuracy of our approach.
Since the number of instances in each frequent graph
is not the same, rank values might be quite different for
different frequent graphs. In order to compare the correlation
of attributes among frequent graphs as well as reduce
calculating cost in later calculations, we use attribute weight
instead of rank. Attribute weight is calculated from rank as
follows:
weighti =

ranki
,
N (X)

(1)

where ranki is the rank of the ith attribute, and N (X) is
the number of instance graphs of frequent graph X. In the
next section, we use the above feature attributes and their
weights for finding hidden relations.
D. Distance Estimation
Here, a graph lacking an entity is a graph that is missing
one entity compared with some frequent graph. A graph
missing more than one entity can be dealt with recursively.
That is, after we find the first entity, we look for the second
entity, and so on. In Figure 1, the instance graph y consists
of two entities ay and by , and a missing entity c y . Our task
is to find cy in data set C, where C is the set of entities
having the same domain as c y . In fact, entity c y may not
exist in C.
Words in the feature attributes of entities are extracted.
Entities such as ay and by existed in the instance graph
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y in Figure 1, and so the words in these entities are
fewer and easier to extract. However, c y has not yet been
identified, and so we have to list all the words in each
feature attribute belonging to data set C(c 1 , c2 , . . . , ck ). This
process consumes much time and computing resources. To
reduce the burden, we index words in C and only extract
words that appear in both a y and by . After extracting words
from the feature attributes, we remove words that do not
exist in all entities. This means that we only keep words
that appear in all entities of the instance graph. Note that
we propose another solution for the case in which no such
word exists (see the end of this section). Figure 3 illustrates
words extracted from the feature attributes, {att 1 (domain
A), att2 (domain A), att 3 (domain B), att 4 (domain C),
att5 (domain C)}, in the instance graph y and entities in
data set C.
Entity ay and entity by share the word set {w1 , w2 , w7 ,
w8 }. Thus, entity cy that will be detected must store the
word subset {w1 , w2 , w7 , w8 } in the content of its feature
attributes. Let St be the set of words appearing in all entities
of the graph after entity t has been inserted. In Figure 3, we
have S1 = {w1 , w7 , w8 }; S2 = {w1 , w2 , w7 }; . . . ; Sk =
{∅}. The distance is estimated using the attribute weights
and the number of words stored in S t after St is projected
in turn onto these attributes. For example, the set S 1 after
being projected onto att 4 becomes the set {w1 , w7 }, and
so the number of words in the projected S 1 is 2. For each
entity ct in data set C, the distance from it to the graph is
defined as
l(ct ) = 
n

1

,

(2)

[weighti × N (πatti (St ))]

i=1

where n is the number of feature attributes in the discovered
domain, weighti is the weight of the ith feature attribute,
πatti (St ) is the projection of the set S t onto attribute att i ,
and N () is a function to count the number of words in
the projected S t . Because St contains words extracted from
many different attributes, the projection π atti (St ) is a way
to pick out words only from attribute att i . Accordingly, the
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w16
w15
c1

Figure 4.

c2

Two entities having the same distance to a graph

shorter the distance l of the entity is, the more suitable the
entity will be to link to the graph. However, there are likely
entities in C that have equal shortest distances. Therefore,
we have to decide which among them should be linked to the
graph next. Figure 4 shows an example of this problem. The
entities c1 and c2 have equal distances l (i.e., l(c 1 ) = l(c2 )).
Thus, we need to determine which, c 1 or c2 , is more suitable
for connecting to the graph.
Words appearing in a set of feature attributes are
not involved in the calculation if they do not occur in
all entities of the graph. In Figure 4, these words are
w6 , w10 , w12 , w14 , w15 , and w16 . These words can cause
entities to become irrelevant. This means that the entity
containing more words not in S t will have a larger distance.
The above considerations motivated us to use the following
function:
d(ct ) = l(ct ) − ε

1
,
N (St )

(3)

where ε is a small positive number such that this measure
does not affect the main distance l(c t ). The resulting set
from using distance d does not add any entities beyond those
added using distance l. S t is the complement of S t (i.e.,
words in the content of the feature attributes of c t do not
appear in the whole graph). From this definition, we can
see that the shorter the distance d of the entity is, the more
suitable the entity will be for linking to the graph. Note
that after this procedure, if there are still many entities with
the same shortest distance d, then we must choose among
them randomly or manually. Our experiment showed that
this approach improved accuracy in comparison with simply
using the distance l in Equation 2.
Next, we resolve the problem of entities in the graph that
do not share words in different domains because of irrelevant
feature attributes. In this case, the distance d from each entity
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Algorithm 2 DHR-DE(g, C, P, pW eight, g  )
Input: a graph g, a dataset C for finding entity, and
a set of feature attributes P and their weight pW eight.
Output: a graph g  which added found entity in C to g.
1) Set current shortest distance min d = −1;
2) for each ct ∈ C do
3)
Extend g to g  by adding ct in graph g;
4)
S1 = extract words stored in feature attributes of g
that appear in all entity of g ;
5)
S2 = extract words stored in feature attributes of g
that do not appear in all entity of g ;
6)
if S1 = {∅} then
7)
Calculate distance d using S1 and S2 .
8)
if min d = −1 or min d > d then
9)
r = {∅}; min d = d;
10)
Insert ct into r;
11)
if min d = d then
12)
Insert ct into r;
13)
else
14)
if (graph g contains one node) then return;
15)
else
16)
Split graph g into subgraphs and execute
lines 4 to 7 for each distance from a subgraph;
17)
Calculate distance d from each subgraph distance;
18)
Insert ct into r if distance d is less than or
equal to min d;
19) if (r contains more than one entity) then
20)
Choose and entity randomly;
21) Extend g to g by adding such entity in graph g;
22) return;

in data set C to the graph is zero. One idea is to consider
each entity in a graph as a separate subgraph and the distance
from an entity in data set C to the graph equals the sum of
distances from it to the subgraphs:
d (ct ) =

m

dj (ct ),

(4)

j=1

where m is the number of entities in the graph, and d j is
the distance from c t to a subgraph that stores only one jth
entity. Suppose that entity a y and entity by in Figure 3 do not
share any word, and so S is always empty. To estimate the
distance, we view instance graph y from a different angle: y
includes two subgraphs, one storing entity a y and one storing
entity by . Consequently, the distance from c t to the graph is
the sum of distances d from c t to the subgraph storing a y and
from ct to the subgraph storing b y . Algorithm 2 illustrates
the process used to find the most suitable entity in dataset
C using distance functions from Equation 2 and 4.
V. E VALUATION
We evaluated the proposed algorithm on real data sets.
The data sets were derived from four publicly available
geographic information sources:
The U.S. Census data is provided by the Census Bureau.
The Census data comprises population statistics at various
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geographic levels, from the United States as a whole, to
state, county, sub-county (roughly, cities and incorporated
towns), so-called “census data places”, ZIP Code Tabulation
Areas (ZCTAs, which approximate ZIP codes), and even
deeper levels of granularity. The data set contains around
3,200 counties, 36,000 towns, 16,000 villages, and 33,000
ZCTAs [17].
GeoNames gathers geographical data, such as names of
places in various languages, elevations, and populations,
from various sources. All lat/long coordinates are in WGS84
(World Geodetic System 1984). It contains over 8 million
geographical names and consists of 7 million unique features
including 2.6 million populated places and 2.8 million
alternate names [18].
The DBpedia data set is a large multi-domain ontology
which has been derived from Wikipedia. The DBpedia
data set contains geo-coordinates for 392,000 geographic
locations [19].
The World Factbook provides information about the history, people, government, economy, geography, communications, transportation, military, and transnational conflicts of
266 world entities [20].
The above data sources were linked together with
owl:sameAs links, creating about 100,000 connected graphs.
Note that not every entity had owl:sameAs links; these
formed empty graphs, and we did not include them in
our graph set. We applied our modified cSpan to find
frequent graphs in the graph set. A 20% link threshold
between datasets was used. With these settings, we derived
13 frequent graphs patterns. These frequent graphs were
used in the following evaluations.
To test the quality and validity of our distance measure
based on feature attributes, we compared our algorithm for
detecting hidden relations with a naı̈ve algorithm. The naı̈ve
algorithm used only information about the URI name to
make a prediction. We used a k-fold cross-validation method
with k = 10 [21] to construct the training and test sets.
That is, the dataset was split into 10 equal groups. In turn,
each group was used for testing and the remaining groups
were used for training. The final result is an average over
choices. For each instance of a frequent graph , we evaluated
the accuracy by removing one entity and attempting to
find it again. Note that not all frequent graphs included all
four domains (i.e., US Census, GeoNames, DBpedia, and
World Factbook), so the choice of entity to be removed
depended on whether it existed in the graph. Also note that
the frequent graphs were directed graphs and did not have
any ambiguities. Figure 5 lists the frequent graphs with the
number of instances.
Figure 6 compares the accuracies of our algorithm and
the naı̈ve algorithm. Accuracy is the precision of prediction,
i.e., the percentage of found entities that were correct. In
the case in which we removed an entity belonging to the
US Census, GeoNames, or DBpedia domain, our method
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Looking at the results, we can see that our method
generally increased the completeness of the linked data.
Although it was far from perfect, it easily incorporated new
knowledge with few mistakes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented an approach to detecting hidden owl:sameAs
relations in geographical data sets, such as those of the U.S.
Census, GeoNames, DBpedia, and World Factbook. Since
feature attributes play an important role in describing a
resource, we can carry over relationships between resources.
Our approach uses supervised learning to train a feature
attribute set and uses the set for detecting relations. We
compared the outcomes of ours and a naı̈ve approach using
only URI name data for discovering hidden relations and
found that our approach has higher accuracy in most cases,
especially for resources in which there are not too many
matching feature attributes.
There are still many interesting aspectss to be studied in
detecting relations. One of them is noise. Besides useful
information, there is also superfluous information, or noise.
Such noise does not describe resources, and so it makes the
distance estimation worse. For example, articles, prepositions, and auxiliary verbs occur frequently, but they do not
help in detecting hidden relations.
Figure 5.

Closed frequent graphs

gave a better result than the naı̈ve method. For the World
Factbook, however, our method gave worse results because
the names in the URIs were too well matched. For example,
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Nauru and http://www4.wiwiss.
fu-berlin.de/factbook/resource/Nauru match “Nauru”. In our
algorithm, information extracted from other feature attributes
caused significant noise. However, we are only interested in
the general case wherein the attributes of entities do not
yield very similar information. In addition, the results for
the first and third frequent graphs patterns were quite low.
The reason is that if one of the entities is missing, then the
information gained from the feature attributes of the other
entities is not enough to detect the missing one.
Finally, we considered graphs of data sets that really
were missing entities in the data and tried to predict new
entities that could be linked to them. Our algorithm was
able to find new entities even though the number of such
graphs was very small. This task was difficult because
the entities may not exist in the data set. For example,
in the case of http://sws.geonames.org/5879092/ and http:
//www.rdfabout.com/rdf/usgov/geo/us/ak in the linked data,
the two entities are linked by owl:sameAs and do not link
to any other entity. They both refer to Alaska. Our method
found a new entity in DBpedia which can link to them:
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Alaska
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Abstract— Today, there is a real challenge in accessing relevant
information on the Web according to the user’s needs and the
context. There are always certain needs behind the user query
and these queries are often ambiguous and shortened
(especially in the case of mobile users), thus we need to handle
the user queries intelligently to provide personalized results in
a particular context. For improving user query processing, we
present a context-based hybrid method for query expansion
that automatically generates context-related terms. It considers
the context as the actual state of the task that the user is
undertaking when the information retrieval process takes
place. The method uses the UML state diagram for modeling
the current task and for detecting the transitions at time
intervals with the task state changes. Furthermore, we
introduce a new concept of SRQ (State Reformulated Queries),
which is used to reformulate queries according to the user task
context and the ontological user profile. Using experimental
study, our approach has proved its relevance for certain
contexts, the preliminary results are promising.

including diverse platforms, the different user knowledge
levels, characteristics and expectations, and the various work
environments, have created new considerations and stakes to
be satisfied [2]. To overcome the previous problems, studies
taking into account the user context are currently
undertaken. As a result, the information needs of mobile
users are related to contextual factors such as user interests,
user current task, location, direction, etc.
The user context can be assimilated to all factors that can
describe his intentions and perceptions of his surroundings,
these factors may cover various aspects: physical, social,
personal, professional, technical, task, etc. Fig. 1 shows
these factors and examples for each one [3].

Keywords- query reformulation; context; task modeling;
Information Retrieval; user profile.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet offers almost unlimited access to
information of all kinds. As the volume of the heterogeneous
resources on the web increases and the data becomes more
varied, massive response results are issued to user queries.
Thus, large amounts of information are generated in which it
is often difficult to distinguish relevant information from
secondary information or even noise. Recent studies have
tried to dynamically enhance the user query with the user’s
preferences by creating a user profile for providing
personalized results [1]. However, a user profile may not be
sufficient for a variety of queries of the user. For example a
tourist and a programmer may use the same word “java”
(Java Island in Indonesia, Java programming language, the
Java Coffee, etc.), in some situations the programmer may
need information about the Java island that is not found in
his preferences. One disadvantage of automatic
personalization techniques is that they are generally applied
out of context. So, not all of the user interests are relevant all
of the time, usually only a subset is active for a given
situation, and the rest cannot be considered as relevant
preferences.
On the other hand, new devices are constantly appearing
and becoming a principle part of our daily lives. the
multitude of devices (PC, PDA, cellular phone, etc.)
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Figure 1.

A context model from Kofod-petersen.

The problems to be addressed here include how to
represent the context, how to determine it at runtime, and
how to use it to influence the activation of user preferences.
It is very difficult to take into consideration all the
contextual factors in one information retrieval system, so the
researchers often define the context as certain factors
(location for example).
Thus in this paper our definition of the context is that the
context describes the user current task, its changes over time
and its states, i.e., we take into account the user current task
which the user is undertaking when the information retrieval
process occurs.
Queries, especially short one, do not provide a complete
specification of the information need. Many relevant terms
can be absent from queries and terms included may be
ambiguous. Typical solution includes expanding query
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representation by exploiting semantic resources [4] or user
profile [5]. That refers to methods of query reformulation,
i.e., any kind of transformation applied to a query to
facilitate a more effective retrieval.
This paper present a method to reformulate user queries
depending on the user profile, containing his interests,
together with the user context which is considered as the
actual state of the user current task in order to provide
personalized results in context. Moreover we will consider
that the user queries are related to the task at hand, indeed
that are part of it. We combine knowledge about query
(linguistic knowledge, using WordNet and semantic
knowledge using ODP ontology, Open Directory Project,
www.dmoz.org) and knowledge about user (user profile and
user task context) into a single framework in order to
provide the most appropriate answer for a user’s information
needs in the search time and task state.
For example, if a user has to organize a workshop, many
states for this task exist, such as the choice of the workshop
topics and the choice of the program committee members,
etc. Submitting two equivalent queries in two different
states, the relevant results to each task state will be different,
so the proposed system has to provide the different relevant
results to each state.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
shows the related work; Section 3 introduces the models and
algorithms to reformulate user’s queries; section 4 presents
the architecture of our system; Section 5 shows the
experimental study and examples Finally, Section 6 gives
the conclusion and future work to be done.
II.

RELATED WORK

Query expansion is the process of augmenting the user’s
query with additional terms in order to improve results by
including terms that would lead to retrieving more relevant
documents. Many works have been done for providing
personalized results by query reformulation.
Two main approaches based on the user profile to
reformulate a query have been proposed: query enrichment
process which consists in integrating elements of the user
profile into the user’s query [6], the user profile is defined as
a list of disjunctive predicates, including selections and
joints. Given such a profile, the query enrichment process
consists in reformulating the initial user query by adding
predicates from this profile. The second approach based on a
user profile is the query rewriting process which translates
the query to access the real data sources [7].
The limitation of these approaches is that they do not
take into consideration the user context for activation the
elements from the user profile.
Studies on query reformulation by relevance feedback
are proposed, the aim is to use the initial query in order to
begin the search and then modify it from the judgments of
the relevance and irrelevance to the user. The new complaint
obtained in each iteration feedback, can rectify the direction
of the research [8]. Because relevance feedback requires the
user to select which documents are relevant, it is quite
common to use pseudo-relevance feedback.
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Furthermore the techniques of disambiguation aim to
identify precisely the meaning referred by the terms of the
query and focus on the documents containing the words
quoted in the context defined by the corresponding meaning
[9]. But this disambiguation may cause the query to move in
a direction away from the user’s intention. For example the
query “windows” might be about actual windows in houses
or the Microsoft Windows operating system. A system
might choose an interpretation different from the user’s
intention and augment the query with terms related to the
wrong interpretation.
Many approaches like [4] try to reformulate the web
queries based on semantic knowledge about different
application domains from Research-Cyc for example, others
use sense information (WordNet in general) to expand the
query [10].
Many approaches, for example [11], expand the user
initial query by using ontology in order to extract the
semantic domain of a word and add the related terms to the
initial query. But sometimes these terms are not related to
query terms. More precisely they are related to the query but
only under a particular context of the specific query.
This paper presents a new approach for improving user
query processing. We propose a hybrid query expansion
method that automatically generates query expansion terms
from the user profile and the user task. In our approach we
exploit both a semantic knowledge (ODP Ontology) and a
linguistic knowledge (WordNet) to learn the user’s task, and
we exploit an UML states diagram for one task to learn user
current state.
III.

MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

Our aim is to provide context-based personalized results.
For that, we improve the user web-queries intelligently to
address more of the user’s intended requirements. We
generate a new query language model for the purpose of
query reformulation based on the user context and an
ontological user profile. We consider the user current task as
a contextual factor. Here we will describe our models for
detecting the user current task, constructing an ontological
user profile and generating the reformulated queries.
A. General Language Model
We construct here a new general language model for
query expansion including the contextual factors and user
profile in order to estimates the parameters in the model that
is relevant to information retrieval systems. In the language
modeling framework, a typical score function is defined in
KL-divergence as follows [15]:
Score (Q, D)= ∑ P ( t | θ Q ) log P ( t | θ D)∝ − KL (θ Q || θ D) (1)
t∈V

Where: θD is a language model created for a document D, θQ
a language model for the query Q, generally estimated by
relative frequency of keywords in the query, and V the
vocabulary.
P (t|θD): The probability of term t in the document model,
P (t|θQ): The probability of term t in the query model,
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P (Q | D) = ∏ P (t | θD)c (t ;Q ) c(t ;Q) : Frequency of term t
in query Q;
The basic retrieval operation is still limited to keyword
matching, according to a few words in the query. To
improve retrieval effectiveness, it is important to create a
more complete query model that represents better the
information need. In particular, all the related and presumed
words should be included in the query model. In these cases,
we construct the initial query model containing only the
original terms, and a new model SRQ containing the added
terms. We generalize this approach and integrate more
models for the query. Let us use θQ0 to denote the original
query model, θQT for the task model, θQS for the contextual
state model, and θQU for a user profile model. θQ0 can be
created by MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation)[3].
Given these models, we create the following final query
model by interpolation:
i
(2)
P (t | θ ) = ∑ α P ( t | θ )
Q

i∈X

i

Q

Where: X= {0, T, S, U} is the set of all component
models and

ai (with

∑a
i∈X

i

= 1 ) are their mixture weights.

Thus the (1) becomes:
Score (Q, D)=

∑∑

i

α i P(t | θ Q ) log P(t | θ D ) =

t ∈V i∈ X

∑ α Score
i

i

i∈X

(Q, D)

(3)

where:
Score i (Q, D) =

∑
t∈V

i

α i P(t | θ Q ) log P(t | θD)

(4)

is the score according to each component model.
The remaining problem is to construct task model,
contextual model and user profile model and to combine all
the models.
B. Constructing Task Model
The task model is used to detect and describe the task
performed by the user, when he submits his query to the
information retrieval system. We consider the task as the
contextual factor of the user. In this paper we depend on
study questionnaires [16], which were used to elicit tasks
that were expected to be of interest to subjects during the
study. A generic classification was devised for all tasks
identified by all subjects, producing the following nine task
groupings:
Academic Research; News and Weather; Shopping and
Selling;
Hobbies
and
Personal
Interests;
Jobs/Career/Funding;
Entertainment;
Personal
Communication; Teaching; Travel.
For example, the task labels “viewing news,” “read the
news,” and “check the weather” would be classified in
Group 2: “News and Weather.”
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We generate a UML states diagram for each task in order
to detect the changes in the task-needs over time and for
describing all the sequences of the performed task. This
generated diagram contains the task states and at least one
attribute for each one. Accordingly, an index is built for: the
terms of the tasks, the terms of its states including the state
attributes, and the related task concepts from ODP. Thus this
index consists of r terms. We will use this index when using
the term vector model.
The user task can be identified in two different ways:
1) Manually, by the user who selects one task from the
proposed tasks and assigns the selected task to his queries.
2) Automatically, by taking advantages of existing
linguistic (WordNet) and semantic resources (ODP
Ontology) for assigning a task to user query.
Here, we use the second way in order to facilitate the
process to users. For applying the second way, we apply the
following algorithm:
Let q be a query submitted by a specific user at the
current task denoted A*. This query is composed of n terms;
it can be represented as a single term vector:
q = ‚ t1, t2, ….,tnÚ
For this query q a current task A* is built by a single term
vector:
A* = ‚ as1, as2, ….,asiÚ
Where: aS1, aS2, …aSi the terms that represent the state
attributes of the task states s1, s2, …si for the current task A*.
For example, if the actual state is “Find a Restaurant”, then
the state attribute will be “Restaurant” and a value from the
user profile (such as vegetarian) will be assigned to this
state attribute in order to personalize the query.
The initial query q is parsed using WordNet in order to
identify the synonymous terms and to build the baseline
query:
qw = ‚ tw1, tw2, ….,twnÚ
The baseline query qw is queried against the ODP ontology
in order to extract a set of concepts (c1,c2…,cm with m≥n)
that reflect the semantic knowledge of the user query. These
concepts of the user query and its sub-concepts are
represented as a single term vector
Cq = ‚ c1, c2, ….,cmÚ
Then the concepts are compared with the previous nine
tasks, to do this, we compute the similarity weight between
Cq and the proposed nine tasks, depending on the task index
which is previously explained:
SW (A1) = Cos ( Cq , A1 )
SW (A2) = Cos ( Cq , A2 )
…….
.........
SW (A9) = Cos ( Cq , A9 )
Finally, the task A* corresponding with the maximum
similarity weight (Max (SW (A*))) is automatically selected
as the current task. Fig. 2 shows the various vectors.
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entities that interact with the user; it may also be created by
the user.
According to our assumption, we have defined 9 UML
state diagrams for the main pre-defined tasks. After the user's
query is submitted to our platform, the related task is
assigned automatically to the user query and a set of SRQ
(State Reformulated Queries) related to each state is
presented to the user. The user is then asked to choose the
appropriate SRQ according to his state. Finally, the
contextual model will follow the UML state diagram to
present the next SRQ.

t1
A1

q

q
A2

t2

tr
Figure 2. Representation of the tasks and the query as term vectors.

Where: query terms: t1, t2, ….,tn.
Terms of task index: t1, t2, ….,tr.
Terms of task state attributes: aS1, aS2, …,aSi.
Each term's weight is computed using tf * idf weighting
scheme.
For example if the user submits the query q= {Tourism
in Toulouse}, then the steps of our approach for detecting the
user task are shown in Table 1:
TABLE I.

Description

APPLYING TASK MODEL TO THE QUERY Q

Knowledge
used

parsing the initial WordNet
query using
WordNet

The concepts in
ontology that
represent the
baseline query
terms are
identified.

Ontological
information
from ODP
ontology.

Result
A set of query terms (t1,..,
tn) (tourism, Toulouse) and
its synonymous terms (that
will be used as the
baseline query(services to
tourists, touring, travel,
city in France)
A set of the concepts
(c1, . . , cm with m≥n)
relevant to the baseline
query.
(Travel Guides, Travel and
Tourism, Vacations and
Touring, Touring Cars,
Weather, Food, Maps and
Views, hotel, University
of Toulouse, Commerce
and economy)

So, the task that assigned to the user query q is: “travel”
as it has the most similarity weight number.
C. Contextual State Model
The contextual state model is responsible for determining
and analyzing the actual state of the current task. We
suppose that the different states of the current task are
modeled using an UML state diagram. There is at least one
relevant attribute asi for each detected state Si. Because
mobile device moves with the user, it is possible to take into
account the actual task state in which the user is in when
submitting certain queries to the information retrieval system
IRS. Such contextual information may come automatically
from various sources such as the user’s schedule, sensors,
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D. Ontological user profile model
Ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts
within a domain and the relationships between those
concepts so the basic building blocks of ontology are
concepts and relationships. Concepts (or classes or
categories or types) appear as nodes in the ontology graph.
A user profile is a collection of personal data associated
to a specific user. The Ontological user profile is
constructed by the representation of the user profile as a
graph of related concepts of the ODP ontology, inferred
using an index of user documents. Here, a dynamic
ontological user profile is considered as semi-structured data
in the form of attribute-value pairs where each pair
represents a profile’s property.
The properties are grouped in categories or concepts
using ODP Ontology, this allows us to help users to
understand relationships between concepts, moreover, to
avoid the use of wrong concepts inside queries. e.g., for a
query “looking for a job as a Professor”, ontology suggests
relevant related terms: teaching, research etc. for example in
the proposed ontological user profile we can find global
category (language, address, age…etc.) and local category
(preferences of restaurants, hotel, travel, music, videos, etc.),
i.e. the annotating of each concept in ODP ontology is done
by giving value for each attribute in the ontology concept
based on an accumulated similarity with the index of user
documents, a user profile is created consisting of all
concepts with non null value.
Using ontology as the basis of the profile allows the
initial user behavior to be matched with existing concepts in
the domain ontology and relationships between these
concepts [12]. When the ontological user profile is created,
its query-related concepts must be activated. This is done by
mapping the query context Cq= ‚ c1, c2, ….,cmÚ on this
ontological user profile (note that, the query context is
calculated during the construction of the task model). This
allows to activate for each query context concept its
semantically related concepts from the ontological user
profile, following our contextual approach depending on the
relevant propagation [13]. Hence, the relevant user profile
attributes that are determined by the previous activated
concepts are found. This attributes with its values are used to
reformulate the user query.
E. SRQ Model (State Reformulated Queries)
Query expansion is the process of adding relevant terms
to the original query [14]. However, in a more general sense,
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it also refers to methods of query reformulation, Thus we
look for a relevant terms to use it in query expansion. But
what do we mean by relevant terms?
The terms are relevant if they are related to the query, the
user, and the task state in the same time and don’t contain
unrelated terms. The initial user query is reformulated
depending on these relevant terms in order to produce SRQ
(State Reformulated Query) to improve the retrieval
performance. The two aspects for producing SRQ are query
expansion and query refinement.
Query expansion: the initial query is expanded with two
type of generated terms:
• The terms that represent the state attributes, from
UML state diagram, for the current task A* (denoted
aS1, aS2, …,aSi) One state attribute for each task state.
• The query-relevant attributes from the ontological
user profile with its values. (<attribute au1, value>,
<attribute au2, value>, …,<attribute auj, value>)
Query refinement: Query refinement is the process of
transforming a query into a new query SRQ that more
accurately reflects the user’s information need. Sometimes
irrelevant attributes may be present in the selected user
profile concepts. In order to keep only the relevant user
profile attributes for the current task state Si, we compare
between these generated attributes and the current state
attributes, next we exclude from the generated user profile
attributes these non similar with the state attributes. We must
also exclude the duplicated terms if they exist in the resulting
SRQ.
Another method for filtering the previous terms is by
asking the user to choose the relevant terms before adding
them to the query.
Finally SRQ is built according to the syntax required by
the used search engine in order to submit the query SRQ and
to provide back results to the user.
Let q an initial query which is composed of many terms
{t1, t2, ..., tn} and related to the task at hand. The state
reformulated query in the task state Si and for a specific user
profile Pj is: SiRQ<Q,Pj,Si> , The relevant results Di in the
states Si are produced by applying SiRQ<Q,Pj,Si> on an
information retrieval system. We expect that the results Di in
the task state Si are more relevant than the normal results
produced by using the initial query q in Si, to check that an
experimental study will be performed.
IV.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 3 presents the system architecture. It combines the
several models described in the previous section: the task
model, the contextual state model, the ontological user
profile model and the SRQ model.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Here we first suppose that the queries we are considering
are related to some current task at hand and secondly, the
tasks are modeled by UML state diagrams. We can show
that our system works depending on the following practical
consequent steps:
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User Profile

Tasks:={A1, A2, .., AI }

Query Q:= {t1, t2, …, tn }
Domain Knowledge

UML State diagram

WordNet
State1

ODP Ontology
Contextual model
for XML retrieval

State2

State I

{c1, c2, …, cm}
{au1, au2, ..auj}

{as1, as2, ..asi}

Contextual
Application

Sim

Results

SRQ

User Task State

Sensor

Figure 3. System architecture.

When the user submits his query in our platform, the
system will detect the user current task (described in task
model, section III paragraph B) as the first step. Next, the
UML state diagram for this task is retrieved (section III
paragraph C). The system then uses the attributes associated
with each state (in UML) and the user profile attributes for
producing the relevant terms (methodology section III
paragraph E). The irrelevant terms are excluded (The query
refinement). Finally, the reformulated query denoted SRQ is
submitted to Google to retrieve the relevant results.
For instance, Let us consider the query q= {Buy
Laptop}, the task assigned to the user query q is: “Shopping
and Selling”. The contextual state model allows the
proposition of several task states that are represented in
UML state diagram as shown in the fig.4. For this task the
system can produce the following SRQ:
•

S1 (Information about laptop models):
S1RQ:
{“laptop”+ information}.
• S2 (model choice): S2RQ:{“laptop”+ HP OR Asus}.
• S3 (comparing prices): S3RQ:{ “laptop”+ price OR
Inexpensive}.
• S4 (choosing a computer shop): S4RQ: {“laptop”+
address OR London}.
Table 2 presents the state reformulated queries SRQ for
the query q and their relevance score using the first 20
retrieval results of Google. For example, at the first task state
S1 which is “general information about laptop models”, there
are 11 relevant results of 20 retrieved by Google using the
user query q without reformulation, while there are 14
relevant results of 20 using the SRQ.
The evaluation of such systems is complicated due to the
dynamic aspect of the system environment. So, we
performed two manual evaluations, one to evaluate the
detected task and another to evaluate the SRQ (State
Reformulated Queries):
We asked 10 different users to submit 3 queries (for
doing different tasks) the system then detects the task for
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each query. Next the users are asked if the queries were their
tasks or not. We then got nearly 21 out of 30 positive
responses (70%).
To evaluate the SRQ queries we asked the 10 users to
submit different queries and we applied each one to the
Google search engine at the different states of the task which
was detected by our task model. We reformulated these
queries by adding the relevant terms and then we reapplied
them at the states using the same search engine. We
compared the first 20 retrieval results produced in the two
cases (by queries q and queries SRQ).
Results: we calculated the average number of relevant
pages by queries q and SRQ on the first 20 results (P@20).
We noticed that the precision of the relevant results using
the initial query q is 0.17 and 0.59, respectively, by using
SRQ queries which were reformulated depending on the
current task state and user profile.

language model for query expansion including the contextual
factors and user profile. We have illustrated on an
experimental study that the results obtained by SRQ queries
are more relevant than those obtained with the initial user
queries in the same task state. As a future work, we plan to
evaluate this method by creating a test collection.
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Abstract—Player modeling has attracted the interest of game
designers recently, as a personalized game offers more
satisfaction. In this paper we propose modeling the semantic
space of the action game SpaceDebris, in order to identify
semantic similarities between players. To this end we employ
Latent Semantic Analysis and attempt to identify latent
underlying semantic information governing the various
gaming styles. The several challenging research issues that
arise when attempting to apply Latent Semantic Analysis to
non-textual data, that describe a complex dynamic problem
space, are addressed, and the framework of the experimental
setup is described.
player modeling, action games, latent semantic analysis,
knowledge representation, semantic similarity

I.

INTRODUCTION

Representing the knowledge of a specific domain, i.e.
identifying the concepts that carry units of meaning related
to it (domain “words”), as well as the semantic relations
governing those concepts, is a wide and popular research
area. Modeling domain knowledge is essential for
developing expert systems, for intelligent prediction and
decision making, for intelligent tutoring, user modeling,
complex problem solving, reasoning etc. Mastering the
semantics of a domain is to learn the “language” of the
domain [12], i.e. to become exposed to various sequences of
domain “words” in numerous contexts. This is similar to the
way a foreign language learner learns vocabulary usage by
reading, listening to, and writing texts in that language.
There are two possible ways for supplying domain
knowledge [12]: by hand, making use of domain experts’
know-how, and automatically, by deriving the semantics
from large corpora of “word” sequences. The first approach
is more accurate, but domain-dependent, while the second is
useful when no hand-crafted knowledge is available.
A widely used method for representing domain
knowledge by statistical analysis of word usage is Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA is adopted from the field of
Information Retrieval [11] and improves retrieval
performance by taking into account automatically detected
polysemy and synonymy relations between words. LSA
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identifies these underlying semantic relations by exploiting
the occurrence statistics of the words throughout the
document collection: by reducing the dimensionality of the
initial term-document matrix 1 , hidden semantic similarities
between words, between documents, and between words and
documents surface, linking together words that may not even
appear in the same document, or documents that may not
share any common words.
LSA has been applied with significant success to other
domains, like essay assessment in language learning [8],
intelligent tutoring [7], text cohesion measurement [13],
summary evaluation [18], text categorization [14]. Although
all previously mentioned LSA applications have been
performed on text corpora, some approaches have proposed
its use in different non-textual knowledge domains like board
game player modeling [22], complex problem solving [15],
gene function prediction [3][4][5], web navigation behavior
prediction [21], collaborative filtering [10], semantic
description of images [2].
The present work proposes the application of LSA to a
new domain, namely digital action games, in order to
identify similarities among the playing techniques of various
players. Thereby, the players’ profile can be constructed, and
games can be adapted to individual players’ needs and
preferences, offering more satisfaction.
Action games have properties that resemble those of
complex dynamic environments: causality relations (actions
or decisions often affect subsequent actions or decisions),
time dependence (the environmental circumstances that
affect actions and decisions vary over time), and latent,
implicit relations between domain properties that are not
straightforward. Identifying the domain vocabulary, as well
as well-formed sequences of “words” that constitute
complete descriptions of actions or context conditions is of
significant research interest.
Throughout the remainder of the paper we will address
the research challenges that emerge when attempting to
represent the semantics governing the SpaceDebris action
1
The matrix with rows representing index terms and columns representing
documents, and each cell contains the number of occurrences of a term in a
document.
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shooting game [1]. The proposed use of the representation is
player modeling: unsupervised grouping of players with
similar gaming manners. Section 2 provides a bibliographic
review of player modeling and categorization. Section 3
presents the basic properties of Latent Semantic Analysis,
section 4 introduces the action game SpaceDebris, and
finally section 5 describes the cognitive modeling process of
the game domain, as well as its use for modeling players.
II.

PLAYER PROFILING

Several game designers have recently been shifting their
focus to the player rather than the game itself. Numerous
attempts have been made to identify the gaming technique of
each player (e.g. (in)experienced, aggressive, tactical, action
player), aiming to adapt the game features to his individual
preferences and needs. By personalizing the features of the
game, the designer hopes to provide increased satisfaction
and entertainment.
Player modeling has been achieved within an interactive
storytelling game and the use of machine learning techniques
[20][16], by estimating the statistical behavior (distribution)
of player actions [19], by using graphical knowledge
representation schemata like influence diagrams [17] and
Bayesian networks [9]. Further references to player
modeling can be found in [6]. In [1] SpaceDebris players are
grouped into two clusters, using unsupervised learning,
according to their playing style (aggressive or tactical).
Unlike previous approaches that either assign one of a set
of predefined profiles to a player, or explore explicit actions
and decisions made by the player, the present work proposes
a knowledge model that attempts to
- identify the vocabulary of the game domain,
- represent complicated game states (action game
states are hard to represent, as their definition is not
straightforward like in board games), and
- detect hidden, underlying semantic relations between
decisions made and actions taken and their context,
as well as among domain “words”.
III.

LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

As mentioned earlier, LSA is a mathematical/statistical
method initially proposed for reducing the size of the termdocument matrix in information retrieval applications, as the
number of lexicon entries may reach several thousand, and
the document collection may contain tens of thousands of
documents or more. LSA achieves dimensionality reduction
through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the termdocument matrix. SVD decomposes the initial matrix A into
a product of three matrices and “transfers” matrix A into a
new semantic space:
A=T S DT

(1)

T is the matrix with rows the lexicon terms, and columns
the dimensions of the new semantic space. The columns of D
represent the initial documents and its rows the new
dimensions, while S is a diagonal matrix containing the
singular values of A. Multiplication of the three matrices will
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reconstruct the initial matrix. The product can be computed
in such a way that the singular values are positioned in S in
descending order. The smaller the singular value, the less it
affects the product outcome. By maintaining only the first
few of the singular values and setting the remaining ones to
zero, and calculating the resulting product, the initial matrix
may be approximated as a least-squares best fit. The
dimensions of the new matrix are reduced and equal to the
number of selected singular values.
As an interesting side effect, dimensionality reduction
reduces or increases the frequency of words in certain
documents, or may even set the occurrence of words to
higher than zero for documents that they initially did not
appear in. Thereby semantic relations between words and
documents are revealed that were not apparent at first
(latent). It needs to be noted that LSA is fully automatic, i.e.
the latent semantic relations are learned in an unsupervised
manner. Another significant property is that LSA does not
take into account the ordering of words within their context;
documents are considered “bags of words”. Extensive
information on LSA can be found in [11].
IV.

SPACEDEBRIS

The videogame used for the purposes of data collection is
based on SpaceDebris [1]. The action takes place within the
confines of a single screen, with alien ships scrolling
downwards. There are two types of enemy spaceships, the
carrier which is slow and can withstand more laser blasts,
and a fighter which is fast and easier to destroy. The player
wins when he has successfully withstood the enemy ship
waves for a predetermined time. The game environment is
littered with floating asteroids which in their default state do
not interact (i.e. collide) with any of the game spaceships. In
order to do so, an asteroid has to be “energized” (hit by
player weapon). Also floating are shield and life power-ups
which the user can use to replenish his ship’s shield and
remaining lives. The player’s ship is equipped with a laser
cannon which she can use to shoot alien ships. The laser
canon is weak and about 4-5 successful shots are required to
destroy an enemy ship (except for the boss which requires
many more). The laser can also be used to “energize” an
asteroid and guide it to destroy an enemy ship.
V.

MODELING SPACEDEBRIS

Several research challenges need to be addressed when
attempting to model the domain of an action game like
SpaceDebris using LSA.
A. Vocabulary Identification
In board-like games, like tic-tac-toe or chess, domain
“words” are easy to identify. Boards may be viewed as grids
of cells and each cell state (e.g. “X”, “O” or empty in tic-tactoe) constitutes a “word” [12]. In action video games
“words” are harder to identify. Should they represent player
actions, enemy actions, the state of the context, scoring
results, spare lives or ammunition, time parameters? In the
firefighting microworld of [15] “words” are actions like
appliance moves, or water drops. The definition of a game
“word” depends on the intended use of the model. If the
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intended use is behavior prediction, a “word” needs to model
a player’s action, as the player’s sequence of actions (in a
given context) defines his behavior.
In the present work, two approaches to representing
“words” are considered. In the first approach, the game
terrain is considered a grid, and the concatenation of the
states of each cell in the grid constitutes a “word”. The state
of each cell is determined by several factors, depending on
the state of each game entity. For example a cell might be
empty, it might contain an asteroid, it might contain an
“energized” asteroid. It might also contain the player’s ship,
the player’s ship firing a laser, the player’s ship being hit by
a laser. A cell might also be in state that combines a number
of states such as those described. Player or enemy actions are
modeled implicitly through the related cell states. Further
out-of-the-grid (non-spatial) information, like score, spare
lives, spare shields, is modeled separately and each of these
features is concatenated to the cell states to constitute a
complete “word”. The cell size is of importance, as it affects
the level of granularity. The smaller the cell size is, the more
“generic” the “words” are. We will experiment with grid
sizes 11x8 and 12x6, the first corresponding to the player
ship’s size and the second to the largest enemy ship size,
with a screen resolution of 1024x768 pixels. Vocabulary size
using this representation of approximately 24 cell states
reaches 2212 with a grid size of 11x8 and 1728 with grid size
of 12x6. Vocabulary size is important, as too many “words”
may result to too few cooccurrences and LSA will not work.
A too small vocabulary may lead to too few similarities and,
again, the method will not work [12]. Optimal vocabulary
size is an open research issue and depends on the domain.
The second approach is more “holistic” and resembles
that of [15]. Each “word” represents a player action, like
move to a location or fire. However, unlike [15], each action
in a “word” is accompanied by a concatenation of features
that represent the state of the context in which the action
took place. These features are
- the number of enemies very close to the player
- the number of enemies close to the player
- the total number of enemies on the screen
- the number of player lasers fired
- the number of enemy lasers fired
- the position of the player
- the number of life and shield upgrades performed
- the number of hit asteroids
- the number of visible asteroids
- the number of hit enemy ships
- the score value
- the number of available life upgrades
- the number of shields available to the player
“Word” examples using an NxM grid (ex. 1) and the
“holistic” (ex. 2) approach are shown below. The first part
(up to XNM) of the string in ex. 1 consists of tokens, each
token stands for one cell state (tokens are concatenated
together with underscores). We use 16bit numbers, to denote
the presence (1 or 0) of one of the 9 game entities (player, 2
types of enemies, 3 types of lasers, 2 types of upgrades,
asteroid). The last three tokens encode out-of-the-grid
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information, i.e. the score, the number of spare lives and
spare shields respectively. In ex. 2 the first token is the
player’s action (the player moves to location with
coordinates (-286, -133)). Each of the following
concatenated tokens is a value for each of the features listed
above (e.g. 1 enemy is very close, 3 are close, there are 9
enemies on-screen, player has fired a laser, enemies have
fired 3 lasers etc.).
2_1_0_..._XNM_1000_3_100
move-286-133_1_3_9_1_3 _...._X

(ex. 1)
(ex. 2)

The “grid” representation takes into account longdistance semantic dependencies, i.e. the semantics of each
cell (no matter how distant) participates in the domain
knowledge. The “holistic” representation detects causality
relations between the environment and the player’s reaction
to it in a more straightforward way.
B. Game Session Representation
Game sessions play the role of documents in Information
Retrieval. As documents are sequences of words that convey
a specific meaning and are considered to satisfy a certain
information need, game sessions are well-formed sequences
of “words” in the game domain. Each “word” constitutes a
complete description of a player’s action or of a description
of the context (game environment) at a given moment.
One way to represent a game session is to take a sample
of the game state at constant pre-defined time intervals (e.g.
every 500 msecs) and register the sequence of “words”
(“words” are defined using either the grid or the holistic
approach) that describe the sample. Each sample represents a
game state at the specified time point. The duration of the
sampling time interval is very important. Small intervals may
lead to consecutive states that are semantically identical (i.e.
the player has not had enough time to make a decision or act,
or the state of the context has not changed). Long intervals
may lead to the loss of semantic information (i.e. player’s
actions that occurred between the samples may be missed).
We will experiment with various interval sizes in order to
find the “optimal” sampling rate.
Another way to represent game sessions is through
sampling events that are dynamically triggered by player’s
actions. Every time the player acts, a game state sample is
taken, and the player’s action and game context are recorded.
C. Reduction Rate
The rows of the resulting term-document matrix
represent the “words”, and the columns represent game
sessions. Each cell contains the frequency of occurrence of
the “word” in the row in the column session. Applying LSA
to the matrix, another research question arises: What is the
optimal number of singular values that should be
maintained? In Information Retrieval the number of
dimensions of the latent semantic space is usually between
100 and 300 [12]. More research work needs to be done in
order to determine the appropriate number of dimensions
when it comes to non-textual domains. Our proposal
includes the experimentation with various dimension
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numbers and the research of their impact on modeling
performance.
[5]

D. Experimental Setup for Measuring Semantic Similarity
As mentioned earlier, the extracted model will be used
for identifying similar gaming techniques among players. A
group of players will play the game for a given time frame.
Players will at first be asked to familiarize themselves with
the game by playing off the record for 4-5 minutes. After this
introductory phase, game sessions will be recorded for every
player. Each game session lasts an average of 3 minutes, and
players will be asked to complete a specific number of
games. The number of games needed for successfully
identifying the player’s gaming style will be experimentally
explored. Each game session will constitute a feature vector,
which is formed by the set of “words” representing it.
Feature vectors both before and after LSA will be stored for
comparative analysis of results.
To identify similar gaming techniques, the distance
between vectors needs to be computed. Though several
distance metrics have been experimented with, pairwise
cosine similarity is the most popular measure [12]. Cosine
similarity will link the most semantically similar vectors
together, forming unsupervised clusters of similar gaming
techniques. Clustering evaluation may be performed in two
ways. Players may be asked to answer a short questionnaire
before playing, where they will characterize their individual
gaming style, choosing one or more from a set of pre-defined
styles. Another way is to ask a game expert to identify the
style of each individual player by looking at his actions and
decisions throughout the game sessions. The matching
degree of the cosine similarity and the expert’s decision
(and/or the player’s questionnaire answers) will be measured
before and after applying LSA, for detecting its impact.
VI.
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Abstract—Computer Aided Design (CAD) has become one of
the fundamental activities in the modern industry. Nowadays
several products are developed and modeled using this technology. Nevertheless, extracting product features from these kind
of files to use them in production processes and parametric
data exchange among heterogeneous CAD systems are still
difficult to achieve. This work aims to propose OWL as CAD
Data Exchange Format, giving the possibility for the addition
of more descriptive information of products and processes
in one self-content and self-descriptive file. With this CAD OWL integration the feature extraction is facilitated, because
this CAD - OWL model becomes a Knowledge Base and the
reasoning tools of the Semantic Web become available. In
this work a standard CAD file was mapped into the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) and visualized using the Protégé
API’s architecture in order to deal with such problems.
Keywords-Ontology; Web Ontology Language (OWL); Computer Aided Design(CAD); Protégé.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computer Aided Design has been an important approach
for designing of mechanical parts since the beginning of
the 1970’s. This technology has a fundamental role in the
industrial processes of manufacturing. Software CAD tools
such as AutoCAD R [1], Pro Enginer R [2], Free CAD [3]
and others are used nowadays at the beginning of these processes, specifically in the products design phase (see Fig. 1).
After this design is ended, the production process continues
with the production planning phase, where among other
things, tasks as determining manufacturing, getting valid
raw material suppliers, calculating costs, time, quantity of
production, selecting the kind of machines needed, sequence
of operation, etc., take place [4]. In the manufacturing phase
this design becomes a product. Cause these activities are
highly time consuming, and repetitives, there have been
efforts to make automatic extraction of information from
CAD files using parser computer programs in order to
generate Automatic Production Planing and Manufacturing
in two research and application areas known as Computer Aided Process Planing (CAPP) and Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) [5]. This automated interaction and
evolution has been limited cause by the semantic weakness
of the CAD standards for these objectives, which in fact,
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Figure 1.

Industrial Production Process

are not designed for this kind of interaction, but for the
representation of geometrical elements, such as lines, circles,
surfaces, solids of revolution and so on [6]. Besides, in the
process planing and production phases it is necessary interact
with expert knowledge, which is difficult to represent and
reuse [7]. To deal with this limitations and in order to
facilitate the interaction with a CAD design we propose the
ontological approach as a way to represent expert knowledge
and the semantic web as a platform for CAD - CAPP CAM Processes Interaction Automation. In this article a first
experience is presented, where a CAD data exchange format
called DXF was used to classify a two dimensional design in
a set of classes and instance in order to populate a geometry
ontology. By making queries to the ontology this design was
rebuild for visualization using Protégé 3.4.4 and Java 2D as
a prototyping platform.
II. P REVIOUS W ORKS
Works related with the extraction of features from a
CAD file have been reported since the 1980s. Henderson
and Anderson [8] used PROLOG, a rules-based language
to express a set of necessary and sufficient conditions to
classify features. They found that PROLOG had limitations
to handle trigonometric functions required to deal with
general angular relationships. In their work, even, a not
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optimized sequence of production was generated, mechanical parts were manufactured automatically. Sam Lazaro et
al [9] developed an intelligent system to help designers in
developing metal sheet parts, using an object based Knowledge Base System development package called NEXTPERT
Object. Design rules were represented in this system as
a set of IF <list of conditions>THEN <hypotesis><list
of actions>. Although the work of [9] did not deal with
the generation of production sequences, it is an example
of the use of Knowledge Bases to store expert knowledge
and its re-utilization to alert designer engineers when a
design rule was violated. Soman et al [11], developed a
system using C++, in which rules were used in the automatic
production of a design for a sheet metal part. Here the
application of a certain group of rules was controlled by
a list of conditional loops, facilitating the automation of
the design production process. In this work an estimation
of manufacturing time and cost prediction was reported,
although it was not described any optimization module or
process.
The critics made to these methodologies, based on rules,
are the rules themselves, because the designer of such
system needs to develop rules enough explicit for each case,
some languages as C++ are not intended to make rules,
some rule languages as PROLOG has limitation for certain
mathematical operations, which limits these programs for
this kind of application.
In recent years, there has been a movement toward the
utilization of the ontological approach in engineering applications for the representation of CAD models to capture
feature semantics and to use such model among different
system maintaining the designer’s intent. Ghafour et al
[12], presented an architecture for a Data Exchange among
different CAD software tools, in where ontologies are proposed to represent the terminologies of some commercial
CAD software tools, and a main ontology would serve as
a Common Design Feature Ontology. He proposed to write
and store ontologies on each CAD system using the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) a W3C standard, generating
an ontology of such systems. These ontologies have to be
mapped in a Common Design Ontology to make them interoperable among different software applications. Similarly,
Odd and Vasilakis [13] proposed an ontology of CAD model
information, this proposal is described as an introduction to
ontologies and shapes representation. It deals with the Standard for the Exchange of Product data (STEP) [14] similar
to [12], presenting a taxonomy of terminologies included in
the STEP standard. Grüninger and Delaval [15], proposed
a set of ontologies related with shapes, shape cutting and
cutting process. Although this work is not related with direct
feature extraction from a standard CAD file, his proposal
aimed to deal with the lack of shareability and reusability
related with the ruled based feature extraction approachs. He
proposed his ontologies using First Order Logic to make a
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mathematical generalization and verification.
III. T HE D RAWING E XCHANGE F ORMAT (DXF)
The Drawing Exchange Format is a de facto standard for
the interchange of CAD data, which facilitates reading a
CAD design previously deployed using software tools as
[1]. A detailed explanation of this standard can be found
in the DXF Reference Manual [16]. This standard defines
geometric primitives as entities such as LINE, CIRCLE,
ARC and ELLIPSE. For them, a group of codes is specified
indicating what type of data value or feature follows. Besides, from a DXF file is possible to extract descriptions of
text, surfaces, color, texture, but the information about solids
is not accessible [17], that limits the exchange of data and
information with other CAD applications. Nevertheless this
work is intended to identify primitive as LINE, CIRCLE,
ARC and ELLIPSE stored in a DXF formatted file to
populate an ontology and store it as an OWL file. In Table I
a description of codes for the primitive LINE is shown, there
can be seen that this ”entity” is identified with AcDbLine,
after that, features are presented, start point and end point
values in X, Y, and Z axis are given for this LINE. This
definition is similarly described by the DXF specification
for CIRCLE, ARC and ELLIPSE, but considering their
geometric features.
Table I
D ESCRIPTION OF AN ENTITY AS IT APPEARS IN A DXF FILE
DXF file code
100
AcDbLine
10
20.83
20
49.27
30
0.0
11
115.44
21
91.06
31
0.0
0
ENDSEC

Meaning
Sub Class
Name of entity
Start point in X
Value of start point in X
Start point in Y
Value of start point in Y
Start point in Z
Value of start point in Z
End point in X
Value of end point in X
End point in Y
Value of end point in Y
End point in Z
Value of end point in Z
End of entity
End of sequence

IV. O NTOLOGIES AS R EPRESENTATION OF S TANDARDS
Ontologies are defined as a specification of a share conceptualization [18]. An ontology includes concepts and relations, it has to be general enough to represent the sharable
knowledge in an specific domain. For CAD systems, a
domain ontology should represent the common elements of
the most accepted and used CAD standard formats. Based
on the quantity of scientific and technical references and
CAD software tools that we have reviewed until now, we
consider that those formats are DXF, IGES and STEP.
So, our proposed ontology consist of a group of geometry
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Figure 4.

Figure 2.

Shape modeled in AutoCAD 2010

Ontology representation for CAD exchange

Figure 5.
Figure 3.

Shape modeled in Protégé

Part of a DXF file represented in OWL

primitives defined as classes and its features (Data type
properties), which are shown in Figure 2. These classes were
defined in a Java Program using the API of Protégé 3.4.4.
After declaring that ontology, the class scanner of Java
was used to read each line of a DXF file getting each one
of the specific primitives and store them as instance of the
ontology in their specific class, the features of the primitives
are identified using the code defined for the instance on the
DXF specification and stored in the ontology (model). After
reading the whole DXF file, an OWL file is generated. On
Figure 3, a resulting OWL file of a CAD model can be seen,
this partial view shows an instance Arc 7 with its features
(Datatype properties)
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND P ROTOTYPING
Our first implementation, a DXF OWL API importer, was
tested with two and three dimensional CAD models, and the
extraction of primitives was successful, including all features
of each instance in the files. But, as the DXF file belongs to a
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graphical representation, after we had the OWL Model it was
decided to develop a second API in order to make possible
the visualization of CAD - OWL models in Protégé as it can
be seen in a CAD software tool. In Figure 4 a CAD model
is presented, which was exchanged to OWL and can be seen
in Fig. 5. This CAD viewer is limited to two dimensions,
because our objective was not to make another CAD tool,
but this viewer facilitates the human work for the verification
of the correct exchange of the model.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
We have proposed a method to exchange a standard
CAD format as DXF into OWL and implement it using
the API of Protégé 3.4.4. Following the process describe
here, it is possible to get an OWL file from another CAD
standards as IGES or STEP, and as a future work we will
develop these API’s and implement them in a software tool
to propose OWL as a CAD data exchanger. These API’s
will be integrated in an architecture as indicated in Fig 6.
Each CAD standard will need two API’s, one to exchange
from the respective standard to OWL (preprocessor) and
another to exchange from OWL to the respective standard
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Abstract — Scientific research has become interdisciplinary
and collaborative, of which sharing and utilizing data in an
efficient manner is critical. Data collected for environmental
monitoring and modeling, however, often lack semantic
information vital for efficient data sharing, thereby causing
semantic gaps between the data collection and utilization. The
problem is especially acute when data have to be processed
without human intervention. To support efficient data sharing,
this paper proposes an ontology-based architecture to integrate
heterogeneous data. With the help of ontology reasoning, it
provides a simpler and more intelligent way for data searching
with high-precision and high-recall.
Keywords - Sensor Network; Ontology Reasoning; Alignment

I.

INTRODUCTION

Scientific data are collected and exchanged across many
research groups. As the volume of data and range of
applications increase, being able to access the data that suit
our needs has become a demanding process. Although we
could easily access any existing data resources through the
Internet, it is often difficult to utilize them due to various
heterogeneities between different data sources. Semantic
heterogeneity, in particular, presents a major problem for
data integration in any interdisciplinary projects [1, 2]. Such
problem exists because researchers from different disciplines
commit to different domain knowledge and vocabularies,
thereby generating semantic gaps that must be bridged
before data from different research groups can be integrated.
To cope with this problem, an information system needs
to be able to parse and analyze intelligently the search issued
by researchers – it should understand user queries,
automatically identify data with compatible semantics, and
return the data to the researchers. Over years, various tools
and technologies have been explored to achieve this goal.
Metadata systems have been used to assist determining the
usability of datasets [3]. Such metadata systems often work
for single domains. Their capability to support data queries
in an interdisciplinary project is therefore not guaranteed.
Ontology technology, on the other hand, has been introduced
to make explicit data semantics and to support data
integration at the semantic level. Ontology-driven
infrastructure has increasingly gained recognitions [1, 4, 5],
especially in spatial science [6, 7]. Several reusable upper
ontologies have been developed [8-10]. They provide
foundation for developing domain ontologies that can be
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easily integrated. All these developments suggest that
ontology technology is a promising tool to bridge the
semantic gaps facing an interdisciplinary project.
The paper aims to develop an ontology-based
infrastructure to support semantic data access in an
interdisciplinary project involving pervasive monitoring and
modeling of the physical environment using sensor-network.
Ontology is an explicit specification of conceptualization
that encodes inter-connected concepts [11]. It can be
extended easily to accommodate an unlimited number of
concepts compared to traditional metadata systems. Its
capability to support reasoning is extremely advantageous
for bridging the semantic gaps as no additional classification
or annotation is needed. We developed an ontology and
related functions as the core components of a
cyberinfrastructure for the sensor network, aiming at helping
users from different domains utilize the sensor data
efficiently. It has the following components: (1) a user
interface that accepts queries from the users and returns
query results to the users, (2) a reasoning engine that
supports intelligent search, and (3) validators that verify
metadata and data formats. The system is distributed and the
data in the system are managed in separate databases, each of
which stores data developed or processed by a research
group. Each group uses a unique set of concepts and
constraints to describe the meanings of its datasets. The
concepts used to query the data are domain-specific.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces the related work and our approach. Section III
discusses our ontology design. Section IV introduces how
ontology reasoning is used to facilitate data integration.
Section V demonstrates the ontology alignment technique
and how to connect the raw data with our ontology. Section
VI presents the current system implementation. Section VII
provides conclusion and presents future work.
II.

RELATED WORK AND OUR APPROACH

Over years ontologies that can potentially be used to
support data search and integration have been developed.
Upper ontologies such as BFO [10], DOLCE [8], and SUMO
[9], were developed as foundation ontologies on which
various domain ontologies can be developed and then be
used to facilitate data search and integration. SWEET
(Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology)
[12], a comprehensive ontology for the earth science domain,
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has been used in various scientific projects [13, 14]. Its main
concepts such as Data, PhysicalProperty, Substance, are
critical for describing data semantics. However, it has few
relations between concepts, which are essential for reasoning
between concepts [15].
The use of ontology to search and integrate data has
greatly improved the search result [1]. For example, Couchot
[4] used a minimum set of concepts, which he called it
reduced ontology, to build up descriptive graphs to
summarize the content of the web resources. With fewer
constraints than a classical ontology, the reduced ontology is
more flexible and easy to use. Shah et al. [5] used ontology
to annotate biomedical databases so that the data in the
databases can be located with ontology concepts.
Many ontology-based methods have been proposed for
data integration within distributed data infrastructures. Beran
and Piasecki [16] presented a ontology-driven design for an
integrated water data system based on SWEET and GCMD
(NASA's Global Change Master Directory). To improve both
the recall and precision for data searching in different
granularity, they proposed a four-layer ontology: navigation,
compound, core and detail, each represents a different
abstraction level. The navigation layer contains higher-level
concepts that make it easy to visualize the ontology. The
compound and core layers contain concepts for assisting
users’ input. The detail layer contains finer concepts of those
in the core layer. These concepts are used during search and
for clustering the search result.
Ludäscher et al. [17] proposed a multiple-tier mediation
framework for integrating data from different types of data
formats, such as database and XML file. The framework
aims to alleviate data users from coping with various data
formats. They introduced a conceptual model wrapper layer
(GM-Wrapper) that encapsulates the methods to access data
directly and a generic conceptual model (GCM) layer to
which the data access methods are mapped. The GCM is
then mapped to an integrated view that provides easy data
access for the users.
Based on the degree of efficiency and flexibility, Wache
et al. [18] classified ontology-driven data integration
approaches into single ontology, multiple ontology, and
hybrid ontology approaches. The single ontology approach is
efficient; the multiple ontology approach is flexible; the
hybrid ontology approach achieves both and is thus the
preferred method. Buccella et al. [19] evaluated several
well-known geographic data integration systems. The result
of their work suggests that most such systems are now
ontology-based, but the level the geographic information
represented, the degree formal representation of ontologies
adopted, and the criteria used to determine how integration
should proceed vary from one system to another. They thus
recommend full inclusion of geographic information into the
integration process, a wider adoption of formal model for
ontology representation, and a better assimilation of the
geographic knowledge (e.g., quantitative and qualitative
relations and scale) in the integration process.
Many annotation schemes have been proposed to tag
meaning to the data generated by sensors and to improve the
efficiency of data exchange. Russomanno et al. [20]
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developed OntoSensor, a sensor ontology based on SUMO,
SensorML [21] and ISO 19115, to define schema required
for geographic information and services. It provided a solid
conceptual foundation for sensor itself, but lacks certain
concepts related to data processing, e.g., calibration, unit,
process chain, and input and output. To bridge the semantic
gap between sensor data and to solve the disagreement on
methods for data access and exchange, Shankar et al. [22]
compared the difference between the adoption of a
bottom-up, entity-oriented schema construction approach
and a top-down, ontology-based approach in creating a
conceptual schema for integrating data generated in a wide
area sensor network. They argued that the top-down
approach provides semantic commonality and enables better
implementation interoperability if adhering to an advertised
vocabulary, thereby a higher level of semantic
interoperability, is the priority for the system design.
The review shows that various ontology designs for
facilitating data sharing have been examined and evaluated.
To complete our system, however, more work is needed. To
be more specific, we need to perform the following four
tasks:
Task 1. Generate requests. A user specifies the query
criteria, which includes the theme (e.g., rainfall and
temperature) and the constraints (e.g., year, spatial domain,
and value ranges). The user does not know the availability of
the data that are related to these data types and how they are
specified in the system.
Task 2. Parse and analyze requests. The reasoning
engine translates the user query to an ontology query using
the semantic rules defined in ontology.
Task 3. Retrieve Data. This is the process in which the
computer system locates and queries heterogeneous data
sources, identify suitable data, and then integrates these data
into a usable format. The process relies on the alignment
between ontology and data schema.
Task 4. Data production and publishing. Data are
original generated by sensors and then processed and
reorganized. A dataset needs to be registered and aligned to
ontology before it becomes searchable and amenable to
integration.
These tasks reflect the need of mediating communication
between data provider’s and user’s sides. Task 1 is
different from a traditional concept searching for that the
query criteria needs to be made, which concerns the data
model and numeric representation rather than a usual domain
semantics. Task 2 requires a process to convert the query
with the help of ontology reasoning. Task 3 requires the
alignment between ontology and different types of data
sources. Task 4 requires the semantics to be transferred from
the data providers to cyberinfrastructure, for which we need
to use the existing metadata to populate the semantics
defined in our ontology.
To accomplish these tasks we developed our ontology
based on SWEET and complimented it with terms from
CSDGM (Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata)
[23] and SensorML [21] as they are standards for describing
semantics of spatial datasets and sensor systems,
respectively. We also explored how our ontology can be
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used with existing metadata systems, which provides
valuable information to populate its concepts and then be
used for searching and reasoning.
III.

ONTOLOGY DESIGN

The domains dealt with in this paper mainly include the
monitoring and modeling of urban airshed and ocean water
quality. For the first domain, attention has been paid to
measure various attributes of air (e.g., temperature and
humidity). The characteristics of the buildings that constitute
urban canyons, specifically their facades, shapes, and
functions, as well as the gaps or holes, such as roads and
green spaces in between buildings, are also important
concepts for describing the micro-climatic behavior in urban
areas. Sensors deployed for measuring these air and building
characteristics are stationary.
For the second domain, water quality indicators (e.g.,
pH) and water characteristics (e.g., temperature and current
speed) are the most important concepts. However, significant
attention has been paid to the navigational concepts as the
readings of these water quality indicators are often taken by
sensors mounted on autonomous vehicles. Location
information for the individual vehicles or groups of vehicles
as well as the location for the potential danger zones (e.g.,
zones with underwater barriers) are thus important for
researchers to make sense of the data collected.
To capture these domain concepts and to support
intelligent search across domains, the ontology design adopts
a strategy that is in line with the recommendations from the
ontology development community – that the ontology is
modular [24], has a clearly delineated content [25], is based
on a well-designed upper-level ontology [26], and is
independent from any databases [11]. The strategy leads to a
two-layer ontology that consists of two domain ontologies at
the bottom, and cyberinfrastructure (CI) ontology at the top.
CI ontology acts as the basis of domain ontology. Concepts
in the CI ontology such as Space and Time are generic to
both domain ontologies and are useful for defining domain
concepts in a more consistent manner.
Some of the concepts in the SWEET Ontology are
adopted in the CI ontology as it provides a common semantic
framework for earth science domains. The SWEET concepts
such as NumericalEntity, PhysicalProperty, Instrument,
HumanActivity, and Unit were chosen to be the core CI
concepts of the following seven CI main categories (Figure 1)
due to their relevancy to the domains in question (note that
every category includes the related concepts as well as the
core concepts indicated by its name) :
1.

Data. Data is the core concept of the CI ontology and
has a much richer meaning than most other concepts
because it can be instances of any others. It is also
connected to many other concepts, including data
accessing forms (e.g., DataFile and DataService), data
format (e.g., Text and Binary), data attribute (e.g., Size
and Format), and spatial data model (e.g., Vector and
Raster). It is mainly related to the Data in SWEET and
the concepts and relations from CSDGM.
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Figure 1. The Main Concepts of CI Ontology

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Property. The concept describes physical and spatial
quality associated with an object. For example, physical
properties such as Temperature, Weight, and Length,
are applicable for most physical objects. Spatial
properties such as Location, Orientation, and Elevation,
are applicable for objects which are in a space
coordinate system. It is mainly related to
PhysicalProperty of SWEET.
Device. This concept describes all the hardware used in
the research. The most typical ones are Computer,
Sensor, Vehicle, and GPS. Most of these concepts are
sub-concepts of sweet:Instrument. Since the
sciInstrument of SWEET has limited sub-concepts,
concepts from SensorML and our research domains
have been added (e.g., environment and geography).
Research. This concept incorporate any research
domains, research actions (e.g., Observation and
Analysis Fieldwork), and academic activities (e.g.,
Conference and Publication). It is mainly related to the
HumanActivity of SWEET.
Space. This concept describes the basic characteristics
of physical spaces of an object. An object can be
associated with one or more two- or three-dimension
properties that indicate its geometric characteristics
such as location and shape. It also defines the basic
frames and reference for spatial objects, including
topology relations such as containment and located-in.
Space is the basic category of SWEET, and its related
spaceCoordinates, spaceDirection, spaceDistribution,
and spaceObject.
Time. Temporal concepts are most common in any
environmental data. Similar to spatial reference system,
time is always associated with a reference system, such
as Before Christ (B.C.) and Anno Domini (A.D.). Some
computer systems may use other reference systems or
their own customized systems. These concepts are
related to the Time concept in SWEET. There are
different units and reference systems for time, which
are defined in ontology to assist the processing of
temporal data.
Numeric. Numeric concepts are used to represent the
quantity observed for a property. They are associated
with values, units and reference systems, which are
defined here and reused for specific subclasses. It is
mainly related to NumericEntity and Unit of SWEET.
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Figure 2. Concepts from different layers of ontology. HDB (Housing
Development Bureau Flat, flats built by Housing Development Bureau
of Singapore)

Third, for the data engineers who are responsible to help
both the data providers to publish their data and the data
users to find the right data, the need to bridge the gap
between domain concepts (e.g., temperature) and
computational concepts (e.g., data service, file repository and
database) cannot be overlooked. The task requires ontology
to recognize computational concepts but not mix them up
with the professional domain concepts. Separating the
domain concepts in the domain ontology from computational
concepts in the CI ontology helps maintain such conceptual
clarity. In addition, it utilizes concepts in different ways,
alleviating data engineers or providers from doing the
conversion between the user interfaces and different cyber
components.
IV.

The concepts extracted from the domain are included in
the domain ontologies. Each of these concepts holds an is-a
relationship to one or more concepts in the CI ontology. For
example, the Residence in the domain ontology is a
BuildingFacility in the CI ontology (Figure 2). Concepts
from SWEET are incorporated in domain ontology if they
are deemed equivalent to the domain concepts, e.g.,
Temperature, Humidity, and WaterPressure.
The domain ontologies are enriched with the concepts
from CSDGM and SensorML. The CSDGM defines the
necessary metadata for a dataset, some of which have
relations to Data, such as name, URI, spatial domain, spatial
reference, size, and suffix, while others are sub-concepts,
such as ShapeFile as a sub-concept of DataFile. SensorML
provides a list of sensor concepts for us such as
Thermometer, Anemometer, and Barometer. These concepts
are all sub-concepts of sweet:Instrument. Furthermore, we
specify the concepts such as Input and Output, which could
be referred to PhysicalProperty, such as WindPressure,
WaterTemperature.
From the development of the two-layered ontology
several points were learned. First, existing metadata
standards and upper-level ontologies such as SWEET
generally contain concepts sufficient for describing the
semantics of the environmental data. What is needed,
however, is a clear distinction between concepts, relations,
and a more comprehensive encoding of the relationships
between these concepts. They enable the system to
automatically identify and match the related concepts.
Second, the layered ontology is flexible for queries with
different granularities. A user of the system can readily query
related data and refine the query conditions with the help of
the ontology. For example, to identify the temperature data, a
user of the system might start with a search based on the
concept Temperature, and then filter the result by its
relations, e.g., spatial and time scope. The user might want to
know the usability of this data, which might be met by
giving them the sensor information from which the data are
generated. Well-formed upper-level concepts and relations
between them can be utilized to query the data by both
domain and computational concepts.
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REASONING

Reasoning enables multiple interpretations of one or more
basic concepts [27]. It also reduces the number of concepts
that are left undefined while making precise the semantics of
other concepts. In our work, reasoning is supported by three
types of information: (1) explicitly declared relations
between concepts, (2) T-Box axioms, and (3) rules. The
explicitly declared relations, such as is-a, permits the
reasoning of related concepts based on the axioms defined
with the relations. T-Box axioms can be necessary or
equivalent axioms that are used to infer new relations for
existing data. The axioms can also be used to infer concepts
associated with the concept in question and the relations
between them. Such inference mechanism enables validation
of the completeness of the data. Rules are specified by the
ontology designer to indicate the implications between two
sets of statements.
Examples of T-Box axioms are shown in Table 1. Axiom
1 validates if a metadata has provided the basic provenance
information, which comes from either observation or process.
Axiom 2 validates if a vector instance (e.g., time point) has
been assigned reference information, e.g., UTC to a temporal
value. Axiom 3 validates the completeness of a process
definition. Axiom 4, 5, and 6 populate new concepts using
instance from other concepts that make more sense to users
from different professional domains.

Table 1. Examples of T-Box axioms. The “some” means there is at least
one value coming from the range defined thereafter. The “min”, “max” and
“exactly” are cardinality constraints on the binary relations.

T-Box Axioms
1. Data  {has_source some Observation ∪has_source some
Process}
2. Vector  {Numeric ∩ has_reference exactly 1 }
3. Process  {has_input min 1 ∩ has_output min 1 ∩ has_processor
min 1}
4. GeographicalData ≡ {Data ∩ has_model some SpatialDataModel}
5. ElevationData ≡ {Data ∩ (has_model some DEM ∪has_model
some DTM ∪has_model some DSM ∪ has_model some
Contour)}
6. Thermometer ≡ {Sensor ∩ has_input some Temperature }
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Table 2. Rules for the reasoning on data. The “r(x,y)” means that binary
relation r has the subject x and the object y. The “ist(x,y)” means that x is
an instance of y. The “sub(x,y)” means x is a subclass of y. The “sup(x,y)”
means x is a super class of y. The “eql(x, y)” means x equals to y.

Rule
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

has_content(?x,?c1)∩has_content (?y,?c2)∩(sub(?c1,?c2)∪
sup(?c1,?c2)∪eql(?c1,?c2)) → compatible_content(?x,?y)
ist(?p,Process)∩has_input(?p,?x)∩has_output(?p,?y)→
has_parent(?x,?y)
ist(?x,TemperatureUnit)∩ist(?y,TemperatureUnit)→
convertible_unit(?x,?y)
ist(GeoReference,?x)∩ist(GeoReference,?y)→
convertible_reference(?x,?y)
ist(?x,Contour)∩ist(?y,DEM)→convertible_model(?x,?y)
ist(?x,DEM)∩ist(?y,TIN)→convertible_model(?x,?y)
ist(?x,DLG)∩ist(?y,DLG)∩has_feature_type(?x,?f)∩
has_feature_type(?y,?f)→convertible_model(?x,?y)
ist(?x, Data) ∩generatedBy(?x, ?s) ∩has_location(?s, ?p) →
located_in(?x, ?p)

A portion of the rules which had been useful in
supporting reasoning on the datasets and sensors in our work
is shown in Table 2. Rule 1 is used to decide if two datasets
contains the same domain concepts, which indicates the
compatibility of the datasets. Rule 2 is used to infer the
provenance relation between two data sets. Rule 3 indicates
that units under the same category are compatible and
amenable to conversion, which is useful to deciding if two
numeric instances with the specified units are convertible.
Rule 4 indicates whether geo-reference systems are
convertible to each other, e.g., a local coordinate system
without geo-reference components such as datum,
projection, is not convertible to a geo-reference system. Rule
5 indicates four pairs of model which are considered as
compatible. Rule 6 makes the data generated by the sensor
inherit some relations from it. In this case, the location of the
sensor is taken as the location of the data.
All data in our project can be the input of the reasoning
engine. Figure 3 shows the correspondence between the
CSDGM metadata and ontology concepts. The reasoning
engine does the conversion by parsing the CSDGM metadata
entries and creating instances of its corresponding ontology
concepts, e.g., instances of DataFile. The reasoning engine
also performs validation and inference during conversion by
using all axioms and rules, which include the declared “is-a”
relations and those from the above two tables.

Figure 3. Parse the CSDGM metadata to ontology structure.
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In our work, semantic gap exists between users of
different domains. Reasoning function can be used to search
the result with high precision and recall with the criteria
which is not specified in the original query but stated either
explicitly or implicitly in the ontology. Moreover, for the
data engineers, reasoning function helps them to efficiently
develop the program. Since axioms can be updated on the fly,
costs of updating the programs in an ever-changing project
can be sharply reduced.
V.

ALIGNMENT AND TRANSLATION

Ontology alignment is the process of establishing
correspondence between two similar concepts, including
their subordinate and related concepts. In a data-centered
scientific research, an alignment mechanism is needed to
extract information from the data models of the original data
sources, to perform reasoning, and to translate an ontology
query request to a specific query language. A tool to support
such process is vital in our work because the data producers
and users often use different terms to refer to the same
concepts and different encoding methods for their data.
Three types of alignment between commonly used data
models and our domain ontologies were explored. Using the
alignment between the CSDGM metadata and our domain
ontologies (Figure 4), they include:
1. Concept alignment that identifies the corresponding
concepts by text comparison. For example, the keyword
Depth in an AUV dataset is identified as Depth (of
Water). This alignment process is usually facilitated by
referring to the context, i.e., the standard vocabulary or
the ontology, used by the users.
2. Instance alignment that identifies the correspondence
between instances in an ontology concept and semantic
information in the database. These instances are
typically extracted from rows in a database table or
identified by unique reference identifiers.
3. Relation alignment that identifies the attribute of a
data model to be a relation of an ontology concept, such
as a temperature value of a “Temperature” concept, and
other concepts essential to define the attribute, such as
the unit for temperature.
One benefit of establishing these alignments is to
facilitate the conversion of heterogeneous data models into a
global ontological model preferred by the users of a
particular domain [28]. Consider the following query:
retrieve the climate data of Asia and return the records which
were produced between 2009-3-3 and 2009-4-3. To
accomplish this task, the first step is to infer the possible
candidates which meet the semantic requirement. In this
case, there are two semantic restrictions: is-a Climate and
located-in Asia. The relations is-a and located-in are both
transitive relations. The reasoning process returns a list of
candidate datasets related to Climate, such as Temperature,
Humidity, and are located in Asia, e.g., Japan and Singapore.
To further narrow in on the data in a particular time frame,
assuming the data are stored in relational tables, the query
with a time filter will be sent to the mediator for the
relational tables and translated to the following:
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In our system, we focus on the alignment between
ontology and conceptual or systematic data model. It is a
process similar to ontology alignment except that a common
data model is always vague on semantics, i.e., different types
of entities and relations between them, where entity here can
be regarded as an instance of a specified concept. Thus, the
first step is to rebuild the entities and relations of the data
model. In our system, we utilize ORM (Object-Relational
Mapping) tool to achieve this on relational databases.
VI.

Figure 4. An example of the alignment between the metadata and the
ontology.

Select value1, time1 from table1 where time1 >
‘2009-3-3’ and time1 <’2009-4-3’
Select value2, time2 from table2 where time2 >
‘2009-3-3’ and time2 <’2009-4-3’
Select value3, time3 from table3 where time3 >
1236009600000 and time3 <1238688000000
The last clause uses integer values for time representation
(milliseconds between 1970-1-1 00:00:00 GMT and this
time), which is used by some systems and needs to be
translated to a uniform format. Alignment can take
advantage of the is-a relation encoded in ontology concepts,
i.e., if an alignment is applicable to an ontology concept, it
could be applied to all its sub-concepts as well.
A second benefit of establishing these alignments is to
support automatic conversion between scalars, between
vectors, and between data formats:
1. Scalar conversion. This is a conversion for the data
values described by a single scalar and an associated
unit, such as different unit for Length, Area, Time, and
Pressure.
2. Vector conversion. This is a conversion between data
whose values are referenced to a chosen reference
system. Spatial coordinates and time are typical
examples of a vector.
3. Text format conversion. This is a conversion between
different representation formats. For example, the text
format for Date and Time varies in different data, even
if they use the same unit and the reference system.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The system is a web application based on J2EE. We use
Java as the major implementation language because it is
widely supported by the open sources communities. We
selected two ontology projects – Jena [28] and Pellet [29] –
to process the ontology files. The OWL files are firstly
generated by Protégé, and then stored and maintained via
Jena API. The Pellet is a reasoning engine that provides
support for SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language [30])
based rules. We use ArcGIS from ESRI to develop
spatial-related functions. The system architecture is shown in
Figure 5.
The system adopts a three-layer architecture – the UI and
Application Layer, Data Registration Layer, and the
Resource Layer. The Data Registration layer uses the
ontologies and other APIs to process the original
information, which contains two paths, one for the data users
and the other for the data providers:
For a data user, it is easier and more straightforward to
search by concepts rather than look into the details of data.
The user therefore uses the ontology to develop a request,
which will be processed by the reasoning engine in the
system and attached with richer semantics (e.g., more
concepts and restrictions). The original query will be
translated to different forms suitable for querying different
data sources with the ontology alignment service.
A data provider provides sufficient metadata based on
uniform standards, such as an XML schema which can be
used to standardize the format of metadata, and is useful for
standard-dependent programs. The metadata could be
directly referred to ontology concepts, or some other
standard vocabulary like GCMD, whereby they would then
be recognized and aligned automatically. The data provider
can also add more alignments or alter existing ones
manually. Both of the original metadata and generated
alignment are stored in the database for future applications.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have used ontology to model data semantics and to
help users unfamiliar with the data structure and semantics to
find the data they look for. We demonstrated the advantage
of ontology-based system over traditional metadata or
standard data exchange systems in bridging the semantic
gaps in a heterogeneous environment. Ontology reasoning is
a powerful tool for generating or importing a new ontology
and its concepts without modifying the data. It makes it
possible to accommodate concepts across different domains
and from different user groups. Ontology alignment acts as a
middleware for integrating data from different sources.
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to view a searched spatial dataset via an online visualization
service. In this process, data should be organized and
converted to a specific format suitable as the input of the
service. The users can also choose to download them in a
specific format and use local tools to handle them.
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Abstract—Document clustering is one of the most major
techniques to group documents automatically. This technique
is to divide a given set of documents into a certain number
of clusters automatically. In this technique, the first step is
’feature extraction’ from documents. As a feature used in the
conventional methods, we frequently use a set of words that
contains nouns and verbs. Although words are used as features
in a generic clustering framework, some previous research
proposes the clustering method using the other features based
on vector space model such as kernel methods and adaptive
sprinkling. However, in previous research of document clustering, the method of appending new feature vectors obtained
by using relationship between the existing documents and
other documents has not been reported yet. So, we propose
a new method for clustering documents using the relationship
between the existing documents and other documents to acquire
the more useful clusters for users. Our method can expand
features of document similarities as semantic relationships by
using relevant documents that user is interested in, like semisupervised clustering. To evaluate the efficiency of this system,
we made experiments on clustering newsgroup documents by
using our method and by using the dimension reduction method
based on the singular value decomposition. As the results of
these experiments, we found that (i) it is effective for document
clustering to combine the similarity matrix with the original
matrix, and (ii) low similarity values cause adverse effect to
the clustering performance when we use all the similarity
value. Moreover, the proposed method is more effective for the
document clustering in comparison with the clustering through
the dimensionality reduction.
Keywords-document clustering; semi-supervised clustering;
semantic feature expansion;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Document clustering is one of the most major techniques
to group documents automatically. This technique is to
divide a given set of documents into a certain number
of clusters automatically. Each cluster obtained by this
technique represents a topic, which is different from the
other topics. Thus, it enables a user to have an overall
view of the topics contained in the documents so that this
technique is often applied to the analysis of web data [13],
news articles [12], patents and research papers [1] and so
on.
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In the document clustering, the first step of preprocessing
is term extraction from a set of documents. After the term
extraction process, various clustering methods can be applied
by utilizing these extracted characteristics of terms. As a
feature used in the conventional methods, we frequently use
a set of words that contains noun and verb words obtained
by using a morphological analyzer from the documents. For
the set of these terms, the weight of each word in each
document is calculated by using term weighting methods
such as term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency
(IDF) or log-likelihood ratio to construct a term-document
matrix.
Although words are used as features in a generic clustering framework, some previous research proposes the
clustering method using the other semantic features based on
vector space model. For example, co-clustering methods [5]
[8], which is the simultaneous clustering of both words and
documents, partitions the documents using word cluster as
the feature. The kernel trick [6], which is used to measure the
similarity (or distance) of vectors, enables the computation
of inner product in a space of possibly very high dimension
by some linear combination of words as the feature. Moreover, adaptive sprinkling [4] is effective method to obtain
feature vectors by appending some principal component
vectors to the term-document matrix by using the singular
value decomposition (SVD).
As mentioned above, the co-clustering method and the
kernel trick method produce new features obtained by using the relationship between existing words. However, in
previous research of document clustering, the method of
appending new feature vectors obtained by using relationship between the existing documents and other documents
has not been reported yet. The similarity between relevant
documents increases with additional feature of other documents so that we consider these features to be efficient
for users to obtain useful clustering results. For this reason,
we propose a new method for clustering documents using
the relationship between the target documents and the other
documents. To evaluate the efficiency of this system, we
make experiments on clustering newsgroup documents by
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using our method. Moreover, as comparative experiment,
we make an experiment by using the dimension reduction
method based on the singular value decomposition.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
We consider this proposed method to be positioned as one
of the semi-supervised clustering [3] [9]. Our objective of
the method is to improve the efficiency of clustering results
by providing related information. In the standard semisupervised clustering, it is hard to find similar (or dissimilar)
document pairs. However, the proposed method use related
data as additional features like must-link constraints so it is
easy to provide the constraints by comparison with the semisupervised clustering. In the co-clustering algorithm [5] [8],
features are first grouped to perform document clustering.
In contrast, the proposed method uses the features that
consist of both the original bag of words and the group of
words. The kernel method [6] computes the inner product
in a space of possibly very high dimension by some linear
combination of words. It is similar to the proposed method in
the use of additional features. However, the kernel method is
difficult to find efficient combination of words from the high
dimensional space. Moreover, adaptive sprinkling method
[4] appends some principal component vectors of the termdocument matrix to obtain the effective features. In contrast,
the proposed method appends new feature vectors obtained
by using relationship between the existing documents and
other documents.
III. C LUSTERING M ETHOD BASED ON R ELATIONSHIP
F EATURE E XPANSION
A. Motivation
In previous researches, there are some methods that insert additional features obtained by using the relationship
between existing words. For example, there is a method that
creates combinations of features using kernel methods, and
another method that learns similarity metric by information
that consists of a set of similar(dissimilar) pair such as
semi-supervised clustering. However, sometimes it is hard
to construct the additional information of pairs, even though
the semi-supervised methods use only a small number of
pairwise relations. For this reason, we propose a new method
for clustering documents using the relationship between the
existing documents and other documents.
The similarity between relevant documents increases with
additional feature of other documents. We show an example
to explain the reason of this efficiency. In the Figure 1, we
consider that there are four documents A, B, C and D in the
target document set. The similarity between the document
and the other two is nearly equal (e.g., A and B, A and D)
so that it is difficult to cluster these data (in the Figure 1
a). Then, we consider another document X in which a user
needs relevant information. The similarities between the X
and the target document set are calculated and added to their
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Figure 1.

Description of the efficiency by expanding correlation features

document vectors as an additional features (in the Figure
1 b) so that the similarity between the target documents
changes with the relationship between the target and the
additional documents. Therefore, the document A and B are
more similar than the C and D and the C and D are more
similar than the A and B so that we are able to acquire the
more useful clusters for users from the target document set
(in the Figure 1 c).
Our proposed method resembles the kernel methods in
the point of dimensionality expansion. The kernel methods
calculate the weights of additional features that are combined
by the existing features. Then, some of these additional
features work well for learning appropriate document vectors. However, Our method is possible to expand features of
document similarities by using relevant documents that user
is interested in like semi-supervised clustering.
B. Keywords Extraction
As features of the clustering, we extract words from
documents from the 20 Newsgroups data set [11]. We first
preprocessed all documents in the documents to remove all
the stop words using a stop list of common English words
such as “a” or “about”. For the obtained words, we calculate
the relevancy of each word with respect to each document
by using TF-IDF weighting scheme [14]. Therefore, a termdocument matrix is generated by normalizing document
vectors as shown in the upper part in the Figure 2 .
C. Method of Feature Expansion
For this term-document matrix, we combine a similarity
matrix between target documents and other documents to
construct an expanded matrix. As a first step, we provide
other relevant documents which are different to the target
documents. Next, we extract words from the additional
documents in the same way as the word extraction from
the target documents. Then, we construct a term-document
matrix of the additional documents as described in lower part
of the Figure 2, where the terms of this matrix are same as
the terms appearing in the target documents. To make the
correlation matrix, we calculate document similarity matrix
based on the cosine similarity measure. Finally, we combine
the term-document matrix of the target documents and this
similarity matrix by rows to construct the expanded matrix.
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Figure 2.

Process of constructing an expanded matrix

However, when we use all values in the similarity matrix,
our system tends to have a higher sensitivity to statistical
noise due to low values of this matrix. To solve this problem,
for all the elements of the document vector, we use the top k
similarity values and set all other similarity values to 0. k is
defined as the number of the similarity scores. This process
enables to reduce the noise in the similarity matrix.
D. Clustering Method
For the expanded matrix generated as mentioned above,
we apply a clustering method to group similar documents in
the target documents. Let the expanded matrix M, which is
obtained above to be the (m + l)× n matrix, consisting of the
number of terms m, the number of additional documents l
and the number of the documents n. Then our system groups
the documents to generate clusters using the matrix M. In
our system, we use CLUTO [10] as the tool for clustering
documents. For the purpose of evaluation of the efficiency of
document clustering for the expanded matrix, we apply the
same clustering method of CLUTO in all our experiments.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method, we
make some experiments on clustering newsgroup documents. In this experiment, we use the 20 newsgroups as a
document set. The 20 newsgroups data set is a collection of
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approximately 20000 articles from 20 Usenet newsgroups.
We extract 50 articles from each 10 newsgroups and construct the subset which consists of the total 500 articles.
We also extract 100 articles from each 10 newsgroups and
construct another subset which consists of the total 1000
articles. As additional documents, we extract 50 articles
from each 20 newsgroups and construct the subset which
consists of the total 1000 articles. For the similarity matrix,
the number of top-ranked similarity values which are used
in each document vector is varied from 100 (set 900 values
to 0) to 1000 (use all values) incremented by 100. Then, we
compare the performance using the proposed method with
that using only the target documents as a baseline method
for the evaluation of our method.
A. Evaluation Measures
In this paper, we use entropy and purity to evaluate the
clustering quality [2]. The purity is defined as the degree
to which each cluster contains documents primary from a
single class. The purity of a clustering result is obtained
as a weighted sum of the purity of individual clusters as
follows,
C
1
(1)
Purity = ∑ × max(ni j ),
j
N
i=1
where N is the total number of documents, C is the number
of clusters and ni j is the number of documents of the
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Table I
C LUSTERING RESULTS 1 WITH 500 DOCUMENTS FOR THE EACH

Table III
C LUSTERING RESULTS 1 WITH 1000 DOCUMENTS FOR THE EACH

NUMBER OF SIMILARITY VALUES

NUMBER OF SIMILARITY VALUES

The number of top-ranked
similarity values
None
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Entropy

Purity

0.400
0.415
0.415
0.415
0.415
0.406
0.406
0.415
0.415
0.410
0.410

0.686
0.648
0.620
0.620
0.620
0.676
0.676
0.620
0.620
0.672
0.672

The number of top-ranked
similarity values
None
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Entropy

Purity

0.379
0.378
0.327
0.328
0.363
0.328
0.328
0.328
0.328
0.356
0.327

0.755
0.696
0.779
0.774
0.762
0.774
0.774
0.774
0.774
0.731
0.779

Table II
C LUSTERING RESULTS 2 WITH 500 DOCUMENTS FOR THE EACH

Table IV
C LUSTERING RESULTS 2 WITH 1000 DOCUMENTS FOR THE EACH

NUMBER OF SIMILARITY VALUES

NUMBER OF SIMILARITY VALUES

The number of top-ranked
similarity values
None
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Entropy

Purity

0.371
0.402
0.360
0.306
0.306
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.312
0.306

0.698
0.664
0.690
0.768
0.768
0.760
0.760
0.760
0.760
0.760
0.768

The number of top-ranked
similarity values
None
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

category j in the cluster Ci . In general, the larger the purity
value are obtained, the clustering algorithm is the better.
The entropy of a clustering result is defined as the
weighted sum of cluster entropies as follows,
C

ni
i=1 N

Entropy = − ∑

K

ni j
ni j
log ,
n
ni
j=1 i

∑

(2)

where ni is the number of documents in the cluster Ci . A
good clustering algorithm should have low cluster entropy.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Clustering Results with 500 Documents
Table I and Table II show the results of the experiments
with two sets of 500 articles, which consist 50 articles from
each 10 newsgroups as a mentioned above, respectively.
In the Table I, the precision is the approximately same
as the result using the original matrix. If the additional
documents have little association with the target documents
about these contents, the clustering performance is less
affected by the similarity matrix. However, in the Table I,
the purity score represents a 6.2% increase by the addition
of the similarity matrix. When the additional documents
are relevant to the original documents, we found that it is
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Entropy

Purity

0.315
0.300
0.308
0.308
0.295
0.284
0.284
0.295
0.322
0.284
0.293

0.750
0.764
0.750
0.750
0.767
0.780
0.780
0.767
0.752
0.780
0.777

effective for document clustering to combine the similarity
matrix with the original matrix.
Additionally, the system provides the highest accuracy
when we use the top 500-600 similarity values in the Table
I and the top 700-800 similarity values in the Table II. We
found that low similarity values cause adverse effect to the
clustering performance when we use all the similarity value.
B. Clustering Results with 1000 Documents
Table III and Table IV show the results of the experiments with two sets of 1000 articles, which consist 100
articles from each 10 newsgroups as a mentioned above,
respectively. Though these results are smaller accuracy than
that with the 500 documents, the clustering performance is
improved by the addition of similarity matrix. This shows
that the addition of the similarity matrix is effective for the
clustering performance even when we change the number of
documents. When we change the number of top similarity
value, we obtain the highest accuracy by using the top 500
values.
C. Comparison with Clustering Through Dimensionality Reduction
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method, we
make another experiment using the clustering through di-
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Table V
C LUSTERING RESULTS FOR EACH REDUCED DIMENSIONS (1000
DOCUMENTS )
dimension
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
50
10
5

Entropy
0.314
0.309
0.252
0.326
0.264
0.325
0.314
0.310
0.328
0.355
0.389
0.478

Purity
0.730
0.728
0.786
0.693
0.769
0.729
0.730
0.736
0.712
0.675
0.626
0.544

mensionality reduction. We compute the singular value decomposition for the term-document matrix generated from
the above 1000 documents [7]. The documents are projected
in a lower dimensional space spanned by the leading l left
singular vectors to obtain dimension reduced vectors. Then
our system groups these vectors to generate clusters by the
same clustering algorithm.
Table V shows the results of this experiment with the
1000 documents. In this Table V, the clustering accuracy
drops continuously as the number of dimensions grows. The
projection transforms a document’s vector in n-dimensional
word space into a vector in the k-dimensional reduced space.
Because the characteristics of words are reduced by this
projection, it is difficult to make clear distinction between
words.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this paper, we proposed a new method for clustering
documents using the relationship between the existing documents and other documents. To evaluate the efficiency of
this system, we make experiments on clustering newsgroup
documents by using our method and by using the dimension
reduction method based on the singular value decomposition.
As the results of these experiments, we found that it is
effective for document clustering to combine the similarity
matrix with the original matrix and low similarity values
cause adverse effect to the clustering performance when we
use all the similarity value. Moreover, the proposed method
is more effective for the document clustering in comparison
with the clustering through the dimensionality reduction.
Further work would be required to compare the other
semi-supervised clustering methods by the many kinds of
document data.
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Abstract—One of the main means to achieve progress in
science is cooperation. It is advantageous if the cooperation
is carried among teams at different institutions. In semantics,
the basic necessity for cooperation is a standardized annotated
corpus. Such a corpus allows to share individual findings by the
whole research community because then different systems can
be tested under the same conditions. Unfortunately there is no
standardized semantic corpus for the Czech language and many
other languages suffer the same. Moreover the ATIS corpus set
is more than ten years old and it does not meet today’s trends in
semantic annotation. In this article we summarize the problems of
the ATIS corpora set as well as the problems encountered during
our research. As a result, we provide a methodology to avoid such
problems. For practical deployment of the methodology we offer
a set of annotation tools. The purpose of this article is to discuss
the problematic of semantic annotation and to gather other teams
to create standardized shared semantic corpora.
Keywords—semantic analysis; semantic corpus; ATIS.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of a Spoken Language Understanding system
(SLU) is to extract a meaning from natural speech. The SLU
covers many subfields such as utterance classification, speech
summarization, natural language understanding (NLU) and
information extraction. In human-computer dialogue systems,
the task of the SLU system is to process the input acoustic
utterance and transform it into a semantic representation.
However, this task can be split into two parts: automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and semantic analysis. The purpose of a
semantic analysis system is to obtain a context-independent
(it depends neither on history nor context) semantic representation from a given input sentence.
There are two basic types of semantic representation: logical
structures (e.g., First-order predicate calculus, Transparent Intentional Logic, SIL, etc.) [1], [2] and “data” structures (e.g.,
trees, frames, flat concepts, etc.) [3]. The logical structures are
more suitable for complex representation of semantics while
the “data” structures are better suited for automatic learning
systems. The reason is that statistical learning algorithms are
not capable of handling the complexity of logical structures.
Our experiences with semantic analysis systems based upon
logical structures [2] shown that practical deployment of such
systems is complicated due to the need of creating rules
manually. Therefore, we focus on automatic learning systems,
that seem to be more convenient for practical applications.
Hence, we have chosen the tree based semantic representation
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described, i.e., in [3] that was designed mainly for practical
use.
During the development and testing of the system described
in [4], we have used our own Czech semantic corpus [5].
However, the results are not comparable with other semantic
analysis systems since most of them (e.g., [6], [7]) performed
their tests on different corpora. The availability of commonly
used semantic corpora is quite good for English – for example
the ATIS corpus [8], which is a mixed corpus for both
speech recognition and semantic analysis. The tests on this
corpus were performed by many semantic analysis systems.
However, there is a lack of a standard semantic corpus for the
Czech language, which differs from English in many aspects
(morphologically rich, free word-order, etc.).
This paper presents our proposal to start the process of
creation of such a corpus. It takes into account all practical
issues that a developer of a semantic analysis system must deal
with. It also describes the set of tools and proposes formats of
the data. In this article we focus on the Czech language but
most of the principles are valid for other languages too.
II. R ELATED WORK
A. ATIS corpus
One of the commonly used corpora for testing of semantic
analysis systems in English is the ATIS corpus. It was used for
evaluation in, e.g., [6], [9], [10] and [11]. The original ATIS
corpus is divided into several parts, e.g., ATIS2 train, ATIS3
train, two test sets, etc. [8]. Unfortunately, the corpus is not
directly suitable for semantic analysis system development or
testing.
The two testing sets, ATIS3 test dec94 (445 sentences) and ATIS3 test nov93 (448 sentences), contain
the annotation in the semantic frame format. Each sentence
is labelled with a goal name and slot names with an associated content. The training sets ATIS2 train and ATIS3
train contain only SQL queries that carry the semantic
information.
This brings the first practical issue: To obtain the training
data, the queries must be converted back to a semantic
representation (a semantic frame or an equivalent semantic
description). The authors of [6] transformed the data semiautomatically into a format suitable for the HVS model. Their
training data use a bracketing notation to express the concept
hierarchy. However, a deep exploration of this data shows
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ﬂight
fromloc
city_name

B. Czech Semantic Corpora
toloc
city_name

state_code

show me the ﬂight between pittsburgh and washington dc

Fig. 1. An example of a semantic parse tree for a sentence from the ATIS
corpus.

that a significant number of annotation break the conventions
of the bracketing semantic annotation. The terminal semantic
concepts (denoted as lexical classes) must be leaves of a
semantic tree and are not allowed to contain any sub-tree (as
shown in Fig. 1). However, in many cases the lexical classes
act as superior concepts to other semantic concepts in the data.
This inconsistency makes the data hard to use in other systems.
This issue is, however, not caused by the ATIS corpus itself
but re-creating the training data set from SQL queries probably
always brings some sort of inconsistency.
Another issue is caused by inconsistencies in the testing data
set. The following example shows a typical semantic frame for
a flight query (this structure is equal to the semantic parse tree
from Fig. 1).
show me the flight between pittsburgh and
washington dc
GOAL: FLIGHT
FROMLOC.CITY_NAME = pittsburgh
TOLOC.CITY_NAME = washington
TOLOC.STATE_CODE = dc

It has a very clear concept hierarchy. However, in the same
testing set there also appears the following annotation:
what are the flight between dca and milwaukee
GOAL: FLIGHT
AIRPORT_CODE = dca
CITY_NAME = milwaukee

The semantic content of this sentence is rather similar to
the previous one but the semantic frame is significantly different: In the second example, the concepts AIRPORT_CODE
and CITY_NAME are directly inferior to the main concept (goal) without distinguishing which one is FROMLOC
and TOLOC. Thus, the proper semantic frame should contain FROMLOC.AIRPORT_CODE = dca and TOLOC.CITY_NAME = milwaukee.
Another problem is how to deal with the annotation which
has multiple goals. In the testing set there are about 20
sentences with two goals. The semantic interpretation part of
a system (which is, in ATIS, a SQL query producer) should
probably restrict the output of semantic analysis so that only
one goal is allowed. Among others, there is also one typo in
the testing data.
This brings two important questions: Were the testing sentences annotated according to any scheme? And how strictly
was the testing set checked in a sense of inter-annotation
agreement and correct semantic description?
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Since the Czech language is morphologically rich and has a
relatively free word order, it is not correct to directly adapt a
semantic analysis system which is developed using an English
corpus, and, obviously, a Czech semantic corpus is required.
When searching for an existing suitable Czech corpus for
the semantic analysis task, two significant projects must be
mentioned.
The Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT 2.0) is a large
corpus with morphological, syntactic and semantic (tectogrammatical) annotation. The methodology of adding the semantic
layer to the PDT is described in [12]. The semantic representation formalism is based upon semantic networks and
the tectogrammatical layer partially depends on syntax [13].
The tectogrammatical annotation provides a deep-syntactic
(syntactical-semantic) analysis of the text. The formalism
abstracts away from word order, function words (syn-semantic
words), and morphological variation [14].
The DESAM corpus introduced in [15] was annotated
with lemmas and gramatical categories. Subsequently, it was
enriched with the semantic annotation [16]. The grammatical
tagging was taken as a base and some tags were relabeled as
semantic and pragmatic. The article [17] presents an attempt
to combine Transparent Intensional Logic framework (which
is used for capturing the semantics) with lexical units. Later,
the semantic network (Czech WordNet) was enriched using
morphological derivations [18].
However, the above mentioned corpora and related projects
attempt to cover the semantics in a complex manner and
are designed to act as a general description of semantics, in
opposite to a task-oriented corpus such as ATIS.
Authors of [7] developed an extended HVS semantic parser
(based on [6]) using a Human-Human Train Timetable Dialogue Corpus [19]. The corpus is annotated at multiple levels
(dimensions) where the semantic dimension uses the same
abstract annotation methodology as used in [6]. The corpus
contains 1109 semantically annotated dialogues.
III. S TANDARD C ZECH S EMANTIC C ORPUS
R EQUIREMENTS
A. The Task Definition
One of the main purposes of this paper is to inform and get
the NLP and semantic analysis community involved into our
task. It can be stated as: Creating a Czech semantic corpus,
which will be publicly available, with clear and sufficiently
universal semantic annotation structure, which is not limited
to any domain. The corpus is not intended to describe the
semantics as complex as presented in Section II-A but it should
be strictly task-oriented, facing the practical issues that can
arise during semantic analysis system development. Moreover,
it will improve cooperation among the working groups focused
on semantic analysis and will allow an objective comparison
of the results.
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B. Proposed Process Description
The proposed process workflow will consist of the following
steps: First, a suitable text dialog corpus must be obtained.
This can be based upn a part of the corpus presented in [5].
Second, an eligible semantic representation should be chosen.
We discuss it in Section III-D. Third, the data will be annotated
using semi-supervised learning and supporting tools presented
in Section IV. Finally, to avoid the shortcomings that are for
instance pointed out for the ATIS corpus, the annotated data
will be manually validated.
C. Previous Work
Our attempt to create a semantically annotated corpus is
presented in [5]. The semantic representation used in this
corpus is based upon abstract semantic annotation from [6].
The corpus contains written user queries in natural language
entered into an intelligent web search engine. A selected part
of this data can be used as a basic set for the standard Czech
semantic corpus.
D. Semantic Representation
To describe the semantics of an utterance, many taskoriented semantic analysis systems (e.g., [3], [7], [23], etc.)
use some formats of the frame-based structure, as shown in
the ATIS example. This simple formalism offers a very clear
hierarchy of semantic concepts (a semantic tree), including
the lexical realizations of the lexical classes. The name lexical
class comes originally from [6], it can be also denoted as
named entity, etc. It is a leaf of a semantic tree and covers
one or more words with a specific meaning, such as names,
dates, numbers, etc.
After considering the possible issues described in II-A, our
previous corpus annotation effort and semantic analysis system
development was supported by using an annotation scheme.
The annotation scheme is a hierarchical structure (a tree) that
defines a dominance relationship among concepts, theme (also
called goal in ATIS or topic); this is the root semantic concept
of the sentence. and lexical classes. It says which concepts can
be associated with which super-concepts, which lexical classes
belong to which concepts, and so on.
The annotation scheme should cover the entire domain we
want to annotate. Subsequently, each sentence is annotated
according to the scheme. The existence of such a scheme
assures that two sentences with similar semantic content
(meaning) will have the same semantic representation (see
II-A). Apparently, this feature is crucial for further semantic
interpretation.
However, the beforementioned annotation consistency using an annotation scheme is always limited to the covered
domain. Althought this is not an issue for developers of a
particular semantic analysis system, it does not allow to easily
extend and evolve the scheme in the future together with
maintaining the semantics of the annotation. Thus, it can be
also considered to use more general formalism for describing
semantics, i.e., RDF/OWL. Using this formalism, the corpus
can be more easily aligned to other ontologies and then used
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in other semantic analysis systems with arbitrary semantic
annotations. Furthermore, RDF/OWL has the same ability to
prevent the annotators from creating malformed annotation as
the annotation scheme which has proven to be essential for
semantic corpus development [4].
IV. S UPPORTING T OOLS
To improve the efficiency of the annotation [5] and to
facilitate the corpus processing and sharing, supporting tools
are required. We have developed a complete set of software
covering the data acquisition, dialog act annotation and segmentation, semantic annotation and annotation management.
The first step of the data processing is conversion of a plain
text into a format suitable for further annotation. This includes
the text tokenization and morphological analysis (obtaining
the morphological tags and the most probable lemma) using
PDT 2.0. For this task, a web service has been developed and
deployed.
The dialogue act segmentation is processed by the dialogue act editor. The output of dialogue act segmentation is
then imported into the abstract annotation editor. The editor
supports an advanced annotation methodology based upon
automatic lexical class identification and bootstrapping. Both
programs are GUI applications written in Java. The usability
and efficiency of the tools has been presented in [20].
The annotation manager software helps to deal with an
extensive semantic data. Some selected features are: A distribution of the sentences for the annotation among the
annotators; annotation merging including conflict checking;
various statistics (corpus statistics, annotation statistics, interannotation agreement, and annotator statistics). Again, this is
a GUI Java application (see Figure 2).
All presented software tools are licenced under GPL licence
and are publicly available from http://liks.fav.zcu.cz.
At the same web page you can find information about the
current state of the corpus, join the e-mail conference and
get involved into the process of creating the standard Czech
semantic corpus.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have proposed an activity to create a
standardized semantic corpus. We discussed issues that are
connected with the annotation process of such a corpus. The
basic parameters of the corpus to be created were described
together with the process of how to create it. The expected
impact of this article is to open a discussion of measuring
the performance of systems for semantic analysis so that the
results have an informative value.
Many recent articles about semantic analysis (e.g., [21],
[22], [23], including ours) were published with the results
measured on a private corpus. Our effort is to change this
state by introducing a standardized semantic corpus. In order
to be successful we, however, need a broad agreement on the
details of the corpus to be created. That prevents us from
creating such a corpus by ourselves and forces us to publish
a work in progress.
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Fig. 2.

A screenshots of the annotation editor and the annotation manager.
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Abstract—The Bobox framework is a platform for parallel
data processing. It can even be used as a database query
evaluation engine. However, it does not contain the means
necessary to compile and optimize the queries. A specialized
front-end is needed. This paper presents one such front-end,
which handles queries written using the SPARQL language.
The front-end also performs query optimizations taking the
specific features of the SPARQL language into account.
Keywords-SPARQL; Bobox; query optimization.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
The SPARQL language [1] is one of the most popular
RDF (Resource Description Framework [2]) query languages. There are several database engines that are capable
of evaluating SPARQL. Unfortunately, their performance is
still behind state-of-the-art relational and XML databases.
The Bobox parallel framework was designed to support
development of data-intensive parallel computations [3]. One
of the main motivation was to use it in web semantization
research we are currently conducting [4]. The main idea
behind Bobox is to connect large number of relatively
simple computational components into a non-linear pipeline.
This pipeline is then executed in parallel, but the interface
used by the computational components is designed in such
a way that they do not need to be concerned with the
parallel execution – issues like scheduling, synchronization
and race conditions. This system may be easily used for
database query evaluation, but a separate query compiler
and optimizer has to be created for each query language,
since Bobox only supports a custom low-level interface for
the definition of the structure of the pipeline.
Traditionally (for example in relational databases), query
execution plans have the form of directed rooted trees where
the edges indicate the flow of the data and all are directed
to the root. The nodes of the tree are the basic operations
used by the evaluation engine, like full table scan, indexed
access, merge join, filter etc. This maps well to the Bobox
archtecture, since the tree is a special case of the non-linear
pipeline supported by the system. Each operation is mapped
to one (or possibly a fixed combination of) components and
the components are connected in the same manner as in the
original evaluation plan.
We decided to take similar approach for SPARQL. An
example of a query evaluation plan is shown in the Figure
1. While the operations used by the SPARQL algebra
resemble operations used in the relational algebra, there are
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Query evaluation plan example

some more or less significant differences. This prevents the
relational algebra from being used directly by the SPARQL
evaluation engine. Furthermore, some optimizations used
in relational optimizers are not applicable for SPARQL,
since the several of the transformations that are used when
optimizing relational queries do not preserve the semantics
of the SPARQL queries.
The rest of the text is organized as follows: first, the issues
related to SPARQL execution, most notably the difference
from relational algebra, are discussed in the Section II.
Next, the Section III describes data representation used by
our system and the statistics we collect about the queried
data set. Sections IV and V describe the way in which the
query is parsed, transformed and the way in which the final
execution plan is generated from the transformed query. The
Section VI provides some evaluation of our approach. The
last section concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. SPARQL
The sematics of the SPARQL language is defined using
the SPARQL algebra. The algebra is similar to the relational
algebra, but there are several important differences.
The relational algebra works with relations (tables), while
the SPARQL algebra uses sets of variable mappings. Unlike
SQL, there are no NULL values in SPARQL. Instead, the
variable is left unbound. This is not just a minor technicality,
it significantly affects the way in which some operations
behave. There is no difference between an unbound variable
and variable that is not present at all. For example the
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SPARQL equivalent of left natural join produces a row (a
variable mapping to be exact) even when the tested variable
is unbound (which would also happen if the variable was not
present in the query at all), unlike SQL where the operation
is null-rejecting. This may prevent some optimizations like
join-reordering to be performed on SPARQL since they
could change the results under certain conditions. These
optimizations may still be performed, but care must be taken
to mind the specific constraints imposed by the SPARQL
algebra.
There are two main circumstances when this behavior
demonstrates. First, consider the following simple SPARQL
query with a OPTIONAL expression:
PREFIX f o a f : <h t t p : / / xmlns . com / f o a f / 0 . 1 / >
SELECT ? p e r s o n , ? c o n t a c t
WHERE {
? p e r s o n f o a f : mbox ? c o n t a c t
OPTIONAL( ? p e r s o n f o a f : phone ? c o n t a c t )
}

In this query, the contact variable is used both inside
and outside the OPTIONAL pattern. The resulting behavior
is that if the person has an email (foaf:mbox) the mail is
returned but if the mail is not present, but a phone number is
(foaf:phone), the phone number is returned. Performing this
operation is SQL requires a more complicated combination
of operations.
The second situation where different definition of left
joins demonstrates is when the OPTIONAL branch contains
FILTER operation. The operation cannot be performed on
just the data from that branch – it is an integral part of the
join operation and may filter even the data from the nonoptional branch, as in the following example:
PREFIX f o a f : <h t t p : / / xmlns . com / f o a f / 0 . 1 / >
SELECT ? p e r s o n , ? c o n t a c t
WHERE {
? pe rs on f o a f : age ?x
OPTIONAL( ? p e r s o n f o a f : name ? b FILTER ( ? x >18))
}

On the whole, this means that we cannot directly apply
optimization methods that were developed for SQL.
III. DATA REPRESENTATION AND STATISTICS
Currently, we only work with local data sets. We assume
that the data is stored in the most general model – one
”triple” table where all triples are stored. Besides that, we
have several indexes, which are in fact the same table but
with a specified order (using for example a B-tree). For
example, one index is sorted by predicate, subject and the
object. This may be used for example when we know the
values of predicate and subject and we need to get all objects
(and they are already sorted).
Besides the actual data and indexes, we need further
information – statistics about data for the cost based optimizations. Since the number of different predicates is usually
very limited, we can afford to store the number of distinct
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Figure 2.

SQGM example

Figure 3.

SQGPM example

triples for each predicate. On the other hand, the number
of subjects may be very high, so we only store the total
number of triples and the number of distinct predicates.
For the objects we use equal-height histograms [5]. This
provides a balance between the size of the statistics and
their precision – we do not store the number of triples for
each object value, but if one value is much more common
than the others, it would be detected from the histograms.
These statistics allow us approximate selectivity of basic
graph patterns.
We also try to make some approximations of the results
of join operations. We consider the average selectivity of
the join of two triples a1 , a2 , a3 and b1 , b2 , b3 with the
join condition in the form ai = bj – we only store one
number for each possible form (9 combinations) of the
join condition. Besides these general statistics, we use more
detailed information for situations where both predicates are
known. Then, there are four combinations on join conditions
(a1 , p, a2 and b1 , q, b2 joined on ai = bj ) for each pair of
predicates. This means we have 4 ∗ n2 values where n is
the number of predicates. This should still be manageable
amount of information.
During the optimization, the query evaluation plan is
stored in the form of the SQGPM (SPARQL Query Graph
Pattern Model) which we designed as an extension of the
SQGM model [6]. The difference is that instead of individual
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operations, the nodes of the tree are formed by groups of
operation – a group is a set of operations where the order
in which the operations are evaluated does not affect the
result of the operation. A SQGM model can be created by
replacing each group of operations with a tree composed
of those operations. This representation allows us to do
transformations that are performed before the order of join
operations is determined more easily, since the model is not
yet made unnecessarily complicated by the “insignificant”
joins (those whose order does not change the result of the
query).
An example of the SQGM is shown in the Figure 2 and the
corresponding SQGPM model in the Figure 3. They show
models of the example query from the previous section.
IV. Q UERY PARSING AND REWRITING
The compilation of a query is performed in several
consecutive steps. The first step is query parsing. The input
stream is parsed into the SQGPM model using standard
methods of lexical and syntactical analysis.
The next step is query rewriting. Since the queries to be
processed are not expected to be written optimally (duplicities, constant expressions, inefficient conditions, etc.), the
goal of this phase is normalization of the model. There are
four operations performed on the SQGPM model:
• Merging of included Group graph patterns
• Duplicity elimination
• Propagation of filter, distinct and reduced
• Projection of variables
Resulting tree is functionally equivalent to the original
one, but its evaluation can be more efficient and better
execution plan can be generated.
A. Merging of included group graph patterns
The goal of the merging phase is to detect group graph
patterns that can be merged with their parent group patterns
while preserving the equivalence of the SQGPM.
Consider the following query:
SELECT ∗
WHERE { ? x ? a ? b . { ? x ? y ? z . { ? a ? b ? c } } }

There is only one possible operation ordering when the
triples are grouped this way:
Join(?x ?a ?b, Join(?x ?y ?z, ?a ?b ?c))
Using such ordering the nested Join operation generates
a cartesian product that is consumed by the outer Join
operation. However, an equivalent representation of the
query is as:
SELECT ∗
WHERE { ? x ? a ? b . ? x ? y ? z . ? a ? b ? c }

This representation results in wider range of operation
ordering, e.g.:
Join(?x ?y ?z, Join(?x ?a ?b, ?a ?b ?c))
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Such ordering does not produce the cartesian product; it
uses smaller result sets and therefore is more efficient.
Nevertheless, not every group graph pattern (GGP) can
be merged to its parent GGP. The problem arises if GGP
contain both unbound variables and a Filter that defines
restrictions on the variables. These variables may be bound
in another GGP, in which case changing the scope of the
Filter operation may change the result of the query.
Bound variables cannot change their value, they are
safe with respect to the FILTER operation. The following
example IV-A demonstrates a case where merging of GGPs
is not possible:
SELECT ∗
WHERE {
? s rdf : type ? t .
{P . FILTER ( bound ( ? t ) ) }
}

P represents a graph pattern group for which the result set
contains the variable ?s and possibly unbound variable ?t.
Then the original representation rejects all tuples containing
the unbound variable ?t before joining the triple in the
parent GGP. On the other hand, if we first join the nested
GGP to the parent one and then perform the Filter, the
variable ?t will be bound by the parent GGP and the Filter
never removes such result.
B. Duplicity elimination
The goal of the next phase is to eliminate duplicate graph
patters. The following example demonstrates the problem:
SELECT DISTINCT ∗
WHERE {
? obj rdf : type ? t .
? obj rdf : type ? t
}

The query contains two equal triples ?obj rdf:type
?t. The execution of the second triple and the subsequent
join will not generate any new variable mapping not present
originally.
If only bound variables are present, there is no combination of rows that would produce a new, unique row. The size
of the result set is equal to the input set (possibly increased
by duplicates). Then the DISTINCT modifier removes all
duplicates which makes the result of the join equivalent to
the original results of the ?obj rdf:type ?t pattern.
This optimization may only be performed under the
following conditions:
• Duplicate may not under any circumstances generate
unbound variables
• The query is of the type DISTINCT or REDUCED
C. Propagation of Filter
Propagation of Filter means that we try to move it to the
lowest level (closest to the leaves of the tree that represents
the query plan) where all variables used in the Filter are
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still present. Early filtering reduces the size of the result
sets which speeds up subsequent operations.
Operation Filter where the expression is in a conjunctive
form is split into subexpressions using the operator AND.
Such splitting reduces the expression domain (the set of the
variables used in the Filter) and increases the probability of
its lower placement in the resulting tree.
Nevertheless, the Filter operation cannot be propagated
arbitrarily; presence of unbound variables prevents the propagation; see the following example.
SELECT DISTINCT ∗
WHERE { A . FILTER ( bound ( ? y ) ) . { B }}

where:
•

•

A, B are groups of operations with results:
A={{?x=1,?y=1}}
B={{?x=1}, {?x=2, ?y=2}}
FILTER(bound(?y)) is a filter that uses the (possibly unbound) variable ?y

The result is the set {{?x=1, ?y=1}}. If we propagated
the filter to the nested pattern, the result set would be
empty. Therefore we defined safe and unsafe variables and
conditions for Filter propagation:
•
•

Safe variable is bound for every possible tuple
Unsafe variable can be unbound for some tuple

If the Filter’s domain contains unsafe variables then it
is ordered behind the last group graph pattern operation in
the respective operation tree. If the Filter domain does not
contain unsafe variables and it is not a part of a group graph
pattern which forms the OPTIONAL branch of a LeftJoin
then it:
•
•

can be reordered behind the following operation (in a
direction to the root)
can be reordered before the preceding operation (in a
direction to leaves) if it is not an OPTIONAL branch
of the LeftJoin operation and all used variables are
available.

The Filter operations that are part of the OPTIONAL
branch of the LeftJoin operation cannot be reordered, since
the SPARQL language defines it to be an integral part of the
LeftJoin operation.
D. Propagation of Distinct and Reduced
If the query uses DISTINCT or REDUCED modifier,
the result set should have no duplicates – they should be
eliminated as the last step of the query evaluation. However,
under most circumstances, we can add this operation even
to deeper levels of the query plan, especially after Join (if
it is a merge join) and OrderBy operations, since the data is
ordered and the elimination of duplicates can be done very
cheaply.
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Figure 4.

Tree types

V. E XECUTION PLAN GENERATION
After the transformations described in the previous sections, we still need to transform the groups present in
the SQGPM model into a tree of join operations. This is
performed by a non-exhaustive search of the space of all
possible join types and combinations. We also have to select
the best strategy to access the data stored in the physical
store – select the best index to use, if any.
The query execution plan is built from bottom to the top
using dynamic programming to search a part of the search
space of all possible joins. We only consider left-deep trees
of join operations, i.e. the right operand of a join operation
may not be another join operation. See the Figure 4 for an
example – T1 is a left-deep tree, T2 is right-deep and T3 is
a bushy tree.
There is one exception to this rule. If there is no other way
to add another join operation than adding one that would
generate cartesian product, we try building the best plan
for the rest of the operations (recursively using the same
algorithm) and then join that plan with the one we already
have. This may eliminate the need to generate cartesian
products and results in an execution plan in the form of
a bushy tree. This modification greatly improved plans for
some of the queries we have tested and significantly reduced
the depth of the trees – some of the results were almost a
balanced binary tree.
The whole execution plan generation is performed by
the following algorithm according to the statistics and price
function that are able to provide an approximate cost for a
part of any execution (sub)plan:
generate plan ( group graph pattern )
begin
o p e r a t o r s := group graph pattern . c h i l d s ;
b u c k e t s : = empty ;
r e s u l t s : = empty ;
/ / Rating of f e a s i b l e data access options
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f o r e a c h op i n o p e r a t o r s do
f o r e a c h method i n op . m e t h o d s ( ) do
/ / Group o p e r a t o r r e c u r s i v e c a l l
i f method i s g r o u p t h e n
method : = g e n e r a t e p l a n ( method ) ;
end i f
c : = c o s t o f ( method ) ;
s : = s o r t o r d e r o f ( method ) ;
/ / The c h e a p e s t o n l y
i f b u c k e t s [ s ] . c o s t > c then
b u c k e t s [ s ] : = method ;
end i f
end f o r
end f o r
/ / Tree e x t e n s i o n
f o r i : = 1 t o | o p e r a t o r s | do
f o r e a c h t r e e i n b u c k e t s do
inops := not used o p e r a t o r s in t r e e ;
f o r e a c h op i n i n o p s do

Figure 5.

A simple query example
SELECT
5954
?name, ?person

//
//
//
if

Heuristics : skip the operators
that generate avoidable
cartesian products
c a r t h e s i a n && ! r e q u i r e d t h e n
continue ;
end i f
/ / Using j o i n i m p l e m e n t a t i o n s
f o r e a c h j t y p e i n j o i n t y p e s do
/ / H e u r i s t i c s : l e f t −d e e p t r e e
n e w t r e e : = o p j o i n ( t r e e , op ) ;
c := c o s t o f ( newtree ) ;
s := s o r t o r d e r o f ( newtree ) ;

MODIFIER[Distinct ]
5954
?name, ?person

JOIN [NestedLoops]
(?name = ?name2)
5954
?name, ?person

MODIFIER[Distinct ]
2750
?name, ?person

MODIFIER[Distinct Order By ]
2749

/ / Result : the cheapest f e a s i b l e plan
r e t u r n min from r e s ;
end

The main goal of the design of this algorithm is to
minimize the number of sort operations, make the best use of
merge-join operations and avoid joins that generate cartesian
products.
VI. E VALUATION
An efficient implementation of the evaluation components
for the Bobox system that could execute the generated query
plans is not yet available. This allowed us to perform only
two types of experiments so far: manually checking the plans
generated by the compiler and comparing the cost estimates
produced by the compiler with the actual size of the query
result and intermediate results.
We have tested the queries provided by the SP2 Bench
[7] benchmark suite for SPARQL. The Figure 5 shows an
example the plan produced for the following query:
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?name2

JOIN [Merge Join]

JOIN [Merge Join]

2750

980

?person

?name, ?person

SCAN [Index]
?person foaf:name ?name
4165

?person2

SCAN [Index]
?article rdf:type bench:Article
3969

SCAN [Index]
?person2 foaf:name ?name2
4165

?person2

JOIN [Merge Join]

2749
?article

?name2, ?person2

MODIFIER[Distinct Order By ]
979

?person

JOIN [Merge Join]

i f b u c k e t s [ s ] . c o s t > c then
buckets [ s ] := newtree ;
end i f
end f o r
end f o r
end f o r
buckets := r e s ;
end f o r

?name2

MODIFIER[Distinct ]
980

979
?article, ?person

?inproc, ?person2

SCAN [Index]
?article dc:creator ?person
6770

SCAN [Index]
?inproc dc:creator ?person2
6770

Figure 6.

Example of a bushy tree

?inproc

SCAN [Index]
?inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings
1413

SELECT ? a r t i c l e
WHERE {
? a r t i c l e r d f : t y p e bench : A r t i c l e .
? a r t i c l e ? property ? value
FILTER ( ? p r o p e r t y = s w r c : month )
}

A more complex example that demonstrates the bushy
trees that may be produced by the compiler is shown in
the Figure 6. We were able to compile all SELECT queries
defined by the SP2 Bench benchmark with satisfying results.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have created a working compiler that processes
SPARQL queries and generates plans to be executed by the
Bobox system. It performs a set of pre-defined optimizations
to transform the execution plan into an equivalent but more
efficient one. Then the query is further optimized by join
reordering using dynamic programing and a cost model to
asses the quality of the proposed execution plans.
An obvious next step is to implement the back-end of
the SPARQL processor into Bobox and perform experiments
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on an actual physical RDF store. We have already created
a subset of the back-end that can evaluate some of the
SP2 Bench queries that have been compiled by hand to use
only the specified subset of operations. The results of these
experiments seem promising especially in comparison to
current stat-of-the-art systems like Sesame [8].
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Abstract— This paper describes the design and implementation
of the “Semantic Generator” engine, which is used to transform and generate data from semantic formats, i.e., RDF,
OWL or N3, to semantic and non-semantic formats, i.e.,
RDF/XML or text. The proposed lightweight approach maximizes the reuse of existing, widespread technologies while also
allowing easy integration of new technologies. The generator
engine’s capacity is demonstrated and evaluated for two use
cases with different requirements. On the one hand, it performs annotation generation of mobile service descriptions. On
the other hand, the engine is used for mapping SIP messages
from and to ontologies in real-time scenarios. In both cases,
information available in a semantic format is mapped to the
resulting semantic or non-semantic annotations and vice versa.
Keywords - Semantic annotation, mobile services, microservice description, Session Initiation Protocol, IP Multimedia
Subsystem.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, semantic technologies have gained increasing interest in various fields of IT (Information technology),
like Semantic Web and Business Process Management. Recently, there are also ongoing research efforts and projects on
how these technologies can be leveraged in the field of telecommunications [1]. In particular, ontologies in the knowledge layers of telecommunication architectures play an increasing role for service platforms and mobile communications. As the integration of Telco, Internet and the Web takes
place, in order to achieve interoperability, telecommunication systems and services tend to rely on knowledge represented with the use of shared schemata, i.e., on ontologies
similar to those envisioned in the Semantic Web [2]. For
example, when users move between different service domains, service delivery platforms might be necessary to dynamically change the service resources in order to provide
the best user experience based on the context information or
user preferences, e.g., by switching from one network operator to another, or between similar service components provided by the different service providers. Given efficient interoperability and semantic policies, it could be possible to
substitute one service with another, if they can be proven to
be sufficiently similar [3]. Therefore, as it is the case with
services in general, semantic annotations will facilitate accurate service description, discovery and composition of telecommunications network services.
Among the many research projects in the engineering
field using semantic technologies, we will focus on two particularly interesting ones, which are carried out at the Tele-
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communications Research Centre Vienna (FTW), Austria,
i.e., m:Ciudad 1 and BACCARDI 2 . m:Ciudad addresses the
question of how to create and share micro-services between
the users of the mobile devices, where services should be
created and shared to other users on the spot. In this project,
service descriptions are generated out of information, which
is available in semantic formats like RDF (Resource Description Framework) [4] and OWL (Web Ontology Language)
[5] on the Web. For testing purposes, the service descriptions
are generated automatically according to defined rules and
schemata; and the users could share their own set up services
to groups of friends or an organization. On the other hand,
BACCARDI is an application-oriented research project with
a broad focus on next generation fixed and wireless networks
based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and using IMS
(IP Multimedia Subsystem) as a testbed platform. One of the
tasks in this context is to lift the header information of SIP
INVITE and BYE messages to semantically described resources (i.e., RDF/N3 (Notation 3)). Furthermore, the transformation of semantically described resources to SIP route
headers should be enabled to make round trips possible.
Eventually, this allows for the execution of high-level policies on a technical level [6].
This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
the problem statement and a brief survey on relevant related
work. Section III introduces our general approach and the
Semantic Generator engine as our proposal to solve the problem. Section IV discusses the application of our prototype for
the mentioned two case studies and presents results from our
evaluation. Section V summarizes and concludes the paper
with a brief outlook on the future work.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

The need for a transformation process that translates semantic data to semantic or non-semantic formats (and vice versa)
with some rules set up in between is common to both projects. On a higher level, such processes are generally needed
1

m:Ciudad is a FP7 STREP that focuses on enabling end-user-generated
mobile services. The project is running from 2007 to 2010, the consortium is comprised from 8 partners from several EU countries, coordinated by Robotiker-Tecnalia, Spain.
URI: http://www.mciudad-fp7.org.
2 BACCARDI (Beyond Architectural Convergence: Charging, Security,
Applications, Realization and Demonstration of IMS) is an Austrian
COMET project which has been carried out at the Telecommunications
Research Center Vienna from 2008 to 2010 in close collaboration with
Telekom Austria, mobilkom austria, Alcatel-Lucent Austria, Kapsch
CarrierCom and TU Vienna.
URI: http://www.ftw.at/ftw/research/projects/ProjekteFolder/COM-4.
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for automatic generation of semantic annotations and service
profiles, as well as for the purpose of testing and benchmarking large-scale search mechanisms. As large amounts of semantic annotations are time consuming and expensive to
produce by hand, the suggested service annotation generation
solution is of paramount importance, especially considering
the tremendous growth of the semantically annotated resources. Thus, the main contribution of this work is an approach and a prototype providing a configurable and flexible
way to generate and transform telecommunication services
annotations.
Related work provides several frameworks and applications, developed and applied to transforming and generating
services using semantic technologies. In [7], an approach is
chosen to generate Web services automatically from a service graph model. An abstract model of services is created,
and for this model a code generation is run to generate implementation files. However, this approach does not use semantic resources as an input. The approach chosen in [8]
makes use of software agents to parse HTML (Hyper Text
Markup Language) files and generates XML (eXtensible
Markup Language) from them, enriching them with specific
XML tags. Unfortunately it works on HTML only; therefore
this approach is not applicable to our problem as well. The
authors of [9] show how semantic data can be transformed to
non-semantic data exploiting the capabilities of Model
Driven Architecture in the domain of Business Process Engineering.
While these approaches work well in their specific domains, our goal is a more general solution, which can be
used for a broad scope of applications and facilitates building
user applications on proven traditional tools, while enabling
an easy integration of arbitrary semantic schemata. In our
solution, practically every semantic resource available on the
Web could serve as an input. This allows crawling and extracting relevant information from large volumes of interlinked ontologies and semantic annotation resources, particularly, the whole Linked Open Data Cloud [10].
III.

THE SEMANTIC GENERATOR ENGINE

A. Approach
While currently there are no ready to use applications available that can solve the entire transformation problem introduced previously, there are at least some frameworks available, which can be leveraged to fulfill parts of the requirements. Therefore, we combine these frameworks in order to
use the advantages of each tool and integrate them to an engine that produces the required results.
More specifically, the transformations addressed in our
work involve:
 Querying information from semantic resources,
 Querying information from SIP messages,
 Combining the data that has been extracted, and
 Formatting and splitting the data according to the requirements.
The engine is required to be able to read the semantic resources – in our case, RDF/XML, N3, and OWL – and also
to write, at least in RDF/XML format (for the m:Ciudad
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case) and in text/N3 format (for the BACCARDI case).
Moreover, the tool must able to reformat and split combined
data according to given rules. In addition, querying should be
performed similar to the well-known and standard SQL syntax in order for achieving an easy and familiar usage. The
extracted data should be able to be combined with or without
any repetition.
For an efficient employment of the available tools they
have to be combined using design patterns [11][12], which
are well known from software design. In general, a design
pattern is a template, which could be applied for several
situations in a certain condition in order to achieve a general
solution for a number of common problems, which happen
repeatedly. In order to achieve this we use “Pipes and Filters
Pattern” and “Adapter Pattern”.
In software engineering, Pipes and Filters usually mean
that the output or result of one application is used as input for
another one. The Pipes and Filters pattern in our case represents an architectural pattern for the overall application. Different forms of the inputs are passed to the first filter and are
processed there. This result is transferred to the second filter
for which it represents the input. This process repeats to the
next filter and so on. Therefore, this method is suitable to
transform the semantic data, in our case into an RDF/XML..
The Adapter pattern is also known as wrapper pattern (or
wrapper) and describes a technique used to make classes,
which have different interfaces that are compatible to each
other. An adapter may also be used to convert data to a suitable format. In our case, the adapter is used to wrap external
resources; in our case, XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation) and SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol
and RDF Query Language).
B. Main Engine
The main generator engine is the core integration layer built
upon the Pipes and Filters and the Adapter pattern. It represents an abstraction mechanism for the other frameworks,
provided they have serializable input and output, and rules
for controlling this transformation. This is achieved by implementing the common Filter interface. Fig. 1 shows the
important core classes of the generator, specifically the filter
interface that is implemented for example by the SPARQL
filter and the XSLT filter.

Figure 1. Class diagram (excerpt)
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1) Semantic Query Filter
Two semantic query filters have been implemented: the
SPARQL filter based on ARQ [13] using the Jena [14] toolkit, and a SeRQL (Sesame RDF Query Language) based
filter using the Sesame [15] toolkit. The SPARQL based
filter is our main filter for querying semantic resources in
this engine, whereas the SeRQL based filter is provided for
comparison to the SPARQL based filter, playing an important role for the engine has and involving three main steps:
 First, the filter takes the semantic files, such as RDF
file, N3 file, OWL file, as the input.
 Using specific sets of rules, the input files are then
stored where the query is stored, either in SPARQL
or in SeRQL.
 Finally, the output is an XML file from the results of
the SPARQL and SeRQL query language. Both of
them use the XML result format from SPARQL such
that they can be easily replaced by each other.
2) SIP Query Filter
In this filter, the engine is assigned to separate the SIP messages into different fields for reasoning purpose. The input of
the SIP query filter consists of SIP messages, which are in
text format. The algorithm translates the SIP messages into
N3 serialization to be passed to a reasoner, which is supposed to infer information over semantically annotated data,
based on logical rules. In our engine, this serialization can
theoretically be set to another format file, depending on
which rule is set. The input is read from the InputStream
and saves the result as a string. JAIN API [16] is used to
parse the string into a SIP message, before the default Jena
model is initialized. The filter is set to find out if the SIP
message is a SIP request or a SIP response. When the message is already defined, its content then is separated to different fields as Subject - Predicate - Object "sentences" in the
Jena model under the condition that the related field is not
null. The message is handled differently according to the SIP
request or SIP response. The result is written to an OutputStream.
3) Combining Filter
The purpose of this filter is to combine the queried output
results from the semantic filter. The input for this filter consists of the output results that are written in an XML file
format from a semantic query filter. This filter has different
sets of rules for different purposes of output result; the rules
can be defined as requested. The filter combines the rules
and orders the elements, generates a maximum of results and
optionally considers uniqueness. The output of this filter is in
XML file format. The filter reads the config file, where it can
be specified if every input shall only be used once. Furthermore, this filter will take care of randomizing the results. The
output will be written as a result in XML.
4) Formatting Filter
The output result of the previous filter is not formatted yet
with respect to the user’s design, hence this procedure is
done in this filter. Two formatting filters have been imple-
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mented: one based on XSLT, another one based on XQuery
(XML Query Language).
IV.

CASE STUDIES

Having outlined our general approach in Section III, we will
now discuss two case studies where the suggested transformation approach has been applied, i.e., the research projects
m:Ciudad project and BACCARDI.
A. m:Ciudad
As already mentioned earlier, the m:Ciudad case study is
focusing on semantic descriptions of mobile micro-services.
For this purpose, a tool is required, which is able to transform available semantic data written in RDF or OWL file
form to XML file form.
During the transformation, the data of semantic descriptions in the form of RDF or OWL should be extracted, combined/integrated, and reformatted to different RDF formats
according to the requirements. As input and output formats
may change, the transformation should be able to be adapted
in a flexible way.
In order to create mobile service descriptions, RDF and
OWL files constitute the input for our engine. These inputs
are queried and combined using the SPARQL filter over the
Linked Open Data Clouds [17], and the result is persisted to
an XML file. The output file of the first filter then becomes
the input file for the XSLT filter, which has again XML files
as output. This process could be developed to filters that are
piped, to support additional input or transformations, i.e., the
parsing/writing of SIP messages or replacing XSL transformations by another XML transformation language.
The implementation of this engine, which queries RDFand OWL-based knowledge bases, generates any required
number of various service annotation datasets required for
our testing and benchmarking purposes. These datasets are
compliant with the m:Ciudad’s schemata of the Service Profile, i.e., the basic annotation of a service, and the Service
Capability, i.e., annotation of basic service behavior and requirements. Each element has been formulated in different
fields according to what has been set on the rule. The number
of created datasets is large enough to be used, particularly,
for performance evaluation of the micro-service employment
algorithms.
Figure 2. and the subsequent listings illustrate the
m:Ciudad solution in more detail. Listing 1 represents one of
the input files, i.e., the bloggers.rdf, which is an RDF store
conforming to the FOAF (Friend of a Friend) ontology.
Listing 2 shows the configuration file that drives the transformation process. Listing 3 shows the configuration rule for the
first filter in the pipe, i.e., the SPARQL filter. An SQL-like
query asks the name from the FOAF ontology. In this query,
abbreviations for namespaces are defined using the keyword
’PREFIX’. Variables begin with a ’?’. The query listed
here basically translates to: Find an entity x that has a
foaf:name, bind this name to the variable CapabilityName and return it. Listing 4 shows the intermediate result
for the capability name. Listing 5 shows the configuration file
of the combining filter as a result of the SPARQL query
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above. In order to reformat the information and structure it
according to a service profile, an XSL stylesheet is used,
which is shown in Listing 6. As the intermediate result contains all the result rows in one file, it is necessary to split
them in different files; this is achieved using a Xalan specific
instruction (xalan:write) for every sparql:result element. For every sparql:binding, one element is created in the
example. E.g., if the binding is for CapabilityName, a
udlcp:Capability element is created. An attribute is
created for it, which has an attribute datatype, whose
value is set to string (using the corresponding XML schema
datatype). The value of the sparql:literal or
sparql:uri element in the input is put as content of the
created element. Finally, Listing 7 shows the resulting service
capability. The capability name derives from the foaf:name
in the foaf ontology.

CapabilityDescription
...
Listing 5. Combining filter configuration
<stylesheet version="1.0"
extension−element−prefixes="xalan"
...
<output method="xml" encoding="ISO−8859−1" indent="yes" />
...
<template match="sparql:result">
<xalan:write select="concat(’capability−’,position(),’.rdf’)">
<udlcp:Capability> <apply−templates />
</udlcp:Capability>
</xalan:write>
</template>
<template match="sparql:binding">
<if test="@name = ’CapabilityName ’">
<udlcp:CapabilityName>
<attribute name="datatype"namespace="&rdf;#">
&xsd;#string
</attribute>
<value−of select="sparql:literal|sparql:uri"/>
</udlcp:CapabilityName>
</if>
...
Listing 6. Formatting filter configuration: XSL Stylesheet

Figure 2. mCiudad solution
<foaf:Agent rdf:nodeID="ni93487857">
<foaf:name> Pasta N Pizzor </foaf:name>
<foaf:weblog>
<foaf:Document
rdf:about="http://www.example.com/pastapizzor">..
Listing 1. Input file: Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) RDF
<generatorConfiguration>
<workflow name="CapabilityWF">
<filter class="id.shc.genie.SparqlFilter">
<input>http://danbri.org/foaf.rdf</input>
<output>../work/CapabilityName.xml</output>
<rule>../etc/CapabilityName.sparql</rule>
</filter>...
Listing 2. Transform: Workflow Configuration file
PREFIX foaf : <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
SELECT ? CapabilityName
WHERE { ?x foaf :name ?CapabilityName . }
Listing 3. SPARQL filter configuration
<sparql>
<head> <variable name="CapabilityName"/> </head>
<results><result>
<binding name="CapabilityName">
<literal xml:lang="en"> Pasta N Pizzor </literal>
</binding></result>...
Listing 4. SPARQL Profile result
COMBINE 100 :
CapabilityID unique
CapabilityName
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<udlcp:Capability
xmlns:udlcp="http://www.mciudadfp7.org/schemas/udlcp#">
<udlcp:CapabilityID>59</udlcp:CapabilityID>
<udlcp:CapabilityName>Pasta N Pizzor</udlcp:CapabilityName>
...
Listing 7. Output file: Service Capability RDF/XML

Summarizing, the engine supports two different languages for semantic queries, based on two different frameworks and two different XML transformation languages, in
order to investigate how the flexibility of the engine is able
to cope with different applications.
B. BACCARDI
In the BACCARDI use case, semantic web based policy
definitions are enabled, which compose and control application services hosted in an IMS core network. In the
BACCARDI Service Oriented Data-driven Architecture
(BACCARDI SODA) working group, a N3-based semantic
reasoner, the so-called “policy engine” [17][18], is used to
make semantic policy-based decisions on how to combine or
modify behavior of application services, which communicate
via SIP or ISC (IMS Service Control), respectively (ISC is
an extension of SIP for call and service control purposes in
IMS). Instead of talking to the application services directly,
the SODA architecture proposes to intercept SIP INVITE
and BYE messages to cancel, redirect or manipulate message
information based on policy decisions of the reasoner, and
thus to compose and control service behavior in real time.
In the BACCARDI case, SIP messages have to be transformed to N3 statements, which are subsequently sent to the
reasoner over HTTP. The answers received from the rea-
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soner in terms of N3 have to be parsed, and accordingly SIP
headers are manipulated.
For this purpose, SIP messages have to be intercepted by
a SIP proxy servlet. These messages have to be translated to
N3, for which a special filter is needed. As this is the only
transformation step, it shall be able to directly embed the
filter into the corresponding servlet, without having to use
the engine for setting up the transformation. Figure 3. depicts
the basic solution for the BACCARDI case, while Figure 4.
shows how servlet container, SIP proxy servlet, SIP2N3 filter and the reasoner service work together.

Figure 3. BACCARDI solution

Bob’s phone doesn’t ring, instead Charlie gets Alice’s calls.
Charlie answers the call and the answer 200 OK message
from the forward number, see Listing 12.
During our practical experiments, we observed that the
engine gives proper response and translates the original messages to N3 for reasoning purposes. In the BACCARDI
SODA case, the implementation of this engine has successfully transformed the header information from SIP INVITE
and BYE messages to semantic annotated data instances according to the BACCARDI SODA ontology. The header
information from SIP INVITE and BYE messages are transformed to N3; also SIP route headers can be manipulated,
based on the results of the N3 based reasoner according to
the BACCARDI SODA ontology, in order to send, cancel or
forward SIP messages to other application servers.
INVITE sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244 SIP/2.0
Max-Forwards: 70
Content-Length: 255
To: "Bob"<sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244>
Contact: <sip:Alice@128.131.202.184:62901>
Cseq: 1 INVITE
Content-Type: application/sdp
From: "Alice"<sip:Alice@test.com>;tag=684e0942...
Listing 8. Scenario Forward: Original SIP invite message
<request> sip:contact
"<<sip:Alice@128.131.202.184:62901>>" .
<request> sip:cSeq 1 .
<request> sip:protocol "SIP/2.0" .
<request> sip:content_type "application/sdp" .
<request> sip:request_url
"<sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244>" .
<request> sip:max_forwards 70 .
<request> sip:to
"sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244" .
<request> sip:content_length 255 .
<request> sip:from "sip:Alice@test.com" .
<request> a
sip:INVITE .
...
{<response> soda:action ?a} => [] .
{<response> soda:add_header ?b} => [] .
{<response> soda:delete_header ?c} => [] .
{<response> soda:append_value ?d} => [] .

Figure 4. Setup for Baccardi

For the BACCARDI use case, the result has been applied
to different scenario episodes. The result is shown in log
files, demonstrating the reaction of the engine to the scenarios that have been set up. As a specific example, we now
consider the “Forward” scenario, which is applied to check
when the SIP user agent makes a call and this call is then
forwarded to another participant. Suppose the caller is defined as Alice and the callee is defined as Bob, while Charlie
is define as the one whom the call shall be forwarded to.
Listing 8 shows how the original log file of the SIP INVITE
message looks like. This SIP request is translated to N3
when passing the engine, and forwarded to the reasoner. As
we can see in Listing 9, the SIP INVITE message has been
translated to N3 for reasoning purposes. The reasoner answers with "FORWARD" using Charlie’s username/number.
Listing 10 shows the response of the reasoner mock, and Listing
11 shows the modified forward SIP INVITE message, where
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Listing 9. Scenario Forward: SIP invite message translated to N3
<response> soda : action soda : forward . <response> soda:forward_address
"sip:Charlie@128.131.202.184:51267".
Listing 10. Scenario Forward: Reasoner answer
INVITE sip:Charlie@128.131.202.184:51267 SIP/2.0
Max-Forwards: 70
Content-Length: 255
To: "Bob"<sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244>
Contact: <sip:Alice@128.131.202.184:62901>
Cseq: 1 INVITE
Content-Type: application/sdp
From: "Alice"<sip:Alice@test.com>;tag=684e0942...
Listing 11. Scenario Forward: Modified SIP invite message
SIP/2.0 200 OK
Record-Route:
<sip:128.131.202.184:5060;lr;fid=server_1>
Content-Length: 253
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To:
"Bob"<sip:Bob@128.131.202.184:22244>;tag=126fb82d
Contact: <sip:Charlie@128.131.202.184:51267>
Cseq: 1 INVITE
Content-Type: application/sdp
From: "Alice"<sip:Alice@test.com>;tag=684e0942...

engine is flexible, and its behavior can be changed easily by
adapting configuration files. Furthermore, the extensible
architecture of the engine also allows the user to create their
own filters according to their needs with reasonable effort,
which underlines once more the efficiency of our solution.

Listing 12. Scenario Forward: 200 OK message
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a library for creating
automatic annotations for entities and concepts inside any
textual content. The tool is based on DBpedia. In particular, the
annotations are generated using the DBpedia link structure as a
source of knowledge for Word Sense Disambiguation. DBpedia
is used as a reference to obtain information on lexicographic
relationships. By using such information in combination with
statistical information extraction techniques, it is possible to
deduce concepts related to the terms extracted from a corpus.
Moreover, by combining statistical information extraction with
named entity recognition and the use of the OKKAM ENS
infrastructure, it is also possible to obtain unique annotations
for entities in the content. The advantage of this approach, in
addition of improving information retrieval and categorization
capabilities, consists in the fact that the generate concept and
entity annotations can be referred to with unique identifiers
around the Web. For this reason different description for the
same entity or concept can be semantically aggregated from
the Web.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A common practice to avoid information overloading is to
enable efficient access to a resource by associating to documents a set of metadata which describe their content. These
metadata usually provide additional information about the
content of the resources they are describing, such as author,
main topic, language, etc. Descriptions should have a high
level of semantics in order to be used for answering human
needs of classification and retrieval. Various standardized
metadata descriptors, which fulfill these requirements to
different extents, are available today.
Metadata can be manually generated this is costly, time
consuming and can be error-prone. Also the agreement
between annotators can notably differ and usually requires
domain expertise and controlled vocabularies. Since the
amount of documents people are dealing with is constantly
increasing, manual annotation faces increasing challenges
in terms of sustainability. However, knowing what a document is about is of fundamental importance for effective
knowledge management. Automatic or semi-automatic techniques can be employed instead as an alternative to human
annotation. The limitation of automatic annotation is usually
low recall when annotations are missing, low precision
when the annotations are inaccurate, or the extraction of
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relationships [1] among them. Additionally, annotations
alone do not establish the semantics of the vocabulary used
in the annotations.
A solution to this problem can be inspired by the Semantic
Web. The Semantic Web as envisioned in [2] allows semantic interoperability between machines and users. It provides
a stack of languages for supporting the representation of
knowledge, in the form of ontologies and metadata. Semantic Web technologies aim to annotate documents based
on domain Ontologies. In this way the semantics of the
produced annotations are well defined. An ontology [3]
is a conceptualization of a domain with a controlled vocabulary and grammar for describing objects and the relations
between them in a formal way. Ontologies are populated
with individuals, often referred to as (named) entities. Typical entities are specific (individual) people, organizations,
events, artifacts (“Mona Lisa”), places, products, etc.
The vision of the Semantic Web involves re-use mainly
of the schematic parts of ontologies, i.e. concepts and their
definition. Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used for
referring to any resource, relations between resources can be
stated in RDF [4] statements, and the vocabulary used for
describing these relations is specified using RDF Schema
[5] or OWL citeowl ontologies. The benefit of using this
kind of formalization is that information can rather easily
be aggregated (by detecting identical URIs in datasets), and
that they enable certain kinds of reasoning (e.g., about class
hierarchies) that can produce query results beyond what is
currently possible using relational databases or information
retrieval systems.
The environment described in this paper aims to provide
a way for automatically generating semantic annotations for
a given text compliant with best practices of the Semantic
Web, being easy interlinking and distributedness. We thus
enable extraction and sharing of the knowledge implicit in
content, on the Web. For guaranteeing domain independence,
the tool is based on the DBpedia [7] knowledge. DBpedia
can be considered a light weight ontology which spans
different domains. In this way, any type of content can be
annotated by Cosema library.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the next
section we will give a brief overview of the related work.
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In Section III we describe a novel approach for automatic
generation of concepts and entities semantic annotations. In
Section IV we will evaluate the quality of the automatic
generated annotations. The conclusions summarize our contribution to the Semantic Annotation field.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Semantic Web technologies aim to automatically or semiautomatically annotate documents based on domain ontologies. In this way the semantics of the produced annotations
are well defined. Semantic annotations define in a formal
way concepts and relationships between them. There are
different approaches from manual to automatic generation
of annotations. In [1] a review of the state of the art in the
field is presented.
The use of annotations has been investigated in various
fields. Examples include: television and radio news [8],
bioinformatics [9], heritage [10] and content classification
of web pages [11] Human annotation is costly, time
consuming and prone to errors. Also the agreement between
annotator can notably differ and requires domain expertise.
Cucerzan in [12] described an interesting approach for
associating Name Entities in a corpus with Wikipedia definitions. The goal of this approach is similar to ours, the
main difference is that we do not limit the corpus analysis
to Name Entities and we considered also multilanguage
material. They explored various strategies to decrease the
numbers of attributes to consider. They reduce the context
information by extracting entities with a certain number of
mentions in the article or using some TF-IDF threshold.
For learning about topic dependencies for annotation, in this
paper we consider only strong links [13] among articles.
Synarcher [14] is another work based on Wikipedia
knowledge, which searches for synonyms and related terms
in the Wikipedia category structure and analyzing hyperlinks
between pages. The algorithm could be used to extend
queries in a search engine, or as an assistant for forming
a dictionary of synonyms. Another work which explores
categories in Wikipedia is the one of Chernov et al. [15].
The authors suggest that semantic information can be extracted from Wikipedia by analyzing the category structure
and they propose a way to calculate a connectivity ratio
which correlates with the strength of the semantic connection
among them. Wikipedia categories are also used for document classification by Schonhofen [16] and by Thom et al.
[17] for improving entity ranking effectiveness. Watanabe
et al. present another work on Name Entity categorization
[18] based on category information extracted from the linked
HTML text in the articles. Syed et al. in [19] describe an
approach for identifying topics and concepts associated with
a set of documents. The approach is based on the Wikipedia
category graph for predicting generalized concepts and uses
article links to help predict concept when an article is not
associated with a specific category.
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Adafre and de Rijke [20] firstly analyzed the link
structure in Wikipedia, in 2005. They tackle the problem of
missing links between articles. For doing this they cluster
similar pages based on similar link structure and then they
examined these cluster to find missing links between them.
Voss [21] described the Wikipedia link structure as a power
law function in which there is an exponential growth of links.
Whenever a non-existing article is linked is more likely
someone will create it. Kamps and Koolen [22] examined
Wikipedia link structure and stated that link structure is
an indicator of relevance especially if considering links
between pages retrieved in response to a search request.
In other words links can help defining a context and can
improve performance in information retrieval. Hyperlinks
structure in Wikipedia is also used for calculating related
pages to an article. Ollivier and Senellart [23] process
these relationships using Green Measures which is a function
introduced in electrostatic theory for computing the potential
created by a charge distribution. Green measures are applied
as a finite Markov chain to a graph modeled by hyperlinks
among Wikipedia articles.
Mihalcea in [24] and [25] discuss the use of Wikipedia
for Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). In [24], the author
reports about the use of Wikipedia content for avoiding
the bottleneck in WSD of not having enough examples of
a term usage. In her approach, she selects all paragraphs
in Wikipedia which contain a contextualized reference to
an ambiguous term in the link label and then maps the
different Wikipedia annotations to word senses instead of
relying on the Wikipedia disambiguation pages. This is due
to the face that sometimes not all meanings are elicited in the
disambiguation page. Finally, the labels which describe the
possible senses for a word are manually mapped to WordNet
senses. In this way the number of example for each word
can increase improving the performance of a classifier. In
her second work [25], Mihalcea describes an use case of
her WSD algorithm to an application which associate terms
in an input text to Wikipedia definitions. The keyword extraction from the text is done using a controlled vocabulary.
WSD is done in three different ways. Using a KnowledgeBased calculating the overlap of the Wikipedia definition
with the paragraph where the text occurs (similar to Lesk
algorithm). A second approach that has also been tested in
[25] is a data-driven method which use a machine learning
classifier, giving as a training all the occurrences where the
word is found in the link plus all the possible Wikipedia
definition articles, which represents the possible meanings.
Additionally they experimented also a combination of the
first two approaches.
The OKKAM research project [26] is an attempt to solve
the identity problem on the Semantic Web. OKKAM aims
to enable and bootstrap the Web of Entities, a global decentralized information space in which every entity is identified by a global identifier, and in which global identifiers are
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consistently used for specifying relations between entities,
across system boundaries. As the World Wide Web (WWW)
was the result of integrating local Webs of documents into
a global (universal) space of resources addressable through
global identifiers (the well-known URLs), so the Web of
Entities will be the result of integrating local webs of entities
(i.e. any local space of information about a collection of
entities, like a directory, a catalogue, an information system,
a knowledge base, a database, a data intensive web site,
and so on) into a global information space where every
entity is identified through a global (universal) identifier.
However, with respect to the WWW, the domain of entities
is extended beyond the realm of digital resources, and links
between entities are extended beyond hyperlinks to include
virtually any type of relation. As a result, the vast amount of
information, which today is not integrated, could be aligned
and become part of a global information space that has
entities as pivot objects, instead of documents.
III. G ENERATION OF S EMANTIC A NNOTATIONS
In this section, we describe how we extract semantic
annotations from textual content. Those annotations express
the most important concepts and entities in text content.
There are two interfaces for accessing the functionality of the
Cosema library, a web interface and a Web service interface.
As input the system receives a text passage and it returns
semantic annotations for contained entities and concepts.
The annotations are represented by using Semantic Web
URI. In this way by resolving the URI is possible to gather
a detailed description of the meaning of the annotation.
A. Disambiguation Process
This section describes the WSD process we used for
discriminating the correct meaning of a term based on the
context where the term was found. The approach is based
on the DBpedia link structure which can be assimilated to
the Wikipedia link structure. The link structure in Wikipedia
draws a huge network between pages which facilitates the
navigation and the understanding of concepts.
The type of link we are interested in for WSD are what
we called “strong links”. We define a strong link as a
bidirectional connection between two pages. A page Po has
a strong link with page Pd if in Po exists a link to Pd and
in Pd there is a link back to Po .
Po ←→ Pd

(1)

A link in Wikipedia is considered to be strong if the page
it points to has a link back to the starting page.
The WSD approach included in the Cosema library uses
DBpedia as a source of Knowledge.
The first step for calculating semantic annotations is
related to information extraction (IE). Cosema uses two IE
methods: a statistical one based on TF-IDF measure and
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a name entity recognizer (NER) (two commercial and one
opensource NER has been evaluated).
A term vector containing the most important terms on a
document is extracted based on the TF-IDF measure and
combined with the results of the NER. The disambiguation
for an ambiguous term or entity is calculating by matching
the term with a DBpedia or OKKAM identifier. The process
takes into account the document domain which is defined by
the terms in the same document.
In Wikipedia and so in DBpedia, different word senses
are represented through a so-called disambiguation page.
Each article in Wikipedia is identified by its title. The title
consists of a sequence of words separated by underscores.
When the same concept exists in different domains that name
is concatenated with a string composed by a parenthetical
expression which denotes the domain where the word has
a specific sense. If a query ambiguously identifies more
senses, a disambiguation page is called.
The algorithm for creating a semantic annotation uses
two different resources for annotating entities or concepts.
For entity annotations Cosema relies on the knowledge
of OKKAM ENS which already includes all the DBPedia
entities. While it uses DBpedia directly for disambiguating
concepts and in the case of entities that are not present
in the OKKAM ENS. It follows a separate description for
the two methodologies. The results of the IE phase are
two lists, one with the extracted entities derived from the
NER and the second is a term vector coming from the
statistical IE. Each of the extracted entities is looked up in
OKKAM. In case of entity type ”‘Person”’ there is the need
of minimum two words (since the ambiguity of using just a
last name or a name as discrimination will be too high) to
be passed to OKKAM otherwise the entity will be resolved
with the procedure used for the concepts which deals with
ambiguity by taking into account the context where the
word was located. If the entity is present in OKKAM then
OKKAM identifiers and the entity alternative identifiers will
be returned (i.e., the DBpedia identifier can be an alternative
identifier).
For generating annotations for concepts or for entities in
case of failure of the OKKAM lookup, the procedure will
analyze every term present in the term vector created out of
the text given as input. The term vector is defined as:
Ti=1..N = {wij }j={1..25}
where i identify a specific document, and j a term in the
term vector. For each candidate definition pijk , where k is
the k-th possible definition, we consider only its strong links
(the concept and its links are searched in DBpedia through
the SPARQL endpoint).
Szijk = Sz (pijk )z={1..M },k={1..Q}

(2)
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where Q is the number of senses for pij and M is the number
of strong links for the k-th sense.
Therefore Szijk is the z-th strong link for the k-th sense
of the j-th term of the i-th document. Hence, a strong link
represents a bidirectional relation between two DBpedia
pages. All strong links Szijk for every term wij are taken
into account for computing the disambiguation process and
to be used in the query suggestion and summarization task.
The best definition among the candidates is the one having
the majority of words wij in the presentation material Ti in
common with the target article name anchored from a strong
link.
We can write this concept as function f (i, j, k) where i
identifies a specific document, j a term in the term vector
and k a candidate definition for the term j. The function
f (i, j, k) will help us selecting the page pij which has the
maximum number of elements in the intersection between
the term vector for a presentation Ti and the target article
name of the selected hard links for the candidate DBpedia
definition pages, pijk . The function f (i, j, k) is defined as:

f (i, j, k) = |Ti ∩ Szijk,z={1..M } |
where z is the i-th strong link for the candidate page pijk .
The symbol | indicates the cardinality of the expression.
The correct definition page pij will be identified among the
pijk pages by selecting the k such that |f (i, j, k)| has the
largest value.
pij = pijk
which indexes are found by
maxk |f (i, j, k)|
For example if we analyze an e-Learning document (document 1) about Java Programming whose (simplified) vector
is defined by:
T1 = {set, map, array, list, java, computer, collection}
We consider the case of finding the right DBpedia definition
for the term collection which is part of document 1. In
the disambiguation page are listed the definitions for ”Collection(computing)” and ”Collection(museum)”. For each of
these pages we analyze the strong links counting the number
of elements in common with the words in the term vector
of the e-Lecture document in exam:
S171 Collection (computing) =
{oriented, class, map, tree, set, array, list} ;
S172 Collection (museum) = {curation, curator} ;
The group CE, contains the elements in common between
the term vector and the strong link for each candidate page:
CE = T1 ∩ S171 Collection (computing)
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CE = T1 ∩ S172 Collection (museum)
Since words in a term vector are stemmed, the strong links
must be stemmed as well before comparing them with the
keywords in the term vector. We choose the DBpedia definition page among the candidate pages to be the one which has
the maximum number of elements in CE. In the example, we
have |f 171| = 3 (case of Collection (computing)) while
|f 172| = 0 (case of Collection (museum)). Therefore the
disambiguated meaning of term P1 7 (i.e. collection) is correctly found to be Collection (computing). The expected
result of the process is a complete disambiguated term vector
T di composed of disambiguated words wdij .
T di=1..N = {wdij }j={1..25}

For improving the accuracy of the results we do not insert in
the candidate pages only the ones with an exact match to a
word in the analyzed text but all the pages which begin with
that word. In this way, we are sure to include in the candidates definitions all the declinations and possible domain.
More specifically, there are cases where ambiguous words
are not linked to the articles mentioned by a disambiguation
page, but instead they are mentioned in the related concepts
section or a disambiguation page does not exist.
The disambiguation process access DBpedia online
through the Web service interface, while other approaches
presented also in the related work section use Wikipedia
directly. The major drawback of using Wikipedia instead
of DBpedia is that Wikipedia is not structured and there
is not API for automatically accessing its content. For this
reason for accessing Wikipedia content there is the need of
using Natural Language processing techniques directly on
the online version with very poor processing performance
or installing and using the Wikipedia dumps. The dumps
supply a complete database with the Wikipedia content; the
drawbacks of this solution are in maintaining and keeping
the local Wikipedia copy up to date for then calculating
semantics on it. Using DBpedia instead is a very fast,
lightweight and always up to date alternative for collecting
information about Wikipedia content.
IV. E VALUATION
Assessing the quality of an application is very difficult and
depends highly on human expertise. We evaluated the quality
of the described approach in WSD. The idea behind our
approach is based on a link analysis of DBpedia definition
pages. In, our previous work [13], we supplied evidence that
since links among Wikipedia pages connect articles that are
semantically related and likely on the same context, the link
structure also provides a way for identifying relationships
among topics. Furthermore, we want to investigate how
strong these relationships are, based on the type of link
that exists between the documents. In particular, we suppose
that if there is a symmetrical link relationship among two
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Evaluation type
Wikipedia Based Corpus Tagging
DBpedia Based Corpus Tagging

Precision
73.4%
76.1%

Table I
WSD C OMPARISON

pages, the strength of the link denotes the most important
connections for describing a subject. In this section we want
to evaluate how good is the approach in creating semantic
annotations and for doing this we have to focus on evaluating
the WSD task at the base of our approach.
The objective of the evaluation is to assess the quality
of the system in recognizing different word sense. In this
section we want to explore if the approach can produce good
annotations for describing the content of generic text.
For this purpose we have collected sixteen text passages
in English, from various sources: newspapers, encyclopedia,
text books and random Web pages. We asked two annotators
to manually annotate the passages using three titles of
Wikipedia articles for restricting the vocabulary possibilities.
Next, we compared the annotations automatically generated
with the manual ones using two testers. The testers after
careful reading of each text passage had to judge the
correctness of the automatic annotations taking into account
the difference in semantics between them and the manual
ones by expressing a quality value from zero to one. A
zero quality value means that the automatic annotations
does not describe the text passage and they are completely
unrelated with the manual annotations and one means that
the automatic annotation perfectly describe the text content
and can be the same as the manual annotations. We let
the testers free to autonomously decide the other values in
the interval by judging the semantic error of the automatic
annotations.
In order to calculate the result of the experiment we
consider the manual annotation to be exact and we compare the automatic ones against them. Based on the two
tester judgment the precision on our test collection of the
automatic generated annotations is 75%.
This result is consistent, as shown in table I, with a previous evaluation we made using Wikipedia dumps for calculating WSD. This underlines that for concept disambiguation
the information included in the DBpedia representation is
sufficient for gathering the same accuracy results as with
Wikipedia. This result support our assumption that DBpedia
knowledge can be used as Wikipedia for creating semantic
annotations with the advantage of a faster processing time
and easier accessibility.
During the word sense evaluation we were also considering the correctness of the meaning of the annotation
by pointing it to a Wikipedia article, for this reason the
precision value is lower since some errors can occur in
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the sense disambiguation while the annotation word is
still correct. For example for a text about the “9/11” an
annotation Attack could be consider correct but the meaning
of the connected article given by our algorithm was “Attack
(30 Seconds to Mars song)” which is wrong. In the WSD
evaluation the objective was to have both correct annotation
and sense, on the automatic tagging evaluation the focus was
only on the correct annotation. Moreover in the test we only
compared the results for concept annotations and not entities
annotations since our previous Wikipedia based approach
was not able to distinguish between entities and concepts.
Even though we do not present this type of comparison, the
persons who took the test admit that the entity annotations
where able to give either an higher level categorization of
the text in case of events or a more specific definition in
case of person entities.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented a library tool for automatic generation
of concepts and entities annotations about content. The
library can be accessed through a Web interface or Web
Services. In the paper the WSD approach behind the tool
is described and evaluated. DBpedia has been used as
a knowledge resource for WSD. The cross-links between
DBpedia entries allows us to discover important relations
between concepts. We applied the presented work in a
digital library environment for automatically annotating and
enabling searches and navigation through an unstructured
multimedia and in another tool for creating multimedia
presentation. The good results of the evaluation suggest that
our approach might be applied in different scenarios such
as text categorization and document classification, where
it is crucial to automatically extract semantic information
from content. This underlines the genericity and usefulness
of the work presented in this paper. In the future we plan
to add the functionality of generating an RDFa description
of the annotations to be included where the content will be
published. In this way semantic search engine will easily
discover the annotated content.
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Abstract—In this paper, the architecture and evaluation of
a new system for recognizing textual entailment (RTE) is
presented. It is conceived as an adaptable and modular environment allowing for a high-coverage syntactic and semantic text
analysis combined with logical inference. For the syntactic and
semantic analysis it combines an HPSG-based deep semantic
analysis with a shallow one supported by statistical models
in order to increase the quality and accuracy of results. For
recognizing textual entailment we use logical inference of firstorder employing model-theoretic techniques and automated
reasoning tools. The inference is supported with problemrelevant background knowledge extracted automatically and on
demand from external sources like, e.g., WordNet, YAGO, and
OpenCyc, or other, experimental sources with, e.g., manually
defined presupposition resolutions, or with general and common sense knowledge. The system comes with a graphical user
interface for control and presentation purposes. The evaluation
shows that the success rate of the presented RTE system is
comparable with that of the best logic-based approaches.
Keywords-recognizing textual entailment; semantic analysis;
logical inference; knowledge integration; semantic reasoning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we present a new system for recognizing
textual entailment (RTE, see [1], [2]). Our aim is to provide
a robust, modular, and highly adaptable environment for a
linguistically motivated large-scale semantic text analysis.
In RTE we want to identify automatically the type of a
logical relation between two input texts. In particular, we
are interested in proving the existence of an entailment
between them. The concept of textual entailment indicates
the situation in which the semantics of a natural language
written text can be inferred from the semantics of another
one. RTE requires a processing at the lexical, as well as
at the semantic and discourse level with an access to vast
amounts of problem-relevant background knowledge [3].
RTE is without doubt one of the ultimate challenges for
any natural language processing (NLP) system. If it succeeds with reasonable accuracy, it is a clear indication for
some thorough understanding how language works. As a
generic problem, it has many useful applications in NLP [4].
Interestingly, many application settings like, e.g., information retrieval, paraphrase acquisition, question answering,
or machine translation can fully or partly be modeled as
RTE [2]. Entailment problems between natural language
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texts have been studied extensively in the last few years,
either as independent applications or as a part of more
complex systems, e.g., during the RTE Challenges [2].
In our setting, we try to recognize the type of the logical
relation between two English input texts, i.e., between the
text T (usually several sentences) and the hypothesis H
(one short sentence). More formally, given a pair {T, H},
our system can be used to find answers to the following,
mutually exclusive conjectures with respect to background
knowledge relevant both for T and H [5]:
1) T entails H,
2) T ∧ H is inconsistent, i.e., T ∧ H contains some
contradiction, or
3) H is informative with respect to T , i.e., T does not
entail H and T ∧ H is consistent.
We aim to solve an RTE problem by applying a modeltheoretic approach where a formal semantic representation
of the RTE problem, i.e., of the texts T and H, is computed.
However, in contrast to automated deduction systems [6],
which compare the atomic propositions obtained from the
text and the hypothesis in order to determine the existence
of entailment, we apply logical inference of first-order. To
compute semantic representations for input problems, we
build on a combination of deep and shallow techniques
for semantic analysis. The main problem with approaches
processing the text in a shallow fashion is that they can
be tricked easily, e.g., by negation, or by systematically
replacing quantifiers. Also an analysis solely relying on
some deep approach may be jeopardized by a lack of
fault tolerance or robustness when trying to formalize some
erroneous text (e.g., with grammatical or orthographical
errors) or a shorthand note (e.g., short text message). The
main advantage when integrating deep and shallow NLP
components is increased robustness of deep parsing by
exploiting information for words that are not contained in
the deep lexicon [7]. The type of unknown words can then
be guessed, e.g., by usage of statistical models.
The semantic representation language used for the results
of the deep-shallow analysis is a first-order fragment of Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS, see [8]). However, for their
further usage in the logical inference, the MRS expressions
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are translated into another, semantic equivalent representation of First-Order Logic with Equality (FOLE) [5]. This
logical form with a well-defined model-theoretic semantics
was already successfully applied for RTE in [9].
As already mentioned, an adequate representation of a
natural language semantics requires access to vast amounts
of common sense and domain-specific world knowledge.
RTE systems need problem-relevant background knowledge
to support their proofs [3], [10]. The logical inference in
our system is supported by external background knowledge
integrated automatically and only as needed into the input
problem in form of additional first-order axioms. In contrast
to already existing applications (see, e.g., [2], [9]), our
system enables flexible integration of background knowledge
from more than one external source (see Section IV-A for
details). In its current implementation, our system supports
RTE, but can also be used for other NLP tasks like, e.g.,
large-scale syntactic and semantic analysis of English texts,
or multilingual information extraction.
In the remainder of the paper, we give first a short
overview of related work (Section II). Then we present in
detail the architecture of our system (Section III) and explain
how its success rate can be improved by employing external
knowledge and presupposition resolvers (Section IV). The
paper concludes with a discussion of the results (Section V).
II. R ELATED WORK
Our work was inspired by the ideas given in [5], [9],
where a similar, model-theoretic approach was used for the
semantic text analysis with logical inference. However, in
contrast to our MRS-based approach, they apply Discourse
Representation Theory [11] for the computation of full semantic representations. Furthermore, we use the framework
Heart of Gold [7] as a basis for the semantic analysis. For
a good overview of a combined application of deep and
shallow NLP methods for RTE, we refer to [7], [12]. The
application of logical inference techniques for RTE was already elaborately presented in [10], [13], [14]. A discussion
on formal methods for the analysis of the meaning of natural
language expressions can be found in [15].
III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
Our system for RTE provides the user with a number of
essential functionalities for syntactic, semantic, and logical
textual analysis, which can selectively be overridden or specialized in order to provide new or more specific ones, e.g.,
for anaphora resolution or word sense disambiguation. In its
initial form, the application supplies, among other things,
flexible program interfaces and transformation components,
allows for execution of a deep-shallow syntactic and semantic analysis, integrates external inference machines and
background knowledge, maintains the semantic analysis and
the inference process, and provides the user with a graphical
interface for control and presentation purposes.
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In the following, we describe our system for RTE in more
detail. It consists of three main modules (see Figure 1):
1) Syntactic and Semantic Analysis, where the combined
deep-shallow semantic analysis of the input text is
performed;
2) Logical Inference, where the logical inference process
is implemented, supported by components with external knowledge and inference machines;
3) Graphical User Interface, where the analytical process
is supervised and its results are presented to the user.
In the rest of the section, we discuss the way the particular
modules of the system work. To make our description as
comprehensible as possible, we make use of a small RTE
problem. With its help we explain some crucial aspects of
that how our system proceeds while trying to solve RTE
problems. More specifically, we want to identify the logical
relation between text T :
London’s Tower Bridge is one of the most recognizable bridges in the world. Many falcons inhabit its
old roof nowadays.
and hypothesis H:
Birds live in London.
To prove this textual entailment automatically, among other
things, a precise semantic representation of the problem
must be computed, the anaphoric reference between Tower
Bridge and its in T must be resolved, and world knowledge
(e.g., that Tower Bridge is in London) as well as ontological
relations between the concepts (e.g., that falcons are birds)
must be provided to the logical inference. We show how our
system works while solving problems of such complexity.
A. Syntactic and Semantic Analysis
The texts of the input RTE problem after entering the
system via the user interface go first through the syntactic
processing and semantic construction of the first system
module. To this end, they are analyzed by the components of the XML-based middleware architecture Heart of
Gold (see Figure 2). It allows for a flexible integration of
shallow and deep linguistics-based and semantics-oriented
NLP components, and thus constitutes a sufficiently complex
research instrument for experimenting with novel processing
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strategies. Here, we use its slightly modified standard configuration for English centered around the English Resource
HPSG Grammar (ERG, see [16]). The shallow processing is
performed through statistical or simple rule-based, typically
finite-state methods, with sufficient precision and recall. The
particular tasks are realized as follows: the tokenization
with the Java tool JTok, the part-of-speech tagging with
the statistical tagger TnT [17] trained for English on the
Penn Treebank [18], and the named entity recognition with
SProUT [19]. The latter one, by combining finite state
and typed feature structure technology, plays an important
role for the deep-shallow integration, i.e., it prepares the
generic named entity lexical entries for the deep HPSG
parser PET [20]. This makes sharing of linguistic knowledge
among deep and shallow grammars natural and easy. PET
is a highly efficient runtime parser for unification-based
grammars and constitutes the core of the rule-based, finegrained deep analysis. The integration of NLP components
is done either by means of an XSLT-based transformation,
or with the help of the Robust Minimal Recursion Semantics
(RMRS, see [21]), when a given NLP component supports it
natively. RMRS is a generalization of MRS. It can not only
be underspecified for scope as MRS, but also partially specified, e.g., when some parts of the text cannot be resolved
by a given NLP component. Thus, RMRS is well suited
for representing output also from shallow NLP components.
This can be seen as a clear advantage over approaches based
strictly on some specified semantic representation like those
presented, e.g., in [13], [22].
Furthermore, RMRS is a common semantic formalism for
HPSG grammars within the context of the LinGO Grammar
Matrix [23]. Besides ERG, which we use for English,
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there are also grammars for other languages like, e.g., the
Japanese HPSG grammar JaCY [24], the Korean Resource
Grammar [25], the Spanish Resource Grammar [26], or the
proprietary German HPSG grammar [27]. Since all of those
grammars can be used to generate semantic representations
in form of RMRS, a replacement of ERG with another
grammar in our system can be considered and thus a high
degree of multilinguality achieved. To our best knowledge,
it would be the first time that RTE problems in languages
other than English could be considered.
The combined results of the deep-shallow analysis in
RMRS form are transformed into MRS and resolved with
Utool 3.1 [28]. Utool translates the input first from MRS
into dominance constraints [29], a closely related scope
underspecification formalism, and then enumerates in polynomial time all text readings represented by the dominance
graph. In the current implementation, one of the most
reasonable readings is chosen manually by the analyst for
the further processing. A full automation of this task is still
not possible in the current state-of-the-art. It requires much
more knowledge about the RTE problem itself and about the
discourse background. This important problem will be part
of the further investigations.
For our small RTE example, the result of the combined
syntactic and semantic analysis for H in form of RMRS,
given as attribute value matrix, is presented in Figure 3.
The results of the shallow analysis (marked bold) describe
the named entities from H. Subsequently, the structure is
transformed into MRS and resolved by Utool. The resulting
first-order MRS in Prolog notation for the hypothesis H
from our example is given below. The predicates with _q_,
_n_, _v_, and _p_ in their names represent quantifiers,
nouns, verbs, and prepositions, respectively.
udef_q_rel(X6,
bird_n_1_rel(X6),
proper_q_rel( X9, and(
named_rel(X9, london), and(
locname_rel(london, X9),
loctype_rel(city, X9))), and(
live_v_1_rel(E2, X6),
in_p_dir_rel(E10, E2, X9)))).

B. Logical Inference
The results of the semantic analysis in form of specified
MRS combining deep-shallow predicates are translated into
another, logical equivalent semantic representation FOLE
(see Figure 4). The rule-based transformation conveys argument structure with a neo-Davidsonian analysis with semantic roles [30]. A definite article is translated according to
the theory of definite description of Russell [31]. Temporal
relations are modeled by adding additional predicates similar
to [9], i.e., without explicit usage of time operators. Furthermore, it is possible to extend the translation mechanism
to cover plural and modal forms. Appropriate ideas can be
found, e.g., in [9], [32]. However, by applying them, one
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RMRS as attribute value matrix for hypothesis H from the example.

needs to be careful since the complexity and the amount of
the resulting FOLE formulas will grow rapidly, making the
input problem apparently much harder to solve.
The translated FOLE formulas are stored locally and
can be used for the further analysis. Furthermore, such
formally expressed input text can and should be extended
with additional knowledge in form of background knowledge
axioms. The additional axioms are formulated in FOLE and
integrated into the input problem. The integration of background knowledge will be discussed in detail in Section IV.
As an example here, the translation of the specified MRS
into FOLE for the hypothesis H from our example given
earlier in Section III-A produces the following formula with
a neo-Davidsonian event representation:
some(X6,and(
bird_n_1(X6),
some(X9,and(and(
named_r_1(X9),and(
location_n_1(X9),and(
london_loc_1(X9),
city_n_1(X9)))),
some(E2,and(
event_n_1(E2),and(and(
live_v_1(E2),
agent_r_1(E2,X6)),
in_r_1(E2,X9)))))))).

C. Inference Process
The goal here is to prove the logical relation between two
input texts represented formally by corresponding FOLE formulas. We are interested in answering the question whether
the relation is an entailment, a contradiction, or whether
maybe the hypothesis H provides just new information with
respect to the text T (i.e., is informative, see Section I). To
check which type of a logical relation for the input problem
holds, we use two kinds of automated reasoning tools:
• Finite model builders: Mace 2.2 [33], Paradox 3.0 [34],
and Mace4 [35], and
• First-order provers: Bliksem 1.12 [36], Otter 3.3 [37],
Vampire 8.1 [38], and Prover9 [39].
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While theorem provers are designed to prove that a
formula is valid (i.e., the formula is true in any model),
they are generally not good at deciding that a formula is
not valid [40]. Model builders are designed to show that a
formula is true in at least one model. The experiments with
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different inference machines show that solely relying on theorem proving is in most cases insufficient due to low recall.
Indeed, our inference process incorporates model building
as a central part of the inference process. Similar to [9],
[40], we exploit the complementarity of model builders and
theorem provers by applying them in parallel to the input
RTE problem in order to tackle with its undecidability more
efficiently. More specifically, the theorem prover attempts to
prove the input whereas the model builder simultaneously
tries to find a model for the negation of the input.
All reasoning machines were developed to deal with
inference problems stated in FOLE. They are successfully
integrated into our system for RTE. To this end, we use
a translation from FOLE into the formats required by the
inference tools. Furthermore, the user can specify via the
user interface which inference machines (i.e., which theorem
prover and which model builder) should be used by the
inference process. The tests have shown that the efficiency
and the success of solving a given RTE problem depend
much on the inference machines chosen for it.
D. User Interface
The results of the syntactic processing, semantic construction, and logical inference like, e.g., HPSG and MRS
structures, FOLE formulas, models, proofs, integrated background knowledge, and other detailed information are presented to the user within a dedicated GUI. With its help,
one can further customize and control both the semantic and
logical analysis, e.g., choose the input text or the background
knowledge source, inspect the results of shallow-deep analysis, or select other inference machines.
IV. I MPROVING THE INFERENCE QUALITY
Many applications in modern information technology utilize ontological background knowledge. This applies particularly to the applications from the Semantic Web, but also
to other domains like, e.g., information retrieval, question
answering, or recognizing textual entailment. The existing
RTE applications today use typically only one source of
background knowledge, e.g., WordNet [41] or Wikipedia.
However, they could boost their performance if a huge ontology with knowledge from several sources were available. We
show here how more than one knowledge source can be used
successfully for RTE. In this paper, we mean by ontology
any set of facts and/or axioms comprising potentially both
individuals (e.g., London) and concepts (e.g., city).
The inference process needs background knowledge to
support its proofs. However, with increasing number of
background knowledge axioms the search for finite models
becomes more time-consuming. Thus, only problem-relevant
knowledge should be considered in the inference process.
A. Background Knowledge
Our RTE system supports the extraction of background
knowledge from different kinds of sources (see Figure 4). It
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supplies problem-relevant background knowledge automatically as first-order axioms and integrates them into the input
RTE problem. WordNet 3.0 is used as lexical knowledge
source for synonymy, hyperonymy, and hyponymy relations.
With WordNet we try to detect entailments between lexical
units from the text and the hypothesis. Axioms of generic
knowledge cover the semantics of possessives, active-passive
alternation, and spatial knowledge (e.g., that Tower Bridge
is located in London). YAGO [42] with facts automatically
extracted from Wikipedia and unified with WordNet is used
as a source of ontological knowledge. OpenCyc 2.0 [43]
can also be used as a background knowledge source. The
computation of axioms for a given problem is solved using
a variant of Lesk’s WSD algorithm [44].
In the following, we describe the idea we use to combine
individuals and concepts from WordNet with those from
YAGO in order to support RTE. Our integration technique is
composed of two steps. After the first-order representation
of the problem is computed and subsequently translated
into FOLE, the search for relevant background knowledge
begins. First, we list all predicates (i.e., concepts and individuals) from the FOLE formulas which can be used for the
search. In the current implementation, we consider as search
predicates S all nouns, verbs, and named entities, together
with their sense information (i.e., their readings) specified
by the last number in the predicate name, e.g., bird_n_1.
Having the search predicates, we try to find them in WordNet
and, by employing the hyperonymy/hyponymy relation, we
build a knowledge tree TK with leaves represented by the
concepts from the formulas, whereas inner nodes and the
root are coming from WordNet.
In Figure 5, we show a fragment of a knowledge tree
for {T, H} of our RTE problem from the beginning of
Section III. Here, each node represents at least one concept
or individual, whereas the directed edges correspond to the
hyponym relations between them, e.g., the named entity
london is a hyponym of the concept city. Note that in
the opposite direction they describe the hyperonym relations,
e.g., the concept city is a hyperonym of the named
entity london. Figure 5 depicts also one complex node
representing synonymous concepts live and inhabit.
It is crucial for the integration that the sense information computed for the concepts and individuals during
the semantic analysis matches exactly the senses used by
external knowledge sources. This ensures that the semantic
consistency is preserved across the semantic and logical
analysis. However, this constitutes an extremely difficult task
which does not seem to be solved fully automatically yet by
any word sense disambiguation technique. Since in WordNet
but also in ERG the senses are ordered from most to least
frequently used, with the most common sense numbered
1, we take in the current implementation for semantic
representations generated during the semantic analysis the
most frequent concepts from ERG.
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entity
n, 1

live, v, 1
inhabit, v, 1

location
n, 1

bird
n, 1

city
n, 1

falcon
n, 1

tower_bridge
ne, 1

...

...

object
n, 1

event
n, 1

roof
n, 1

london
loc, 1

Figure 5. Example of knowledge tree for RTE. Here, v, n, loc, and ne
stand for verb, noun, location, and named entity, respectively, whereas the
numbers represent the sense information.

process. We try to represent some of them explicitly. Our
trigger-based mechanism uses noun phrases as triggers, but
it can be extended to verb phrases, particles, etc. After a
presupposition is triggered, the mechanism resolves it, and
integrates it as a new FOLE axiom into the RTE problem.
The automatic axiom generation is based on λ-conversion
and employs abstract axioms and a set with possible axiom
arguments. The axioms and their arguments are still part
of an experimental knowledge source (see Presupposition
Knowledge in Figure 4). Here is an example for an abstract
axiom which allows for a translation from a noun phrase
into an intransitive verb phrase:
λP [λR[λS[∀x1 (∀x2 (P @x1 ∧ R@x2 ∧ nn r 1(x1 , x2 )
→ ∃x3 (R@x3 ∧ ∃x4 (S@x4 ∧ event n 1(x4 )

(1)

∧ agent r 1(x4 , x3 )))))]]].
In the second step of our integration technique, we consult
YAGO about the predicates from S that were not found in
WordNet during the first step. If succeed, YAGO returns a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) GK with new concepts which
classify those concepts that were not recognized before.
Unfortunately, as a DAG, it cannot be integrated completely
into the knowledge tree TK . Our experiments have shown
that a knowledge graph, when represented as a tree, assures
that the set of background knowledge axioms, which will be
generated afterwards from that tree stays consistent (i.e., it
includes no contradictions). Thus, in order to preserve the
consistency and correctness of the results, we select for the
integration into the knowledge tree TK only those concepts
and relations from GK , which lay on the longest path from
the root to one of its leaves and which has the most common
nodes with the knowledge tree TK from the first step. This
heuristic can cause some loss of effectivity of the entire RTE
inference process, since some concepts which are relevant
for the RTE problem might not be integrated as background
knowledge into it. Nevertheless, because of its acceptable
performance while solving problems from the development
sets of the past RTE Challenge [4], we have decided to use
it as a good starting point for the further research.
After the background knowledge tree TK has been extended, the knowledge axioms are generated from it. We
generate axioms expressing the hyperonymy/hyponymy relations (i.e., ontological relations is-a and is-not-a) and the
synonymy relations (is-eq) in TK . For the knowledge tree
given in Figure 5, the following axioms (here not a complete
list) can be generated.
∀x(city n 1(x) → location n 1(x))
∀x(event n 1(x) → ¬object n 1(x))
∀x(live v 1(x) ↔ inhabit v 1(x))
B. Presupposition resolution
Many words and phrases trigger presuppositions which
have clearly semantic content important for the inference
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If text T (expressed with FOLE formulas) contains a noun
phrase being a key for some entry in the set of possible
axiom arguments, then the arguments pointed by that key are
applied to their abstract axiom, and a new background axiom
is generated. For a complex noun phrase price explosion
with its semantic representation price explosion n 1, the
following arguments can be considered:
λx[explosion n 1(x)], λx[price n 1(x)], and
λx[explode v 1(x)],
which after being applied to the abstract axiom (1) produce
the following background knowledge axiom:
∀x1 (∀x2 (explosion n 1(x1 ) ∧ price n 1(x2 )∧
nn r 1(x1 , x2 ) → ∃x3 (price n 1(x3 )∧
∃x4 (explode v 1(x4 ) ∧ event n 1(x4 )∧
agent r 1(x4 , x3 ))))).

(2)

The presupposition axioms having complexity similar to (2)
are first combined with the existing background knowledge
axioms and finally integrated as background knowledge into
the input RTE problem.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, a new adaptable, linguistically motivated
system for RTE was presented. Its deep-shallow semantic
analysis, employing a broad-coverage HPSG grammar ERG,
was combined with a logical inference process supported
by an extended usage of external background knowledge.
The architecture of the system was given in detail and its
functionality was explained with several examples.
The system was successfully implemented and evaluated
in terms of success rate and efficiency. For now, it is still
impossible to measure its exact semantic accuracy as there is
no corpus with gold standard representations which would
make comparison possible. Measuring semantic adequacy
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could be done systematically by running the system on
controlled inference tasks for selected semantic phenomena.
For our tests, we used the RTE problems from the development set of the third RTE Challenge [4]. Our system with
was able to solve correctly 64 percent of the RTE problems.
This is better than the most of the other approaches from
that RTE Challenge which are based on some deep approach
combined with logical inference. Unfortunately, it is still not
as good as the success rate of 72 percent obtained by the
best logic-based semantic approach given by [14]. This can
be explained, among other things, by a more extensive and
fine-grained usage of specific semantic phenomena, e.g., a
sophisticated analysis of named entities, in particular person
names, distinguishing first names from last names. This
shows, however, that extending our system with similar
techniques for more accurate treatment of specific semantic
phenomena should further improve its success rate.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the inconsistent
cases of the inference process which were produced during
the evaluation. They were caused by errors in presupposition
and anaphora resolution, incorrect syntactic derivations, and
inadequate semantic representations. They give us good
indications for further improvements. Here, particularly the
word sense disambiguation problem will play a decisive role
for matching the set of senses of the semantic analyzers
with multiple, and likely different, sets of senses from the
different knowledge resources. Once tackled more precisely,
it should decisively improve the success rate of the system.
As being still work-in-progress, we plan to extend our
system with methods for word sense disambiguation, paraphrase detection, and a better anaphora resolution within a
discourse. We consider also enhancing the logical inference
module with statistical inference techniques in order to
improve its performance and recall. Since the strength but
in some respects also the weakness of our system lies in
the difficulties regarding the computation of a full semantic
representation of the input problem (see, e.g., [45] for a good
discussion), it might be recommended to integrate into the
system some models of natural language inference which
identifies valid entailments by their lexical and syntactic
features, without full semantic interpretation like, e.g., the
one proposed by MacCartney and Manning [46].
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Abstract—This paper describes an ongoing prototypical
framework to annotate and retrieve web videos with light
semantics. The proposed framework reuses many existing
vocabularies along with a video model. The knowledge is
captured from three different information spaces (media
content, context, document). We also describe ways to extract
the semantic content descriptions from the existing usergenerated content using multiple approaches of linguistic
processing and Named Entity Recognition, which are later
identified with DBpedia resources to establish meanings for the
tags. Finally, the implemented prototype is described with
multiple search interfaces and retrieval processes. Evaluation
on semantic enrichment shows a considerable (50% of videos)
improvement in content description.
Keywords - social media; multimedia semantics; semantic
web; linked open data; semantic search

I.
INTRODUCTION
With the huge increase of user videos on the Web, the
traditional search paradigm is proving to be ineffective in
discovering and browsing interesting videos. Moreover, due
to the complex nature of multimedia, reusability of video
documents is very low, and as a result, almost every time a
user has to create their video from scratch. We need better
mechanisms to organise and represent the video data in order
to address the above issues. Meaningful organisation and
metadata representation is one of the concerns, but is as yet
largely overlooked for multimedia. At present, user videos
may come with certain embedded metadata, either created by
users while publishing or during the production workflow,
such as camera settings (though these are still not easily
accessible in the case of web video). Some of the useful meta
information is also created in the course of usage and sharing
amongst users after publishing. Information such as free
labels as tags, descriptions, user responses to the video,
location information, membership in various groups,
captions inside the video are immensely useful. The problem
with the existing situation is that even if we collect and
process this information, reusability (the data integration
problem) remains elusive because of the lack of any formal
semantics attached to the videos. Tags are freeform words
with implicit meaning and relations known to the creator or
publisher. The problems of user tagging have been explored
well in many research studies. The major challenges are as
follows. (1) Tag variation: different tags are used for the
same kind of resources, e.g., “New York City”, “NYC”.
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There is no explicit way to express that these two tags are
indeed meant to be the same. (2) Polysemy tags: a single tag
used for different meanings. This problem occurs due to a
difference in understanding of a user about the resource he or
she is tagging, and may also depend on sociocultural
differences among users. (3) Lack of formal structure among
tags makes it difficult to understand, classify and recommend
tags automatically. Besides these issues, we have problems
with misspelling, compound tags such as “globalwarming”,
multiword tags expressed as multiple tags, and tags used out
of a community consensus such as “SEMAPRO2010”.
This plethora of information can be harnessed to add an
extra layer of machine-readable metadata that will help to
understand the opaque media data a little better. There are
many well-defined and comprehensive formal ontologies
available to describe media structures and content. The
earliest such effort was made by the MPEG (Motion Picture
Expert Group) community in developing MPEG-7 [7], a
standard for describing media, but it failed to take hold
significantly due to its lack of formal semantics and
interoperability issues. The Semantic Web community made
efforts [5] to convert MPEG-7 to RDFS (Resource
Description Framework Schema) representations, in order to
avail of the benefits offered by Semantic Web technologies
such as RDF (the Resource Description Framework).
However, the complexities of MPEG-7 prevented it from
being fully converted and many data type issues remain
unresolved. Media ontologies such as COMM [4] took a
pure Semantic Web approach to describe and represent
media with its different granularities. Many ontologies were
developed to address domain-specific media such as museum
collections, the football domain, etc.
Recently, the W3C Media Annotation Working Group
has made an effort to devise a comprehensive media
ontology to describe video on the Web, which may become a
recommended standard in the near future. In spite of many
concerted efforts, it is hard to see any widespread usage of
these vocabularies. The reasons are not well studied, but on
the other side we can see that there are some vocabularies
such as FOAF (Friend of a Friend) [14], [20], SIOC
(Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities) [13], which
have been adopted quite well and quickly. We assume that
the reasons for such adaptability may be due to their inherent
simplicity and easy-to-understand characteristics. Keeping in
mind the above challenges, we adopted the principle of
keeping it short and simple (KISS), yet fulfilling the basic
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requirements of ontology engineering, and proposed a
lightweight framework to describe web videos. The approach
makes use of many existing vocabularies such as Dublin
Core, FOAF and SIOC wherever possible along with our
own model. In spite of a very small and light framework, it
covers almost every aspect of a media description. The
description is broadly categorised under three sub modules:
(a) document and media properties; (b) semantic content
description; and (3) social context descriptions. Fig. 1 shows
a subset of attributes from each of the three contributing
information spaces. The details of the proposed model are in
[12]. One of the focal points of the framework is its easy
computability in the sense that most of the classes can be
automatically populated with instances with little processing
rules and heuristics. We have kept in mind the fact that in the
future we may have to devise ways to map with the standard
media ontology recommended by the W3C.
We also aim to link identified concepts to those of the
Linked Open Data initiative (LOD), which was started in
2007 with the objective of creating a Web of Data connected
to each other following four basic principles [11]. The hub of
the Linked Open Data cloud is DBpedia, which is the RDF
representation of Wikipedia [22] articles, categories and info
boxes. Wikipedia is the largest user-generated multi-lingual
encyclopedia in the world, maintained by tens of thousands
of users since 2001. Other domain specific data sources such
as book data, scientific publication data, life science data,
geographical data are all connected to DBpedia [26] in the
cloud. The present size of the LOD is more than 8 billion
triples and is constantly increasing in size. More details of
the LOD initiative can be found in [11].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section
2, we describe the related work. Section 3 describes the
implementation flow including modeling, populating the
model integration with linked data. Section 4 shows our
semantic search prototype. Section 5 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED STUDIES
This section describes various studies related to semantic
media modeling and semantic search of media data focusing
on video search. It will also describe some efforts towards
ontology learning from folksonomies. Ontology learning
from
folksonomies
follows
different
approaches.
Researchers in [6] suggested lightweight ontology learning
from a folksonomy based on broader and narrower semantic
relations. Passant [8] exploited folksonomies to populate a
corporate ontology. Specia and Motta [10] used methods to
cluster similar tags and find a match in an existing ontology.
Other studies proposed data mining technologies to mine
the structural information from user tags. Schmitz et al. [9]
used association rule mining techniques to recommend tags.
Regarding semantic search, not much work has been carried
out in the domain of multimedia data. A comprehensive
study of semantic search is described in [1] while [2]
describes an ontology-based search engine. A semantic video
search system is described in [18]. Swoogle [17] and Sindice
[3] are two major search engines focused on existing
Semantic Web data.
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Figure 1. A subset of the video model.

III.

IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE

This section describes various aspects of the prototypes
including the instance creation, video annotation and
retrieval modules. Fig. 2 shows the architectural flow of the
prototype.
A. Data Collection
We used APIs and RSS feeds for different video sharing
sites such as YouTube [23] and Vimeo [24] to collect the
video metadata. Metadata includes title, description, tags,
date, number of views, ratings, groups, duration, location
data, etc. We have collected 10,000 video items for the
prototype in the domain of science and technology.
B. Modelling Web Video
Our model for video description (Fig. 1) covers three
major areas such as video document and media properties,
social context attributes and depicted semantic content. The
above proposed modeling approach not only satisfies the
general ontological requirements such as modularity,
interoperability and extensibility, but also separation of
concern specifically aimed for media semantics. The
uniqueness of the proposed approach for describing video is
its simplicity and ease of use. Regarding the document level
description, it is a widely-accepted practice to use Dublin
Core terms such as title (dc:title) and creation date (dc:date),
but media documents also carry some media-specific
technical attributes such as format (sva:format), duration
(sva:duration), etc., which are described using the video
model described in [12]. Regarding the content description,
video content can be described with different granularities
starting with a global description (dc:description) to
segments created by temporal and spatial decomposition.
Segment content can be captured through the sva:depicts
attribute whose range may be topic, event, geo-location,
foaf:Person or skos:Concept as per requirements. The recent
growth of social media interaction on the Web has made all
objects on the Web somewhat social, thus we can embed
some emerging properties such as comments, ratings, group
membership, etc. For describing social contextual properties,
the best-suited vocabulary is SIOC ontology. Its goal is to
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describe objects and interactions in online communities. We
consider the publisher of a video as an instance of
sioc:UserAccount which belongs to a foaf:Peson. Video is an
item in a sva:Channel which is a subclass of sioc:Container.
C. Content Processing for Concept Learning
Any ontology-based knowledgebase requires the
instances to be populated manually, semi-automatically or by
automatic means. Since manual annotation is not feasible
and scalable, we tried to accomplish this semi-automatically
by exploiting the existing information and getting user
feedback in case of higher uncertainties such as the absence
of any user data. APIs and RSS feeds offer an easy-to-go
solution for many of the document level properties such as
title, description, duration, categories, etc. which can be
directly transformed to the Dublin Core properties or other
global properties, but the real challenges come while creating
the content description instances. The user-generated content
is free text, devoid of any formal structure. In order to
achieve the implicit formal structure, the content needed to
be processed and normalised with various approaches before
being mapped to any kind of ontological concepts.
Pre-processing of textual data involves:
o removing stop words
o removing tags with less than two characters
o removing username tags

Entity Recognition (NER) with Open Calais: Open Calais
[27] is a free non-commercial web service from Thomson
Reuters for identifying various semantic entities such as
person, event, location, company, dates, organisations,
concepts, etc. Though its application is aimed at wellformed textual documents, we have tried it on tag spaces
and description content as an experiment. The effectiveness
of NER in tag spaces is expected to be lower because tags
are independent words without any syntactic structure and
grammar rules, but we assume that with careful cleaning
and normalisation, we may be able to identify some entities.
At present, entities identified from the tag space are only
accepted if they are supported from other sources. When the
video has more description content, use of Open Calais
improves the result. Table II below shows five different
identified entities from a video description.
TABLE II.

After basic pre-processing we followed a few more
intensive cleaning tasks in order to get some sensible tags
from the data.
Multi-Term Tags: Tags with multiple words are one of the
other major problems while identifying semantic entities.
Mostly users enter multiple words as part of a single tag,
and each of the tags are supposed to be separated by a
comma delimiter, but the API gives a single word as a
single tag. Taking the same example used previously, in
many cases the YouTube API gives “global” and
“warming” as two different tags while a single tag of
“global warming” is more descriptive and accurate. In order
to clean the tag space further and in the hope of getting
some phrase tags, we followed a few simple syntactic rules
(shown below) to parse the tag space. Examples of such
rules are widely used in natural language processing
research. After identifying the patterns, we check the
resulting phrase with Wikipedia concepts, and if a match is
found we keep the phrase as a possible candidate for a tag.
((Noun)+(Noun)*) or (Noun-Prep)?+(Adj|Noun)*
TABLE I.

EXAMPLE OF MULTI TERM TAG IDENTIFICATION

Original tag space

Identified multi-term tags

sequencing, dna, rna,
sanger, gilbert, big, dyes,
terminators, molecular,
biology, genomics,
secuenciacin, adn, cidos,
nucleicos

sequencing, dna, rna, sanger,
gilbert, big, dyes, terminators,
molecular biology, genomics
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EXAMPLE OF ENTITY IDENTIFICATION

Description content

Identified entities

Thus far, most DNA
sequencing has been
performed using the chain
termination method
developed by Frederick
Sanger. This technique was
also used to sequence the
genome of James Watson
recently. Pathogens may lead
to treatments for contagious
diseases. Biotechnology is a
burgeoning discipline…

Contagious diseases
Frederick Sanger (Person)
James Watson (Person)
Biotechnology (tech)
DNA sequencing (tech)

Compound Tags: Users create tags with no white space,
e.g., “globalwarming” which is a concatenation of two
words “global” and warming”. These tags are useful, but not
in their original form, so we need to process them in order to
separate the words with a whitespace and form a proper tag.
We followed a few simple heuristics to identify meaningful
words from a tag. The pseudo code is given below.
•
•
•

•

Divide the tag (Ti) into two sub tags (t1, t2) where length of t1
is length((Ti)/2)+1 and t2 is length((Ti)/2)-1
Check if t1 exists in the dictionary
If(t1 exists) = true
o Check if t2 exists
o Form tag with t1+WS+t2 (equation 1)
Else
o Offset t1 or t2 with one character and check
o If (one exists) then concatenate the offset and check
if the other exists

Form the tag with t1+WS+t2 (equation 2)
o Else (follow equation 3)

Equation 3
If equation 2 fails, then we divide and create a third term t3 with
the offset characters and check iteratively. When two are found in
the dictionary, we add the third by default and form the tag by
adding a WS in between the terms. Though this is a brute force
method it gives a satisfactory result for improving the tag quality
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We restricted compound tags to a maximum of three
terms. An example of the above algorithm is given below in
Table III.
TABLE III.

APIs

Original tag (“globalwarming”)

Semantic Publishing

Preprocessing

Concept
Matching

Tag Consolidation

EXAMPLE OF COMPOUND TAG DECOMPOSITION

Step 1. globalw (= t1) and arming (= t2)

Instance Extraction

RSS

NER

RDF
Annotation

RDF and
Text

Retrieval Engine

Keyword

SPARQL

Query
Disambiguation
and Mapping

Figure 2. System architecture modules.

Step 2. If (globalw is present in dictionary) = no
Step 3. Offset by 1 from t1 (globalw-w = global)
and add to t2 (w+arming=warming)
Step 4. Check if t1 and t2 exists in dictionary = yes
Step 5. Form tag Ti = t1+WS+t2= global warming

D. Integrating with the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud
A video can be interlinked with multiple data sources
such as geographical data, a foaf:Person or DBpedia
concepts. Instances of concept, person, event, location are
mapped with the property owl:sameAs or rdfs:seeAlso.
The focus here will be on content linking, from a tag to a
Wikipedia concept to a DBpedia resource, e.g., the tag
“E.coli” is mapped to a Wikipedia concept “Escherichia
coli” and subsequently to the DBpedia resource
“http://dbpedia.org/resource/Escherichia_coli”. DBpedia is
the hub of the LOD cloud, so any mapping to DBpedia will
ultimately lead to other domain-specific data such as life
science data or movie data.
Since there may not always be a one-to-one mapping
between a user tag and an ontological concept, we need some
kind of entity resolution mechanism. Here we computed a
similarity between user tags and wiki concepts (from wiki
articles) and redirect concepts, and derive the top match as
the identified concept. This particular similarity is computed
with a Lucene index of Wikipedia articles, redirects and
categories.
E. Semantic Relation Extraction
Once we get a list of probable tags from all of the above
steps, we need to formally ground them with some
ontological concepts with relations between them. Since at
all stages in the above processing we verified the possible tag
against an index of Wikipedia articles, categories and
redirect concepts, they are more or less considered
ontological concepts though the relationship between them is
still unclear and vague.
To extract the relationship between tags we need to
compute the similarity between tags. Many studies explored
tag similarity using various approaches and distributional
measures such as co-occurrence similarity [16], Folkrank
[15], etc. At the time of writing, this similarity module has
not been implemented, but we plan to exploit the link
structure of Wikipedia articles to estimate the semantic
distance between tags.
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IV. SEARCH MODULE
Machine-readable data will facilitate complex query
answering which was not possible before. It will also help to
infer some unseen relations existing between various data
pieces within the knowledgebase (KB) itself, but it still
remains insulated from the huge amount of data lying outside
the KB which may hold much more relevant and useful
information both known and unknown.
Here come the benefits of linked data: by following some
simple principles we can make our data accessible to other
datasets and vice versa. The benefits of linked data can only
be realised with practical applications, so we have decided to
enable our semantic search module to explore the linked data
to facilitate navigational search, where the user can explore
and discover much related information and therefore
reformulate their queries. Fig. 3 shows an interface for the
query “Albert Einstein”, and its related information as
aggregated from the DBpedia source.
A. User Interface
The role of good user interfaces for Semantic Web data
has largely been overlooked. To our understanding, it is one
of the major contributing factors to the slow adoption of
Semantic Web technologies. Although recently some efforts
have been made to address the issue, such as faceted
browsers like mSpace [19] and Sigma [21], the problem is
far from over.
The ideal solution should not reflect underlying data
complexities but still give the benefits of semantic search.
[22] is a standard recommendation for querying Semantic
Web data, but exposing a SPARQL interface as the primary
query interface will be riskier as learning a complex query
language will hardly be welcomed by users other than
concerned geeks. A simple keyword-based interface may
suffice for most users, but will lose the complex query
answering mechanisms possible with semantic data.
Therefore we have planned to expose different levels for
a query interface in order to facilitate complex queries by
exposing underlying data properties with each querying
stage. We move from keyword search to faceted search,
where the major facets are dynamically constrained for each
iteration, and finally to navigational search. Navigational
search enables the user to access an integrated view of the
query term. Fig. 3 shows the incremental query interface of
the system. The first point of entry is a dual interface of
keyword search and SPARQL end point. The result of the
first query is deployed in a faceted interface. Details of the
video are exposed in a navigational space where related facts
are connected DBpedia resources.
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Figure 3. Three different interfaces.

B. Retrieval Engine Architecture
Since semantic search is defined as the matching between
query semantics and content semantics, we need to capture
the query semantics before the actual search process. User
query intention can be captured in different ways starting
from interacting with query reformulation to automatic
disambiguation of a query.
•

•

•
•

•

For the keyword search interface, we have adopted a
simple approach to disambiguate the user queries by
mapping the query term(s) to the best possible semantic
entity that exists in the knowledgebase. In the case of
more than one semantic entity, entity resolution is
performed in favour of the most popular one, followed
by the rest. However, in such cases, precision goes
down. We need to adopt a more robust entity resolution
mechanism in order to improve the search quality.
At the second stage, the query is sent to the Lucene
index for retrieval. The results are clustered with
various facets such as top-related tags in the result set,
top categories, top users for the query, dominant
timeline, etc.
On the faceted interface, the user can get a glimpse of
the underlying data attributes and can filter the result
with each iteration.
Clicking on a single thumbnail will lead to a video
detail page (navigational search) where the video is
displayed not only with the original descriptions, but
also with some extra resources related to the user query
concept.
These resources are connected to the user query
concept. There may be too many resources in one
DBpedia page and all are not of equal relevance. In
future, we need to figure out how to rank the connected
resources in relation to the query concept. One heuristic
may be to rank the resources of a similar type higher
compared to the others, or we can compute a resource
distance based on mutual information sharing such as
categories, property values, etc. This part of the work is
still ongoing.	
  
V.

EVALUATION

Since the evaluation is still ongoing at the time of writing,
we report a part of the evaluation. The objective here is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the automatic augmentation of
light semantics from various sources and its impact on
retrieval in terms of user satisfaction.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of task 1 (content enrichment).

Effectiveness and user satisfaction are both measured
qualitatively based on user ratings. Five users evaluated 20
random videos for their content description sufficiency.
Each user was presented with a list of inferred keywords for
describing the video content and were asked to rate the list
for degree of sufficiency on a three-point scale of 1 to 3,
after watching the video. The average video duration in the
evaluation was 3.25 minutes.
A rating of 1 is the least descriptive (insufficient or
irrelevant), while 3 is rated as a sufficient description of the
depicted content, and a rating of 2 is considered as
representing that there are some descriptions but more are
needed. The result is based on inter-user agreement of ratings
(a minimum of 3 out of 5 users agreed for a score).
Figure 4 shows the results of the evaluation of task 1,
where the number of sufficient content descriptions increases
to 13 videos from only 3 videos, whereas 5 videos are still
considered to be in need of more descriptive keywords. The
average rating per video increased from 1.65 to 2.5. In the
evaluation of task 2, we have started to measure the level of
user satisfaction for search results after enrichment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed a lightweight framework to provide
metadata for user videos on the Web using several existing
ontologies. We discussed an approach to create instance data
based on our models from user-generated content using both
statistical and linguistic approaches.
We also described our approach to integrate the
structured video data into the Linked Open Data cloud for
greater integration and interoperability. Finally, the paper
details an implemented prototype for the semantic search of
web videos with three different modes of user interface.
Our future work involves robust evaluation of the
instance-learning module and the creation of a fully-fledged
integrated semantic annotation and search system.
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Abstract— A recommender system based on semantic web
technologies and on an adaptive hypermedia architecture is
shown in this paper. The system uses a stochastic algorithm to
provide recommendations to users. The paper presents the
system architecture based on the semantic Web technologies
and explains a simulated annealing algorithm performing the
recommendations. A mobile application for the tourism
domain proving the feasibility of this system is described at
the end of the paper, some benchmarks are presented. In this
application, the recommendations are defined as combinations
of tourism products, which are linked to each other. The
paper is mainly focused on the architecture and the
recommendation process of the system.
Keywords - Semantic based recommender system, adaptive
hypermedia system, simulated annealing algorithm, tourist
travel.

I.

INTRODUCTION

These last years, the number of customer relationship
management (CRM) implementations has increased
enormously. CRM systems aim at allowing organizations to
provide fast and efficient user-focused services. A CRM
system uses client related information or knowledge to
provide relevant products or services to clients [1]. The
increasing use of digital technologies by customers, and
particularly the Web and mobile devices, is changing what
is possible and what is expected in terms of customer
management. CRM evolved from business processes such
as the need to improve the client retention by the effective
management of customer relationships [2].
Our project aims to facilitate tourists for the definition of
a complete journey on the region Côte d’Or in Burgundy,
France from a database composed of more than 4 thousand
geo-localized tourism products. Today, searching and
finding relevant tourism products related to a user profile is
tedious. Consequently, a recommendation system has been
defined. The use of personalized recommender systems [3]
[4] [5] to assist customers in the selection of products is
becoming more and more popular and wide-spread. Most of
the recommender systems is based on algorithms computing
recommendations using methods like collaborative filtering
[6] [7], content-based classifier [8] [9] and hybrids of these
two techniques [10] [11] [12].
Recommender systems suggest information sources and
products to users based on learning from examples of their
likes and dislikes [4]. A typical recommender system has
three steps: 1/ Users provide examples of their tastes. These
can be explicit, like demanding ratings of specific items, or
implicit, like analyzing his browsing behavior. 2/ A user
profile is computed using the information from the first
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step. It is a representation of the user’s likes and dislikes;
3/The system computes recommendations using these user
profiles.
Content-based (CB) and collaborative filtering (CF)
methods are two of the main approaches used to form
recommendations. Hybrid techniques integrating these two
different approaches have also been proposed. The CB
method has been based on the textual filtering model
described in [13]. Generally, in CB systems, the user profile
is inferred automatically from documents' content that the
user has seen and rated. The profiles and domain documents
are then used as input of a classification algorithm. The
documents which are similar (in content) to the user profile
are considered interesting and are recommended to the user.
CF systems [6] [7] are an alternative to CB systems. The
basic idea is to go beyond the experience of an individual
user profile and instead to use the experiences of a
population or community of users. These systems are
designed with the assumption that a good way to find
interesting content is to find people with similar tastes and
to propose items they like. Typically, each user is associated
to a set of nearest-neighbor users, comparing profiles’
information. With this method, objects recommendations
are based on similarities of users rather than the similarities
of objects.
Both CF and CB systems have strengths and
weaknesses. In CF systems, the main problem is that the
new objects with no rate cannot be recommended. CB
systems suffer from deficiencies in the way of selecting
items for recommendation. Indeed, the objects are
recommended if the user has seen and liked similar objects
in the past. Consequently, a variety of hybrid systems have
recently been developed: 1/ Some use other users’ ratings as
additional features in a CB system [10]. 2/ Some use CB
methods for the creation of bots producing additional data
for “pseudo-users”. These data are combined with real
users’ data using CF methods [12]. 3/ Others use CB
predictions to “fill out” the probable user-items’ ratings in
order to allow CF techniques to produce more accurate
recommendations [11].
We have developed a CB system inspired by Adaptive
Hypermedia systems. Adaptive hypermedia systems are
hypermedia systems (websites, e-learning platforms, etc.)
with adaptive behavior to provide adaptive content,
presentation and navigation to users, based on their
knowledge, preferences, goals, etc. The purpose of the
proposed system is to find the best combination of
individuals from a domain ontology that fit to the user
interest and we propose the use a simulated annealing
algorithm to do this. The first part explains what an adaptive
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hypermedia system is. It is also shown in this part how
adaptive hypermedia systems are positioned relative to
recommender systems. Then, a part describes the
architecture, the properties and the recommendation process
of the proposed recommender system applied to tourism
domain. The next part shows a utilization example for a
touristic journey proposition and the final one gives some
benchmark of the application.
II.

ADAPTIVE HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS

The research domain of adaptive hypermedia has been
very prolific these 10 last years. Some systems [14] [15]
[16] have been developed, giving principally solutions for
e-Learning which is considered as the first application
domain. Each system brings its own architecture and
methods. Moreover, few attempts have been made to define
reference models [17] [18] [19] [20] but without success
because of being not enough generic to take account of the
new trends and innovations. Nevertheless, most of the
systems and models are based on a set of layers, also called
models, which separate clearly the different tasks. Then, we
can see that there are at least three models in common,
necessary and sufficient to achieve adaptive hypermedia
systems according to Brusilovsky [21]. It needs to
primarily be a hypermedia system based on a domain. The
domain model is a representation of the knowledge on a
given subject the creator wants to deliver. It describes how
the domain is organized and interconnected. The second
model is called a user model which is a representation of
the user within the system. It models all user information
which may require the system to provide an adaptation. The
last model is the adaptation model. It performs all the
adaptive algorithms based on other models to provide an
adaptation to the user. Beyond the use of domain, user and
adaptation models, the trend is to use additional models like
presentation, goals, context or other models. This allows to
better identify the different performed tasks and to facilitate
the construction of adaptive hypermedia systems.
Nevertheless, there is no generic model integrating them
for the moment.
Methods to model domain/user (adaptation principles
are also described):
The keywords vectors space methods consider that
each document and user profile is described by a set of
weighted keywords vectors [22] [23] [24]. At the adaptation
model, the weights are used to calculate the similarity
degree between two vectors and then to propose relevant
document to the user. The keywords representation is
popular because of its simplicity and its efficiency.
Nevertheless, the main drawback is that a lot of information
is lost during the representation phase.
In semantic networks, each node represents a concept.
Minio and Tasso [25] present a semantic networks based
approach where each node contains a particular word of a
corpus and arcs are created following the co-occurrences of
the words from connected nodes into the documents. Each
domain document is represented like that. In simple systems
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using only one semantic network to model the user, each
node contains only one keyword. The keywords are
extracted from pages which the user gives its taste. Then,
they are treated to keep only the most relevant ones and are
weighted in order to remove those with a weight lesser than
a predefined threshold. The selected keywords are then
added to the semantic network where each node represents a
keyword and each arc their co-occurrence into the
documents. With this method, it is possible to evaluate the
relevance of a document compared to the user profile.
Indeed, it suffices to construct a semantic network of a
document and compare it to the semantic network of the
user to classify it to interesting, uninteresting or indifferent
documents.
Ontology approach is similar to the semantic network
approach in the sense that both are represented using nodes
and relations between nodes. Nevertheless, in concepts
based profiles, nodes represent abstract subjects and not
word or set of words. Moreover, links are not only cooccurrence relations between words, they have several
significations. The use of ontology can keep a maximum of
information. In QuickStep [26], the ontology is used for the
research domain and has been created by domain experts.
The ontology concepts are represented as vectors of article
examples. The users’ papers from their publication list are
modeled as characteristic’ vectors and are linked to concepts
using the nearest neighbor algorithm. These concepts are
then used to form a user profile. Each concept is weighted
by the number of papers linked to it. Recommendations are
then made from the correlations between the current
interests of the user to topics and papers that are related to
these topics. In [27] and [28], a predefined ontology is used
to model the domain. User profiles are represented with a
set of weighted concepts where weight represents the user’s
interest for a concept. Its interests are determined by
analyzing its behavior.
Three types of adaptation have been highlighted in the
researches on adaptive hypermedia systems: content,
navigation and presentation adaptation. The content
adaptation consists in hiding/showing or highlighting some
information. The adaptation model makes the decision of
which content has to be adapted and how to display it. The
navigation adaptation consists in modifying the link
structure suggesting links or forcing the user to follow a
destination. There is URLs’ adaptation or destinations
adaptation. In the first, the adaptation model provides
destination links to the presentation model; these links are
displayed at the page generation. Whereas, in the second
one, the adaptation model provides links without fixed
destination to the presentation model; the destination is
decided by the adaptation model when the link is accessed
by the user. The presentation adaptation consists in insisting
(or not) on the content parts or on the links. It consists also
in adapting the preferences setting to the device or the page.
The adaptation model process makes the decision of which
content or links to insist in following the presentation
context. Even if recommender systems are often
differentiated from adaptive hypermedia systems, a lot of
similarity between these two types of systems can be
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highlighted. Indeed, the recommender systems provide
recommendations using different algorithms, as it is done in
the adaptation model. Moreover, we can see that they model
also users’ tastes and domain’s items, as it is done in
adaptive hypermedia systems with the user model and
domain model. Nevertheless, recommender systems
perform only adaptation of the content whereas adaptive
hypermedia systems realize two more adaptation types.
Following these observations, a recommendation system
appears to be a constrained adaptive hypermedia system.
Thus, it seems clear that recommender systems can be
defined as a subset of adaptive hypermedia systems,
whatever its type (CB or CF).
The use of an adaptive hypermedia architecture for the
creation of recommender systems is interesting because we
can clearly define the tasks associated with each part of the
application, and it gives the opportunity to evolve the
system adding modules and/or other types of adaptation
without difficult modifications of parts already
implemented. For instance, a CB recommender system
could be improved with features of CF systems, adding a
group model where clusters of users can be defined. For the
creation of our CB recommender system, we base on
adaptive hypermedia architecture. Beyond the use of the
three main ones (domain, user and adaptation model), a goal
model has been added. It allows the modeling of users’
goals. A description of the architecture is explained in the
following part.
III.

THE PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

This part describes, first, the architecture of the proposed
recommender system. Then, the recommendation process is
explained, it is based on a simulated annealing algorithm. It
is followed by an overview of the implementation for the
tourism application.
A. Architecture
The proposed recommendation system is based on a set
of layers (models). It consists of a user model, a domain
model, an adaptation model and a goal model. This
modeling allows a clear separation between the tasks. The
domain model defines the whole domain knowledge. It
consists of sets of domain concepts and relations between
concepts. Generally, the concepts index the contents or the
pages in order to be provided to the user. The most
appropriate structure we have chosen for this modeling is
the ontology. Actually, it facilitates the creation of complex
structures. It allows also the inferences and this structure is
portable thanks to the standardized OWL language. The
ontology concepts are populated by individuals
representing instances of these concepts which can be
provided to the user.
The goal model is an overlay model on the domain
model. Actually, it consists of a set of goal concepts that
bring together individuals of the domain model. A goal
concept is a set of domain model individuals, knowing that
different goal concepts can group same individuals. A goal
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is defined by an SWRL rule allowing the selection of the
individuals which verifies the rule.
The user model aims at modeling the user into the
system. In the present case, it is composed of two parts. The
first part is based on the goal model which is based, by
definition, on the domain model. This part is called overlay
part on the domain or domain dependant part, or even
dynamic part because it is very changeable. Instead, the
second part is called static part; it is a domain independent
part. The user model is composed of a set of goals concepts,
selected using the user behavior and <attribute-value> pairs
for data such as date of birth, gender, etc. With the dynamic
part, we have an idea of the user interests on domain
individuals. Actually, when an individual appears into more
than one goal concept selected by the user, then this
individual is considered more important for the user. Thus,
we can induce interest weights on the domain individuals
related to the selected goal concepts. Moreover, we can
propagate these weights to the entire domain model using
the links into the domain ontology.
The adaptation model is considered as the core of the
system, the adaptive algorithms are carry out in this level.
The recommendations provided to the user are formulated
as a combination of individuals from the domain model,
according its user model. The problem consists in finding
the optimal combination of individuals from the domain
model constrained by a user model. Browsing all the
possible combinations to find the best one is not possible in
a short time, consequently, we propose the use of a
stochastic algorithm called simulated annealing in order to
find a combination which is close to the best one in a short
time. Simulated annealing [29] is an optimization technique
particularly well suited to overcoming the multiple minima
problem. Unlike gradient-descent methods, simulated
annealing can cross barriers between minima and thus can
explore a greater volume of the parameter space to find
better models in deeper minima.
This algorithm is used to minimize an energy function
defining the relevance of a combination according to a user
model. This energy depends mainly on the interest weights
deduced from the user dynamic part on the domain
individuals. But, depending on the type of application, more
parameters can be taken into account. For instance, we can
use geographic parameters for an application which aims to
provide a nearby restaurant corresponding to the user
requirements and coordinates. Moreover, constraints can be
defined in the ontology between individuals or/and
concepts. For instance, a medical application which
provides a combination of medicines has to indicate in the
ontology when one medicine cannot be given with another
one, so that the application cannot generate a bad
combination.
B. Recommendation process
The recommender system aims at providing a
combination of individuals from the ontology. This part
presents how this recommendation is undertaken.
In order to solve the problem of providing the best
combination of individuals from the domain model, we
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propose the use of a stochastic algorithm called simulated
annealing for its resolution. Actually, this kind of algorithms
allows to find a solution that approaches the best (or is the
best) in a very short time. The simulated annealing is
inspired from a method used in the steel industry. To obtain
a metal with a perfect structure crystal type (fundamental
state corresponding to the minimum internal energy), the
process is as follow: after bringing the material to liquid, the
temperature is lowered to solidification state. If the decrease
of temperature is very sudden, a “glass” is obtained, feature
of the technique of “hardening”. On the contrary, if it is very
gradual, allowing time for atoms to reach statistical
equilibrium, it will tend toward more regular structures, to
finish in the ground state: the “crystal”, characterizing the
system freeze. If this lower of temperature is not slow
enough, defects could appear. Then, it would be necessary
to correct them by heating the material again slightly to
allow atoms to regain freedom of movement and facilitating
a possible rearrangement toward a more stable structure.
The simulated annealing algorithm used into the
adaptation model is based on this principle. At the
beginning, the algorithm chooses an initial random
combination of individuals following a given pattern (for
instance, a combination consisting of a hotel, two
restaurants and two activities). This combination has an
energy E0, called the initial energy, which represents the
quality of a combination. The lower the energy is, the better
the combination is. A variable T, called temperature,
decreases in increments over time. At each level of
temperature is tested a number of elementary random
changes on the current combination. A cost df is associated
to each modification; it is defined as the difference between
the combination’s energy after the modification and the one
before. A negative cost signifies the current combination
has a lesser energy than the previous one (thus better by
definition), it is then kept. Conversely, a positive cost
represents a “bad” change. Nevertheless, it can be kept
according a given probability (acceptance rate t a )
depending on the temperature and the cost. The higher the
temperature is, the higher the probability is. Thus, over
time, the number of changes allowed decreases as the
temperature decreases, until no longer accepting any
changes. Finally, the system is said frozen, and the current
combination becomes the final combination to be presented
to the user. The acceptance rate is defined in (1) where Tk is
the temperature at the level k, k
N.
df

ta

T0
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An initial temperature T0 is computed using this
formula and setting the values of the acceptance rate and
the cost. The initial acceptance rate is defined arbitrarily
and the cost is set calculating the average cost by
performing multiple changes on random combinations.
Thus, the initial temperature is presented in (2) where dfmean
is the average cost of the modifications.
The temperature decrease is achieved through a
geometric decay at each level:

Tk

g (Tk 1 )

coef Tk

1

coef k T0

where k is the current level and 0<coef<1.
The relevance of a combination is determined by an
energy function. The quality of the final combination, given
by the simulated annealing algorithm, depends a lot on the
definition of this energy. This function is highly dependent
on the type of application. For instance, in a tourism
application, the individuals and user coordinates could be
taken into account, whereas these data are useless in a
medical application. Nevertheless, the energy function is
based, in all cases, on the user interests deduced from its
dynamic part.
The dynamic part is constituted of goals determined by
the user clicks on icons which are linked to goals. Thus,
each time a user clicks on an icon, the related goal is added
to the dynamic part of its user model. To deduce the user’s
interest weights on the ontology individuals, an algorithm of
weight propagation uses the fact that each goal is a set of
rules including individuals from the domain model. Thus,
each time an individual is selected by a rule, its weight is
incremented. Therefore, this weighting allows the
demarcation of some individuals, giving an idea of the user
interests. With this modeling, after few user clicks on icons,
the system can quickly provide a combination of domain
individuals that matches its interests. According the
definition, this type of recommender system is a CB system.
Nevertheless, it is also possible to base on group of users to
have the benefits of CF systems. It just needs to add a group
model to the system. The next part shows an application of
this modeling for a tourism application which is currently in
development.
C. Tourism implementation
This modeling is being applied to the tourism domain in
the region of Côte-d’Or in France for the company Côted’Or Tourisme. The aim is to create a tourism application
that should provide a combination of tourism products from
Côte-d’Or according to a user profile. At the beginning, a
domain ontology has been created with all the concepts and
the individuals related to the application domain. This
ontology was supplied from a database composed of more
than 3000 tourism products. Then, a goal model has been
defined using goal concepts like “Week end”, “Going out
with friends”, “with a baby”, etc. This knowledge was
generated from the specialists of the domain represented by
people working for the company Côte-d’Or Tourisme.
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An empirical pattern is defined to determine what kind
of combination the adaptation model has to return. The
energy function which gives the relevance of a combination
is based on the interest weights and the coordinates of the
tourism products, because it is not relevant to propose an
activity in the morning and a restaurant for lunch with a
distance of more than 50 kilometers. The traveling time
required to reach the restaurant after the activity ending is
inappropriate.
A variance threshold needs to be set in order to define
the maximum preferred variance between the individuals
coordinates. This variance characterized the value
dispersion regarding the average, in this case the threshold.
The subsets in this pattern are possible. For instance, we can
define a pattern like “Accommodation, Restaurant1,
Activity, Restaurant2” in which “Accomodation and
Restaurant1” are the first subset, and “Activity and
Restaurant2” the second subset. In addition, a variance
threshold is defined for each one. Thereby, the system can
use more complex patterns for the combinations.
The variance of a combination is defined as follow:

var(C )

1
N

N 1

Cix
i 0

1
N

2

N 1

Cix

1
N

Ciy

i 0

2

N 1

2

Ciy
i 0

where C is a combination, N the number of elements into
the combination, Ci the ith element of the combination, and
Cix and Ciy the x and y coordinates of the ith element.
The weight of a combination is defined as follow:
weight(C )

1
N

N 1

Ciweight
i 0

where Ciweight is the weight of the ith element.
Using the variance and the weight function, the energy
of a combination is:
Energy(C )

var(C )
1
E
weight(C )
ThresholdC

L 1

E
j 0

var(GCj )
ThresholdGCj

where E(X) is the integer part of X, ThresholdC is the
variance threshold of the geographic coordinates for the
combination C, ThresholdG is the variance threshold of the
Cj

geographic coordinates for the jth subset of C, and L the
number avec subsets. Thus, the system performs the
simulated annealing algorithm using this energy function
and a user profile, so that it can provide a combination of
tourism products matching its interests and close
coordinates. The result of the algorithm gives a
combination of close products with high weights. The next
part shows an example of a touristic journey provided by
this implementation. An interface has been developed for
iPhone.
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IV.

AN UTILIZATION EXAMPLE

An interface for this tourism implementation has been
developed for iPhone. This part explains briefly the
utilization of this application. The user is first invited to
define his profile by giving his stay duration and by clicking
on goal icons in order to inform on its interests. Moreover,
the geographic coordinates of the user can be used or
specific geographic coordinates can be specified for a
preferred area. Nevertheless, if no area is given, the area
will be the entire region of Côte-d’Or. Tourism products can
be also selected and a complete stay will be generated
relevantly according these selections. After this step, the
adaptation process is performed using the simulated
annealing algorithm and the system provides a combination
of tourism offers, corresponding to the user's profile, in a
carousel. If the solution does not satisfy the user, he is able
to demand a new generation, keeping some elements if
wanted. Thus, the system takes the kept elements into
account to provide a new combination. This new solution is
generated by fixing the kept elements into the combination.
Thus, only the others elements of the combination are
modified during the process of researching the best
combination. The kept elements are only considered for the
energy computations. A benchmark is presented in the next
part to show the relevance of the simulated annealing
algorithm.
V.

BENCHMARK

Some tests of the algorithm for the generation of
combinations have been done on a set of three thousand
tourism products. We did comparisons between the energy
of random combinations, the energy of the solutions found
by the algorithm and the energy of the optimal combination.
The solutions given by the simulated annealing algorithm
are closed or equal to the optimal solution in terms of
energy. In these tests, the average time required for the
generation of a combination of six products was around 3
seconds. But, this time depends on the different parameters
(temperature decrease rate, the number of iteration per level
of temperature) necessary to perform the simulated
annealing algorithm. The faster is the temperature decrease
and the lower is the number of iterations, the faster is the
generation, but the worse is the resulting combination. In
any case, this time is better than the time required to find the
best combination by browsing all the possibilities. For
example, in our test, finding the best combination needed
around 3 hours against 3 seconds using the simulated
annealing algorithm. These times are only given to have
orders of magnitude, more tests need to be performed to
have exacts results and to prove the interest of our
proposition. Nevertheless, given these few results, the
algorithm seems to give a relevant solution according a
predefined energy function with a lesser cost (in terms of
time) than calculating the optimal solution.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented a new content based
recommender system in order to improve the customer
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relationship management in e-tourism. The idea consists to
take advantages of the semantic Web technologies, the
properties of adaptive hypermedia systems, and to combine
them with combinatory algorithms in order to create a
recommender system. The simulated annealing algorithm is
used in order to solve the problem of the polynomial time
search required to generate a combination of tourism
products. It gives a solution which approaches the best
solution in a short time. The few results seem to be good
considering the time required to obtain them and comparing
to the best solutions. Nevertheless, for the future, we need to
make more tests and benchmarks to quantify more precisely
the relevance of our system. Moreover, we could improve
the quality of the propositions by taking into account some
group of users as it is done in collaborative filtering
recommender systems. This is possible by adding a group
model into the architecture. Thus, the recommender system
would become a hybrid recommender system.
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Abstract— The present paper introduces an approach for
image semantic annotation. It discusses work in progress and
reports the current state of our approach. This comprises the
development of the domain ontology used for annotation, the
functionalities for annotating image with an underlying
ontology and search features based on these annotations. We
describe a method for automatic annotation of images and
apply it to and evaluate it on images of inference process.
Keywords-Automatic Annotation; Semantic; Co-Quotation;
Ontology; Inference;

I.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, a number of digital images have
burst with the advent of digital cameras which require
effective search methods. However, due to the semantic gap
between image visual features and human concepts, most
users prefer textual queries. Hence, it is always difficult to
find a specific image if we want to show it or share it with
another person. In this context, the use of annotation can
facilitate the task of images management. Besides, the image
annotation establishes the main tool for semantics associated
with an image. Moreover, the addition of meta-data to an
image enriches its description and allows the construction of
more successful consultation tools and visualizations.
Our work objective is to describe the multimedia
document contents, facilitate and optimize their search. To
do so, we build on the documents annotation by semantics
descriptors. With semantics, we imply any information that
can be deduced and explicitly specified. We can deduce the
Car in the parking without such information being directly
mentioned in the document. According to [1], semantics
depends on the knowledge level and on the user perception
as well as on its objective. Therefore, the semantics of a
situation (or of a context) can be differently expressed by
diverse users.
Furthermore, labeling the semantic content of images
with a set of keywords is a problem known as image
annotation. Annotation is used primarily for image database
management, especially those using keyword-based search,
while not annotated images can be extremely difficult to find
in large database.
Once the documents are annotated, they can be used such
as [17]. Indeed, there exists much work on the multimedia
documents manually annotation, among which we quote:
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AnnoSearch [2], IMAGINATION [3], IAM@Image
CLEFPhoto Annotation [4].
In our study, the idea is to exploit the visual descriptors
and topological relationships in image to determine their
semantics. Actually, neither tool presents concepts of exactly
annotated images.
The continuation of this paper is organized in the
following way. First of all, Section 2 presents our proposed
annotation approach. Then, Section 3 provides the use of
urban ontology which will be used in this work. Afterward,
Section 4 illustrates the construction of hierarchy semantic
rules where we use the Co-quotation method in the images
annotation. Next, Section 5 describes the automatic image
annotation. As for Section 6, it presents an enrichment of
ontology and process inference. Finally, this paper ends with
some concluding remarks and future perspectives.
II.

PROPOSED APPROACH

The automatic image annotation is an effective research
subject [5]. Its goal is to develop methods that can produce,
for a new image, the relevant keywords among an annotation
vocabulary. These predictions of keywords can be used to
propose the image semantics.
We will describe in this section our annotation approach
based on three steps to solve these problems. The proposed
approach is illustrated by Figure 1.
 The first step Training: extract the image
preliminary characteristics to classify objects (many
tools exist permit to automatically associate with
some image a characteristics vector).In our study,
the idea is to exploit the visual descriptors and
topological relationships in image to determine their
semantics. Actually, neither tool presenting concepts
annotates exactly the images. The existing tools do
not combine the object detection and the relation
one.
The annotation process, defined in the Training step, is
composed of two sub-steps:
I. We start with a set of images, which we call the
images of apprenticeship. We proceed in a way that
the users select an object of the image manually.
The selection of an object makes possible for the
user to affect a manual semantics annotation. The
tools for image processing determine the low level
characteristics defining this object.
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II. The second sub-steps consist in building a value
matrix of low level descriptors describing the
required object. This matrix represents the result of
several iterations of the first phase on the basis of
image for the same object.
After the apprenticeship phase, the system automatically
creates one or several rules describing the object chosen
from the first phase.
The main objective of our classification is to associate a
unique interpretation from low level descriptors with an
image document [6]. The result of the combination of the
MPEG-7 descriptors with those of cavities and contour is a
well-formed XML file.
The spatial relationships constitute the basis of the
linguistic descriptions of the spatial configurations. These
relations are generally classified a different category [8], [9],
[10]: topology, orientation and distance. These can be
descended of an explicit declaration on the part of the user or
inferred from the existing information. In our proposition, we
build on topological relationships. To detect the relationship
between two detected objects, we calculate the angle
between the including rectangles.
In our context, several object types can be distinguished:
car, building, persons, panels, road, etc. These different
objects are classified according to classes: means of
transport, buildings, the place and objects. In order to do that,
we can determine a set of spatial relations that can exist
between objects in a picture to know: right, left, behind, in
front. [7]
 In the second step, the process describes the Image
semantic annotation. This step is the relationships
extraction between objects, to build the first level
semantic rules (these rules represent a human
knowledge). They are stored in a knowledge base.
From an archive picture, we loosened a semantic set,
represented through the notion of predicate logic.
From all the rules, we loosen the various predicates
whose semantics is extracted from the image. These
predicates can be grouped in elements establishing
the rule in relation between elements and result.
 The third step consists in the Inference process
creation to generate a new semantics. The inference
is then defined, then, as an action which allows a
human or a machine to increase its knowledge. This
person or this machine ―makes an inference‖, i.e, it
infers a result starting from a set of data. Our process
of inference consists in a unit of inference rules,
being based on the principle of the front chaining.

Figure 1. Proposed Demarche

To create a model, we ask to the domain expert to draft a
list, as complete as that possible, in natural language, various
semantics extracted of the images. He integrates into this list
the knowledge environment and the studied context.
III.

URBAN ONTOLOGIES

Ontologies are used to formalize the concepts semantics
of each domain. We have already used ontology of field
formalized in XML (TOWNTOLOGY) which represents the
concepts used by the urban image.
Ontology defines a common vocabulary for the
researchers who need to share the information in a domain. It
includes by the definitions legible by a machine on the basic
concepts of this domain and of their relations. [11] [16]
Ontology is a formal explicit description of the concepts
in a domain (classes), properties of every concept describing
characteristics and attributes (facets).
Ontology as well as all the individual instances of the
classes constitutes a knowledge base. The classes constitute
the main concepts of several ontologies. They describe the
concepts in the domain. A class can have subclasses which
represent more specific concepts than the super-class (or
superior class). The attributes describe the classes and the
instances properties.
Let us illustrate these ideas for our domain. We are
interested in the objects component of an image by
describing the taxonomy of types represented by the model
in Figure 1.
On this model, the Object class is subdivided into
subclasses such as "Means", "Place", "Panel", "Buildings"
and these in specialized subclasses as "Building", "car" or
"Road"
This ontology also contains topological relations such as
"Front", "Behind", "to the right", "to the left".
Properties are represented on the model by elementary
principles, called Properties. If we assign precise objects in
X and Y, these principles will become assertions: ' a car in
front of a building '.
IV.

HIERARCHY OF SEMANTIC RULES

The manual annotation of semantics remains a problem,
because it depends on the user objective and on his
knowledge. It thus seems to us thus convenient to find a way
of automating the annotation of semantics to improve the
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research for the multimedia documents by building on
requests.
Several questions, thus, are left to be elucidated:
 How can we extract the semantic contents of the
multimedia documents in an automatic way to
ensure and facilitate future research for users?
 How can we connect high level knowledge to the
low level characteristics of the documents?
The process of images annotation, which we propose, is
based primarily on the results provided by Training step. The
descriptors, extracted and instantiated automatically, from
such a step, allows the construction of our first work scheme.
The result of this step consists in extracting automatically
the low level descriptors and deducing the image elements
recorded in ontology. Each element can have well
determined semantics and can refer to an object (person, car,
building…).
The combination of these elements with space relations
[14] creates the first level of semantics rules describing the
image content. This first level is created manually.
An image can refer to several semantic rules. By using
this context, makes it possible to us to gather the semantic
rules by topic.
The purpose of the Co-quotation method [12], used in
bibliometry since 1973, is to create starting from scientific
articles of the same field of research and by using their
bibliographical references, of the relations between these
articles.
This method rests on the assumption that two
bibliographical references of unspecified dates, frequently
quoted together, have a parity set of themes. In the same way
that for the table of the couplings, the matrix of Coquotations is built by each line is the studied set quotations i,
each column is the quotations set j and the elements set xij of
the matrix corresponds to the number of documents which
quoted documents i and j in same time.
The use of the bonds in order to annotate a resource also
applies to the images.
The use of the Co-quotation method in the images
annotation can help us to use the annotations of close
references by topic in order to annotate new images.
The following figure (Figure 2) is an extract of the
quotation graph: the image I cite semantic rules RGi, RGi+1,
RGi+2 and RGn. In this case, these rules Co-are quoted at
least once by image I.

Figure 2. Extract of the Quotation Graph
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The method of Co-quotation [12] is used to calculate the
resemblance between the semantic rules and not between the
images.
The following figure (Figure 3) is an example of graph of
Co-quotation. Value 2 between rules RGi and RGi+2 indicates
that these two rules are quoted together by two images.

Figure 3. Example of Graph of Co-Quotation

The Co-quotation matrix is a representation of the Coquotation graph; it corresponds to a square matrix.
Ci+2n: (i+2 Line, n Column) the Co-quotation frequency
of RGi+2 and RGn, which is equal to 5, because they are
quoted together by five Images.

Figure 4. The Co-quotation matrix

The result of the distance function [13]
Si,j = 1/C(i,j)2
(1)
Being in the interval [0,1]. Two semantic rules are
quoted units, the more the distance S (I, J) will be close to
zero.
As soon as the semantic rules of a document image are
quoted, we build the graph of distance and the matrix of
distance MC.
Matrix MC of the example is the following one:

Figure 5. The Co-quotation Distance
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In order to represent association (Rules/Images), we use
the concepts lattice. The concepts lattices are used in the
search for information to refine or generalize the request
user. [15]
The Galois lattice or concepts lattice is a mathematical
structure making it possible to represent the not disjoined
classes subjacent with an objects set [18].
Context
) where O is an
objects or individuals set, A is an attributes or properties set
and  is a binary relation between O and A.
A context K = (O, A, ) can be represented in the table
form, where a line corresponds to an object with its
attributes.
Lattice: a lattice is an ordered Set in which two
unspecified elements have an upper limit and a lower limit.
A complete lattice is a lattice for which any element has an
upper limit and a lower limit.
Galois correspondence: Is the context K = (O, A, ), f
an application P (O) in P (A) and g an application P (A) in P
(O), f and g defined:
 f: P(O) P(A) f (Oi) = {a  A| (o,a)  A, o  Oi}
intention ;
 g: P(A)P(O) g(Ai) = {o  O| (o,a)  A, a  Ai}
extension ;
The couple (f, g) is called the Galois correspondence on
K.
Formal concept: Are Oi  O and Ai  A, (Oi, Ai) is a
concept if:
 Oi is the extension of Ai;
 Ai is the intention of Oi;
Oi = g (Ai) and Ai = f (Oi)
Galois lattices: Are f: O  A and g : A  O two
functions defined on the lattices (O,≤O) and (A, ,≤A), such
as (f, g) is a Galois correspondence.
Either G= {(o, a), where o is an element of O and where
a is an element of A, such as o = g (a) and a = f (o)}. That is
to say ≤ the relation of order defined by: (o1, a1) ≤ (o2,a2) if
a1 ≤A a2. (G,≤) is a Galois lattice.
Example:
The following table represents the correspondence
between six images answers of the five rules {RG1, RG2,
RG3, RG4, RG5}
The Rules are:
 RG1, Car  Transport Means
 RG2, Taxi  Car
 RG3, Car in front of Car  Parking
 RG4, Taxi in front of Taxi  Parking
 RG5, Transport Means in front of Transport Means
 Parking
TABLE I.
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

RG1
X

IMAGE/ RULES ASSOCIATION
RG2
X

RG3
X

X
X
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The example of Galois correspondence is:
 O1 = {I3, I4}  f(O1) = {RG1, RG5}
 A1 = {RG1, RG5}  g(A1) = {I1, I3, I4}
In this example we have the couple ({RG5}, {I1, I3, I4})
In this example, we have the couple ({RG5}, {I1, I3, I4})
which means that the result of the request with rule RG5
gives for answer the images I1, I3, I4.
We illustrate the result of the Bordat algorithm [14] on
the example of the preceding table.
C = (Ø, {I1, I2, I3, I4, I5})
δC = max {fC(I1), fC(I2), fC(I3), fC(I4), fC(I5),
fC(I6)}
= max {{RG1, RG2, RG5}, {RG3, RG4, RG5},
{RG1, RG4, RG5}, {RG1, RG5}, {RG4, RG5},
{RG3, RG5}}
= max {{RG1, RG2, RG5}, {RG3, RG4, RG5},
{RG1, RG4, RG5}}
In this case the direct successors of C are:
C1 = ({I1}, {RG1, RG2, RG5})
C2 = ({I2}, {RG3, RG4, RG5})
C3 = ({I3}, {RG1, RG4, RG5}}
In the same way, one calculates the direct successors of
C1:
δC1 = max {fC1(I1), fC1(I2), fC1(I3), fC1(I4), fC1(I5),
fC1(I6)}
= max {{RG5}, {RG1, RG5}, {RG1, RG5},
{RG5}, {RG5}}
The C1 Successors are:
C4 = ({I1, I3, I4}, {RG1, RG5})
The continuation of the direct successor‘s calculation is
made same manner. The result of the example is the
following (Figure 6)

Figure 6. Galois Lattice

The lattice structure is used in order to extract the
hierarchical relations between the semantic rules. We build
the hierarchy of the semantic rules in order to keep only one
occurrence of the rules. We leave the rules set of the more
high level and one eliminates the occurrences from each
element in the lower levels.
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Begin
//Extract all the Rules for each concepts couples
List  Extract_Rules (Ci, Cj);
U = List Beginning
Repeat
// extract all the low level rules than the rule U
A  Extract_rules_lowlevel (U);
//Add the new rules at the list
End Automatic Annotation

The goal in this section is to import and order the
semantic rules quoted by a document image I.
We retain the following criteria to order the annotations
as a whole ReG; The rate of selection of the imported rules.
If the rule appears in several images, the largest rate of
selection will be considered (maximum).

Figure 7. Semantics Rules Lattice

Figure 7, present the result of the semantic rules
hierarchical.
V.

AUTOMATIC IMAGE ANNOTATION

The presentation of the imported annotations is made by
defining a multi-criterion choice to select annotations to be
used in the following phase.

Figure 8. Automatic Image Annotation

Each Rule semantic has a rate (utilization Ratio of the
rule for forthcoming annotations). This rate is a value
included/understood an interval [0, 1].
The rate is calculated by the following formula:
Fact-salt / Fact-Aff



VI.

ONTOLOGY ENRICHMENT AND INFERENCE PROCESS

Ontological engineering consists of the search for
general, reusable, shareable and durable concepts to build a
model of knowledge able to help people solve problems
[MIZ 04].
Because our step of annotation is based on ontology, we
also dealt with the problem of the enrichment of ontology.
This enrichment will also be used to refine or enrich the
automatic annotation by the documents multi-media as
Image type.
We should note that ontology is a set of concepts
connected by the relation of Specialization/ Generalization
and other like synonymy.
The principle of enrichment in our step does not
include/understand the suppression and the transformation of
concepts, but earlier to add principle again is that of the
semantic rules (semantic rules is a set of concepts connected
to each other by relations which provide one or more
semantics which can be the same concepts of ontology).
We were interested within the framework of our work in
used ontology TOWNTOLOGY.
This ontology is described by the concepts of the urban
field and the relations which connect them. Figure 9
illustrates an extract of this ontology:
 A node represents a concept, represented by a circle
in the figure (for example the C1 concept).
 Concepts are connected by directed arcs defining the
relation of Specialization/ Generalization, here the
C2 concept is a specialization of the C1 concept.

Such as:
 Fact-salt: It is the number of times that the rule at
summer chosen as a solution for the annotation of a
new image
 Fact-Aff: It is the number of times that the rule at
summer suggested as a solution for the annotation of
a new image.
Algorithm: Automatic Annotation
Data
C  {C1, C2,…,Cn] Concepts Set of
(With Ontology)
ReG  {RG1, RG2, …, RGn} Rules Set
List : List of Rules Semantic
U Type Rules Semantic
A Type Rule
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Image

Figure 9. Example TOWNTOLOGY Ontology
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The idea of our approach is based on the integration of
the semantic rules within ontology. This stage of enrichment
breaks up into two phases, the first stage is the manual
integration of the rules within ontology; the second phase is
an enrichment starting from the phase of interrogation.
 Manual Enrichment: Consist in adding semantic
rules within descriptive XML file of ontology in
order to build a first level of knowledge.
 Automatic Enrichment: is based on the exploitation
of new annotations to enrich ontology.
Let us illustrate automatic enrichment for an example. A
user U annotates a new image according to the following
stages:
1. Initially, U seized the new image I, it obtains as an
answer RG1, RG2… RG5 semantic rules.
2. The user can not be satisfied and it adds new
concepts or semantic new rules
3. The U user finishes his annotation when it satisfies
the result.
The increase in the information level which one can lay
out on a system is essential for the improvement of this
system control and the processes which are integrated there
(automation, maintenance…).
Two primary sources give access to this information. The
first one starts from human expert knowledge which gives
rather qualitative information on what the studied system is,
while the second is the data acquisition directly on the
system, giving rather quantitative information.
The inference is an action which allows a human or a
machine to increase its knowledge. This person or this
machine ―makes an inference‖, i.e, it infers a result starting
from a set of data.
Our inference process is composed of a set of inference
rules, being based on the principle of the front chaining. In
what follows a formal specification of all the inference rules
as well as an application of these rules on the collected
image basis are presented.
A. The inference algorithm:
Start
OPEN  Semantic Rule
Repeat
Ü  Beginning OPEN
Repeat
To observe inference rules
To add in end of OPEN semantic new Rules
Until I = End Rules
To add U to Close
Until OPNE = Ø
End

 RG3 a new Rule /
RG3 = S2, R, OB2  S1
Rule 2:
BE: Elements Base
BR: Relations Base
BGR: Rules Base
 {OB1, OB2, S1, S2}  BE
 RG1 a Rule, RG2 a Rule /
RG1 = OB1  S1
RG2 = S1  S2
 RG3 a new Rule /
RG3 = OB1  S2

VII. CONCLUSION & PERSPECTIVE
A system of research for image adapted to the needs of
the users is capable of extracting the image semantics.
However, the ditch between the low levels attributes and the
semantic knowledge is the main obstacle in the construction
of reliable semantics for the image research.
In this paper we proposed an approach which allows the
discovery of semantic information from the low level image.
Our approach is interested in the semantic description of the
objects of a given image. We presented our vision for
semantic annotation and inference to support the discovery
of general image.
Our system is work in progress, and we are actively
experimenting with implementation alternatives. As
continuation of this work, the semantic representing the
semantic and role relationships between the concepts will be
constructed from our current sentence level semantic trees.
In this paper, we have described an interface for image
annotation based on user-formulated semantic inference
rules. The aim of this study was to determine the
characteristics that suit the semantic inferencing and Rules.
One of the significant findings was that knowledge of
multimedia and image analysis terms is both a prerequisite
and impediment to obtaining good results. We still found,
however, that the results of applying rules defined by domain
experts were significantly less than those defined by the
authors.
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Abstract—Semantic technologies like Topic Maps provide a
generic way of structured data representation. These technologies can be used to create data stores of any kind. To use them,
it is necessary to fill them with data and therefore an editor is
needed which provides input masks for the data. In this paper
we present an Editor Generator Toolkit that enables developers
to easily create small and fast editor applications for multiple
platforms that allow easy collation of data.
Keywords-Topic Maps, ontology, editor, TMCL, Eclipse RCP

I. I NTRODUCTION
Semantic technologies provide a generic way of structured
data representation and thus are highly applicable as data
stores for applications of all kinds. Beyond that, data stores
must be filled with data and as most data is not available
in an easily transformable format, an editor application is
needed for the manual handling of the data.
In this paper, we present an Editor Generator Toolkit that
allows the generation of ontology specific editor applications
for topic map ontologies in a flexible multi-step process. The
whole wizard-driven process is based on an ontology that is
specified by the user as a Topic Maps schema and leads the
user to the finished editor desktop application.
The Editor Generator Toolkit is an extension for the
well-known Eclipse IDE, which not only provides the environment to develop applications in many programming
languages, but also provides a basic architecture for standalone desktop applications. This architecture, the so-called
Eclipse RCP, is used by the Editor Generator Toolkit as the
basic application framework and is extended by an ontology
specific domain model.
Section III contains an overview of the Editor Generator
Toolkit architecture and its individual parts. Section IV
describes the workflow that leads from the initial Topic
Maps schema to the finished editor application. In Section V
we introduce the Yacca editor as an example application.
Section VI summarizes our results and provides an outlook
on future work.

RDFS, we present a toolchain to create an instance editor
as a desktop application for a specific Topic Maps schema
ontology [1]. However, an ontology editor is required to
create the basic Topic Maps schema from which the editor
application is built. This can be done with another Eclipse
extension, called Onotoa [2], [3].
All currently existing Topic Maps domain editors like
Ontopoly or Topincs are web-based applications and thus
require both a central application server and a reliable
network connection. As these requirements are not always
available, we focus on desktop applications to avoid any
obstacles for the users of the editor application.
Furthermore, we separate the process of ontology creation
from the process of editing the actual data, so that users
without knowlegde of the Topic Maps schema language are
able to use the editor application that was previously created
by a topic maps expert.
III. A RCHITECTURE
The editor applications that are provided through the
Editor Generator Toolkit consist of several components and
are based on the Eclipse RCP. See Figure 1 for an overview
of these components. The individual components, which
were developed at the Topic Maps Lab, will be explained in
this section.

Topic Maps
Engine

Aranuka

Kuria

Generic
Editor
Components

Generated
Domain Specific
Component

Eclipse RCP
Figure 1. The components of a generated editor application. Based on
the Eclipse RCP, Aranuka handles the mapping of the domain model to
the Topic Map engine while Kuria, the generic editor components, and the
generated domain specific component provide the visible parts of the editor
application.

II. S TATE OF THE A RT
The tool we present here is no ontology editor in terms of
products like Protégé or OntoStudio. Whereas these products
offer features for creation and editing of knowledge bases
with one of the popular ontology languages as OWL or
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A. Eclipse RCP
Eclipse is a plug-in based software development system
which initially was created as integrated development environment (IDE) for Java. The environment is enhanced
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regularly by the work of the large community that grew
around Eclipse. With version 3.0, the Eclipse Foundation
released the Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform), which
consists of a stripped version of the IDE and can be used to
create new applications that make use of the architecture of
Eclipse. The Eclipse RCP components form the foundation
of the editor applications that are generated with the Editor
Generator Toolkit.
Using the Eclipse RCP also results in platform independent applications. The Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT)
is a Eclipse plugin and responsible for rendering the user
interface. It is directly connected to the platform specific user
interface libraries. The Eclipse Foundation provides a set of
bindings for a lot of platforms, which can be used to create
Eclipse RCP applications for different operating systems
and hardware architectures. A complete description how to
develop Eclipse RCP applications can be found in [4].
B. Aranuka
Semantic technologies like Topic Maps provide a generic
way to represent data. On top of that, programming interfaces of Topic Maps engines like the Topic Maps Application
Programming Interface (TMAPI) [5] need to be generic too
and therefore developers must have a good understanding
of Topic Maps even if they are supposed to write a domain
specific application.
Aranuka, an open source project from the Topic Maps
Lab, provides a way to map a domain model that was developed in Java to an underlying Topic Maps engine [6]. The
developer then uses his model classes and a helper class from
Aranuka called Session. This Session is able to retrieve topics from the topic map and persist topics back into the topic
map. Aranuka uses connectors to associate Aranuka to a specific Topic Maps engine. These connectors bind the Aranuka
core to any TMAPI supporting Topic Maps engine. Right
now, Aranuka was tested with the Topic Maps engines tinyTiM and Ontopia and works flawlessly with both of them.
The configuration of the domain model is done via
Java annotations. For every construct of the Topic Maps
Data Model (TMDM) an specific annotation can be used
in classes or attributes. Every annotation contains several
properties which can be used to configure the mapping. The
annotation @Occurrence for instance, has a type property
that specifies the subject identifier of the occurrence type
of the mapped attribute. More information about Aranuka
annotations and its use can be found in [7].
After annotating the model classes a Configurator instance
is used to tell Aranuka which classes should be mapped to
topics and which connector should be used. It is also possible
to add names to the types specified in the annotations. This is
done via an internal mapping between the subject identifier
set of the annotation and the value of the name that should
be added to the used topic type. The Configurator provides
additional methods for adding and removing prefixes, too.
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These prefixes can be used in any URI which is used as
identifier in annotations and instances. Every instance which
is mapped to a topic must have at least one identifier which
should be a URI.
C. Kuria
The W3C created a group to analyze the need of modelbased user interfaces (see [8]). In its report the groud states
that the development of web applications should use utilities
to build the final user interface based on the model of the
application and the target platform. Instead of developing for
different platforms, a description language based on XML
should be used to map the domain model to specific user
interface elements. With this description different layouts
and designs can be generated, based on the target platform,
which could be a mobile device or a standard browser.
A similar approach is implemented with Kuria, an open
source project from the Topic Maps Lab [9]. Instead of web
applications, Kuria generates input masks for desktop applications. It is modularized to support different approaches
of declaration and generation. The Editor Generator Toolkit
uses three Kuria modules, the Kuria Runtime module, the
Kuria Annotation module, and the Kuria SWTGenerator
module.
Kuria Runtime: The Kuria Runtime module is the core
of Kuria. User interfaces are composed of elements like
buttons, windows, labels, dialogs, which are called widgets.
For every widget exists a descriptor, which is called binding.
Bindings contain the model specific information of the
widget, for instance which text is valid for a text field and an
accessor and mutator method. With the binding it is possible
to set the value of an attribute of an object instance. In
addition, bindings for tree nodes and table columns exists.
Kuria Annotation: The Kuria Annotation module is used
to create widget bindings based on annotations on the model
classes. If no annotation exists, a binding based on the
datatype and the name of the field is created. It is also
possible to hide an attribute, which can be done with the
annotation @Hidden. For a complete list of annotations and
their attributes refere to [10].
Kuria SWTGenerator: The Standard Widget Toolkit
(SWT) was developed by IBM to create an efficient Java
widget toolkit which uses the libraries of the underlying
operating system. One other well known user interface (UI)
library for Java is Swing, which is part of the Java SDK.
Swing renders UI elements by itself, which results in a
consistent look and feel, because applications using Swing
look very much the same on every system. However, these
applications look kind of alien in most operating systems.
In contrast, the SWT wraps UI elements of the operating
system, and thus all applications that rely on SWT need
platform dependent libraries for every system. Though this
has the advantage of providing the look and feel of the
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Figure 2.

Empty editor window. On the left side is the modelview. On the right side, for every opened model instance an editor tab is opened.

underlying operating system. Another advantage is the increased speed that comes while using the operating system’s
native libraries, which is much faster than using the emulated
ones, like Swing does.
The SWTGenerator module is used to generate a user
interface based on the widget bindings using SWT. In
addition, it provides methods to easyly generate tree and
table widgets. To create an input mask for an instance, the
SWTGenerator uses the parent widget and the class of the
instance. The SWTGenerator then checks whether a binding
for the class exists and generates the input mask according
to the bindings.
The Editor Generator Toolkit produces Kuria annotations
for every generated domain model. In the resulting editor
application, the overview tree and all input masks are
generated by Kuria.
D. Generic Editor Components
The Generic Editor Components provide the containers
for the user interfaces. These components are fixed and
configured by the generated annotated domain model.
In Figure 2, an empty application window is shown. On
the left side is the ModelView. This window contains a tree
representing the model. For every type in the ontology a
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node exists and its children are the instances of the type.
New instance of a model type can be created with the
provided context menu. Alternatively, the view provides a
menu on the left side of the title bar with options for
every topic type. Already existing instances can be edited
by simply clicking on them.
The individual editors for the instances are placed on the
right side. It is possible to open multiple editors. If an editor
is activated the Save-button in the toolbar persists the edited
instance into the topic map. Every editor provides a Save
and Close button inside the editor window which persists
the instance in the topic map and closes the editor.
Generated Domain Specific Component: The last component of the Editor Generator Toolkit (cf. Figure 1) is
the Generated Domain Specific Component. This plug-in
contains the generated domain model classes and additional
product configurations. The latter are necessary for the
configuration of the Eclipse IDE and contain information
about the plug-ins that are part of the editor and thus
must be exported together with the editor application. The
configuration of Aranuka is also part of this plug-in and
can be found in the ModelHandler class. After generating
the code, the names for types can be added there. The
selection of the Aranuka connector is also possible in this
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class and can be changed any time after the generation
process.
IV. G ENERATE AN E DITOR
This chapter explains how to generate an editor application, what prerequisites are needed and what steps are
necessary to create the application. An overview of the steps
are shown in Figure 3.
Prerequisites
The Editor Generator Toolkit consists of a set of Eclipse
plug-ins that add the generation facility to the Eclipse IDE.
In order to work with these plug-ins, a working Eclipse with
the Java Development Toolkit (JDT) is needed. To create the
base ontology, it is strongly recommended to use the Topic
Maps schema editor Onotoa.
Create the Ontology
The first step is to create the ontology. This can be done
via text editors writing plain TMCL in CTM-notation or

any visual editor. We advise to use Onotoa, a visual editor
which can be installed directly into the Eclipse development
environment.
After creating the model in Onotoa it should be exported
to TMCL which is indicated by step 2 in the activity diagram
in Figure 3.
Create an Editor Project
The Editor Generator Toolkit adds a new wizard to the
New Project Wizard list of Eclipse. Create a new project
and fill in all required data into the first page of the wizard.
This page asks for a project name, which should have a form
like a Java package name. The name of the application will
be used in the title bar of the application. It will be used as
name of the executable binary of the application, too. The
third entry is a drop box which allows selection of the used
Topic Maps engine.
In the second editor page the name of the schema file is
required. If this field is empty no model will be created and
the developer has to create it on his own.
Modify Generated Code and Add Additional Functionality
The generated domain model is a set of Java classes
which are generated on the basis of the topic types in
the given TMCL schema. In addition, these classes have
attributes annotated for Kuria and Aranuka. The generated
classes can be revised and modified to tailor the editor and
receive the expected input masks for the models. Examples
for modifications are:
• A topic has an occurrence of type string. In the class
an attribute is generated with a @Textfield annotation
of Kuria. This annotation indicates the use of a text
field with one line. To have a multiline text area an
additional attribute must be added to the annotation.
• For topics with associations in every generated class an
attribute for the counter player exists. This is because of
the bidirectional nature of associations in topic maps.
In most cases, only one direction is needed in the
editor interface. It is recommended to remove one of
the counter player attributes.
The generated editor is an eclipse application and therefore provides some possibilities to extend the application.
These can be done inside the generated domain specific
plug-in or in additional plug-ins. All new dependencies
should be added to the product configuration, which is
responsible for the correct export of every required plugin. Developing additional functionality is optional and not
needed to export a working editor application.
Export the Application

Figure 3.
editor.

Chain of activities to develop generate an ontology specific
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The editor for the product configuration provides an
export function, which is a link in the first page of the
editor. By activating the link, a wizard opens and asks
for the target directory and the desired target platforms.
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Figure 4.

The Yacca ontology as it was created with Onotoa.

After the export is finished, the target directory contains the
created applications, one for each platform, which can then
be deployed to the target machines.
V. E XAMPLE E DITOR : YACCA
In this section, we present an example on how a generated
editor application can be used in the developmental process
of Topic Maps driven web applications. The example we
provide is called Yacca and was voted into top ten at the
2010 ESWC AI Mashup challenge.
In Yacca, the power of structured data – that comes with
the use of Topic Maps – as data store is combined with
the flexibility of TMQL as a query language that allows to
extract just the desired amount of data from the Topic Map.
The so called ”Yacca cards“ are HTML snippets, produced
from the structured data and provided by Maiana, the social
Topic Maps explorer from the Topic Maps Lab [11]. The
topic map for the data store was created with an editor that
was generated with the Editor Generator Toolkit.
The Yacca topic map contains three topic types and two
associations (cf. Figure 4). Based on this Topic Map schema,
the editor in Figure 5 was created. The ModelView shows the
three topic types that are now classes in the Java application.
On the right side, an editor for a player is visible. The dialog
on the left contains another input mask for the position topic.
This dialog opens when pushing the New button next to the
position field in the editor. A similar dialog opens for the
team of the player.
The Yacca editor has an additional feature: An import of
players from a comma separated file. This function was used
after creating the team and position topics.
After creating the topic map with the editor, it was
uploaded to Maiana [12]. The editor is still used for updating
the topic map, for instance in case a player gets injured and
can not play.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Summary
The Editor Generator Toolkit provides an simple and
fast way to generate small and fast Topic Maps editor
applications that are feasible for easy collation of data.
Based on the popular Eclipse Platform it integrates into
most established development processes. With the used base
technologies – Eclipse RCP and the Standard Widget Toolkit
– the generated editor can be used on almost every platform.
With our approach, Topic Maps experts with little to no
experience in Java programming are able to build editor
applications based on their Topic Maps schema.
In this paper, we have explained the architecture of the
Editor Generator Toolkit and its base modules. Furthermore,
we showed the process of creating the editor application and
have given an example for successful use of a generated
editor.
Future Work
The generated editor is an application with a simple user
interface. Especially with a lot of topics the tree in the ModelView gets to large. Search facilities can be implemented
to provide ways to find topics with a specific property. This
could be done by specifying the property inside a dialog or
entering a TMQL query [13].
In the current state, the generator produces default Kuria
annotations and attributes for every site of an association.
In future release some additional schema elements in form
of reification or occurrences of specific types should be
introduces and supported by the schema editor. With these
additional elements the manual modification of the generated
code would be unnecessary.
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Abstract—Concept-based document indexing deals with
representing documents by means of semantic entities, the
concepts, rather than lexical entities, the keywords. In this
paper we propose an approach for concept-based document
representation and weighting. Particularly, we propose (1) an
approach for concept-identification (2) and a novel concept
weighting scheme. The concepts are first extracted from
WordNet and then weighted by means of a new measure of
their importance in the document. Our conceptual indexing
approach outperforms better than classical keyword-based
approaches, and preliminary tests with the weighting scheme
give better results than the classical tf-idf approach.
Keywords-Information retrieval;
concept weighting; WordNet.

I.

conceptual

indexing;

INTRODUCTION

Information retrieval (IR) is concerned with selecting
from a collection of documents those that are likely to be
relevant to a user information need expressed using a query.
Two basic functions are carried out in an information
retrieval system (IRS): document indexing and querydocument matching. The main objective of indexing is to
assign to each document (respectively query) a descriptor
represented with a set of features, usually weighted
keywords, derived from the document (respectively query)
content. The main goal of query-document matching, also
called query evaluation, is to estimate the relevance of a
document with respect to the query. A key characteristic of
classical IR models is that the degree of query-document
matching depends on the number of the shared terms. This
leads to critical problems induced by disparity and
ambiguity.
• Disparity refers to the property that has some terms
to be represented by different words and associated
to identical or related senses. Disparity causes
relevant document to not be retrieved. For example,
a document on unix, nevertheless relevant for a
query on operating systems, will not be retrieved if
the words operating and systems are absent in this
document.
• Ambiguity refers to two properties: homonymy and
polysemy [14]. Homonymy refers the property that
has some terms, represented by the same word, to be
associated to different meanings. The bark of a dog
versus the bark of a tree is an example of
homonymy. Polysemy is related to the property of
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some words to express different meanings. Opening
a door versus opening a book is an example of
polysemy. In classic IRS, ambiguity causes
irrelevant documents to be retrieved. For example, a
document on politics in France, nevertheless not
relevant for a query on Anatole France, will be
retrieved because of the shared word France.
Various approaches and techniques have attempted
to tackle these problems by enhancing the document
representation or query formulation. Attempts in
document representation improvements are related to
the use of semantics in the indexing process.
Semantic indexing aims at representing documents
(and queries) by means of senses (concepts) rather
than simple words. Senses are identified (ie.
disambiguated) by means of word sense
disambiguation (WSD) approaches that allow
finding the right sense of a word in a given context.
WSD are classified in supervised and unsupervised
approaches [32]:
• Supervised WSD uses training Corpora [8][15][19]
to first build the required knowledge base for
disambiguating senses. The related approach consists
on examining a number of contexts of the target
word (that is the word to disambiguate), in a training
corpus, from which rules on word arrangement (cooccurrence, ordering, contiguity) [29], or word usage
[24] are constructed. This knowledge is then used for
further recognition of word sense in a given context.
• Unsupervised WSD use external linguistic resources
such as MRD (Machine Readable Dictionnary) [11]
[16][27][30], thesaurus [31], ontologies [21][25] or
Wikipedia [18] in order to identify word senses
instead of using “trained” senses. This is called
conceptual (or concept-based) indexing.
In this paper, we propose a conceptual indexing approach
based on the use of a linguistic resource namely WordNet.
The main idea of our approach is to classify document words
into WordNet entries, then to associate them with correct
senses. We propose to use WordNet [20] as source of
evidence for word sense identification and for sense
weighting.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
the problems of semantic indexing and then reports some
related works and presents our motivations. In Section III,
we detail our proposed semantic indexing approach.
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Preliminary experimental results are presented in Section IV.
Section V concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATIONS

A. The Problem
Conceptual indexing approaches generally rely on
deriving concepts from linguistic resources such as MRD,
thesaurus, and ontologies in order to identify the relevant
sense (concept) of a word in a given context. For this aim,
the indexing process poses two key problems: concept
identification and concept weighting.
• Concept identification aims at assigning monowords or multi-words to the most accurate entries in
the ontology. Identifying representative words is a
classical indexing problem. Classical approaches are
based on linguistic (tokenization, lemmatization,
stop-words eliminating) and statistical techniques to
identify keywords in the document. Given these
keywords, a key problem in semantic indexing is to
identify for each keyword its right sense(s) in the
document. This leads to a WSD problem.
• Concept weighting. The purpose of concept
weighting is to quantify the degree of importance of
each concept in the document. Weighting is a crucial
problem in IR. Indeed, the quality of retrieving
depends on the quality of weighting. Good weighting
is required to guarantee that the relevant documents
are retrieved for a given query. In classical IRS, the
well known tf*idf weighting scheme is successfully
used. In the context of conceptual indexing, the
challenge is how to correctly weight concepts.
In what follows, we give an overview of the WordNet
structure, a survey of related works and then highlight the
key points of our approach.
B. WordNet Overview
WordNet is an electronic lexical database [20] which
covers the majority of names, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
of the English language, which are structured in a network of
nodes and links.
1) Nodes: also called synsets are sets of synonyms.
• A synset is a concept.
• A concept, which is a semantic entity, is lexically
represented by a term.
• A term is a word (mono-word term) or a group of
words (multi-word term) that represents a concept.
2) Links: Links represent semantic relations between
synsets, in which the hypernym-hyponym relations defined
as follows:
• the is-a relation (also called subsumption relation)
associates a general concept (the hypernym) to a
more specific one (its hyponym). For example, the
name tower#11 has as hyponyms silo, minaret,
pylo… The is-a relation thus organizes WordNet
1

tower#1 refers to the first sense of the word tower in
wordNet.
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•

synsets into a hierarchy of concepts. An example of
hierarchy of synsets corresponding to the word
"dog" is given in Table 1.
the instance relation links a concept (hypernym)
with its instance (hyponym). For example, the name
tower#1 has for instance “Eiffel tower”.
TABLE I.

WORDNET SYNSETS OF THE WORD “DOG”

Noun
S: (n) dog, domestic dog, Canis familiaris (a member of the genus Canis
(probably descended from the common wolf) that has been
domesticated by man since prehistoric times; occurs in many breeds)
"the dog barked all night"
S: (n) frump, dog (a dull unattractive unpleasant girl or woman) "she
got a reputation as a frump"; "she's a real dog"
S: (n) dog (informal term for a man) "you lucky dog"
S: (n) cad, bounder, blackguard, dog, hound, heel (someone who is
morally reprehensible) "you dirty dog"
S: (n) frank, frankfurter, hotdog, hot dog, dog, wiener, wienerwurst,
weenie (a smooth-textured sausage of minced beef or pork usually
smoked; often served on a bread roll)
S: (n) pawl, detent, click, dog (a hinged catch that fits into a notch of a
ratchet to move a wheel forward or prevent it from moving backward)
S: (n) andiron, firedog, dog, dog-iron (metal supports for logs in a
fireplace) "the andirons were too hot to touch"
Verb
S: (v) chase, chase after, trail, tail, tag, give chase, dog, go after, track
(go after with the intent to catch) "The policeman chased the mugger
down the alley"; "the dog chased the rabbit"

C. Related Work
Conceptual indexing approaches represent documents by
concepts. These concepts are extracted from ontologies and
other linguistic resources. The indexing process generally
runs in three steps: (1) keyword extraction, (2) sense
identification and (3) concept weighting.
1) Keyword extraction: keywords are extracted from the
document by a classical indexing approach (tokenisation,
elimination of empty words, then lemmatization)
[1][2][3][4][13][26][28]. Keywords are then mapped on the
ontology in order to identify the corresponding concepts (or
sense). As an ambiguous term may correspond to several
entries (sense) in the ontology, it is must be disambiguated.
To disambiguate a word sense, Voorhees [28], classifies
every synset of this word on the basis of the number of
words collocated between a neighborhood of this synset and
the local context (the sentence in which the word occurs) of
the corresponding ambiguous word. The best classified
synset is then considered as the adequate sense of the
ambiguous word. In a similar approach, Katz et al [26]
define the local context of a word as the ordered list of
words starting from the closest useful word to the left or
right neighborhood until the target word. To disambiguate
word sense, Katz et al. first extract words (called selectors)
from the local context of the target word. Then the set S of
selectors is compared with the synsets of WordNet. The
synset that has the maximum words in common with S is
selected as the adequate sense of the target word. To
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disambiguate an ambiguous word, Khan et al. [13],
proposed an approach based on the semantic closeness of
concepts. The semantic closeness of two concepts is
calculated by a score based on their mutual minimal
distance in the ontology. The concepts that have the highest
scores are then selected. Based on the principle that, among
the various possible senses (candidate senses) of a word, the
most adequate one maximises its relations with other
document word candidate senses, Baziz et al. [1], assign a
score to every candidate sense (candidate concept) of a
given word in the document. The score of a candidate
concept is obtained by adding its semantic relatedness
values [16][17][22] with other candidate concepts in the
document. The candidate concept having the highest score is
then selected as the adequate sense (concept-sense) of the
associated index word. In our approach proposed in [3][4]
this score is based on the sum of its similarity value with
other candidate concepts in the document, balanced by their
respective frequencies.
2) Concept weighting: Analogously to term weighting in
classical keyword-based IRS, weighting concepts aims at
assigning to each concept its importance in a document.
Weighting concepts approaches decline in two main
tendencies: (1) lexical weighting (2) semantic weighting
approaches.
In lexical weighting approaches, the lexical concept
weighting, concepts are considered through the terms which
represent them. Hence, concept weighting consists on term
weighting. The weighting approaches of Baziz et al [1] and
Voorhees [28] relie on this principle. Based on the extended
vectorial model introduced in [10], in which every vector
consists of a set of sub-vectors of various concept types
(called ctypes), Voorhees [28] proposed to weight concepts
by using a normalized classic tf*idf scheme. The approach
proposed by Baziz et al. [1], extends the tf*idf scheme to
take into account compound terms. The proposed approach,
called Cf*idf, allows to weight simple terms and compound
terms associated with concepts. Indeed, the weight of a term
is based on the cumulative frequency of the term itself and of
its components.
While in the semantic concept weighting approaches,
concepts are considered through their senses. Concept
weighting approaches aim at evaluating the importance of
the senses in a document content. This importance is
estimated through the number of semantic relations the
concept has with other concepts in a document. The
approaches proposed in [5][9][12] are based on this
principle. In addition to the concept weighting, semantic
relations are also weighted in [12]. In the same context, in
the approach proposed by Boughanem et al. [5], the number
of relations of a concept with the other concepts in the
document defines a measure called centrality of the concept.
The authors combine centrality and specificity to estimate
the importance of the concepts of a document. The
specificity of a concept is its depth in the WordNet
hierarchy. In our work introduced in [3][4], we focused on
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combining both semantic and lexical concept weighting.
Indeed, we propose to weight compound terms (representing
concepts) on the basis of a probabilistic measure of senses
relatedness between terms and associated sub-terms and surterms. Practically, the weight of a given term t is based on a
probabilistic measure of the possible senses of term t (noted
Sens(t)) relatively to the senses of its sub-terms (Sub(t)) and
its sur-terms (Sur(t)) [3] taking into account their respective
frequencies in the document. The probability that a term t is
a possible sense of a term t’ is measured as the fraction of the
number of t’s senses including term t', over the number of all
senses of term t.
Formally:

P(t ∈ Sens(t ')) =

Wt ,d

| {C ∈ Sens(t ') / t ∈ C} |
.
| Sens(t ') |

⎛
⎜
⎜ tf (t )
= ⎜⎜ + ∑tf (Suri (t ))
⎜ i
P t ∈ S Subj (t ) ∗ tf Subj (t )
⎜⎜ + ∑
⎝ j

[(

(

)) (

(1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟ * ln⎛⎜ N ⎞⎟ .
⎜ df (t ) ⎟
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(2)

)]

Where N represents the total number of documents in the
corpus and df(t) the document frequency.
D. Our Contribution
Our approach proposed in this paper is a revisited
version of the theoretic framework proposed in [3][4]. The
key objective of our approach is to represent the document
by a semantic kernel, composed of weighted concepts
extracted from WordNet. In this paper, we redefine the
approach of concept identification and concept weighting as
follows:
1) The proposed approach of concept identification in
this paper is based on the overlapping degree between a
WordNet synset and the local context (the sentence) in
which the word appears in the document. Unlike the
approach proposed in [3], this approach presents the
advantage to allow the detection of collocation of words
independently of their order of appearance in the context.
2) The weighting approach proposed in this paper is
based on a new measure of concept importance in a
document. This measure takes into account semantic
relatedness between concepts on one hand, and the concept
frequency in the document on the other hand. The concept
frequency is revisited so as to take into account multi-word
representations of a concept.
III.

OUR CONCEPTUAL DOCUMENT INDEXING APPROACH

We propose to use WordNet to build the document
representative semantic index. The document indexing
process is handled through three main steps: (1) Identifying
WordNet concepts, (2) Assigning concepts to document
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index terms and (3) Weighting concepts. In the following,
we present these steps.
A.

Concept Identification
The purpose of this step is to identify WordNet concepts
that correspond to document words. Concept identification is
based on the overlap of the local context of the analyzed
word with every corresponding WordNet entry. The entry
which maximizes the overlap is selected as a possible sense
of the analyzed word. The concept identification algorithm is
given in Table 2.
TABLE II.

CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

Input: document d
Output: N

(d ) , the set of all WordNet concepts belonging to terms

(words or word- collocations) in d.
Procedure:
Let wi be the next word (assumed not to be a stop word), to analyze in
the document d. We define

ψi

the context of word in the document as

the sentence in d that contains the word occurrence being analyzed:
1.
Compute ζ i = C1 , C 2 ,..., C n the of WordNet entries

{

containing wi. Each
2.

}

C j ∈ζ i

word or mono-word term.
ζ i is ranked as follows:
where

j = (1),..., (n )

is represented by a multi-

ζ i = {C (1) , C (2 ) ,..., C (n ) }

is an index permutation such as

C (1) ≥ C (2 ) ≥ ... ≥ C (n ) ,

where

denotes

the

concept length, in terms of number of words in the
corresponding terms..

C( j )

in

3.

For each element

-

Compute the intersection
common words between

ζ i , do:

η = ∩(ψ i , C ( j ) )

ψi

as the set of

and the representative term of

Cj .
-

η < C( j )
the context ψ i

-

If

4.

If

then the concept-sense

C( j )

is not within

η = C ( j ) then the concept-sense C ( j ) is within the
context ψ i . C ( j ) is added to the set of possible senses

associated with the document
The process is repeated for each concept sense
for which

C = C( j)

C

in

ζi,

.

B. Term Disambiguation
Each term ti in document d may be associated to a
number of related possible senses (“i.e.” WordNet concepts)
Si. To disambiguate a term ti, we associate a score to each of
its possible senses, based on its semantic relatedness to other
concepts in N(d). The concept Ci which maximizes the score
is then selected as the best sense of term t i .
Formally:
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⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
C i = arg max⎜ ∑
∑ occ(C i )* occ(C k )* Dist (C i , C k )⎟
Ci ∈S i ⎜ à ≤ j ≤ N (d ) ck ∈S j
⎜ j ≠i
⎟⎟
⎝
⎠
(3)

Where occ(Ci) is the number of Ci’s occurrences in the
document, and Dist(Ci, Ck) is the semantic relatedness
between concepts Ci and Ck.
The set of all selected senses represents the semantic core
of the document d.
C. Concept Weighting
Our objective here is to assign to each concept in N(d), a
weight that expresses its importance. For this aim, we first
introduce some definitions and then present our concept
weighting approach.
1) Definitions: Let C and C’ be two concepts in N(d). C
and C’ are represented by terms t and t’ respectively.
Definition 1: t’ is a sub-term of t, if the set of words that
compose t includes the set of words that compose t’.
Definition 2: C’ is a sub-concept of C, if t’ is a sub-term of
t.
Let Sub j (C ) be the set of all sub-concepts of concept C.

We note Sens(C ) the set of all WordNet senses semantically
related to C.
Definition 3: C’ is a possible sense of C, if C '∈ Sens (C ) .
2) The Weighting approach: Our concept weighting
approach is based on the following assumptions:
• the more a concept is frequent and strongly
correlated to other concepts in the document, the
more it is important,
• The frequency of a concept relies on its occurrences
and the occurrences of its sub-concepts in the
document.
Based on these assumptions, we propose a concept
weight scheme based on:
• The semantic relatedness, Dist C i , C j , between the

(

•

)

considered concept Ci and other concepts C j in
N(d).
The frequencies of the related concepts. The
frequency of a given concept C depends on its own
occurrences in the document, and on the occurrences
of its sub-concepts Sub j (C ) ∈ N (d ) , balanced by the

probability that the sub-concept expresses a related
meaning to the concept.
Formally:
W (C i ) =

∑

i ≠ j , 0 ≤ i , j ≤ N (d )

( )

(

)

tf (C i )* tf C j * Dist C i , C j . (4)

And:
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tf (C i ) = occ(C i ) +

∑ occ(C k )* P(C k ∈ (Sens(C i ))).

C k ∈Sub (C ),

(5)

Where P (C k ∈ (Sens (C i ))) is the probability that Ck is a
related sense of Ci.
Formally:
P(C k ∈ (Sens (C i ))) =

Dist (C i , C k )
.
max Dist C i , C j

(
C ∈Sens (C )
j

IV.

(

))

(6)

i

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Our evaluation objective is to (1) measure the
effectiveness of our proposed approach compared to classical
indexing approaches and to (2) study the effect of concept
weighting approach compared to classical term weighting.
In the following, we first present the experimental
settings (the test collection and the evaluation protocol), then
present and discuss the evaluation results of both our concept
identification and concept weighting approaches.
1) The Test Collection: For our experiments, we used
Muchmore test collection [7]. Muchmore is a parallel corpus
of English-German scientific medical summaries obtained
from the Web site of Springer. It declines in two versions
among which an annotated one and a non annotated one. We
used only the collection of non annotated English texts. This
latter consists of 7823 documents and 25 queries. Relevant
assessments are associated with each query.
2) Evaluation Protocol: The approach is evaluated using
Mercure IR system [6]. The evaluation is made according to
the TREC protocol. More precisely, every query is
submitted to the system with the fixed parameters. The
system returns the first 1000 documents for each query. The
precision P5, P10, P20 and MAP (average precision) are
computed. The precision Px at point x (x=5, 10, 20), is the
ratio of the relevant documents among the first x returned
documents. MAP is the mean average precision. We then
compared the results obtained from our approach to
different baselines.
A. Evaluation of Concept Identification Approach
Our objective of this experiment is to evaluate the impact
of the semantic index quality on the retrieval effectiveness.
For this aim, we compare two indexes:
• The first one is the semantic index composed of
concepts, identified using our concept identification
approach introduced in Section III, where each
concept is weighted by means of tf. This approach is
noted Concepts-TF in Figure 1.
• The second index is composed of a combination of
both concepts and simple keywords weighted by
means of tf. Keywords refer to those words that have
no entries in WordNet. This approach is noted
Concept-Fusion in Figure 1.
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Retrieval results obtained using each of these two indexes
are compared to two baselines:
• The first one is a classic baseline based on keywordbased indexing, where terms are weighted by means
of classical tf*idf scheme. This approach is noted
Classic-TFIDF in Figure 1.
• The second baseline is based on a keyword-based
indexing where terms are weighted according to the
BM25 scoring function [23].
Remark: No comparison was made with our approach
proposed in [3][4], which mainly remains a theoretical
framework. Indeed, this latter approch was not fully
implemented (due to the complexity of its induced
calculations), and only partial related results were available.
The evaluation results obtained for these different models
are presented in Figure 1. According to the results, we
conclude the following:
• Concepts-TF approach is better than the ClassicTFIDF baseline. The percentage of improvement is
of 61 % for P5, 51 % for P10, 54 % for P20 and 51
% for the MAP
• The Concepts-Fusion approach is better than the
Concepts-TF approach. The percentage of
improvement is of 20 % for P5, 19 % for P10, 15 %
for P20 and 23 % for the MAP. To study the
statistical significance of these improvements, we
have calculated the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
between each indexing model and the baseline
search performed by tf*idf weighting scheme. We
assume that the difference between models is
significant if the p-value p <0.1 and very significant
if p<0.05. We have obtained a very significant pvalue according to the Wilcoxon test of our model
compared to classical indexing at almost the
precision, P5, P10, P20 and MAP (see Table III).
This proves the statistical significance of our
indexing model to classical one. These results
consolidate us in the idea that a combined indexing
concepts+keywords is more effective than a conceptbased indexing.
TABLE III.

p-value
at
P5

•

STATISTICAL RESULTS FROM WILCOXON TEST

Classic-TFIDF
vs.
Concept-TF
P

Classic-TFIDF
vs.
Concept-Fusion
P

0,0015

< 0,0001

P10

0,0081

0,0002

P20

0,0042

0,0001

MAP

0,0102

< 0,0001

Besides, our Concepts-Fusion approach presents
better results than Classic-TF baseline with
increasing rates of 94 % for P5, 45 % for P10, 77 %
for P20 and 77 % for the MAP. Nevertheless, as
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shown on Figure 1, the Concepts-Fusion approach
results are worse than those of the Classic-OKAPI
baseline with decreasing rates of 0 % for P5, -1 %
for P10, -5 % for P20 and -3 % for the MAP. This
shortcoming is probably due to the imprecision of
the disambiguation approach. Indeed, in a context of
a precise disambiguation, we expect that indexing by
the concepts will bring higher performance than
indexing with keywords.

approach are globally less effective compared to those
obtained from the frequency-based concept weighting
scheme, with decreasing rates of -5 % for P5, -6 % for P10, 12 % for P20 and -6 % for the MAP. The obtained results are
clearly below of our expectations. The problem behind this
shortcoming improvement is probably due to the ranking
score, used by Mercure search engine [6] to estimate the
correspondence of a document to a query. Indeed, in
evaluating the Concepts-Score index, instead of a tf-idf
combination, the ranking score combines the concept weight
with the non-correlated idf measure. This leads to decrease
the precision improvement of the retrieved results.
V.

Figure 1. Concept vs keyword indexing.

B. Evaluation of Concept Weighting Approach
The second series of our experiments focuses on the
evaluation of our concept-weighting approach introduced in
Section II.C. Practically, we aim at measuring the impact of
the weighting-scheme on the retrieval effectiveness. For this
aim, we compare the effectiveness of two indexes:
• The first one consists on the concepts detected by
our approach proposed in Section II.B, balanced by
their respective frequencies. This approach is noted
Concepts-TF in Figure 2.
• The second index consists on the concepts detected
by our approach proposed in Section II.B, balanced
by the proposed weight defined in Section II.C. This
approach is noted Concepts-Score in Figure 2.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented in this paper a novel approach for
conceptual document indexing. Our contribution concerns
two main aspects. The first one consists on a conceptindexing approach based on the use of WordNet. The
approach is not new but we proposed new techniques to
identify concepts and to weight them. Preliminary results
showed that our proposed concept-identification approach is
more effective than a classical keyword-based indexing
approach, and brings significant increasing rates compared to
the Classic-TFIDF approach. However, this approach, even
if combined with keywords, does not perform as well as the
Classic-OKAPI baseline, probably due to the slight
imprecision of our disambiguation. Besides, the conceptweighting approach produced reserved results. The likely
cause of this unexpected shortcoming is the non-relevance of
the ranking score for the semantic index. In future works, we
plan first to revisit our concept disambiguation approach, and
second to propose a ranking score for semantic indexes,
which takes into account semantic weights of concepts.
Works in this direction are in progress. .
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Abstract — The application of business process execution and
guidance to environments with highly dynamic situations and
workflow diversity is hindered by rigid predefined workflow
models. Software engineering environments constitute an acute
example where developers could benefit from automated
workflow guidance if the workflows were made sufficiently
concrete and conformant to actual situations. A context-aware
software engineering environment was developed utilizing
semantic processing and situational method engineering to
automatically adapt workflows utilizing an adaptive processaware information system. Workflows are constructed via
context knowledge congruent to the current situation.
Preliminary results suggest this technique can be beneficial in
addressing high workflow diversity while providing useable
guidance and reducing workflow modeling effort.
Keywords- application of semantic processing; domainoriented semantic applications; automated workflow adaptation;
situational method engineering; process-aware information
systems; software engineering environments

I.

INTRODUCTION

Business process management (BPM) and automated
human process guidance have been shown to be beneficial in
various industries [10][15]. However, BPMs often
prerequisite and rigid model makes its application in highly
dynamic and possibly evolving domains with diverse
workflows, such as software engineering (SE), difficult. SE
has multiform and divergent process models, unique
projects, multifarious issues, a creative and intellectual
process, and collaborative team interactions, all of which
affect workflow models. These challenges have hitherto
hindered automated concrete process guidance and often
relegated processes to generalized and rather abstract process
models (Open Unified Process, VM-XT, etc.) with inanimate
documentation for guidance. Manual project-specific process
model tailoring is typically done via documentation without
investing in automated workflow guidance. Although
automated workflows could assist overburdened software
engineers by providing orientation and guidance for
problems, guidance that does not coincide with the reality of
the situation must be ignored and may cause the entire
system to be mistrusted. Thus, adaption and pertinence to the
dynamic and diverse SE situations is requisite for adoption
of automated workflow guidance in SE environments
(SEEs).
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While classical application techniques may lend
themselves to foreseeable common workflows with
conformant sequences (intrinsic workflows), workflow
integration for non-generalized diverse workflows that are
external to the process model (extrinsic) presents a
challenge. Considering SE, guidance is desirable for issues
such as specialized refactoring, fixing bugs, etc., yet it is
generally not feasible to pre-model workflows for SE issue
processing, since SE issue types can vary greatly (tool
problems, component versioning, merge problems,
documentation inconsistencies, etc.). Either one complex
workflow model with many branches is necessary that takes
all cases into account, or many workflow variants need to be
modeled, adapted, and maintained for such dynamic
environments. The associated exorbitant expenditures thus
limit workflow usage to well-known common sequences as
typically seen with industrial BPM usage.
To briefly illustrate, SE issues that are not modeled in the
standard process flow of defined SE processes (such as
OpenUP [19] and VM-XT [25]) include bug fixing,
refactoring, technology swapping, or infrastructural issues.
Since there are so many different kinds of issues with
ambiguous and subjective delineation, it is difficult and
burdensome to universally and correctly model them in
advance for acceptability and practicality. Many tasks may
appear in multiple issues but are not necessarily required,
bloating different SE issue workflows with many conditional
tasks if pre-modeled. Figure 1 shows such a workflow just
for bug fixing which is explained in the following.

Figure 1. Example of pre-modeled workflow for bug fixing
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The above workflow contains over 30 activities, and the
snippet shows only different reviewing tasks from which one
is chosen due to different project parameters (risk, urgency).
Thereafter, it loops back if the post-review code or document
rework was insufficient. The subsequent tasks deal with
documenting the changes. Again, due to different project
parameters the appropriate task has to be chosen, whereby
none, one, or both of the tasks may be applicable.
The resulting workflow problems for environments such
as SE are first that the exorbitant cost of modeling diverse
workflows results in the absence of extrinsic workflow
models and subsequently automated guidance for these
types, yet these unique cases are often the ones where
guidance is most desirable. Second, rigid, pre-defined
workflow models are limited in their adaptability, thus the
workflows become situationally irrelevant and are thus
ignored. Third, entwining the complex modeling of
situational property influences (as risk or urgency) on
workflows within the workflows themselves incorporates an
implicit modeling that unduly increases their complexity and
makes correct maintenance difficult. The cognitive effort
required to create and maintain large process models
syntactically can lower the attention towards the
incorporated semantic problem-oriented content.
Previous work has described a holistic approach that
includes semantic technologies for SE lifecycles [18] and
context-awareness [16], while this work focuses on applying
context-awareness utilizing semantic processing and
situational method engineering [22] for automatically
adapting workflows in a process-aware information system.
Support is provided for both intrinsic workflows, denoting
workflows pre-modeled in archetype SE processes, and
extrinsic workflows, indicating sets of activities not modeled
in workflows of those archetype processes. The modeling of
contextual property influences is transferred from the
workflows themselves to an ontology, simplifying the
modeling and making property effects explicit. Dynamic onthe-fly workflow generation and adaptation using contextual
knowledge for a large set of diverse workflow variants is
thus supported, enabling pertinent workflow guidance for
workers in such environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
solution approach is described in Section II. In Section III,
the realization is portrayed and then evaluated in Section IV.
Related work is discussed in Section V, followed by the
conclusion.

and then stored in an XML Tuple Space, where it may
optionally be annotated with relevant contextual information
(e.g., link to a requirement for traceability). Event Processing
detects higher-level events. This may result in workflow
adjustment (e.g., according to the type of source code file, an
activity Implement Solution or Implement Test may be
chosen), and the software engineer is informed of a change
in tasks via process management in their IDE (Integrated
Development Environment). The Context Module includes
an ontology and reasoner.
Process Management

Context Module

Event Processing
XML Tuple Space
Event Extraction
SE Tools
Artifacts

Figure 2. CoSEEEK conceptual architecture

As a background to the solution approach, the
incorporated frameworks that affected the environment and
influenced the solution will first be discussed.

Process Management requires an adaptable processaware information system due to the dynamic nature of the
problem the current approach seeks to address. Therefore the
AristaFlow BPM suite (formerly ADEPT2) [3] was chosen
for its realization. It allows authorized agents to dynamically
adapt and evolve the structure of process models during
runtime. Such dynamic process changes do not lead to an
unstable system behavior, i.e., none of the guarantees
achieved by formal checks at build-time are violated due to
the dynamic change at runtime. Correctness is ensured in
two stages. First, structural and behavioral soundness of the
modified process model is guaranteed independent from
whether or not the change is applied at the process instance
level. Second, when performing structural schema changes at
the process instance level, this must not lead to inconsistent
or erroneous process states afterwards. AristaFlow applies
well-elaborated correctness principles in this context [23].
Despite its comprehensive support for dynamic process
changes, ADEPT2 has not considered automated workflow
adaptations.
CoSEEEK provides comprehensive automated process
support to address the aforementioned challenges. That
implies workflows belonging to SE processes as well as
workflows dealing with SE issues that are not modeled in
those processes. While the automated support for intrinsic
workflows is described in [17], the support for extrinsic
workflows and the approach for their semantic problemoriented modeling utilizing situational method engineering is
the focus of this paper.

A. Software Engineering Environment
CoSEEEK (Context-aware Software Engineering
Environment Event-driven frameworK) [16] consists of a
hybrid semantic computing approach towards improved
context-aware SEEs. The conceptual architecture is shown in
Figure 2. Event Extraction consists of SE Tool sensor events
(e.g., creation of a certain source code file) that are acquired

B. Application of Situational Method Engineering
Situational method engineering adapts generic methods
to the actual situation of a project. This is done based on
different influence factors called process properties which
capture the impact of the current situation, and product
properties which realize the impact of the product currently
being processed (for this context the type of component, e.g.,

II.
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a GUI or database component). To strike a balance between
rigidly pre-modeled workflows and no process guidance, the
idea is to have a basic workflow for each case that is then
dynamically extended with activities matching the current
situation. The construction of the workflows utilizes a case
base as well as a method repository. The case base contains a
workflow skeleton for each different case. This workflow
only contains the absolutely fundamental activities that are
always executed for that case. The method repository
contains all further activities whose execution is possible
according to the case. To be able to choose the appropriate
activities for the current artifact and situation, the activities
are connected to properties that realize product and process
properties of situational method engineering.
Each SE issue, such as refactoring or bug fixing, is
mapped to exactly one case relating to exactly one workflow
skeleton. To realize a pre-selection of activities (e.g., Create
Branch or Code Review) which semantically match an issue,
the issue is connected to the activity via an n-m relation. The
activities are in turn connected to properties specifying the
dependencies among them. The selection of an activity can
depend on various process as well as product properties. To
model the characteristic of an issue leading to the selection
of concrete activities, the issue is connected to various
properties. The properties have a computed value indicating
the degree in which they apply to the current situation. An
example for a property would be ‘risk’ with a value of ‘very
high’, marking that issue as a very high-risk issue. Utilizing
the connection of activity and property, selection rules for
activities based on the values of the properties can be
specified.
C. Information Gathering
To leverage the automatic support for extrinsic
workflows, the computation of the values of the properties is
a key factor. The approach presented in this paper unifies
process and product properties in the concept of the property,
which can be influenced by a wide range of factors. The
integration of different modules and applications and the
unification of various project areas in CoSEEEK enable
automatic computation of the values comprising context
knowledge. On the one hand, tool integration can provide
meaningful information about the artifact that is processed in
the current case. For example, if the artifact is a source code
file, static code analysis tools such as PMD can be used to
execute various measurements on that file, revealing various
potential problems. If a high coupling factor was detected,
this would raise the product property ‘risk’ associated to that
file. On the other hand, the integration of various project
areas like resource planning entails context knowledge about
the entire development process. An example would be the
raising of the property ‘risk’ if the person processing the
current case is a junior engineer.
Both of these aspects deal with implicit information
gathering. Since not all aspects of a case are necessarily
covered by implicit information, and not all options for
gaining knowledge about the case are always present, the
system also utilizes explicit information gathering from the
user processing the case. To enable and encourage the user to
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provide meaningful information, a simple response
mechanism is integrated into the CoSEEEK GUI (to be
shown in the next section). Via this mechanism, the user can
directly influence process as well as product properties. To
keep the number of adjustable parameters rather small, the
concept of a product category was introduced. The product
category unites the product properties in a pre-specified way.
An example for this would be a database component versus a
GUI component: the database component is likely to have
more dependencies, whereas the GUI component presumably
has more direct user impact. The influence of the product
categories on the different properties is specified in advance
and can be adapted to fit various projects. Selected process
properties can be set directly. The computation of all other
influences on the properties is explained in the following
section.
D. Activity selection and sequencing
To be able to dynamically build up the workflow for an
SE issue, after completing the computation of the property
values activities have to be selected and placed in the correct
order. This is done utilizing the connection between
properties and activities. An activity can depend on one or
more properties. Examples include selection rules such as:
• ‘Choose activity code inspection if risk is very high and
criticality is high and urgency is low’ or
• ‘Choose activity code review if risk is high and
criticality is high’.
The selection of activities results in an unordered list of
activities that have to be correctly sequenced and inserted
into the workflow skeleton. To guarantee this, CoSEEEK
uses a set of simple semantic constraints. These constraints
do not only enforce which activities are permitted in a
particular workflow, but also determine their correct
ordering. A predefined sequencing of the activities is
required since the workflow is built up at the beginning of its
execution. That implies that each of the activities must have
a binary relation to all other activities so that every possible
set of activities can be sequenced. For the time being, the
approach presented requires a proper specification of these
constraints and only deals with linear workflows. Future
work will concentrate on constraints that are more complex
and the integration of workflow patterns. Table I enumerates
the constraints currently used.
TABLE I.
Constraint
X before Y
X after Y
required after
required before
mutual exclusion

ACTIVITY SEQUENCING CONSTRAINTS
Meaning
if X and Y are present, X should appear before Y
if X and Y are present, X should appear after Y
if Y is present X must also be present, after Y
if Y is present X must also be present, before Y
if X is present the presence of Y is prohibited

Structural integrity of the workflows is guaranteed based
on the built-in mechanisms of AristaFlow, which imply
correctness checks for each change operation applied to the
workflow as discussed in [3].
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E. Concrete Procedure
The concrete procedure for the handling of an SE issue in
the presented approach is as follows. As entry point for the
workflow there is an event in the framework indicating that
an SE issue is assigned to a user. This event can come from
various sources. Examples include the assignment of an SE
issue to a person in a bug tracker system or the manual
triggering by a user via the GUI. The next step is the
determination of a case for that issue like ‘Bug fixing’ or
‘Refactoring’. Depending on the origin of the event, this can
be done implicitly or explicitly by the user.
When the case is specified, the workflow starts for the
user using the workflow skeleton assigned to that case, as
does the contextual information-gathering phase for the
properties of the case.
After having determined the properties for the case, the
additional activities matching the current situation and
product are selected. This set of activities is then checked for
integrity and correctly sequenced utilizing semantic
constraints. Subsequently, the activities are integrated into
the running process instance.
If one or more of the properties change during the
execution of the workflow, the prospective activities are
deleted (if still possible) and a new sequence of activities is
computed for the rest of the workflow.
III.

as one possible upcoming task from other workflows the user
is working in. In that way, task switching is facilitated
without subjecting the user to information overload showing
all available tasks of all open workflows. Via the dropdown
list at the bottom of the GUI, the user can switch between
available tasks for the case when the pre-selection is
inappropriate.
The Context module has three main responsibilities: it
realizes the case base, the method repository, and contains
context information about the entire project. This
information is stored in an OWL-DL [28] ontology to unify
the project knowledge and enable reasoning over it. The use
of an ontology reduces portability, flexibility and
information sharing problems that are often coupled to
relational databases. Additionally, ontologies facilitate
extensibility since they are, in contrast to relational
databases, based on an open world assumption and thus
allow the modeling of incomplete knowledge. To
programmatically access the ontology, the Jena API [13] is
used within the Context Module.

TECHNICAL REALIZATION

This section describes the concrete implementation of the
SE issue process explained in the preceding section.
All communication between the modules is performed
using an XML implementation of the Tuple Space paradigm
[6] on top of the eXist XML database [5] for event storage
and Apache CXF for web service communication. To enable
CoSEEEK to receive events from external SE tools, the
Hackystat framework [8] is used, which provides a rich set
of sensors for various applications. In the concrete case, the
bug tracker Mantis is used in conjunction with a sensor that
generates an event when an SE issue is assigned to a person.
That event contains information about the kind of issue for
case selection and about the person. In case of a real ad hoc
issue that is not recorded in a bug tracker, the event for
instantiation of an issue workflow can be triggered from the
GUI as well, requiring the user to select a case manually.
The event is then automatically received by the process
module which instantiates a skeleton workflow based on the
process template relating to the selected case. The activity
components of AristaFlow for these workflows are
customized to communicate over the Tuple Space and thus
enable user interaction during the execution of each task. The
first task of each SE issue is ‘Analyze Issue’ to let the user
gain knowledge about the issue and provide information
about process and product properties to the system via the
GUI. The GUI is a lightweight web interface developed in
PHP that can be executed in a web browser as well as
preferably directly in the users IDE. Figure 3 shows the GUI
enabling the user to directly set process properties and to
choose a product category that affects product properties. On
the lower part of the GUI, the current task is shown as well
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Figure 3. GUI for property acquisition

The adaptation of the running instances works as follows:
The skeleton process is instantiated, offering the user the
aforementioned ‘Analyze Issue’ task to provide information.
The information from the user is encapsulated in an event
that is received by the process module. The process module
queries the context module, which provides the set of
activities to be inserted in the process instance and performs
the adaptation. Thus, the process is already aligned to the
current situation and product when the user continues.
A. Context Module
This subsection describes how the context module
utilizes the ontology to derive property values and select
appropriate activities. To leverage real contextual-awareness,
the ontology features various concepts for different areas of a
project. These are semantic enhancements to process
management utilized for intrinsic workflows, quality
management, project staffing, or traceability. For process
management the concepts of Activity, Workflow, Assignment,
and AtomicTask are used to enrich processes, activities, and
tasks with semantic information. Quality management
features the concepts of the Metric, Measure, Problem, Risk,
Severity and KPI (key performance indicator) to incorporate
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and manage quality aspects in the project context. The
concepts of Person, Team, Role, Effort, SkillLevel and Tool
are integrated to connect project staffing with other parts of
the project. To further integrate all project areas and facilitate
a comprehensive end-to-end traceability the concepts of Tag
and Event can be connected and used in conjunction with all
other concepts. Due to space limitations, only the concepts
directly relevant to the discussion of extrinsic workflows are
explained. Figure 4 illustrates the relating classes in the
ontology.

the values of the Properties. The values are initialized with
‘0 (neutral)’ and incremented / decremented by one or two
based on the relations to the different influences. The values
are limited to a range from ‘-2 (very low)’ to ‘2 (very high)’,
thus representing five possible states for the degree to which
the property applies to the current situation.

Figure 5. Influences on Properties

Figure 4. Classes in the Ontology

To predefine the different SE issues, a set of template
classes has been defined with their skeleton workflows and
activities as well as the properties applying to them. Each
IssueTemplate is connected to a WorkflowTemplate that
stores the information about the concrete process template in
AristaFlow and is in turn connected to multiple
ActivityTemplates. These define the set of possible Activities
that can be inserted in the Workflow of that issue. The
IssueTemplate is also connected to one or more
PropertyTemplates, yielding the capability to specify not
only a unique set of Activities for each Issue, but also a
unique set of Properties with a unique relation to the
Activities.
When a new SE Issue is instantiated, it derives the
Workflow and the Properties from its associated
IssueTemplate. Each Property holds a value indicating how
much this Property applies to the current situation. These
values can be influenced by various factors that are also
defined by the PropertyTemplate. Figure 5 exemplifies three
different kinds of influences that are currently used. Future
work will include the integration of further concepts of the
ontology influencing the Properties as well as extending the
ontology to further leverage the context knowledge available
to CoSEEEK.
The ProductCategory specified in the GUI has a direct
influence on the product Properties. Furthermore, there can
be Problems relating to the processed Artifact indicated by
violations of metrics. The SkillLevel of the Person dealing
with the SE Issue serves as example for an influence on the
process properties here. There are four possible relations
between entities affecting the Properties and the Properties
capturing strong and weak negative as well as positive
impacts (where Figure 5 only shows the weak ones,
‘enhances’ and ‘deteriorates’). These are all used to compute
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To select appropriate Activities according to the current
properties, six possible connections are utilized. These are
‘weaklyDependsOn’,
‘stronglyDependsOn’
and
‘dependsOn’, meaning the Activity is suitable if the value of
the Property is ‘1 (high)’ or ‘2 (very high)’, or just positive
and the other three connections for negative values (for
simplicity, Figure 4 only shows ‘dependsOn’). Each Activity
can be connected to multiple Properties. Based on an Issue,
for each attributed ActivityTemplate a SPARQL query is
dynamically generated which returns the corresponding
Activity if the Properties of the current situation match.
Listing 1 shows such a query for an Activity ‘act’ that is
based on an ActivityTemplate ‘at’ and depends on two
different Properties ‘prop1’ and ‘prop2’ which are, in turn,
based on PropertyTemplates ‘pt1’ and ‘pt2’.
Listing 1 Activity selection SPARQL query
PREFIX project:
<http://www.htw-aalen.de/coseeek/context.owl#>
SELECT ?act
WHERE {
?act project:basedOnActivityTemplate ?at.
?at project:title "AT_CodeReview".
?issue project:title "CodeFixRequired".
?issue project:hasProperty ?prop.
?prop project:basedOnPropertyTemplate ?pt.
?at project:weaklyDependsOn ?pt.
?prop project:weight "1".
?issue project:hasProperty ?prop2.
?prop2 project:basedOnPropertyTemplate ?pt2.
?at project:stronglyDependsOn ?pt2.
?prop2 project:weight "2".}

Lastly, the semantic constraints are mapped to
connections between ActivityTemplates (for simplicity,
Figure 4 only shows ‘mutualExclusion’). To guarantee
semantic correctness, the algorithm first checks if all
required activities are in place or if a mutual exclusion
constraint is violated. Utilizing the before / after constraints,
the sequencing is finally done via a simple sorting of the list
of activities. For simplicity, an abstraction from workflow
patterns such as loops or decisions is made here.
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The significance of this contribution is on the one hand
that SE issue workflows that are extrinsic to archetype SE
processes are not only explicitly modeled, but also
dynamically adapted to the current issue and situation based
on various properties derived from the current product, the
context, and the user. Thus, it is possible to provide
situational and tailored support and guidance for software
engineers processing SE issues. On the other hand, the
proposed approach shows promise for improvement and
simplification of process definition activities for extrinsic
workflows. The initial effort to define all the activities,
issues, properties, and skeleton workflows may not be less
than predefining huge workflows for the issues, but the reuse
of the different concepts is furthered. Thereafter the creation
of new issues is simplified since they only need to be
connected to activities they should contain that are later
automatically inserted to match the current situation. Yet the
main advantage is of a semantic nature: the process of issue
creation is much more problem-oriented using the concepts
in the ontology versus creating immense process models.
The process engineer can concentrate on activities matching
the properties of different situations rather than investing
cognitive effort in the creation of huge rigid process models
matching every possible situation. Likewise, the analysis of
issues allows simple queries to the ontology returning
problem-oriented knowledge such as ‘Which activities apply
to which issues’ or ‘Which activities are applied for high risk
time critical situations’.
IV.

EVALUATION

This section illustrates the advantages of the proposed
approach via a synthetic but concrete practical scenario
generated in a lab environment to ascertain scalability and
performance of the initial approach using different
measurements. It remains difficult to prove the applicability
of the approach for the majority of real world SE use cases,
thus future work will include practical case studies utilizing
CoSEEEK with industrial partners of the research project.
Additionally, CoSEEEK is in use by the CoSEEEK
development team itself for the development of CoSEEEK.
A. Scenario Solved
The concrete scenario considered shows two possible
generated workflows for the bug fix issue presented in
Section I. For this scenario, a set of properties has been
defined as well as activities and their dependencies on the
properties. The first case deals with a fix of a GUI
component. That component is assumed to be part of a
simple screen not often used by customers. The second case
deals with a database component. The fix is assumed to have
an impact on multiple tables in the database. Table II depicts
the chosen properties for the cases as well as the values that
were chosen for them by the developer via the CoSEEEK
web GUI. It is assumed that no other influences exist for the
properties.The chosen values lead to the selection of
different activities for the different workflows. For instance,
due to the direct user impact of the GUI component, the
activity Document in Patch/Release Change Log has been
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chosen as illustrated in Figure 6 (the generated workflow has
been rearranged for better readability).
TABLE II.
Product
Properties

Process
Properties

EXAMPLE SME PROPERTIES OF CASES
Component
criticality
user impact
dependencies
complexity
risk
risk
urgency
complexity
dependencies

GUI (Case 1) DB (Case 2)
o
+
++
o
+
o
+
o
+
o
o
+
o
o

Due to the risk and complexity of the database
component and the task relating to it, the creation of a
separate branch as well as a code review and the explicit
check for dependencies have been prescribed as depicted
Figure 7.

Figure 6. Example Workflow GUI Component

Figure 7. Example Workflow Database Component

Ignoring the abstraction from workflow patterns, they are
nevertheless much simpler than the pre-modeled example
mentioned in the Problem Scenario section. This automated
adaption thus supports workflow diversity, reducing
complexity and maintenance compared to all-encompassing
models. The scenario illustrates the usefulness of the
guidance via the chosen activities by these two considerable
different workflows containing tasks matching the situation
as well as the processed artifact. Future case studies will be
used to further evaluate the usefulness of the workflows and
to refine the properties and their relation to the activities.
B. Performance Measurement
Due to space limitations, only the area of the concept that
is likely to have the greatest performance impact was
selected for measurement. This is the sequencing of the
concrete activities based on the constraints in the context
module. For performance testing, the test system consisted of
an AMD dual core Opteron 2.4 GHz processor, 3.2GB
RAM, Windows XP Pro SP3, and Java Runtime
Environment 1.5.0_20. All measurements were executed five
times consecutively using the average of the last three
measurements.
The sequencing of the activities is separated into two
parts to yield better runtime performance: when a new SE
issue is defined via the issue template or the number of the
attributed activity templates changes, an indexing procedure
is started. This procedure uses the ‘after’, ‘before’,
‘requiredAfter’, and ‘requiredBefore’ constraints to generate
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a simple index for all activity templates for one issue
template. The index is later used for the concretely selected
activities of an issue to accelerate the sequencing. For the
measurement, it is assumed that half of the activities that are
possible for one issue have been selected. Table III depicts
the measured total values for indexing and sequencing for
different numbers of activities. The values show that after the
indexing, which happens usually only once after the
definition of an issue type, the sequencing is not resourceintensive.
TABLE III.
Number of activity
templates per issue
10
50
100
500
1000

CONTEXT MODULE LATENCY MEASUREMENTS
Indexing
latency (ms)
5
15
41
890
3532

Number of
activities per issue
5
25
50
250
500

Sequencing
latency (ms)
0
0
7
11
15

As can be seen from the plain increase of computation
times, the results show adequate performance for the
CoSEEEK approach.
V.

RELATED WORK

The combination of semantic technology and process
management technology has been used in various
approaches. The concept described in [9] utilizes the
combination of Petri Nets and an ontology to achieve
machine readable process models for better integration and
automation. This is achieved creating direct mappings of
Petri Net concepts in the ontology. The main focus of the
approach presented in [11] is the facilitation of process
models across various model representations and languages.
It features multiple levels of semantic annotations as the
meta-model annotation, the model content annotation, and
the model profile annotation as well as a process template
modeling language. The approach described in [12] presents
a semantic business process repository to automate the
business process lifecycle. Its features include checking in
and out as well as locking capabilities and options for simple
querying and reasoning that is more complex. Business
process analysis is the main focus of COBRA presented in
[21]. It develops a core ontology for business process
analysis with the aim to provide better easier analysis of
processes to comply with standards or laws like the
Sarbanes-Oxley act. The approach described in [26]
proposes the combination of semantic and agent technology
to monitor business processes, yielding an effective method
for managing and evaluating business processes. These
approaches feature a process-management-centric use of
semantic technology, while CoSEEEK not only aims to
further integrate process management with semantic
technology; it also integrates contextual information on a
semantic level producing novel synergies alongside new
opportunities for problem-oriented process management.
With regard to automatic workflow support and
coordination, several approaches exist. CASDE [7] utilizes
activity theory to provide a role-based awareness module
managing mutual awareness of different roles in the project.
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CAISE [2], a collaborative SE framework, enables the
integration of SE tools and the development of new SE tools
based on collaboration patterns. Caramba [4] features
support for ad hoc workflows utilizing connections between
different artifacts, resources, and processes to provide
coordination of virtual teams. UML activity diagram
notation is used for pre-modeled workflows. For ad hoc
workflows not matching a template, an empty process is
instantiated. In that case, work between different project
members is coordinated via so-called Organizational
Objects. These approaches primarily focus on the
coordination of dependencies between different project
members and do not provide unified, context-aware process
guidance incorporating intrinsic as well as extrinsic
workflows.
The problem of rigid processes unaligned to the actual
situation is addressed in different ways by approaches like
Worklets [1], DECLARE [20], Agentwork [13], or Pockets
of Flexibility (PoF) [24]. Worklets feature the capability of
binding sub-process fragments or services to activities at
runtime, thus not enforcing concrete binding at design time.
DECLARE provides a constraint-based model that enables
any sequencing of activities at runtime as long as no
constraint is violated. A combination of predefined process
models and constraint-based declarative modeling has been
proposed in [24], wherein at certain points in the defined
process model (called Pockets of Flexibility) it is not exactly
defined at design time which activities should be executed in
which sequence. For such a PoF, a set of possible activities
and a set of constraints are defined enabling some runtime
flexibility. However, the focus of DECLARE as well as PoF
is on the constraint-based composition and execution of
workflows by end users, and less on automatic workflow
adaptations. Agentwork features automatic process
adaptations utilizing predefined but flexible process models,
building upon ADEPT1 technology. The adaptations are
realized via agent technology and used to cope with
exceptions in the process at runtime. As opposed to the
CoSEEEK approach, these approaches do not utilize
semantic processing and do not incorporate a holistic projectcontext unifying knowledge from various project areas. For a
complete discussion of flexibility issues in the process
lifecycle, we refer to [27].
VI.

CONCLUSION

The SE domain epitomizes the challenge that automated
adaptive workflow systems face. Since SE is a relatively
young discipline, automated process enactment in real
projects is often not mature. One of the issues herein is the
gap between the top-down abstract archetype SE process
models that lack automated support and guidance for real
enactment, and exactly the actual execution with its bottomup nature. An important factor affecting this problem are
activities belonging to specialized issues such as bug fixing
or refactoring. These are on the one hand not covered by
archetype SE processes and are on the other hand often so
variegated that pre-modeling them is not feasible or currently
cost-effective.
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The synergistic CoSEEEK approach automatically adapts
workflows in a process-aware information system by
combining semantic-based SEE context knowledge with
situational method engineering and automated process
instance adaptations. SE issue processing is decomposed into
various activities influenced by different process and product
properties dependent on the actual situation, the project
context knowledge, and the product that is the subject of the
current SE issue. Based on these properties, an issue
workflow is constructed automatically, dynamically, and
uniquely for every SE issue. By combining a case base with
a method repository, all activities that are requisite for an
issue are automatically included, avoiding the necessity of
building the current workflow from scratch.
The broader application of this approach would benefit
domains similar to SE that exhibit dynamics and high
workflow diversity with adaptable workflows for uncommon
workflows, providing useable context-relevant guidance
while reducing workflow modeling effort and maintenance
by modeling influences outside of the workflows themselves.
Future work will consider issue learning for automated
tailoring of process templates and to reduce external user
information needs, continuous adaptation of product
properties, automated case-learning, and process analysis of
executed workflow instances.
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Abstract—A full exploitation of semantics in mobile
environments enhances discovery effectiveness allowing the
instant fruition of services and resources. Hence, nowadays ever
increasing efforts are spent in making available tools able to
exploit Semantic Web techniques and technologies also in
ubiquitous computing. This paper presents a platformindependent mobile semantic discovery framework as well as a
working prototypical implementation, which enables advanced
knowledge-based services taking into account user’s location.
The proposed approach is explained and motivated in a
ubiquitous tourism case study, where some early evaluations are
presented to prove its feasibility and usefulness.
Keywords-Semantic Web, Ubiquitous Computing, Locationbased Services, Resource Discovery.

I. INTRODUCTION
Techniques and ideas of the Semantic Web initiative are
potential means to give flexibility to discovery [1]. In fact,
Semantic Web technologies applied to resource retrieval
open new possibilities, including: (i) formalization of
annotated descriptions that become machine understandable
so enabling interoperability; (ii) reasoning on descriptions
and inference of new knowledge; (iii) validity of the Open
World Assumption (OWA) (what is not specified has not to
be interpreted as a constraint of absence) [2], overcoming
limits of structured data models.
Though interesting results have been obtained in the
evolution of canonical service discovery in the Web, several
issues are still present in ad-hoc and ubiquitous
environments, because of both host mobility and limited
capabilities of mobile devices. Hence, many people equipped
with handheld devices usually prefer traditional fixed
discovery channels so renouncing to an instant fruition of
resources or services. Nevertheless, the rising potentialities
of wireless-enabled handheld devices today open new
possibilities
for
implementing
flexible discovery
frameworks.
This paper presents a general approach for a semanticbased discovery in ubiquitous environments. It has been
implemented in a Decision Support System (DSS), presented
here with reference to a u-tourism (ubiquitous tourism) [3]
case study. Users equipped with handheld devices can
exploit semantic resource annotation to obtain a logic-based
ranking and explanation of results, while all technicalities are
hidden from them. Furthermore, a selective discovery is
performed based on proximity measures. In the proposed
touristic virtual guide application, this feature has been
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implemented by integrating a positioning module in the
discovery tool. The application recognizes the user location
and grades matchmaking outcomes according to
geographical criteria, presenting an intuitive Graphical User
Interface (GUI).
Main features of the proposed approach are: (i) semanticbased ranking of retrieved resources; (ii) full exploitation of
non-standard inferences presented in [4] to enable refinement
of user requests; (iii) fully graphical interface usable with no
prior knowledge of logic principles; (iv) no physical spacetemporal constraints in system exploitation. The interest
domain is modeled with an OWL (Web Ontology Language)
[5] ontology.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in
the next section, relevant background is revised; Section 3
describes framework and approach with the aid of the case
study in Section 4. Some evaluations about the system are
reported in Section 5 before concluding the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

The reader is supposed to be familiar with Description
Logics (DLs), a family of logic formalisms for Knowledge
Representation [2]. In this paper we will refer to the 
(Attributive Language with
Unqualified
Number
Restrictions) Description Logic, a subset of OWL DL having
polynomial computational complexity for standard and nonstandard inferences. Hereafter, for the sake of brevity,
examples will be formalized by adopting DL syntax, whereas
in our prototypes we exploit DIG (a syntactic variant of
OWL) [6] because it is less verbose than OWL.
DL reasoners provide at least two basic standard
inference
services:
concept
subsumption
(a.k.a.
classification) and concept satisfiability (a.k.a. consistency)
[2]. Given R (for Request) and O (for Offered resource), both
consistent w.r.t. a common ontology  (containing axioms
modeling domain knowledge), logic-based approaches to
matchmaking in literature [7] use classification and
consistency to grade match results in five categories: (i)
exact - every feature requested in R is exactly the same
provided by O and vice versa; (ii) full-subsumption - every
feature requested in R is contained in O; (iii) plug-in - every
feature offered in O is contained in R; (iv) potentialintersection - there is an intersection and no conflicts
between the features offered in O and the ones requested in
R; (v) partial-disjoint - some features requested in R are
conflicting with some offered in O.
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Exact and full matches are the best ones for requesters,
but they are infrequent in practical scenarios. A sequence of
potential and partial matches is more likely. In [8], Concept
Abduction Problem (CAP) and Concept Contraction
Problem (CCP) were introduced and defined as non standard
inferences for DLs. They allow to compute a logic-based
ranking of potential and partial matches best approximating
the request. Furthermore, they provide explanation of
matchmaking outcomes, which is highly desirable to justify
results so increasing user confidence in the DSS.
A noticeable feature is the exploitation of the above
inference services w.r.t. an Open World semantics. If R and
O are in potential match, the characteristics B (for bonus) [9]
specified in O but not requested in R represent knowledge
that can be elicited and proposed to the requester in order to
refine her initial query. B can be computed by solving a CAP
[9]. The bonus characteristics represent information the user
might not be aware of or she initially considers not relevant.
Hence, they are very useful in a query refinement process.
A. Related Work
Significant research and industry efforts have been
focusing on service/resource discovery in mobile and
ubiquitous computing. The main challenge is to provide
paradigms and techniques that are effective and flexible, yet
intuitive enough to be of practical interest for a potentially
wide user base.
In [10], a prototypical mobile client is presented for
semantic-based mobile service discovery. An adaptive
graph-based representation allows OWL ontology browsing.
However, a large screen seems to be required to explore
ontologies of moderate complexity with reasonable comfort.
Also preference specification requires a rather long
interaction process, which could be impractical in mobile
scenarios. Authors acknowledged these issues and
introduced heuristic mechanisms to simplify interaction, e.g.,
the adoption of default values.
In [11] a location- and context-aware mobile Semantic
Web client is proposed for tourism scenarios. The goal of
integrating multiple information domains has led to a
division of the user interface into many small sections,
whose clarity and practical usability seem questionable.
Moreover, knowledge is extracted from several independent
sources to build a centralized RDF triple store accessible
through the Internet. The proposed architecture is therefore
hardly adaptable to mobile ad-hoc environments.
Peer-to-peer interaction paradigms are actually necessary
for
fully decentralized
semantic-based
discovery
infrastructures. Hence, mobile hosts themselves should be
endowed with reasoning capabilities. Pocket KRHyper [12]
was the first available reasoning engine for mobile devices. It
provides satisfiability and subsumption inference services,
which have been exploited by authors in a DL-based
matchmaking between user profiles and descriptions of
resources/services [13]. A limitation of that prototype is that
it does not allow explicit explanation of outcomes. More
recently, in [14] an embedded DL reasoning engine was
presented in a mobile dating application, though applicable
to other discovery scenarios. It acts as a mobile semantic
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matchmaker, exploiting non-standard inference services also
used in the present framework. Semantically annotated
personal profiles are exchanged via Bluetooth and matched
with preferences of mobile phone users, to discover suitable
partners in the neighborhood.
Due to the resource constraints of mobile devices, as well
as to the choice of a cross-platform runtime environment,
both the above solutions privilege simplicity of managed
resource/service descriptions over expressiveness and
flexibility. We conjecture that a native language optimized
implementation can provide acceptable performance for
larger ontologies and more resource-intensive inferences.
III.

SYSTEM OUTLINE

Figure 1 shows the system architecture. A classical
client/server paradigm is adopted: in our current prototype
the resource provider is a fixed host over the Internet,
exposing an enhanced DIG interface; the mobile client is
connected through wireless technologies, such as IEEE
802.11 or UMTS/CDMA.

Figure 1. Architecture of the system prototype.

Available resources (supplies) were collected from
several sources. The DBpedia RDF Knowledge Base
(available at http://wiki.dbpedia.org), which is an extract of
structured information from Wikipedia, was used to
automatically obtain relevant information for many entries.
DBpedia is a prominent example of the Linked Data effort
[15], aimed at publishing structured data on the Web and to
connect data between different data sources. RDF provides
the semantic framework that allows both data to be machine
understandable and related concepts from different datasets
to be related to each other. Tens of datasets are already
available, collectively containing several billion RDF
statements and covering diverse application domains such as:
encyclopedic, artistic and literary topics; healthcare,
environmental and governmental data and statistics;
commerce and finance. Resource providers can build
innovative solutions, like the one presented here, upon these
public Knowledge Bases (KBs).
RDF documents concerning resources of interest were
directly retrieved from the KB using SPARQL query
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language. Obtained profiles were then sanitized (e.g., by
removing textual abstracts, redundant and unnecessary
information) and aligned to custom ontology for the cultural
heritage domain through a semi-automatic procedure. Then
each semantic annotation was geographically tagged
exploiting the Google Maps API. Finally, all resources were
stored into a semantic registry whose records contain: (i) a
semantic annotation (in DIG language); (ii) a numeric
ontology identifier, marking the domain ontology the
annotation refers to; (iii) a set of data-oriented attributes
manageable by proper utility functions (see later on for
further details) and depending on the specific application;
particularly, the tool proposed here requires a (latitude,
longitude) pair of geographical coordinates; (iv) a set of
user-oriented attributes. In the current prototype, each
resource is supplied with a picture and a textual description.
On the client side, the user focuses on a given scenario
early selecting the reference terminology. So she determines
a specific context for the following interactions with the
system. Different sessions in the application exploitation
could refer to different ontologies and then could entail
interactions aimed at different purposes. For example, a
generic user could exploit the application as a pocket virtual
guide for tourist purposes selecting a cultural heritage
ontology and in a further phase, after concluding her visit,
she can adopt it as a mobile shopping assistant to buy goods
in a B2C (Business to Consumer) mobile marketplace: in
that case she will select an e-commerce ontology.
Matchmaking can be carried out only among requests
and supplied resources sharing the semantics of descriptions,
i.e., referring to the same ontology. Hence a preliminary
agreement between client and server is required. Ontology
identifiers are used for this purpose [16]. Then the client can
submit her request, which consists in: (i) a DIG expression
of the required resource features; (ii) geographical
coordinates of the current device location; (iii) maximum
acceptable distance for service/resource fruition.
When a request is received, the server performs the
following processing steps. 1. Resources referring to the
same ontology are extracted from the registry. 2. A locationbased pre-filter excludes resources outside the maximum
range w.r.t. the request, as explained in the subsection below.
3. The reasoning engine computes the semantic distance
between request and each resource in range. 4. Results of
semantic matchmaking are transferred to the utility function
calculation module, which computes the final ranking
according to the scoring functions reported in the next
subsection. 5. Finally, the ranked list of best resource records
is sent back to the client in a DIG reply.
A. Location-based resource filtering
Semantic-based matchmaking should be extended to take
location into account, so as to provide an overall match
degree that best suits the user needs in her current situation.
Research in logic-based matchmaking has achieved some
degree of success in extending useful inference services to
DLs with concrete domains (datatype properties in Semantic
Web words) [2], nevertheless these results are hardly
transferred to mobile scenarios due to performance
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limitations. A different approach to the multi-attribute
resource ranking problem is based on utility functions, a.k.a.
Score Combination Functions (SCF). It consists in
combining semantic-based match metrics with other partial
scores computed from quantitative –in our case locationdependent– resource attributes.
In general, if a request and available resources are
characterized by m attributes, the problem is to find a
ranking of the set R of supplied resources according to the
request d = ( d1 , d 2 ,, d m ) .
For each resource
ri = (ri,1,ri,2 , ,ri,m ) ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ R , a set of local scores

si , j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m is computed as si , j = f j (d j , ri , j ) . Then the
overall score si for ri is obtained by applying an SCF f, that is
si = f ( si ,1 , si , 2 , , si , m ) . Resources are so sorted and
ranking is induced by the SCF.
The framework devised in this paper integrates a
semantic score fss and a geographic score fgs, combined by
the SCF fsc. The operating principle is illustrated in Figure 2:
a circular area is identified, centered in the user's position;
the service provider will only return resources located in it.
The user request contains a (latitude, longitude) pair of
geographical coordinates for current device location along
with a maximum range R. In the same way, each available
resource collected by the provider is endowed with its
coordinates. Distance d is computed between the user and
the resource. If d > R, the resource is excluded, otherwise it
is admitted to next processing stage.

Figure 2. Location-based resource pre-filtering.

The semantic score is computed as:
s _ match(r , s)
max(s _ match)
where s _ match(r , s) is the semantic match distance
from request r to resource s (computed by means of the
inference
services
explained
before),
while
s_match(r,)
is
the
maximum
semantic
max(s _ match) =
distance, which depends on axioms in the reference domain
ontology. Hence, f ss ∈ [0,1] and lower values are better.
The second score involves the physical distance:
d
f gs (d ) =
R
f ss (r , s) =
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Also f gs ∈ [0,1] and lower values are preferable. It should
be noticed that, in both local scoring functions, denominators
are maximum values directly depending on the specific user
request. They may change across different resource retrieval
sessions, but correctly rank resources w.r.t. the request
within the same session.
Finally, the SCF is defined as:
α

f sc (d , S )= 100 ⋅ [1 − ( f gs + ε )

R

β

⋅ ( f ss + γ )1−α ]

It is a monotonic function providing a consistent resource
ranking, and it converts results to a more user-friendly scale
where higher outcomes represent better results. A tuning
phase can be performed to determine parameter values
following requirements of a specific discovery application.
In detail, α ∈ [0,1] weighs the relevance of semantic and
geographic factors, respectively. With α → 0 we privilege
the semantic score, whereas with α → 1 the geographic one
is made more significant. The exponent of the geographic
R
. This is because, when the
factor is multiplied by
β
maximum search range R grows, distance should reasonably
become a more selective attribute, giving more relevance to
resources in the user’s immediate proximity. The coefficient
β regulates the curve decay, as shown in Figure 3 for
different values of β and α = 0.5 , ε = 0 , d = 30 km.

Figure 3. Geographic score contribution w.r.t. range R

Parameters ε ∈ [0,1] and γ ∈ [0,1] control the outcome in
case of either semantic or geographic full match. As
explained in Section II, semantic full match occurs when all
features in the request are satisfied by the resource.
Geographic full match occurs when the user is located
exactly in the same place of resource she is looking for. Both
cases are desirable but very unlikely in practical scenarios.
Hence, in the model adopted for system evaluation we could
pose ε = γ = 0 :
α

f sc (d , S )= 100 ⋅ [1 − ( f gs )

R

β

⋅ ( f ss )1−α ]

This means that full matches will always be shown at the
top of the result list, since either f gs = 0 or f ss = 0 implies

B. Design and development methodology
Mobile computing devices are very heterogeneous in
terms of screen size, input methods, computational and
communication capabilities and operating systems.
Furthermore, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) design
should endorse the peculiarities of handheld devices. Unlike
their desktop counterparts, mobile applications are
characterized by a bursting usage pattern, i.e., with frequent
and short sessions. Hence, a mobile GUI must be designed
so that users can satisfy their needs in a quick and
straightforward way. A task-oriented and consistent look and
feel is required, leveraging familiar metaphors, which most
users are accustomed to. Finally, software design must take
into account the inherent constraints of mobile ad-hoc
networks: from the application perspective, the most
important issues are unpredictable disconnections and low
data rates.
For a greater compatibility with various mobile
platforms, our client tool was developed using Java Micro
Edition (ME) technology. The Java Mobile Information
Device Profile 2.0 (JSR 37, JSR 118, available at
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index-jsp138820.html) was selected. All UI elements are accessible
either through the keyboard/keypad or the touchscreen of the
mobile device.
The MVC (Model-View-Controller) pattern was adopted
in user interface design. This was important for the
management and presentation of semantic-based data, which
have an intrinsically complex data model. The GUI was
entirely based on SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics), using the
Scalable 2D Vector Graphics for Java ME (JSR 226,
available at http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=226).
The application exploits the Java Location API (JSR 179,
available at http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=179) to allow
location-based service/resource provisioning. It provides a
unified API to interact with all location providers –i.e., realtime positioning technologies– available on the device.
These may include a GPS (Global Positioning System)
receiver and the mobile phone network itself (cell-based
positioning).
The proposed tool supports a subset of the DIG 1.1
interface extended for MaMaS-tng reasoner (see the
MatchMaking
Service,
available
at
http://sisinfab.poliba.it/MAMAS-tng/).
A
lightweight
implementation of the client-side DIG interface has been
developed in Java. A specialized library was designed to
manipulate Knowledge Bases (KBs). In order to minimize
runtime memory usage, kXML (kXML 2, available at
http://kxml.sourceforge.net/) Java streaming XML parser
was adopted, which implements the open standard XML Pull
API. Streaming parsers do not build an in-memory syntax
tree model. They are also suitable for XML data incoming
from network connections, since parsing can be pipelined
with the incoming input.

f sc = 100 regardless of the other factors.
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IV. CASE STUDY
Functional and non-functional features of the proposed
system are motivated within a concrete case study in the
cultural heritage tourism sector.
Let us model the discovery problem as follows. Jack is in
Bari for business. He is keen on ancient architecture and
after his last meeting, he is near the old town centre with
some spare time. He had never been in Bari before and he
knows very little about the city. Being interested in medieval
art and particularly in churches, he would like to visit
interesting places near his current location. Under
GPRS/UMTS or Wi-Fi coverage, his GPS-enabled
smartphone can connect to a service/resource provider, in
order to search for interesting items in the area. The service
provider keeps track of semantic annotations of touristic
points of interest in Apulia region along with their position
coordinates. The mobile application assists the user in the
discovery process through the following three main tasks
(depicted in Figure 4).
Ontology management. Firstly, Jack selects cultural
heritage as the resource category he is interested in.
Different domain ontologies are used to describe general
resource classes (e.g., accommodation, cultural heritage,
movie/theatre shows). At application startup, a selection
screen is shown (Figure 5), with a list of managed
ontologies. Each Ontology is labeled by a Universally
Unique IDentifier (OUUID), which allows an early
agreement between user and provider. As explained in [14],
this simple identification mechanism borrowed from the
Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol allows to perform a
quick match between the ontologies managed by the user and
the provider also in case of mobile ad-hoc connections where
users and providers are interconnected via wireless links
(such as Bluetooth, 802.11, ZigBee and so on) and where a
dependable Web link is unavailable. Anyway, in case the
user cannot locally manage the chosen resource category, he
can download the reference ontology either from near hosts
or from the Web (when possible) exploiting the OUUID as
reference identifier.

browses resource features modeled in the domain ontology
(partially reported in Table I for the sake of brevity) and
selects desired characteristics, without actually seeing
anything of the underlying DL-based formalism. Then he
submits his request.
Figure 6 shows the ontology browsing screen. A
scrollable list shows the current focus in the classification
induced by terminological definitions and subsumptions.
Directional keys of mobile device or swipe gestures on the
touchscreen are used to browse the taxonomy by expanding
an item or going back one level. Above the list, a
breadcrumb control is displayed, so that the user can orient
himself even in deeper ontologies.

Figure 6. Ontology browsing
screen

TABLE I.

Figure 7. Request confirmation
screen

EXCERPT OF AXIOMS IN THE CASE STUDY ONTOLOGY

AD  Age

BC  Age

Centralized 
Floor_Plan
Square  Quadrangular
Gothic  Style

Longitudinal 
Floor_Plan
Byzantine  Style
Baroque  Style

Cathedra 
Architectural_Element
Pulpit 
Architectural_Element
Window 
ArchitecturalElement
Triple _Light 
Window
Public  Destination

Aisle 
Architectural_Element
Crypt 
Architectural_Element
Single_Light 
Window
Religious 
Destination
Private  ØPublic

Middle_Age  AD

Quadrangular 
Floor_Plan
Romanesque  Style
Portal 
Architectural Element
Altar 
Architectural_Element
Apse 
Architectural_Element
Double_Light 
Window
Private  Destination
Private  ØReligious

Building  $ has_age ⊓ $ has_floor_plan ⊓ $ has_style
Residence  Building ⊓ $ Destination ⊓ " Destination.Private
Church ⊑ Building ⊓ $ Destination ⊓ " Destination.Religious ⊓ $ has_altar
⊓ " has_altar.Altar
Castle  Residence

Figure 4. Tasks of the mobile
client.

Figure 5. Ontology selection
screen

Semantic request composition. Jack composes his
semantic-based request through a fully visual form. He
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The tabs on top of the screen allow user to switch from
the Explore screen to the Request confirmation screen
(Figure 7). There the user can remove previously selected
features. Eventually, he specifies a retrieval diameter R and
submits his request. Current prototype expresses the
threshold in terms of distance, but a more intuitive indication
clarifying if the user is on foot (possibly also specifying the
terrain characteristics) or if he moves by car is also possible.
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Jack would like to visit a Romanesque Middle Age
church with longitudinal floor plan and two aisles. W.r.t. the
cultural heritage ontology, the request can be formally
expressed as:
R:
Church  "
has_floor_plan.Longitudinal
has_style.Romanesque

has_age.Middle_Age
 ³2 has_aisle




"
"

It can be noticed that requests are formulated as DL
conjunctive queries. Each conjunct is a requested resource
feature; it can be an atomic concept selected from the
ontology, a universal quantifier or an unqualified number
restriction on roles. The GUI masks this level of complexity
from the user, allowing him to simply browse lists of
features and select the desired ones: translation into DL
expression is automated, taking into account the concept
structure and relationships in the reference ontology,
The communication module was designed as a finite state
machine to precisely retain knowledge about the progress of
client-server interaction. By doing so, only failed operations
are actually repeated, thus improving efficiency from both
time and energy standpoints.
Results review and query refinement. The server
processes the request as explained in Section 3. Let us
consider the following resources in the provider KB:
S1: Basilica of St. Nicholas, Bari (distance from user: d = 0.9
km). A Romanesque Middle Age church, with longitudinal floor
plant, an apse, two aisles, three portals and two towers. Other
notable elements are its crypt, altar, cathedra and Baroque ceiling.
W.r.t. domain ontology, this is expressed as:
Church  =2 has_aisle  " has_age.Middle_Age
 "
has_style.Romanesque  =1 has_apse  =3 has_portal  =1
has_crypt  =1 has_altar  =2 has_tower  =1 has_cathedra  $
ceiling_style

"
ceiling_style.Baroque

"
has_floor_plan.Longitudinal
S2: Norman-Hohenstaufen Castle, Bari (d = 0.57 km). It is
described as a Middle Age castle, with Byzantine architectural style
and a quadrangular plan with four towers.
Castle  " has_floor_plan.Quadrangular  =4 has_tower  "
has_style.Byzantine  " has_age.Middle_Age
S3: Church of St. Scholastica (d = 1.3 km). It is described as a
Romanesque Middle Age church, with longitudinal floor plan, three
aisles, an apse and a tower.
Church  " has_style.Romanesque  " has_age.Middle_Age  "
has_floor_plan.Longitudinal  =3 has_aisle  =1 has_tower  =1
has_apse
S4: Church of St. Mark of the Venetians, Bari (d = 0.65 km). It
is described as a Romanesque Middle Age church with two singlelight windows and a tower.
Church  " has_style.Romanesque  " has_window.Single_Light
 =2 has_window  " has_age.Middle_Age  =1 has_tower

Table II reports matchmaking results for the above
example. S3 is discarded in the location-based pre-filtering,
as its distance from the user exceeds the limit, even though it
would result in a full match. S1 is a full match with the
request, because it explicitly satisfies all user requirements.
On the other hand, S4 is described just as Romanesque
Middle Age church, therefore due to OWA it is not specified
whether it has a longitudinal floor plan with aisles or not:
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these characteristics become part of the Hypothesis
computed through CAP. Finally, S2 produces a partial match
with user request, since it refers to a castle: this concept is
incompatible with user request, so it forms the Give Up
feature computed through CCP.
TABLE II.

MATCHMAKING RESULTS

Supply

Match
type

s_match
[max
=54]

Outcome

S1: Basilica of
St. Nicholas

Full

0

Hypothesis H: 
Bonus B: =1 has_apse  =3
has_portal  =1 has_crypt  =1

S4: Church of
St. Mark

Potential

3

S2: NormanHohenstaufen
Castle

Partial

11

S3: Church of
St. Scholastica

N.A.

N.A.

has_altar  =2 has_tower  =1
has_cathedra  $ ceiling_style
⊓ " ceiling style.Baroque
Hypothesis H: ³2 has_aisle  "
has_floor_plan. Longitudinal
Bonus B: =1 has_tower  =2
has_window 
"has_window.Single_Light
Give up G: Church
Keep K: Building 
"has_age.Middle_age
Hypothesis H:
"has_floor_plan.Longitudinal 
³2 has_aisle 
"has_style.Romanesque
Bonus B: =4 has_tower 
"has_style.Byzantine
Discarded due to distance

Score
[α=0.5,β=1,
γ=0.014,
ε=0]
88.8

78.3

64.8

N.A.

Overall scores of advertised resources are finally
computed. The result screen is reported in Figure 8: retrieved
resources are listed, best matching first. When the user
selects a resource, its picture is shown as in Figure 9 in
addition to its address, distance from the user and
semantically relevant properties contributing to the outcome.
If Jack is not satisfied with results, he can refine his
request and submit it again. The user can go back to the
ontology browsing screen to modify the request.
Furthermore, he can select some elements of the Bonus
(respectively Give Up) list in the result screen and they will
be added to (resp. removed from) the request.

Figure 8.

Displayed results

Figure 9.

Result details screen
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V. SYSTEM E VALUATION
Common issues rising from the integration of Semantic
Web approaches with ubiquitous computing scenarios were
evidenced in [17]. Let us take them as a check-list and
evaluate our proposal against it.
A. Simple architectures lack intelligence of Semantic
Web technologies. The current proposal allows mobile
devices equipped with commonly available technologies to
fully exploit semantic-based resource discovery. Ideas and
technologies devised for resource retrieval in the Semantic
Web were adapted with a satisfactory success, through
careful selection of features and optimization of
implementations.
B. Semantic Web architectures use devices with a
secondary, passive role. In our prototype the client has a key
role and it does not only act as a GUI for request
composition via ontology browsing. It also enables: location
determination; interaction with a state-of-the-art DIG-based
reasoning engine; interactive visualization of discovery
results for query refinement.
C. Semantic Web architectures rely on a central
component that must be deployed and configured beforehand
for each specific scenario. The proposed system prototype
still relies on a centralized server for resource matchmaking.
Future work aims at building a fully mobile peer-to-peer
architecture. A major step is to design and implement
embedded DL reasoners with acceptable performance: early
results have been achieved in this concern [14].
D. Most architectures do not use the Web communication
model, essentially HTTP. For communication we only use
DIG, a standard based on the HTTP POST and an XMLbased concept language. Such a choice allows –among other
things– to cope with scalability issues: particularly, the
interaction model is borrowed from the Web experience in
order to grant an acceptable behavior also in presence of
large amounts of exchanged data.
E. Devices are not first-class actors in the environment
with autonomy, context-awareness and reactiveness. Though
the typical usage scenario for our current prototype is userdriven, it shows how a non-technical user can fully leverage
Semantic Web technologies via her personal mobile device
to discover interesting resources in her surroundings.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A framework has been presented for semantic-enabled
resource discovery in ubiquitous computing. It has been
implemented in a visual mobile DSS able to retrieve
resources/services through a fully dynamic wireless
infrastructure, without relying on support facilities provided
by wired information systems. It recognizes via GPS the user
location and grades matchmaking outcomes according to
proximity criteria. Future work aims at simplifying the
complexity of matchmaker module claiming for optimization
and rationalization of the reasoner structure, in order to
improve performance and scalability and to allow its
integration into mobile computing devices and systems.
Furthermore, the application user interface has to be
enhanced and redesigned to be even more friendly for non-
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expert users. We are investigating a new approach directly
and automatically browsing the DBpedia KB.
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Abstract—This paper presents an unsupervised graph-based
algorithm for word sense disambiguation based on WordNet
glosses. The algorithm exploits the contributions of verbs in
identifying the correct senses of nouns. Due to the complexity
of WordNet’s semantic network, we have defined
disambiguation as a similarity optimization problem and
solved it through a genetic algorithm. Testing compares the
performance of our algorithm with that of a traditional
method based on Wu-Palmer similarity measure. Our
approach shows an overall precision of about 68% and a
statistically significant average increase of precision of about
3% with respect to the traditional algorithm.
Keywords - word sense disambiguation; WordNet; genetic
algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the ability of
identifying the meaning of words in a given sentence. It
represents a fundamental research problem in Natural
Language Processing with many practical applications, such
as search engines, information retrieval, and sentiment
analysis.
WSD has made a considerable progress in the last few
years and can now obtain good results through supervised
algorithms. Though results can be very precise, the literature
recognizes the high costs and strong feasibility limits of
these techniques, due to their need for context-dependent
annotated corpora [6]. On the other hand, unsupervised
techniques can also be applied to WSD. In this field, the term
unsupervised is usually referred to techniques that are not
necessarily knowledge-free, since some kind of knowledge
base, i.e. dictionaries or computational lexicons, is needed
[2]. These knowledge bases usually provide a contextindependent sense inventory and relations among senses,
which can be exploited to perform WSD. Though the
literature tends to recognize that supervised methods usually
outperform unsupervised ones, from a cost-benefit analysis
point of view it can be still more convenient to invest and
develop unsupervised methods. Indeed, in some applications
of WSD, such as information retrieval, perfect word sense
information would be of limited utility [5].
The literature has often combined unsupervised methods
based on semantic networks such as WordNet [12] with the
so-called similarity measures. These measures assume that
two words are similar when they appear in a similar context,
e.g., in the same sentence of paragraph, and contexts are
similar when they contain similar words [28]. According to
these assumptions, word senses whose definitions have the
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highest score of similarity are assumed to be the correct ones
[27][28].
In this paper, we present a new unsupervised method to
disambiguate nouns based on WordNet and on the concept of
similarity. The innovative aspect of this method is that it is
able to exploit WordNet glosses and verbs and create the link
between nouns and verbs sub-graphs, outperforming
traditional approaches based only on nouns. We compare the
performance of our algorithm with a classical
disambiguation approach based on nouns and the Wu-Palmer
similarity measure.
There are many techniques in literature to solve the
similarity optimization problem. This work uses a genetic
algorithm to solve the similarity problem. Although genetic
algorithms are global search heuristics and their results are
not guaranteed to be optimal solutions, they are also known
to outperform other optimization techniques when the
problem space is large, as in the case of a semantic network
made of hundreds of thousands of words. Moreover, genetic
algorithms perform better when the solution space is
discontinuous and include multiple local optima [30].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II explains the background knowledge behind our
algorithm. Section III presents the algorithms, Section IV
describes the experiments and discusses the results. Section
V presents related research and highlights the innovative
aspects of our work. Finally, Section VI shows some
conclusion and presents future research directions.
II.

METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES

In this section, the methodology and the technology
resources are briefly described.
A. Genetic Algorithm
Evolutionary computation techniques [11] make use of
Darwin’s evolutionary principles and translate them into
heuristic algorithms that can be used to search for optimal
solutions to a problem. In a search algorithm, the objective is
to find the best possible solution in a fixed amount of time.
When the search space grows in size, an exhaustive search
becomes quickly unfeasible. The key aspect distinguishing
an evolutionary search algorithm from more traditional
heuristic algorithms is that it is population-based. Through
the adaptation of successive generations of a large number of
individuals, an evolutionary algorithm performs an efficient
search.
Genetic algorithms are a particular class of evolutionary
algorithms. In a genetic algorithm, a potential solution is
represented by a chromosome, usually encoded as an array of
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bits or characters. A single bit or a set of bits coding part of
the solution is called gene. In turn, an allele is one of the
possible instances of the gene.
The first population is typically randomly generated.
Then a measure of goodness (necessarily domain dependent)
is computed for each chromosome. Guided by this
quantitative information, together with a set of genetic
operators like crossover and mutation, genetic algorithms
move from one population of chromosomes to a new
population. Typically, the evolution terminates when either a
fixed number of generations has been created or the fitness
value of a chromosome reaches a target threshold.
Genetic algorithms have been used for many applications
like optimization, classification, prediction, economy,
ecology and automatic programming.
B. WordNet
WordNet [12] is a freely available lexical database for
the English language that organizes nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs into hierarchies of synonym sets or synsets. Each
synset groups words with a unique meaning and it has a
gloss that describes the concept that it represents. For
example, the synset composed by the words {apartment,
flat} represents the concept defined by the gloss "a suite of
rooms usually on one floor of an apartment house". Many
glosses are extended with the addition of some examples of
usages of the concept that they describe.
WordNet is organized as a network of concepts linked by
semantic relations, like hypernym, hyponym, meronym,
holonym, and antonym. However, these relations do not cross
part of speech boundaries. Thus, semantic relations are tied
to a particular part of speech, creating different and separate
sub-graphs for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. In our
experiments we use WordNet 3.0 and we focus on the
hypernym hierarchy that represents the most complete set of
relations.
III.

THE WSD SYSTEM

We follow two strategies to perform the disambiguation
of nouns. The first, called base algorithm, relies only on the
information carried by the nouns in a sentence. The second,
called enhanced algorithm, aims at improving the results
exploiting also the information that can be extracted from
verbs through disambiguated glosses.
A. Base algorithm
The basic idea of our WSD system, also exploited in
[10], relies on the assumption that terms that appear in the
same sentence tend to be semantically similar. The genetic
algorithm is used to find a set of senses that maximizes the
similarity between the terms to be disambiguated. Because
both the number of possible senses for each word and the
cardinality of the set of words to disambiguate can be large
the search space become huge. Thus genetic algorithms are a
suitable solution for this kind of problem.
Similarity is a widely used concept. According to
Budanitsky and Hirst [1], it is possible to make a distinction
between semantic similarity and relatedness: semantic
similarity is a special kind of relatedness between two words
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and denotes the degree of semantic association between
them. Measures of relatedness can be made across part of
speech boundaries and are not tied to the is-a relation.
However, for the purpose of this paper, we refer to both
kinds of measure with the term similarity. Many similarity
measures have been proposed, such as information content
[4], Lin [7], Jiang-Conrath [3], Banarjee-Pedersen [9], WuPalmer [8]. The whole set of cited measures has been
compared through some preliminary experiments showing
that Wu-Palmer can be considered the measure providing the
best results.
Wu-Palmer defines the similarity of two concepts by
measuring how closely they are related in the hierarchy, i.e.,
the similarity measure between a pair of concepts c1 and c2
is:




where N1 is the number of nodes on the path from c1 to c3
(the least common superconcept of c1 and c2), N2 is the
number of nodes on the path from c2 to c3, and N3 is the
number of nodes on the path from c3 to the root of the
hierarchy.
Table I shows some examples of measures between pairs
of nouns computed by (1), where with city#1 we mean the
first sense of “city”, with animal#1 we mean the first sense
of “animal” and so on. The first sense of “turkey” is “large
gallinaceous bird with fan-shaped tail; widely domesticated
for food” and its second sense is “a Eurasian republic in Asia
Minor and the Balkans”. As we can expect, the concept of
“city” intended in its first sense, i.e., “a large and densely
populated urban area”, is more similar with the second sense
of “turkey” than with the first sense. Analogously, the
concept of “animal” intended in its first sense, i.e., “a living
organism characterized by voluntary movement”, is more
similar with the first sense of “turkey” than with the second
sense.
TABLE I.

SIMILARITY BY WU-PALMER’S MEASURE
city#1
animal#1

turkey#1
0.20
0.67

turkey#2
0.75
0.29

In our system the similarity measure presented above
represents the core of the fitness function of the genetic
algorithm. Each solution is represented by a chromosome
that is encoded as a sequence of positive integer numbers.
Each gene of a chromosome is a possible sense of a term.
The fitness value for each chromosome is computed as
follows:
∑ ∑





where wi and wj are two terms, s(wi) and s(wj) are the
candidate senses of wi and wj.
The similarity measure used in (2) is slightly different
from the measure in (1). In order to perform better on general
documents, the original value is weighted by the frequency
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of the words’ sense, because in general context, words tend
to assume their more frequent meaning. In WordNet, word
senses are ordered by their frequency of use, i.e. the most
frequent senses are indicated with lower ordinal numbers. So
we define the new similarity measure as:
(

(

))

(

)

(

(

relation (dashed line) between a noun and a verb, while
unbroken lines represent hypernym hierarchies for the verb
eat (synset #3) and the noun turkey (synset #1).
TABLE II.
Gene no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

))

where ni and nj denote the ordinal number of s(wi) and s(wj)
as reported by WordNet.
B. Enhanced algorithm
We have observed that the information carried by the
nouns may not be enough. For example, if we want to
disambiguate a sentence like “I ate a tasty turkey for
Christmas” using the Base Algorithm, the set of nouns used
for the disambiguation is composed by the words {turkey,
Christmas}. Just considering the couple it is not clear
whether the noun turkey has to be interpreted as fowl or
Eurasian republic. On the other hand, if the verb eat is added
to the set, it becomes clear that the former is the right
meaning, because the verb carries contextual information.

Figure 1. Example of a new verb-noun relation in WordNet

Similarity measures can be applied only to pairs of words
of the same part of speech. To deal with this limit we make
use of an additional resource [13] where word forms from
the definitions (called glosses) in WordNet's synsets are
manually linked to the context-appropriate sense in
WordNet.
In order to take into account this new kind of information
we extended the size of the chromosome defined in the
previous algorithm. For each sense of each verb found in the
sentence of which we want to disambiguate the terms we
extract a noun from its annotated gloss and then a new gene
is added to the chromosome whose possible value is only the
sense with which it was tagged in the gloss. We provide a
simple example using the set {{turkey, Christmas},{eat}}.
The base form of the chromosome will have two genes since
there are two nouns in the set. The verb eat in WordNet has
six senses, so we add six “monosemic” genes to the
chromosome, each one representing one noun extracted from
the gloss of each sense of the verb. The new chromosome is
shown in Table II. Figure 1 graphically represents the
example and shows how easily it is possible to create a
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EXAMPLE OF CHROMOSOME
Noun
turkey
christmas
solid_food
meal
animal
way
resource
action

Alleles
1-5
1-2
1
1
1
1
1
4

When one of the new genes is involved in the
computation of the similarity value, the frequency with
which is weighted is the frequency of the verb that has
generated the gene.
IV.

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

Experiments are performed using the JGAP [29] library
to implement the genetic algorithm. Due to the intrinsic
heuristic nature of genetic algorithms, we performed several
tests with different settings of the parameters of the genetic
operators. These tests have highlighted that result deltas are
irrelevant. In this section, we present the results obtained by
applying the default configuration of genetic operators as
provided by the genetic algorithm implementation in JGAP.
Similar tests executed by varying the population size have
highlighted also the fact that precision does not increase
significantly when the population size overgrows ten
chromosomes. Given that WordNet word senses are ordered
by frequency of use, the first ten senses are sufficient to
cover the common usage of words.
We have performed a sentence by sentence analysis for
two main motivations: (i) in our case, the disambiguation
process is part of a larger project on sentiment analysis (cf.
[31]) considering short sentences, such as tweets or blog
posts, and (ii) we found out that the number of words to
disambiguate and precision are uncorrelated, as shown later
in this section.
Algorithm performance is measured in terms of precision
and recall. Following [32], precision is defined as the
number of correct disambiguated senses divided by the total
number of answers reported; recall is defined as the number
of correct disambiguated senses divided by the total number
of senses. Since our methods can assign a sense for every
word, precision equals recall.
The results of the experiments are evaluated on SemCor
Corpus, the sense-tagged version of the Brown Corpus, by
automatically comparing the sense-tags in SemCor with
those computed by our algorithms. We carried out
experiments over 19 randomly selected SemCor files (bra02, c01, e04, e27, f10, f22, f43, g18, g19, g28, h18, j04, j12,
j20, j57, j70, k04, l18, r05).
Because of the heuristic nature of genetic algorithms we
run each test ten times in order to have an empirical
assessment of the variability of the results.
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Table III shows the comparison statistics between our
base and enhanced algorithms. It is worth noting how
enhanced algorithm outperforms base algorithm in precision.
Indeed Base Algorithm shows an overall average precision
of 64.39, while enhanced algorithm obtains an average of
67.78. A t-test on the average results obtained by the two
algorithms file by file through the ten simulations reveals
how these differences are statistically significant (t = -6.719,
p < 0.001). Moreover, enhanced algorithm should also be
preferred to base algorithm because of its lower standard
deviation, which guarantees more coherent results through
the simulations. Results also show how there is a high
variance in the results among the 19 files. The maximum
difference between the two approaches has been found in file
br-g18 where the precision obtained by enhanced algorithm
was 7.74% above the precision obtained by base algorithm.
In all runs enhanced algorithm outperforms base algorithm.
Finally, the maximum precision values, obtained with file bre27, show how enhanced algorithm is able to exceed the
threshold of 80% (81.10%), while base algorithm is less
precise with a 77.41%.
TABLE III.
Algorithm

COMPARISON STATISTICS BETWEEN BASE AND ENHANCED
ALGORITHMS
precision
(mean)

precision
(standard
deviation)
6.1
5.8

64.39
67.78

Base
Enhanced

maximum
precision value
77.41
81.10

It is interesting to note how there does not exist a relation
between the number of nouns in a single sentence that has
been analyzed and the corresponding precision results.
Unexpectedly, base algorithm does not show correlation
between the two variables (r = 0.120, p < 0.001), thus
implying that context window size is not correlated to
precision. An even more significant result is obtained with
enhanced algorithm (r = 0.074, p < 0.001), supporting our
initial experimental decision of running analyses sentence by
sentence rather than paragraph by paragraph.
Despite the promising results, we noted that similarity
alone is not sufficient. Indeed, usually there can be different
possible set of senses of the nouns that are fairly plausible, in
a given sentence.
TABLE IV.

SIMILARITY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SEMCOR SENSES AND
BASE ALGORITHM’S BEST SOLUTION

Target
Chart
Additives
Similarity score

SemCor
5
1
1
0.24

Base Algorithm
3
2
1
1.11

Table IV shows this drawback using the sentence "The
target chart quickly and briefly tells you which additives do
what." extracted from the file named br-e27 of the SemCor
Corpus. By computing the overall similarity measure on both
sets of senses, we obtain a value of 0.24 in the SemCor
sense-tagged set and a value of 1.11 in the set computed by
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our base algorithm. The meaning of the senses in the latter
set clearly indicates that words are strongly related: the fifth
sense of "target" is "the goal intended to be attained" and the
first sense of "chart" is "a visual display of information",
while the third sense of "target" is "the location of the target
that is to be hit" and the second sense of "chart" is "a map
designed to assist navigation by air or sea". We are currently
studying if and how this observation can be exploited in
order to improve the precision of the disambiguation process.
Checking some results by hand we have also noted that
in SemCor some words have been sense-tagged with a
meaning that tough it is not totally wrong, it is at least
ambiguous. This fact can be explained by an example. The
file br-l18 contains the sentence "I asked her why she
couldn't do it tomorrow, but it seems the muse is working
good tonight and she's afraid to let it go" where the word
"muse" has been tagged with the meaning of "in ancient
Greek mythology any of 9 daughters of Zeus and
Mnemosyne; protector of an art or science". Although this
meaning is not completely wrong, it is definitely more
correct the meaning of "the source of an artist's inspiration".
More generally, there are some cases where the sense
assigned in SemCor is right, but, nevertheless not necessarily
unambiguous. This observation raises the question whether
the fine granularity of WordNet is appropriate for the word
sense disambiguation task as discussed in [19].
V.

RELATED WORK

The idea of using similarity among synsets in WordNet is
not original. Much literature has tried to exploit WordNet
semantic relations for WSD. In particular Zhang et al. [10]
have implemented a genetic algorithm for noun
disambiguation based on the Wu-Palmer measure of
similarity and on SemCor word frequency. Their results are
considerable as they obtained an overall 71.98% precision on
the general SemCor testbase. Yarowsky [14] presented an
unsupervised learning algorithm whose performance (overall
96% accuracy) is comparable to that of supervised
algorithms. Yarowsky’s algorithm applies two constraints to
the properties of human language to discriminate among
senses, i.e., one sense per collocation and one sense per
discourse. Recently, Social Network Analysis has gained
interest in WSD through the use of its classical graph
connectivity metrics. Navigli and Lapata [2] used local
centrality and global graph measures, showing that the
former outperforms the latter and is comparable to the
current state of the art. Unsupervised graph-based methods
have been exploited also by Mihalcea [15]. In this work,
synstet similarity is defined, similarly to Lesk [27], as a
function of the number of common tokens in the definitions
of word senses. This algorithm obtains an overall precision
of 54.2%, being able to disambiguate nouns, and also verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. Recently, Navigli and Velardi [17]
introduced the Structural Semantic Interconnections (SSI)
algorithm that detects relevant semantic patterns of word
senses through the use of a context-free grammar, obtaining
a precision of 86% for nouns and almost 70% for verbs.
Several works have also attempted to use other resources
in addition to WordNet [12]. In particular, they have focused
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on ontologies such as OntoNotes [18] and SUMO [16]. More
specifically, these works are built on top of SVM-based
supervised algorithms. Zhong et al. [19][20], based on
OntoNotes, perform domain adaptation experiments trained
using the knowledge sources of local collocations, part-ofspeech, and surrounding words. The results of these papers
highlight the importance of having an appropriate level of
sense granularity. On the other hand, authors in [21]
performed semantic disambiguation for Spanish. They used
semantic classes instead of senses, based on the SUMO
ontology. This approach allows collecting a larger number of
examples for each class while polysemy is reduced,
improving the accuracy of semantic disambiguation. In turn,
works in [25][26] have proposed ways to exploit additional
knowledge given by domain information. Specifically,
Magnini et al. [26] proposed an extended version of
WordNet called WordNet Domains obtaining an average
70% precision, while the work in [25] proposes a
preliminary algorithm including domain information.
The need of an augmented version of WordNet has been
formalized in [22] and [23]. The inclusion of logics and the
exploitation of glosses to connect verbs and nouns have been
explicitly called for. Naskar and Bandyopadhyay [24] have
implemented a variation of the Lesk algorithm using
eXtended WordNet [23] and its glosses to disambiguate
nouns, verbs, and adjectives obtaining an 85% overall
precision.
The main difference between our algorithm and other
algorithms is that we are now able to deal with one of the
main drawbacks of WordNet when using similarity
measures, i.e., with the fact that the organization of words in
hierarchies does not cross part of speech boundaries. Indeed,
by extracting disambiguated nouns from the disambiguated
glosses of verbs we create a new relation in WordNet that
links each sense of each verb to one or more nouns, making
it possible to process verbs through related nouns. This new
kind of relation gives suggestions, in an automatic manner,
about which nouns are used with which verbs in natural
language.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a new algorithm that uses
WordNet disambiguated glosses to create a relation between
nouns and verbs in WordNet network. Our results suggest
that the information provided by the new relation can be
significantly helpful in the context of WSD. We have tested
our algorithm on 19 randomly chosen SemCor files and we
have found that it is able to outperform an algorithm based
only on nouns and on Wu-Palmer similarity measure. Our
algorithm has been able to reach an 81.10% precision on file
br-e27 and an average of 67.78%.
The analysis of the results of our experiments also
highlighted three main drawbacks: (i) though manually
tagged, SemCor disambiguated words can present very
ambiguous synsets that could even be considered wrong; (ii)
as previous literature has pointed to, WordNet is a too finegrained resource for WSD; (iii) the well-established
methodology based on similarity often leads to wrong
solutions since the right synsets are not necessarily the most
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similar. The first two mentioned issues strictly depend on the
used tools, indeed, as shown in [19] precision would benefit
from having a more coarse-grained resource such as
OntoNotes [18]. Regarding the third issue, we are working in
two directions: (i) on the development of a tool that allows
the addition of contextual information to WordNet creating
new types of relations, e.g., adjective-noun, further
improving the presented Enhanced Algorithm; (ii)
integrating the tool with domain-specific ontologies that
could be used when dealing with documents in a specific
context.
As a further development, we are considering to exploit
domain knowledge. We have also run a preliminary version
of new algorithms that include WordNet Domains in the
WSD process, but they need to be refined since results are
not promising, probably due to the nature of WordNet
Domains which is too coarse-grained. Another important
evolution of our algorithm is to focus on the disambiguation
of other parts of speech, especially verbs, that could
significantly help improve the overall sentence
disambiguation, and adjectives, which could be useful for
our application context, i.e., sentiment analysis.
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Abstract—The recent success of the Semantic Web in research, technology and standardisation communities has also
resulted in a large variety of different standards, technologies
and tools. This diversity and heterogeneity goes along with
an increasing complexity in assessing, evaluating, selecting
and combining different approaches for the development of
Semantic Web Applications (SWA). With this work we aim
at lowering the entrance barrier for the development and
engineering of Semantic Web Applications by presenting a classification of SWAs according to the dimensions semantic technology depth, information flow direction, richness of knowledge
representation, semantic integration and user involvement.
This categorisation helps to establish and consolidate the
conceptualisation with regard to the engineering of SWAs
and facilitates the comparability of different SWAs. With its
requirements and benefits, the categorisation of SWAs can
also serve as a guideline for practitioners looking into the
application of semantic technologies within their use cases.
We give an overview over popular SWAs and present, with
Vakantieland and LinkedGeoData, two semantic web applications with regard to the categorisation in detail.
Keywords-Categorisation; Semantic Web; Web Applications;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, we observed the Semantic Web and related
technologies gaining traction. Oracle, for example, integrated support for semantic knowledge management into
their database product [1], Google started to evaluate annotations [2] using Resource Description Framework attributes
(RDFa) and the W3C has lately launched the second revision
of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) standard [3].
The success of the Semantic Web in research, technology
and standardisation communities has, however, also resulted
in a large variety of different approaches, standards and techniques. For example, a variety of knowledge representation
formalisms with different expressivity is available with RDF,
RDF-Schema, and various OWL flavours; there exist different serialisations such as RDF/XML, N3, NTriple, RDFa,
Trix; the semantic web technology space is complemented
with a wealth of different reasoners, triples stores, rule
processors, semantic web service infrastructures, various
APIs, etc. This diversity and heterogeneity goes along with
an increasing complexity in assessing, evaluating, selecting
and combining different approaches. From a Web Engineering point of view, this diversity substantially enlarges the
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application space of semantic technologies, but at the same
time complicates their application.
Compared to conventional Web Applications, Semantic
Web Applications (SWA) employ a number of additional
standards and technologies on the persistence, data interchange / transaction processing and user interface layers (cf.
Table I). This work is based on defining a Web Application
as a client-server software application, which uses the HTTP
protocol for communication between client and server as
well as user interface technologies, which common Web
browsers are capable to process (i.e., often HTML, CSS and
Javascript or to a lesser extend UI technologies such as SVG
or proprietary equivalents such as Flash and Silverlight).
Our definition of a Semantic Web Application extends the
Web Application definition with the requirement of using
some Semantic Web knowledge representation formalism at
either one or multiple of the persistence, data interchange
/ transaction processing and user interface layers. Semantic
Web knowledge representation formalisms are mostly based
on the RDF data model and include standards such as RDFSchema, OWL, RIF or RDFa. The use of semantic technologies has a great potential in particular for the adaptability of
Web applications, the efficient and standardized syndication
of structured information or for improved search within and
across different SWAs.
With this work we aim at lowering the entrance barrier
for the development and engineering of SWAs by presenting
a classification of SWAs according to the dimensions semantic technology depth, information flow direction, richness
of knowledge representation, semantic integration and user
involvement. This categorisation helps to establish and consolidate the conceptualisation with regard to the engineering
of SWAs and facilitates the comparability of different SWAs.
With the description of requirements and benefits for each of
the different characteristics, the categorisation of SWAs can
also serve as a guideline for practitioners looking into the
application of semantic technologies within their use cases.
The paper is structured as follows: We describe our
categorisation model along a number of dimensions in
Section II. We present an overview of popular Semantic Web
Applications in the light of these categorisations together
with an in-depth description of two particular Semantic Web
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Table I
J UXTAPOSITION OF CONVENTIONAL AND SEMANTIC W EB A PPLICATION TECHNOLOGIES .

Persistence Layer
Data Interchange & Transaction processing
User Interface

Web Application

Semantic Web Application

Relational Database, ODBC,SQL
REST-APIs, Web Services
(X)HTML, CSS, JS

Triple Store, ODBC, SPARQL
SPARQL & LinkedData endpoint, Semantic Web Services
(X)HTML, CSS, JS, RDFa, GRDDL

applications in Section III. We conclude and present related
as well as future work in the Sections IV and V.
II. C ATEGORISATION OF S EMANTIC W EB A PPLICATIONS
In this section we discuss a number of dimensions along
which semantic web applications can be characterised. These
dimensions are the depth of the application architecture to
which semantic technologies are applied, the direction(s)
of semantic information flows, the richness of semantic
knowledge representations, the intensity of the semantic
integration with other SWAs and representation formalisms
as well as the degree of user involvement.
A. Semantic Technology Depth
This categorisation dimension aims to capture to which
degree the architecture of an SWA makes use of semantic
technologies. Generally, SWAs can use semantic technologies in two different ways – externally and/or internally:
Extrinsic SWA: make use of semantic knowledge representation formalisms on the surface of the application
in order to facilitate the interaction and integration with
other SWAs and technologies. Implementation-wise, extrinsic SWAs are easy to realise, since conventional Web
application development technologies and design patterns
can be used. In order to map between internal persistence
data models and semantic web taxonomies, vocabularies
and ontologies, a number of tools exist [4]. Of particular
importance are relational database schema, since their use
is widespread, not only with Web applications. A comprehensive overview on approaches and technologies for
transforming relational data to RDF is contained in [5].
Recently, the Linked Data paradigm has attracted quite some
attention for exchanging and integrating data over the Web.
Based on a relational to RDF mapping, Web applications can
be easily equipped with a linked data interface (cf. e.g., [6] ).
Another popular approach to equip Web applications with a
Semantic Web interface is RDFa standard [7] (sometimes
also subsumed under Linked Data), which defines how
conventional HTML can be annotated with RDF.
Intrinsic SWA: make direct internal use of semantic
representations for their original application architecture.
Here the situation is more complicated than with solely
extrinsic SWA, since conventional technologies have to be
complemented or replaced by their Semantic Web equivalents. On the persistence layer relational databases have
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to be replaced by triple stores. On the API layer ObjectRelational-Mapping (ORM) techniques have to be replaced
by corresponding APIs, which provide higher-level functions
for handling RDF, RDF-Schema and OWL. In particular
RDF data management, i.e., the querying performance of
triple stores, is a decisive factor for the intrinsic use of
semantic technologies in SWA (cf. e.g., [8], [9]). In recent
years much progress has been made to improve the performance of triple stores by developing better storage, indexing
and query optimisation. However, compared to querying data
stored in a fixed relational database schema, querying a
triple store is still usually slower by a factor of 5-50 (cf.
e.g., BSBM results [10]). This shortcoming is due to the
fact that columns in a relational database are typed and
may be indexed more efficiently. By using a triple store,
this efficiency is lost to the flexibility of amending and
reorganising schema structures easily and quickly.
B. Information Flow Direction
The class of extrinsic SWAs can be further refined into
SWAs, which produce, consume or produce and consume
semantic representations.
Producing SWA: Based on either an intrinsic semantic
information representation or on a mapping of other data
models to RDF (as discussed in the previous section),
four different types of Semantic Web interfaces can be
distinguished:
• ETL-style dumping of information in RDF,
• provisioning of Linked Data, RDFa or GRDDL interfaces,
• declarative querying e.g., by means of SPARQL endpoints,
• Semantic Web Services or REST-style APIs, which
return structured information adhering to the RDF data
model.
The provisioning of semantically represented information
in one of these forms helps to distribute and syndicate
structured content. In particular, the re-usability and repurposability of information is facilitated. Compared to
REST APIs and Web Services returning information in
proprietary formats, these interfaces provide standardized
means for accessing structured information. In order to build
mashups, which combine information for various sources,
Web developers would (when enabled to use one of these
SWA interfaces) not be required to get acquainted with with
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various APIs and result formats. However, only REST APIs
and Web Services are suited for transaction processing.
Consuming SWA: Information published as RDF is reusable by SWAs. If an SWA accesses information from
the Data Web to enrich there own information space, it
is classified as a Consuming SWA. A Consuming SWA
can obtain information from either one or multiple of the
methods used for publishing structured information used by
producing SWAs. In most cases it will be sufficient for
a consuming SWA to retrieve information via the HTTP
protocol and parse one or multiple of the result formats
RDF serializations, RDFa or SPARQL result formats. If producing SWAs offer RDF serialized according to the JSON
specification [11], even specific parsing is not required, since
JSON parsers are part of the standard functionality of most
programming languages.
C. Richness of Knowledge Representation
SWAs can be further classified according to their use of
rich knowledge representation formalisms:
• Shallow KR SWA. Comprise SWA, which e.g., primarily
use taxonomies, simple hierarchies and relatively simple knowledge representation formalisms such as RDF
and RDF-Schema.
• Strong KR SWA. Comprise SWA, which use higher level
knowledge representation formalism such as different
OWL variants, rules etc.
A navigator for the expressivity and complexity of description logics is also available [12]. Already the declarative
querying of knowledge bases by means of SPARQL currently adds a substantial performance overhead to SWAs
compared to relational database backed Web applications
without even considering implicit information, which is must
be revealed by reasoning. This is why we do not expect
comprehensive description logic reasoning to be part of
standard SWAs in the short to medium term. Instead there
might be some light inferencing, which can be performed (on
demand or in certain intervalls) by executing inference rules
directly within triple stores (e.g., for resolving co-references,
inverse relationships and computing transitive closures).
D. Semantic Integration
This categorisation dimension measures how well an SWA
is integrated within the Semantic Web. The integration can
be measured on the schema and instance level. On the
schema level, for example, the number of overall schema
elements (i.e., RDF/OWL classes and properties) can be put
in relation to the number of reused schema elements, i.e.,
schema elements, which are either defined elsewhere or for
which a owl:sameAs relation with an external element is
defined.
Similarly, we can measure the semantic integration on
the instance level. Semantic integration on the schema level
appears to be slightly more important, than instance level
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integration, since in most cases there are more SWA, which
publish information of a certain type (e.g., about Cities),
than SWA, which publish information about a certain entity
(e.g., Vienna).
For the integration and reuse on the schema level the
availability of suitable upper level ontologies is important.
For the semantic integration on the instance level interlinking
hubs or crystallization ontologies such as DBpedia [13] are
crucial. Depending on the level of semantic integration, we
call representatives integrated (respectively isolated):
• Isolated SWA are categorized by a limited reuse of
shared identifiers, vocabularies and ontologies.
• Integrated SWA are categorized by a strong reuse of
shared identifiers, vocabularies and ontologies.
E. User Involvement
Another important characteristic of SWAs is the degree of
end-user involvement. End-users can be roughly classified
into spontaneous contributors, advanced users and knowledge engineering experts. Subsequently, an SWA can be
categorized according to the sizes and ratios in which these
different end-user groups are participating in the creation of
semantic knowledge representations within an SWA. Also,
it can be made clear which of these groups are restricted
to contributions on the instance level and which participate
in refining the knowledge schema. Other facets of the
user involvement, which are not specific to SWAs are for
example: the degree of closed user group, free for all, edit
functionality for all information or just parts of the content.
F. Requirements and Benefits of characterization dimensions
We give an overview of the requirements and benefits
of the presented categorisation dimensions for the implementation of SWAs in Table II. Based on the categorization
dimensions different classes of SWAs can be distinguished:
• Search engine / crawler. Semantic search engines /
crawler are extrinsic SWAs with a consuming information flow direction and mostly a shallow semantic
richness. If such SWAs also process and republish
retrieved RDF information, they can be considered as
semantically integrated.
• Collaborative knowledge acquisition. Representatives
of this class of SWAs are usually tailored towards a certain knowledge domain, although generic applications
such as Semantic Wikis falling into that category exist.
SWAs in this class are community oriented, mostly
extrinsic and intrinsic, have a producing information
flow direction and are often semantically integrated.
• Visualization oriented: SWAs of this visualization
oriented class heavily use own or extrinsic retrieval
and publish the received information with regards to
a certain usage scenario and environment. Such SWAs
have a consuming information flow direction and are
semantically integrated.
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Table II
SWA CHARACTERISATION OVERVIEW INDICATING REQUIREMENTS AND BENEFITS .
Dimension

Requirements

Benefits

Semantic technology depth
Extrinsic
mapping between internal information structures and RDF
Intrinsic
sufficient query processing power

standardised interaction
increased schema flexibility

Information flow direction
Consuming
mapping of RDF to internal information structures
Producing
mapping of internal information structures to RDF

wealth of additional structured information
increased information distribution

Semantic richness
Shallow
Strong

availability of structured information
comprehensive knowledge engineering

pay-as-you go strategy
automated reasoning

creation of own vocabularies and ontologies
vocabulary and identifier reuse on schema and/or instance level,
co-reference and matching techniques

simplified information governance
simplified syndication of semantic content

provisioning of simple interaction with semantic content

exploitation of crowd intelligence

Semantic integration
Isolated
Integrated
User involvement
Com.-oriented

•

Information Chaining: SWAs of this class give users
the possibility to get connected information from different distributed information spaces. In this case SWAs
are extrinsic and have a consuming as well as a producing information flow direction. Furthermore, they
are also intrinsic and semantically integrated, because
they mostly store and process the received information.

Figure 1 it is possible to select a set of tourism classes
which can be combined with other filter criteria such as
terms from the free-text search as well as elements of the
spatial hierarchy.

III. C ATEGORISATION E XAMPLES
In this section we present an overview of existing SWAs
according to the categorisation dimensions.
The selected SWAs are representatives of the exising
SWA landscape, whose categorisations are presented in
Table III. Some of the presented SWAs in this table, such as
OntoWiki and Semantic Media Wiki, can not be categorised
unambiguously. These SWAs are used to handle information
of different domains in ways that the used vocabularies are
defined elsewhere or created for the first time. However, if
instances of such SWAs (i.e., the OntoWiki of the Leipzig
Professors Catalogue [14] or OpenResearch [15] based on
Semantic Media Wiki ) will be investigated, it is possible
to determine the correct classifications for the specific categorisation dimensions.
In the following we present two SWAs in more detail in
order to explain the categorisation dimensions at an example.

Vakantieland [16] publishes comprehensive information
about 20,000 touristic points-of-interest (POI) in the Netherlands such as textual descriptions, location information and
tourism features. The information is stored in a knowledge
base containing almost 2 million triples. The Vakantieland
data is structured using approximately 1,250 properties as
well as 400 classes, which are used among others to provide
different search and filter functionalities. As illustrated in
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The Vakantieland Semantic Web Application.

The depicted map acts also as an interactive mapbounding-box filter. According to the search and filter criteria a set of POIs is then being presented. Every POI
description of such a result set can also be visited on a
separate details page, consisting of properties arranged in a
property hierarchy.
•

A. Vakantieland
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Figure 1.

•

Semantic technology depth: Vakantieland is an intrinsic and extrinsic SWA, since it employs the RDF
data model for internal representation of information.
Its implementation is based on the Erfurt Semantic Web
API. With regard to publication, Vakantieland provides
a Linked Data interface, which includes RDFa.
Information flow direction: The POIs presented in
Vakantieland were stored formerly in a relational
database. While redesigning this application as an
SWA, the data was converted to RDF and stored
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Application

STD Extrinsic

STD Intrinsic

IFD Consuming

IFD Producing

SR Shallow

SR Strong

SI Isolated

SI Integrated

UI Com. Oriented

Table III
E XAMPLES OF SWA S CATEGORISED ALONG THE CATEGORISATION DIMENSIONS .

Collaborative Knowledge Aquisition
OntoWiki (http://www.ontowiki.net)
Revyu (http://www.revyu.com/)
Semantic Media Wiki (http://www.semantic-mediawiki.org/)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Information Chaining
Deri Pipes (http://pipes.deri.org/)
Freebase (http://www.freebase.com/)
Twine (http://www.twine.com/)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X
X

X
X
-

X
X

X
-

X
X
X

X
X
X

Search Engines
Bing reference search (http://www.bing.com/reference)
Geonames (http://www.geonames.org/)
Google Squarred (http://www.google.com/squared)
Sig.ma (http://sig.ma/)
Sindice (http://www.sindice.org/ )
Swotti (http://www.swotti.com/)

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
n/a
X
X
n/a

X
n/a
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X
X
X
n/a

n/a
n/a

-

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Visualization Oriented
DBpedia Mobile (http://wiki.dbpedia.org/DBpediaMobile)
Facetted Wikipedia Search (http://dbpedia.neofonie.de/browse/)
RelFinder (http://relfinder.dbpedia.org/)

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

-

-

X
X
X

-

X
X
X

-

•

•

•

in a Triple-Store (OpenLink Virtuoso). In addition
to publish the information for end-users with HTML/CSS/JS, the information is also provided as RDF
(RDF/XML, Turtle, N3, JSON), which demonstrates
that Vakantieland is a producing SWA. Except the geocoordinates, which are retrieved from different geocoding services, Vakantieland does not consume RDF
data from other SPARQL or LinkedData endpoints at
this time.
Semantic richness: With regard to the expressivity of the used knowledge representation techniques,
Vakantieland is rather constrained and mostly in the
RDF and RDF-Schema space. The used OWL features
are confined to class and property definitions. In this
case the semantic richness of this information space
can be categorised as shallow.
Semantic integration: The semantic integration is
medium. On the schema level Vakantieland reuses
vocabularies such as DublinCore [17], WGS84 [18] and
GoodRelations [19], but also defines a large number of
own schema elements, such as tourism classes, tourism
object features, tourism offerings as well as different
address, geospatial and contact properties. In future
Vakantieland will become a fully integrated SWA since
it is planned to link instances with DBpedia resources.
User involvement: Vakantieland is a moderated
tourism Wiki. At the moment, it is possible to edit
fulltext-descriptions, address and contact information,
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which already helps to decrease costs for maintaining and to increase the quality of presented information. Only predefinied properties are editable by end
users. An appropriate moderation process will be included to prevent publication of inappropriate material.
Vakantieland is community oriented but not as much as
other Semantic Wikis.
B. LinkedGeoData
LinkedGeoData is an effort to add a spatial dimension
to the Web of Data. LinkedGeoData uses the information
collected by the OpenStreetMap project and makes it available as an RDF knowledge base according to the Linked
Data principles. It interlinks this data with other knowledge
bases in the Linking Open Data initiative. The benefits of
revealing the structured information in OSM are accessible
in a faceted based browser [20] as depicted in Figure 2.
This user interface allows to browse the world by using a
slippy map. Once a region is selected, the browser analyses
the descriptions of nodes and ways in that region and
generates facets for filtering. Once a facet or a specific facet
value has been selected, matching elements are displayed as
markers on the map and in a list. If the selected region is
changed, these are updated accordingly. If a user logs into
the application by using her OSM credentials, the displayed
elements can directly be edited in the map view. For this,
the browser generates a dynamic form based on existing
properties. The form also allows to add arbitrary additional
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IV. R ELATED W ORK

Figure 2.

The LinkedGeoData browser Semantic Web Application.

properties. In order to encourage reuse of both properties
and property values, the editor performs a type-ahead search
for existing properties and property values and ranks them
according to the usage frequency. When changes are made,
these are stored locally and propagated to the main OSM
database by using the OSM API.
•

•

•

•

•

Semantic technology depth: The LinkedGeoData
browser uses a a data model in its persistence layer,
which is close to the RDF data model, but at the same
time also more tailored towards the specific requirements (e.g., handling of large volumes of semantically
annotated geospatial data). Hence, the LGD browser
represents some hybrid type with regard to the semantic
technology depth. Since the LGD browser also offers
LinkedData and SPARQL interfaces it can, however, be
characterized to be extrinsic.
Information flow direction: The LGD browser is
primarily a producing SWA. However, it also draws
substantially from OpenStreetMaps data (which uses a
relational representation).
Semantic richness: The LGD knowledge bases use
very shallow KR formalisms, mostly RDF and RDFSchema. Ontology reasoning is not feasible regarding
the size of LGD (with more than 3 billion triples).
Semantic integration: The semantic integration of
LGD is still rather low, since most of the data (e.g.,
streets, buildings, areas etc.) and schema elements
(taxonomies of spatial objects and categorisations) in
LGD are still relatively unique on the Data Web.
However, LGD uses a few vocabulary elements (e.g.,
from the W3Cs WGS vocabulary) and is interlinked
with DBpedia.
User involvement: LGD itself has a relatively small
and rather passive user community. However, it substantially draws from the vast OpenStreetMaps community, which is also the reason, why the KR formalisms
are rather shallow.
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Other than for the engineering and development of Web
Applications (e.g., [21], [22], few approaches specifically
tailored for the engineering Semantic Web applications exist.
The Semantic Web Framework (SWF), for example, is a
component-based framework for rapidly analysing required
components, the dependencies between them, and selecting
existing solutions [23]. A characterization of large scale
semantic applications is presented in [24]. Based on this
characterization, a guideline for the specification and design
of large scale semantic applications was developed. Other
than the work presented in this paper, the characterization
and guidelines focus on large semantic applications in general and are not specifically tailored towards smaller SWAs.
Another approach tackling the design and development of
Semantic Web Application based on existing standards was
published in [25]. This work represents a framework for
engineering SWAs, that spans over several enterprises by
applying techniques, methodologies, and notations offered
by software engineering, Web engineering, and Business
Process modelling. Existing Web Engineering processes are
about design, implementation and maintenance of Web Applications, but lack the generation of meta-data. The “Web
Engineering for Semantic Web Applications” (WEESA)
approach [26] particularly tackles this aspect.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
While the applicability of semantic technologies was
substantially broadened by the growth of Semantic Web
standards, tools and approaches, the engineering complexity of SWAs substantially increased. With this work we
aimed to contribute, to establish and to consolidate the
conceptualisation of SWAs and facilitate the comparability
of different SWAs. One of the intentions of using formal
knowledge representation techniques (such as ontologies) is
the decoupling of data and the application and the transition
to flexible interfaces between both. However, a complete
separation between information structures and application
logic will not be completely possible. Hence, it is paramount
to outline methodologies for the co-design of SWAs and
knowledge bases. In the next paragraphs we outline the from
our point of view most pressing hurdles for the wide-spread
adoption of SWAs.
Closing the performance gap between relational and
RDF data management: It has been widely acknowledged
that the querying performance of triple stores is a decisive factor for the large-scale deployment of semantic
technologies in many usage scenarios (cf. e.g., [8], [9]). In
recent years much progress has been made to improve the
performance of triple stores by developing better storage,
indexing and query optimization. However, compared to
querying data stored in a fixed relational database schema,
querying a triple store is still usually slower by a factor
of 2-20 (cf. e.g., BSBM results in [10]). This shortcoming
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is due to the fact that columns in a relational database are
typed and may be indexed more efficiently. By using a triple
store, this efficiency is lost to the flexibility of amending
and reorganizing schema structures easily and quickly. A
circumstance currently not yet taken advantage of by triple
stores is that in typical application scenarios only relatively
small parts of a knowledge base change within a short period
of time. Based on this observation SPARQL result caching
and view materialization strategies can be developed, which
accelerate access to frequently used information structures.
Authoring of semantic-rich content: The overwhelming
success of the World Wide Web was to a large extend based
on the ability of ordinary users to author content easily.
In order to publish content on the WWW, users had to
do little more than to annotate text files with few, easyto-learn HTML tags. Unfortunately, on the semantic data
web the situation is slightly more complicated. Users do not
only have to learn a new syntax (such as N3, RDF/XML
or RDFa), but also have to get acquainted with the RDF
data model, ontology languages (such as RDF-S, OWL)
and a growing collection of connected RDF vocabularies
for different use cases, such as FOAF, SKOS and SIOC.
Previously, many approaches were developed to ease the
syntax side of semantic authoring [27], [28]. In order to
enable ordinary users to author rich semantic representations
easily, user interfaces of SWAs have to also hide the data
model from ordinary users without giving up the flexibility
of mixing and mashing different, evolving vocabularies.
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Abstract—Since the advent of Web 2.0, any user becomes
a content provider through personal websites, posts on wikis
and forums, recommendations, annotations, etc. In this paper,
we propose a method to analyze the interests of users based on
their publishing activities, by positioning them into a semantic
graph. We describe the WebTribe system that allows to extract
topic information from collaborative websites and to query the
resulting clusters of users.

II. A RCHITECTURE
We briefly present each analysis step of the WebTribe
system, and will explicit them in following section. Figure
1 presents the flowchart for our proposal.

Keywords-implicit communities; semantic distance; topic
graph.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The overflowing data produced by collaborative websites
(forums, wikis, etc.) requires new analysis tools. Now, any
Web user is no longer a simple reader, but a content provider
who publishes information on the network: he is able to
share his opinion. Such new data offers new opportunities,
and must be analyzed.
In these circumstances, the indexing methods proposed by
traditional systems such as user profiles ([1], [2]) may suffer
limitations. Indeed, the description of a person’s activities,
whether by itself or by others, is often simplistic: users
are reluctant to spend a precious time filling their profiles.
User profiles do not define their precise interests, from
the strongest to the more tenuous one, as manifested by
the user’s activities. Furthermore, profiles often static and
can not be updated at any time. We therefore rely on an
implicit definition of user interests to detect his/her activities
properly.
Our goal in this paper is to identify implicit communities,
that focuses on specific topics. Members of these communities are not necessarily aware of their membership, or even
of the existence of the community. Indeed, what a user seeks
is not necessarily in contact with him. In this sense, implicit
communities are strongly apart from communities as they
exist in social networks.
The paper is organized as follows: we present the architecture of our system in Section II. Section III defines the
semantic topic graph that we construct. Section IV describes
how the user is integrated into the graph and the graph
querying possibilities. We present the system milestones in
Section V. Section VI sums up the related work and we
conclude in Section VII.
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Figure 1.

Architecture used for community clustering.

WebTribe has for input various published data on the
web, and is managed by a Web analyst, who controls the
system. WebTribe is structured around a graph model, and
has three internal layers : the Parser, which extracts content
from given sources; the Analysis Engine, which interprets
the meaning of content; and the Exploitation Engine, which
builds communities according to parameters and wishes of
the Web analyst.
In the first step, a web analyst provides a list of topic used
to build a topic graph, as the basis of our analysis. This list
is the lexical database to be used by the Analysis Engine to
find related content on the analyzed documents. This graph
will be potentially pruned for non-relevant topics, and used
for semantic user positioning.
In parallel, the Parser collects various publications (posts,
etc.) from various sources selected by the web analyst, and
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associates the publication with its author.
Then, the Analysis Engine extracts for each publication
its main topics, and quantifies the publication attractivity by
topics, as the degree of importance of each topic evaluated in
the publication. By analyzing all publication found for one
author, we are now able to compute the user attractivity of
this author. Using a Web-based semantic distance computing
method (see Section IV), we evaluate the distance between
topics and locate the user inside this topic graph.
Finally, querying the system through Exploitation Engine
now means to compute a sub-graph of our results, including
users who validate a closeness constraint given by the query,
based on previous computed semantic distance.
The system is equipped with a query language and visualization tools that allow the Web analyst to explore sets of
users.

negative logarithm to increase the difference significance,
and standardized by a division to solve scale problems.
Finally, our topic graph is a complete graph with topics
as vertices. An edge between topics ti and tj is annotated
by their distance.
Example 2: With previous lexicon, WebTribe computes
the following semantic distances:

III. T OPIC GRAPH

C OMPUTED DISTANCES USING EXAMPLES ’ LEXICON

Ferrari
Porsche
tuning
dealership
engine

fuel
1,3478
1,1140
1,3064
0,8998
1,0774

Ferrari
Porsche

engine
1,6431
1,4399
1,4529
1,1027
-

tuning
1,3010
1,1301
Table I

dealership
1,0418
0,9475
0,7161
-

porsche
0,4195
-

A. Choosing topics
Our method aims to group users according to their affinities with defined topics. The Web analyst has to define which
major topic are relevant for the analysis of his system. We
call this topic list the lexicon of the system. The goal is to
have enough topics to cover all of users. But having too
many topics is not desirable either, unnecessarily burdening
the system. We propose, at the end of this section, a method
for pruning topics so that only useful topics remain.
Example 1: The Web analyst of a car fan forum submits the following lexicon: Ferrari, Porsche, tuning,
petrol, dealership, engine and fuel.
B. Topic graph
Once defined all system topics, we have to organize them.
To put them all into a weighted semantic graph, we use
a Web-based semantic distance computing method [3], to
evaluate the semantic distance between a term x and a term
y. This method is well suited for our approach, because
it does not extract the semantic distances from predefined
ontologies, but from the Web content (through what Google
sees, which seems to be the best viewpoint available). Since
we intend to bring together users based on their activity on
the Web, this method seems very appropriate to our context.
Therefore, the semantic distance between x and y is
defined as follow:
D IST(x, y) =

max{log f (x), log f (y)} − log f (x, y)
,
log M − min{log f (x), log f (y)}

where f (λ) is the frequency of the term, and M the total
number of indexed terms. Using Google, f (λ) means that
the number of results to the “λ” query, and M the number
of documents indexed (estimated at 1 trillion).
This expression calculates the lowest probability of x|y
and y|x, where | means conditional probability, using a
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Figure 2.

Example of Topic Graph

C. Pruning topics
The resulting graph of topics is a complete graph. In
order to be as relevant as possible, but also be easily
used, it must be as small as possible. Indeed, the more the
number of topics is small compared to the number of content
analyzed, the more shades of distances between users have
an interesting meaning.
For these reasons, we prune topics considered nonrelevant. A topic is not relevant when it is too close to
another semantically. That is, when distance is smaller
that a threshold δs given by the Web analyst. When this
happens, the topic with the lowest frequency is removed. In
other words, the remaining topic is considered to represent
a concept encompassing the pruned topics. This reduces
the graph size, making it more relevant, and its use more
efficient. It also allows a feedback to the system owner,
notifying him of the irrelevance of some of the topics he
has chosen.
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Example 3: We use the previous lexicon (see Example 1).
Topic petrol has been pruned, considering its proximity
with fuel lower that the threshold δs .
IV. U SER ATTRACTIVITY & Q UERYING
A. User Data Acquisition
From the source of data we analyze, we retrieve the
various publications of system users. The source system may
be a website, a blog, a social network, a online newspaper allowing comments, or any platform allowing users to
publish content. This operation can usually be done by a
wrapper specifically designed for the given source, including
a specific parser and outputting data in a normalized format.
One can also rely on classical API to extract information
such as the Facebook API.
B. Publication attractivity
For each analyzed content, we look for extract main topics
and for each one, define the publication attractivity by topics.
We use the previously pruned lexicon (t1 , . . . , tn ) containing
all topics relevant to search. If there are n topics in the
lexicon, we can figure that each topic t is assigned a dimension in vector space, then the lexicon is the basis of a ndimensional hypercube. Every publication p may be thought
n
as a topic vector in this space, so p̄ = (pt1 , . . . , ptn ) ∈ R+ .
To determine the topics addressed in a publication, we use
a derivative work of Das et al. [4]. This method involves
analyzing the document with five different algorithms to
determine with a simple majority if the text contains a
feeling about the topic (positive or negative), or not relevant
at all. As we consider the interest and not the opinion, we
interpret both feelings as a positive vote as interest. Based
on it, we build a vector for each publication.
This method, using five different algorithms and a base
dataset initialized by the Web Analyst, has the advantage
of providing relevant and reliable results by not raising the
content that does not win the majority. In other words,
quality over quantity analysis of information extracted. As
an interesting side effect, it also allows us to eliminate spam
messages. They did not win the majority of tests, and they
are simply ignored.
Example 4: Considering the previous lexicon (see Examples 1 and 3), the publication “Review of my new
Carrera” will be mapped to:
p = (0, 5, 0, 0, 3, 1).
This means that the topic Porsche is considered highly
relevant (Carrera is the name of car series build by Porsche).
The topic engine is identified as a topic with average
importance inside the document, and fuel as a minor topic.
Topics Ferrari and dealership are considered nonrelevant from the document.
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C. User Attractivity
Based on all collected publication attractivity, we are now
able to compute the user attractivity as a vector of the same
n
type as previously.
We define this u vector, with u ∈ R+ ,
P
such as u = p with p being publication of the user.
We use a sum rather than normalizing these results, in
order to maintain the independent nature of the rate of involvement. For example, if a user is the author of numerous
contributions related to a given topic, normalizing the results
would reduce its importance in this topic community if it
publishes many documents in another independent topic. It
makes no sense in this case.
D. Graph
We now have a semantic graph of the lexicon (see Section
III), and a vector attractivity u per user. We translate these
vectors into semantic distance, as follows:
D IST(u, ti ) =

1
log uti

Finally, users are positioned on the graph, according to their
attractivity.
Example 5:

Figure 3.

Example of Topic Graph after user positioning

E. Querying Communities
After users have been positioned semantically, it is possible to group them according to given parameters. By
“parameters” we mean the choice of one or more subjects,
with their logical operators if necessary, and a threshold.
An user u is considered as a member of the community
of topic ti , if uti < δC , where δC is a threshold set by the
Web analyst.
This method allows to dynamically build communities,
and adjust the threshold according to the needs of the query.
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Example 6: According previous lexicon, the Web analyst
can perform boolean queries, such as
(dealership ∩ engine) − Ferrari,
that selects user talking about dealership and engine, but not
for Ferrari.

storage, to take into account the transitivity problems of a
system operating in real time.
To develop the use of the system by the web analyst,
we plan to define a social query language, which performs
logical operations (union, intersection, complement, etc.) on
the semantic graph.
VI. R ELATED WORK

F. Viewing
The results of previous queries are nodes of the graph,
with weighted relations between them, based on semantic
distances. This allows to represent the community resulting
from the query as a graph, which can be visualized by the
web analyst and exploited by him.

Since the Web birth until now, the community concept
has evolued. Many works propose different approaches,
depending on whether we consider a community as a set
of Web pages, or as a group of people sharing a topic of
interest.

G. Incremental Issue

Discoverning Web Communities

1) New publication: The system is planned for a continuous crawling of the targeted sites, and a scalable analysis.
For example, when a target receiving new messages, they
must be added to the analysis. Because the formula of the
semantic distance between a user and a topic is invertible,
we do not need to store user attractivity vectors (see above).
For each new publication, it is just needed to extract all of
its attractiveness topic. For each topic ti evaluated with an
attractivity a, we update the semantic distance between the
user u, author of the publication, and the topic ti as follows:
D IST0 (u, ti ) =

1
1

log (10 D IST(u,ti ) + a)
2) New topic: For various reasons (policy, new behaviors
occurrence, etc.) the Web analyst may need to add new
topics to the lexicon. Then, if the new topic is relevant (see
Section III), we locate it in the topic graph as usual. After
that, we have to evaluate the distance between all users and
it. If the whole log of old publications is memorized, we
compute the publication attractivity the new topic for each
publication, and define a new semantic distance for users
as usual. If we do not have archives, we approximate the
new distances. As we know the semantic distances between
the old topics and new one, we evaluate the distance from
each user to the new topic as the value of the shortest path
between them.
V. P ROJECT M ILESTONES
We extracted several thousands of user comments to USA
Today [5], an U.S. online newspaper. All these contributions
are signed by their authors, who are identifiable (authenticated users). This extraction was performed by a wrapper
specifically developed for USA Today, including HTML and
JSON parsers. All contributions are stored as standard XML
documents.
Early versions of our semantic graphs have been produced
in GML format for viewing. Our graph visualizations have
been produced with Tulip [6]. We plan to implement a SQL
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Since the early work on discoverning Web communities [7], hyperlink is used as a discovery basis. a major
contribution in this regard is the Kleinberg HITS algorithm
which defines the notions of authorities and hubs, structuring
a community [8].
Imafuji et al. [9] define a page as member of a community
if this page is more referenced from inside the community
than outside. They use a maximum flow algorithm to isolate
the nodes belonging to a community, based on the algorithm
proposed by Flake et al. [10].
Dourisboure et al. [11] then identify, within a Web
graph, communities as many dense bipartite sub-graphs in
this graph. The bipartite graph represents for one side the
interests of the community (according to the authorities
HITS) and for the other side those who cite the community
(the hubs). This method identify possible sharing of similar
interests in different user communities, or rather the sharing
of the same user group in different topic communities.
These approaches provide an advanced link analysis between pages, making topic communities, but however do not
to bring users to their interests or activities: the hyperlink
sharing is no longer necessarily the basis of the exchanges of
the collaborative Web (content evaluation by the user, tags,
etc.).
Semantic Distance
Cattuto et al. [12] propose another statistical approach
for evaluating semantic distances. They validated it on data
from the del.icio.us [13] website. This website has
community structure, and the authors use the annotation
data to construct a weighted network of resources. In this
context, the similarity between resources is proportional to
the overlap of their set of tag, representing a topic. To
take into account the tag representativeness, the TF-IDF
method is used. The authors propose to detect communities
of users by the similarities of their tags. They use the Pearson
correlation coefficient as similarity measure, and then apply
methods of partitioning. As they do not reduce the number
of tags handled, the tag set may be extremely large.
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Recommendation Systems
The topic combination is also used in the recommendation
systems. By defining the system Socialranking, Zanardi et
al. [14] do an enrichment query based on tag similarity,
based themselves on their common appearances on different
resources. Another approach is proposed by Hotho et al. [15]
under the name FolkRank and again using the graph theory.
This approach use PageRank to model the relationships
between resources, users and tags. This approach, which
more exploits the sparse relations, is also explored by Bertier
et al. [16] under Gossple. The authors use the probability of
moving from one tag to another as an indicator of their similarity. Dziczkowski et al. [17] propose a recommendation
system based both on the automatic analysis of uses (activity) and profiles written by users. Their method emphasizes
the importance of linguistic classifier in understanding the
user. This is one reason why we chose the mixed solution
of Das et al. [4].
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a complete system based
on the analysis of user publications. We extract communities
that depend on common interests of those users, based on
their activities. The communities generated are depending
of Web analyst query, validating the fact that there are no
absolutes communities, but communities on application.
In order to provide an experimentation, this work will
be extended so that social interactions between users are
extracted, based on, for, example, forums threads. We plan
to developp a complet tool that will allow the Web analyst
to fully discover and exploit his communities, as explained
on this paper.
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Abstract—The reconstruction of 3D objects based on point
clouds data presents a major task in many application field
since it consumes time and require human interactions to yield
a promising result. Robust and quick methods for complete
object extraction or identification are still an ongoing research
topic and suffer from the complex structure of the data, which
cannot be sufficiently modeled by purely numerical strategies.
Our work aims at defining a new way of automatically and
intelligently processing of 3D point clouds from a 3D laser
scanner. This processing is based on the combination of 3D
processing technologies and Semantic Web technologies.
Therefore, the intention of our approach is to take the human
cognitive strategy as an example, and to simulate this process
based on available knowledge for the objects of interest. First,
this process introduces a semantic structure for the object
description. Second, the semantics guides the algorithms to
detect and recognize objects, which will yield a higher
effectiveness. Hence, our research proposes an approach which
uses knowledge to select and guide the 3D processing
algorithms on the 3D point clouds.
Keywords - Semantic web; knowledge modeling; ontology;
3D processing; mixed strategy; 3D scene reconstruction; object
identification

I.

INTRODUCTION

The laser scanning technology is a powerful tool for
many applications; it has partially replaced traditional
surveying methods since it can speed up field work
significantly. This results in rich datasets with lots of useful
and useless information. On one hand, the “manual”
processing of such data set is efficient and robust since a
human uses his own knowledge for detecting and identifying
objects in point clouds, but this process is tedious, timeconsuming and expensive. On the other hand, the
“automatic” processing of 3D point clouds can be very fast
and efficient, but often it relies on significant interactions
with the user for controlling algorithms and verifying the
quality of the results. The WiDop project [24] aims at the
automatic processing of 3D point clouds using the specialist
knowledge in order to guide the reconstruction process. By
this way, the point clouds quantification and qualification
will not be processed via an intermediary step allowing the
human intervention (Figure 1). The principle of the WiDop
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project is a knowledge-based detection of objects in point
clouds for AEC (Architecture, Engineering and
Construction) engineering applications.

Figure 1. Automatic processing compared to the manual one.

Funded by the German government, the partners of the
WiDop project are the German railway company (Deutsche
Bahn), the Fraport company (Frankfurt Airport manager),
and the Metronome company specializing in 3D point cloud
processing. The Fraport company main concerns are building
and furniture management of the airport. The furniture’s
position relative to the security gates and the trashes are
constantly moving. In addition, updates are done on
buildings such as new walls, destruction of walls, new holes
in a wall, new windows, etc. This could be undertaken by the
director of a new shop or by the technical employers in order
to reorganize storerooms for instance. As a matter of fact, it
is very difficult to keep up to date the plans of the airport.
The motivation of the Deutsche Bahn Company is the
management of railway furniture. The issue is closed to the
Fraport Company because they have to face the management
of the furniture which changed constantly. The cost of
keeping these plans up to date is increasing. The solution
consists to fix on a locomotive a 3D terrestrial laser scanner
and to survey the surrounding landscape. After the first
survey, the resulting data will be considered as a reference
for comparisons with future surveys in order to detect
changes. As a consequence, both companies will benefit
from an automatic processing, because too much data has to
be processed, and the amount of data leads to a tremendous
management cost.
Ten years ago, a new format, which seems to be very
suitable for our purpose was developed by the IAI (The
International Alliance for Interoperability) it is named the
IFC format (IFC - Industry Foundation Classes). The
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specification is a neutral data format to describe exchange
and share information typically used within the building and
facility management industry. This norm considers the
building elements as independent objects where each object
is characterized by a 3D representation and defined by a
semantic normalized label. Consequently, the architects and
the experts are not the only ones who are able to recognize
the elements, but everyone will be able to do it, even the
system itself. For instance, an IFC door is not just a simple
collection of lines and geometric primitives recognized as a
door; it is an “intelligent” object door which has a door
attributes linked to a geometrical definition. The building
mock-up for instance is designed by engineers and it
describes all concrete and abstract elements of a building.
Thus, it allows each participant in a building project to share
and exchange information with the standardized description.
IFC files are made of objects and connections between these
objects. Object attributes describe the “business semantic” of
the object. Connections between objects are represented by
“relation elements” [1]. This format and its semantics are the
keystone of our solution.
The following section covers background information on
works and projects that aim at the reconstruction of 3D
scenes from 3D point clouds. Section 3 presents a summary
of the designed solution. Section 4 describes in detail the
WiDop project. Section 5 focuses on the general model
conception and the interaction management between the
different created layers. It gives an overview of the different
components of the reconstruction process and the basic
theory of the "WiDop mixed strategy" presented by the
combination of semantic web technology and 3D processing
algorithms. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future
work are presented.
II.

RELATED WORK

The reconstruction of 3D scene covers a wide area of
computer vision; such reconstruction is based on the 3D
processing algorithm extracted from the signal processing
domain. Recent works aims to reconstruct a scene based on
semantic networks describing the relationship between the
scene objects. Based on these observations, this section will
be articulated in two parts: the first one presents
reconstruction methods based on signal processing
algorithms while the second one describe methods based on
semantic networks technology. Within a photogrammetric
domain, there are three classes of methods for 3D scene
reconstruction: Manual, semi-automatic and automatic
methods.
A. 3D Processing Methods
Within the Terrestrial Scanning Laser (TSL) processing,
three different main method classes are identified. These
methods are classified based on their automatic rate. This
section is articulated in three parts. The first part presents reconstruction methods based on manual processing of 3D
point of clouds. The second presents the semantic based
method to assist in the 3D scene reconstruction process and
finally, the third one shows the automatic processing
methods.
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1) Manual methods: are completely based on user
interactions. Such methods allow the user to extract the
scene elements, which are then converted into 3D models
with the help of software’s packages.
2) Semi-automatic methods: in these methods, the user
initializes the process by some manual measurements based
on which an algorithm tries to extract other elements. Such
methods are based on user interactions and automatic
algorithm processing. They support elements projection,
affine, and Euclidean geometries [2] for the definition of
constraints. When modeling buildings by constructive solid
geometry, buildings can be regarded as compositions of a
few components with simple roof shapes (such as flat roofs,
gable roofs and hip roofs). In [3], Vosselman et al. tried to
reconstruct a scene based on the detection of planar roof
faces in the generated point clouds based on the 3D Hough
transform. The used strategy relies on the detection of
intersection lines and height jump edges between planar
faces. Once done, the component composition is made
manually.
3) Automatic methods: these methods are processed
without the need of any kind of user intervention. Manual
methods have been established with the appearance of the
need to reconstruct 3D scene long time ago and are
available under a high end commercial feature c.f. Leica®
[18] or low cost software Dista [16]. Automatic methods use
various approaches but all are based on segmentation
techniques to extract features. The methods of Pollefeys et
al. [4] and Zisserman et al. [5] use the projective geometry
technique. Pollefeys method divides the task of 3D
modeling into several steps. The system combines various
algorithms from computer vision, like projective
reconstruction, auto-calibration and depth map estimation.
The disparity calculation between point pairs makes it
possible to get a depth map. The depth map is then
transformed into a volume model composed of voxels. The
surface estimation between the outer surface voxels and the
interior surface voxels makes it possible to combine inner
and outer object parts. The method developed is effective
and obtains good results. The approach of Zisserman et al.
[5] proceeds in two steps. First, a coarse surface model of
the building is carried out. Then the coarse model guides the
search of details (windows and doors) and refines the
surface model. The reconstruction uses the detection of
“vanishing points”, line correspondence, and the estimation
of points and homologous lines. Vanishing points are
necessary for the detection of planar primitives with the help
of the plane-sweeping method. This method has strong
constraints as it contains three perpendicular dominant
directions.
B. Knowledge-based Methods
All the strategies outlined below are based on signal
processing algorithms, in the other side, new strategies
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appeared recently. They are based on semantic networks to
guide the reconstruction like the work of Cantzler et al. [9], it
aim to improve the structural quality of a 3D model.
Architectural features like orientation of wall are used. Then,
the feature’s relationships are automatically extracted using a
semantic network of the building mock ‘up. The whole
strategy consists of three steps: the architectural feature
extraction from triangulated 3D model. Then the automatic
extraction of constraint out of the scene is carried out by
matching the planes against a semantic network of the
building mock ‘up by backtracking research tree. In this step,
the semantic network concentrates the definition of the 3D
objects and the relationships between them. The constraints
such as parallel or perpendicular wall are exploited. The last
step consists in applying the constraint to the model.
Consequentially, the original model will be fitted to the new
constraint model. Ansgar et al. [6] presents a new concept for
the building reconstruction. Building model is reconstructed
based on it is topology using Markov model technique.
Stephane et al. [7], investigates this work into a model based
reconstruction of complex polyhedral building roofs. The
roof in question is modeled as a structured collection of
planar polygonal faces. The modeling is done into two
different regimes, one focus on geometry, whereas the other
is rules by semantics. Concerning the geometry regime, the
3D line segments are grouped into planes and furthers into
faces using a Bayesian analysis. In the second regime, the
preliminary geometric model is subject to a semantic
interpretation. The knowledge gained in this step is used to
infer missing parts of the roof model (by invoking the
geometric regime once more) and to adjust the overall roof
topology.
C. Discussion
The problem of automatic object reconstruction remains
a difficult task to realize in spite of many years of research
[8]. The major problems are the impact of the viewpoint onto
the appearance of the object, resulting in changes with
respect to geometry, radiometry, and existence of occlusions
and the lack of texture. Strong variations in the viewpoint
may destroy the adjacency relations of points, especially
when the object surface shows considerable geometrical
variations. This dissimilarity causes confusions within
correspondence determination and is even worse, when
partial occlusions result in a disappearance of object parts. In
cases of weak texture, algorithms do not have sufficient
information to correctly solve the correspondence problem.
Consequently, the reconstruction fails to give a solution.
Cantzler et al. [9] and Nüchte et al. [10] tried to solve these
problems by using semantic information coupled to a scene.
Planes found in the reconstruction phase are introduced
into a semantic interpretation, which has to fit to a network
model [11]. A tree of “backtracking” allows the finding of
the best mapping between the interpretation of the scene and
the semantic network model. A coherent labeling exists, if all
surfaces are labeled. Relations between the nodes of the
semantic network are used to define geometrical constraints
between labeled surfaces. The model used and the relations
between the elements of the model define the knowledge of a
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typical architectural scene. The interpretation of the scene
then forms a semantic network, which is an instance of the
architectural model. Actually, we argue that the pervious
cited works and others do not take in account the context of
the geometries, and the use of 3D processing algorithms.
Based on these observations, the idea behind this work is to
benefit from the knowledge related to the scene structure and
the different characteristics of geometries mainly to select
the most suitable 3D processing algorithm from a 3D
processing algorithm collection. In addition, in order to
resolve the ambiguities issue of the scene caused by the sited
constraints, more than one interaction between the semantic
network and the 3D point clouds data is required.
In this paper, we claim that the domain of the semantic
Web, and semantics technologies that it relies on, is of
benefit for the definition of an automatic processing. One of
the technologies is a language that helps to define ontologies;
an evolved version of the semantic networks. Ontologies
presents one of the most famous technology for knowledge
modeling, where the basic ideas was to present information
using graphs and logical structure to make computers able to
understand and process it easily and automatically [12]. Our
approach aims to structure knowledge, link geometrical
objects to semantic information, create rules and finally
guide the algorithms selection in 3D point clouds processing.
The created knowledge will be structured in ontology. The
produced ontology to orient the 3D object identification
contain variety of data like the GIS data, images capture
synchronized with the point clouds, information about the
objects characteristics, the hierarchy of the sub elements, the
geometrical topology, different processing algorithms etc. In
the automatic process, the modeled knowledge will provide
to the system relevant information aiming to orient the
localization and the identification process. This purpose is
reached by selecting the most suitable algorithm for the
object detection and recognition. To achieve it, the ontology
must contain information about objects characteristics like
positions, geometrics information, images textures, etc. and
also about the most suitable detection algorithms for each of
existent objects.
III.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As mentioned above, the automatic processing of 3D
point clouds can be very fast and efficient, but often relies on
significant interaction of the user for controlling algorithms
and verifying the results. Alternatively, the manual
processing is intelligent and very precise since a human
person uses its own knowledge for detecting and identifying
objects in point clouds, but it is very time-consuming and
consequently inefficient and expensive. If human knowledge
could be inserted into automatic detection and reconstruction
algorithms, point cloud processing would be more efficient
and reliable. However, such a solution involves a lot of
questions and challenges such as: (1) How can knowledge be
structured based on heterogeneous sources? (2) How to
create a coarse model suitable for different applications? (3)
How to allow a dynamic interaction between the knowledge
model and the 3D processing part?
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In general, mathematical algorithms contain different
data processing steps which are combined with internal
decisions based on numerical results. This makes processing
inflexible and error prone, especially when the data does not
behave as the model behind the algorithm expects. We want
to put these implicit decisions outside, make a semantic layer
out of it and combine it with the object model. This approach
is more flexible and can be easily extended, because
knowledge and data processing are separated.
The created knowledge will serve to guide the numerical
algorithms for 3D point cloud processing, based on rules that
have been created and formalized before. The knowledge
will be organized in an ontology structure. Knowledge not
only describes the information of the objects, but also gives a
framework for the control of the strategies selected. For
instance, it provides rules for the localization and
identification process. These rules guide the selection of
individual algorithms or sequences allowing the detection
and recognition of the object to be searched for. Once the
knowledge provides initial information about the structure of
the scene and the objects, candidate regions can be
determined. Then, the algorithms integrated in the
knowledge will be guided to identify objects. In other cases,
when the existence of objects in the scene is ambiguous, we
will search them in the point cloud based on updated
information in the knowledge model. Consequently,
knowledge-based methods will enable the algorithms to be
executed reasonably and adaptively on particular situations.
This is where WiDOP project will try to make a step
forward.
IV.

WIDOP PROCESSING CAPACITY

The WiDop project aims at the development of efficient
and intelligent methods for an automated processing of
terrestrial laser scanner data. Figure 2 presents the general
coarse architecture for the WiDop project, composed of 3
parts: the knowledge part, the 3D processing part and the
interaction management and control part labeled (WiDop
Processing) ensuring the interaction between the above sited
parts. In contrast to existing approaches, we aim at the
utilization of previous knowledge on objects. This
knowledge can be contained in databases, construction plans,
as-built plans or Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Therefore, this knowledge is the basis for a selective, objectoriented detection, identification and, if necessary, modeling
of the objects and elements of interest in the point cloud.
A. The knowledge processing
Our approach aims at structuring and modeling the
existing knowledge in order to represent objects from the
geometrical and the semantic point of view and to integrate
important feature characteristics, if necessary. In the second
step, this knowledge base will guide the numerical
algorithms for 3D point cloud processing, based on rules that
have been created and formalized before. This approach also
follows the concept of Semantic Web, while the knowledge
will be organized in an ontology structure, where the basic
idea is to present information in a logical structure to make
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computers able to understand and process it easily and
automatically.

Figure 2. Overview system

Our approach is intended to use semantic knowledge
based on OWL technology for knowledge modeling and
processing. Knowledge has to be structured and formalized
based on IFC schema, XML files, etc., using classes,
instances, relations and rules. An object in the ontology can
be modeled as presented; a room has elements composed of
4 walls, a ceiling and a floor. The sited elements are basic
objects. They are defined by their geometry (plane,
boundary, .), features (roughness, appearance, etc.), and also
the qualified relations between them (adjacent wall,
perpendicular, etc.). The object “room” gets its geometry
from its elements and further characteristics may be added
such as functions in order to estimate the existent sub
elements. For instance a “classroom” will contain “tables”,
“chairs”, “a blackboard”, etc. The research of the object
“room” will be based on an algorithmic strategy which will
look for the different objects contained in the point cloud.
This means, using different detection algorithms for each
element, based on the above mentioned characteristics, will
allow us to classify most of the point region in the different
element categories. This prior knowledge is modeled in a
Coarse Model (CM). It corresponds to the spatial structure of
a building and it is an instance of semantic knowledge
defined in the ontology. This instance defines the rough
geometry and the semantics of the building elements without
any real measurement. For example, a CM may define the
number of stages, the type of roof, the configuration of the
walls, the number of rooms per floor, the number of
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windows and doors per wall. In a CM, images and point
clouds may be used as entry parameters for the process of
data collection trying to correct the CM.
B. The 3D processing:
Numerical processing includes a number of algorithms or
their combination to process the spatial data. Strategies
include geometric elements detection (straight line, plane,
surface, etc.), projection - based region estimation, histogram
matrices, etc. All of these strategies are either under the
guidance of knowledge, or use the previous knowledge to
estimate the object intelligently and optimally. Alongside
with 3D point clouds various types of input, data sets can be
used such as images, range images, point clouds with
intensity or color values, point clouds with individual images
oriented to them or even stereo images without point cloud.
All sources are exploited for application to particular
strategies. Knowledge not only describes the information of
the objects, but also gives a framework for the control of the
selected strategies. The success rate of detection algorithms
using RANSAC [21], Iterative Closest Point [22] and Least
Squares Fitting [23] should significantly increase by making
use of the knowledge background. However, we are planning
not only to process point data sets but also based on a surface
and volume representation like mesh and voxels,
respectively. These methods will be selected in a flexible
way, depending on the semantic context.
C. The WiDop processing:
In order to manage the interaction between the
knowledge part and the 3D processing part, a new layer
labeled the WiDop processing is created. This layer ensures
the control and the management of the information
transaction and the decision taken, based on several steps, as
outlined in Figure 3. The steps are:
• The algorithmic strategy selection.
• The update of the Coarse Model.
• The topological search of new objects.
• The semantic characterization of new objects.
In the next section, the mixed strategy based on the
WiDop processing layer is presented in detail in order to
show the different interactions that takes place during the
WiDop reconstruction process between the knowledge base
and the 3D processing algorithms.
V.

THE INTERACTION MANAGMENT

We propose a mixed strategy based on WiDop
processing layer insuring the interaction between the
knowledge base and the 3D processing algorithms (Figure
2). It presents an intermediary between the semantic based
strategy and the 3D processing one. In this section, the global
view of our mixed strategy will be presented and the ultimate
interaction between both of parts is described.
As seen in Figure 3, the mixed strategy is based on two
principles axes which are the geometric resolution based on
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the 3D processing domain and the semantic one based on the
semantic web technology.

Figure 3. The mixed strategy, a system overview.

Such strategy can be divided in two main steps: The first
step is the geometric quantification, detection and
recognition of the different existent objects in the coarse
model. In this phase, the purpose of the processing is the
detection of the defined objects in the coarse model. This is
ensured by linking the high level semantic object definition
in the coarse model and the correspondent portion of the
point clouds. The second one aims at the semantic
characterization of new objects in point clouds is based on
the topologic relations. The inference will be based on the
"Coarse model" CM and on the detected and localized
objects. In this step, based on the relation´s interpretation and
the interference rules management, new objects in the point
cloud will be inferred and detected automatically (Figure 3).
In order to focus on our method for the combination of
the semantic web technology and the 3D processing
algorithms, Figure 4 illustrates an UML sequence diagram
that represents the general design of the proposed solution.
Hence, the purpose is to create a more flexible, easily
extended approach where algorithms will be executed
reasonably and adaptively on particular situations. The
system architecture is divided into four actors: the data base,
the 3D processing, the WiDop processing and the knowledge
base.
To simplify the illustration, we will use a single data set
type. In fact, we are limited in working on point clouds
generated by a laser scanner. This does not mean that we will
not profit from others resources like images, panoramic
images, videos, etc. For this reason, the mentioned source
presenting the fourth actor in the diagram is a laser scanner
providing millions of point clouds. For the rest of the section,
the real mechanism related to our solution will be
disambiguated in details beginning by how our ontology is
created, how knowledge are linked to the 3D processing
algorithms arriving to how objects are detected and semantic
model is updated.
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Figure 4. The sequence diagram of interactions between the laser scanner, the 3D processing,the knwoldege processing and the knowledge base.

A. The Ontology Creation
The WiDop project deals with the creation of an ontology
corresponding to the project requirements. In this field, two
different strategies for the ontology creation can be used. In
the first one, the ontology is created manually depending on
our vision and on the business knowledge provided by the
specialists of the domain. Such ontology will look like a
bottom up ontology [13], [14], very precise and designed for
a specific domain. In the second one, it can be automatically
generated based on different sources like ontologies from
different domains such as the transport, the railway and the
geometric ones [15]. The generation of the ontology can be
also done based on software’s packages thanks to many tools
like the XML2OWL [17], [19]. It serves to map XML files
provided from Metronome Db Clear Suite software used for
the management of the Deutsche Bahn point
cloud´s, allowing a manual tagging of the different selected
elements and describing the general structure for the railway
domain to an OWL file. It can also be ensured by the
IFC/XML tools mapping IFC files for the building
management structure to OWL one. From our point of view,
the WiDop ontology must respect the applied areas
specification (railway or Fraport). Based on this observation,
our ontology is created automatically in order to have a
general model then adapted manually to respect the real
scene characteristics. The schema extracted from the XML
data base provided from the DB Clear suite software, will be
exploited to facilitate the automatic population of our
ontology. Once our knowledge base is created and
populated, it will be used as an entry for the WiDop project
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Portion of the developped ontology describing the "Algorithm"
class

B. Integrating Knowledge in 3D object detection
The proposed approach couples the semantic web
technology represented by the knowledge to the 3D
processing one represented by the 3D processing algorithms.
Let’s remember that the idea behind this project is to direct,
adapt and select the most suitable algorithms based on the
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objects characteristics. In fact, one algorithm could not detect
and recognize different existent objects in the 3D point
clouds, since they are distinguished by different shapes, size
and capture condition. The role of knowledge is to provide
not only the object's characteristics (shape, size, color, etc.)
but also object's status (visibility, correlation) to algorithmic
part, in order to adjust its parameters to adapt with current
situation, Table 1. Based on theses observation, we draw
links from algorithms to objects based on the similar
characteristics, as Figure 6 shows.

Figure 6. Linking algorithms and objects.

The knowledge part controls one or more algorithms for
the detection of objects. In order to carry out this detection,
we benefit from the experience of experts in 3D processing.
This experience helps to find a match between the object’s
characteristics and the algorithm’s characteristics. Actually, a
certain algorithm can be used for the detection of a certain
object in a certain context. The set of characteristics are
determined by the object’s properties such as geometrical
features and appearance. Then, the role of the knowledge is
also to provide the algorithms that can detect and recognize
these characteristics. These characteristics are considered as
values and it can change the parameters of the algorithms.
After the detection of an object, there is a module that gives
a feedback about the status of the detected object according
to the knowledge part and in order to adjust the algorithms to
improve the robustness. Due to these frequent updates, the
combination of knowledge and the 3D processing becomes
relevant and flexible, c.f. Table1.
TABLE 1. THE CHARACTERISTICS LIST OF ALGORITHM'S AND OBJECT'S
INPUT

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Characteristics
Geometry (plane, sphere, arc)
Corner
2D boundary
Size
Orientation
Appearance (colour, surface material)
Visibility
Correlative position
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C. The Geometry Processing
The third part in this model is the digital treatments. This
part will focus on the object detection based on the prior
knowledge and the selected algorithm. As seen in Figure 4,
once the algorithms are affected, the 3D processing layer will
provide the generated point clouds from the laser scanners, it
will also be provided with the different pieces of information
relative to each object in the ontology. The 3D layer must
have as information:
• The object label
• The object location coordinate
• The object spatial coordinate
• The eventual 3D shape of the object
• The sub-elements composing the object
• The object complexity rate
• The most suitable detection algorithm to use
• …….
Depending on the object complexity, there are two
possible scenarios. In the case of a low complexity rate, the
objects can be detected automatically based on a template
matching algorithm [20]. Else, the objects will be
decomposed into elementary sub-objects as shown in the
area B of Figure 4. Once detected, an evaluation process will
estimate the detection quality rate (Figure 4, area C), and a
topological reconstruction of the root element will be
executed (Figure 4, area D). Once the coarse model elements
are detected and recognized, (Figure 4, area E), the semantic
research of new objects step is stimulated.
D. The Semantic Qualification
The described technique for the geometric qualification
of the coarse model above aims at the detection of the
maximum existing elements in the CM. Normally, a real
scene should always contain extra object or unexpected one.
To ensure a high detection quality rate, we suggest a second
main module for our strategy aiming to identify new object
in the coarse model. In fact, knowledge contains a reasoning
capacity able to infer logical consequences from a set of
asserted facts. Our model will be able to infer new objects
and relations based on the coarse model topological relation
and on the detected and identified elements (Figure 4, area
F).
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed approach for 3D object recognition in point
clouds labeled "Mixed Strategy" present our initial work and
vision on the project. It aims to improve the object
localization and the scene reconstruction leading to a more
robust and efficient processing of 3D point clouds and image
data since it is based on interaction between two
complementary domains, the semantic web and the 3D
processing one via an intermediary layer labeled WiDop
processing.
The integration of knowledge into 3D processing is a
promising solution. It could make the object detection
algorithms more robust, flexible and adaptive in the different
circumstances through the knowledge guidance via a new
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mechanism under construction named "3D processing rules".
Such mechanism aims to connect ontology to 3d processing
algorithm via new Built-Ins. Once executed, these rules will
query the ontology and the point clouds via the activation
and the instantiation of the most suitable 3D processing
algorithm.
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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate how complex process
models can be modeled such that both the modeling remains
doable for domain experts and the resulting process models
remain readable. We chose an approach that can be characterized
as mixed approach consisting of declarative and imperative
modeling aspects with semantically enriched process modeling
constructs. Our aim is to benefit from both modeling approaches,
declarative and imperative, whereby through their combination
we want to avoid their drawbacks. However, the implementation
of our modeling approach is completely declarative. In this paper
we present our novel approach for process modeling and together
with its implementation. Some experiences about how domain
users are applying this approach are also given.
Keywords-Semantically enriched process modeling constructs;
flexible process execution; process planning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Process management has been accepted as adequate method
to describe complex business applications and to support their
enactment. Deliberately we focus on complex applications
since there the benefits of a process-based approach are of
particular importance. Process models illustrate nicely how
complex applications are structured and describe what has to
be done by which person using which tools. However, we
believe that process management approaches still do not cope
well with complexity. In order to substantiate this proposition
we want to analyze the causes of complexity. We focus the
discussion of complexity on two situations. A process-based
application is complex if it consists of a huge number of
different process steps (step complexity). It is not so easy
to reduce this kind of complexity. Such an application can
be structured by creating sub-processes through decomposition. Then process models are at least easier to understand.
However, it is hard to eliminate process steps such that
the application gets ”smaller”. Step complexity is a kind of
an inherited feature. There is a chance that domain experts
recognize that some process steps are not necessary; then
this complexity can be reduced partially. A second sort of
complexity arises when a huge number of execution paths
exists (path complexity). In this case, the number of process
steps might even be moderate. However, through the flexibility
of many different execution paths complexity escalates. For
example, consider three process steps A, B, and C
• which all have to be executed exactly once, and
• whose executions must not overlap.
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In Figure 1, a solution to this scenario is depicted. We regard
this process model as complex: although only three different
process steps are involved, the process model consists of 15
process steps (repetitions of the three basic steps A, B, and C),
29 arcs, and 8 flow constructs (XOR) for splitting and joining
control flow. In this context it is not so relevant how to count
steps and arcs; the message is that there are a lot of modeling
elements although the application is rather small. The most
severe drawback of this process model is that its pragmatics
(what it means from an application point of view) is totally
camouflaged, i.e., users do not comprehend the meaning and
purpose of the process. We state that path complexity is
partially avoidable when powerful process modeling constructs
are applied.
II. M OTIVATION
What is the reason that still path complexity is not dealt
with adequately? We see one of the major reasons in the
adoption of execution rules from imperative programming
languages like sequential execution, alternative execution (ifthen-else; XOR between execution paths) or independent
execution (parallel execution paths). It is not that we blame
imperative programming languages it is just that we state that
this programming style is not adequate for process modeling.
The fact that programs are going to become complex is not
that bad since programs are just read by programmers, i.e.,
software experts that are able to cope with that complexity.
In contrast to that process model complexity is problematic.
Process models must also (besides professional process modelers) be readable for end users like medical doctors or nurses,
who are usually not so familiar with formal process modeling
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techniques. Thus, when process models are becoming too
complex, these people cannot interpret them anymore. That
also means that they cannot assess their quality anymore
and therefore cannot improve them. As a consequence we
really want to promote applying process modeling techniques,
which reduces complexity such that complex applications
can be described by comprehendible process models and can
therefore be understood much more easily. We propose to
apply declarative process modeling techniques that specifically
reduce path complexity. In contrast to imperative modeling
(here the path(s) going through a process is defined explicitly)
declarative modeling concentrates on describing what has to be
done and the exact step-by-step execution order is not directly
prescribed.
In order to provide another motivating example we
introduce a second scenario which would result in a
most complex process model if it is only described
with conventional process modeling elements (such that
are borrowed from imperative programming). The (simplified) scenario originates from a clinical study. Four
process steps are involved: Take blood sample (from
now on called A), Measure intraocular pressure (B),
Measure blood pressure (C), and Write report (D).
It is not a problem to model this scenario with conventional
means under the assumption that the four steps should be
executed sequentially and each step must be executed exactly
once. However, if it is allowed to execute A, B, and C in
any order (but not overlapping) then the model adopts the
complexity of the process model in Figure 1 and is presented
in Figure 6. Complexity increases again when process steps A,
B, and C could be executed multiple times (if their execution
results are not satisfactory). Finally we would like to restrict
the number of executions for each process step A, B, and
C individually. Process step A should be executed once or
twice, process step B doesnt have to be executed at all but
can be performed once; C must be executed once and can
be repeated arbitrarily. We abstain from listing the possible
execution sequences. It becomes obvious that a huge number
of such sequences could be produced. It is also a challenging
exercise to define process models for the two last extensions
of our application scenario.
Our goal is to introduce process modeling constructs that
facilitate to model complex and flexible processes in a compact and comprehensible way. Our first idea was to switch
from imperative modeling (as it is quite common in process management) to declarative modeling (see Section IV).
However, studying [1], which discusses the pros and cons
of imperative and declarative process modeling, we decided
that a complete switch to declarative process modeling is not
optimal, since that would mean to abandon the good aspects of
imperative modeling. Thats why we have chosen an approach
that tries to combine the pros of both approaches: declarative
and imperative. Thus, we can reduce the obstacles of both
modeling approaches as well. So, our modeling approach is a
combination of declarative and imperative concepts. However,
the underlying implementation of our process execution engine
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is a purely declarative one.
Besides this main requirement we want to post two further
requirements, which are vital for our approach. We state
that the semantics of these new process modeling constructs
must be unique, i.e., they must be precisely defined. This
requirement refers to both process modeling and execution.
We explicitly name this requirement since we will allow a
great degree of freedom for process execution. This looks
like allowing arbitrary execution orders. However, this is
not the case as we will discuss in Section IV. The third
major requirement focuses process execution. Since we deal
with complex scenarios that should be described by compact
process models, end users should be guided through the
execution of such processes, i.e., there should be a possibility
to highlight recommended execution paths among the many
eligible execution paths. Hence we give the process executors
(e. g. nurse, medical doctor) some guidance through the
process flow but still sustain the flexibility in choosing the
next process step according to the actual personal perception
of the process executors involved.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The current approaches to process modeling can be categorized as either imperative approaches or declarative approaches. In this section, we compare our work with some
representative implementations of both imperative and declarative approaches.
A. Imperative approaches
Wohed et al. [2] made an evaluation of the suitability of
the imperative modeling language BPMN [3]. It evaluates the
modeling languages against the workflow patterns from [4]
concluding that there exist inherent difficulties in applying a
language that does not have commonly agreed-upon formal
semantics nor an execution environment. Although there is
a mapping from BPMN to the execution environment BPEL
[5], closer inspections show that this mapping is only partial,
leaving aside models with unstructured topologies.
The research described in [6] does a comparison of business
modeling and execution languages coming from the open
source area. It concludes that open source systems like jBPM
[7] and OpenWFE (now called ruote 2.1) [8] are geared more
towards modelers who are familiar in programming languages
than towards business analysts.
YAWL (Yet Another Workflow Language) [9] is a workflow
language that make use of so called high-level Petri nets to
refer to Petri nets extended with color, time and hierarchy. The
definition of YAWL presented in [9] only supports the controlflow (behavioral) perspective. Therefore newYAWL [10] has
been developed to provide support for the control-flow, data
and resource perspectives. Nevertheless the functional and
organizational perspective are still neglected.
B. Declarative approaches
DECLARE [11] is a constraint-based system, developed
at the University of Eindhoven, that is focused on modeling
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constraints between processes. It supports the behavioral and
the functional perspectives of Perspective Oriented Process
Modeling method (POPM) [12]. DECLARE uses the ConDec
[13] modeling language. Modeled constraints in ConDec are
translated to a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula. There is
an automaton generated for every specific constraint in order
to verify it. Furthermore, an automaton is also generated over
all constraints. The support for the organizational perspective
in DECLARE is, however, limited as hierarchical structures
cannot be modeled. A planning component that can be consulted for advice during execution phase is also absent.
EM-BrA2 CE (Enterprise Modeling using Business Rules,
Agents, Activities, Concepts and Events) is a framework for
unifying vocabulary and execution models for declarative
process modeling [14]. The vocabulary is described in terms
of the Semantics for Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR)
standard and the execution model is presented as a Colored
Petri Net (CP-Net). EM-BrA2 CE also follows the same concept we use in this paper to specify a state space transition
relation based on rules. However, functional and operational
perspectives are not supported in this framework. Furthermore,
the process modeler has no possibility to graphically “model”
business process. Instead, every process must be described in
the form of the mentioned Business Vocabulary. This slows
down re-reading of process models by different users or the
process modeler itself after some period of time.
IV. I NTRODUCING N EW E LEMENTS FOR C OMPACT
P ROCESS M ODELING
This section presents three new modeling elements, which
form the basis of our approach. Since we focus on the
reduction of path complexity we introduce three new declarative modeling elements: special arrows (with two different
semantics), boxes (to group processes), and quantification (to
define the number of executions of a process). Besides these
new modeling constructs we rely on the typical modeling
elements of the perspective oriented process modeling method
[15]. However, in this paper we mainly focus on the functional
perspective and the behavioral perspective, whereas we neglect
the data, operational and organizational perspectives.
A. Two Different Types of Arrows
The first modeling construct that will be associated with a
new semantics is the arrow. The semantic of the well known
arrow symbol in process modeling is that if an arrow connects
process A with process B then process B has to be performed
after process A. Accordingly, if process B is connected with an
arrow to process C then C may start after process B has finished
(Figure 2). We also say: B requires the execution of A before
it can run; C requires the execution of B (and consequently of
A, too) before it can run. We want to keep this very common
construct and put it in our modeling toolbox. We present this
modeling construct as a solid line.
Beside this arrow construct depicted by a solid line we want
to add an arrow depicted by a dashed line; this dashed arrow
holds a different meaning. Two processes that are connected
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A
Fig. 2.

B

C

Sequential process flow

through a dashed arrow can be executed in any order. For
instance, if process A and process B are connected by a dashed
arrow, then A can be performed before B or vice versa (B
can be performed before A). Along with this construct we see
the optimal combination of the imperative and the declarative
approaches. Applying imperative concepts would require much
more arrows and deciders to express the flexibility; this would
blow up the process model drastically and lead to unreadable
models; exclusively applying declarative concepts would avoid
any arrows and the ”natural” understanding of a process
flow would be lost. Furthermore, having defined a dashed
arrow from process A to process B expresses a preference
(recommendation) that process A should be performed before
process B. This feature can be utilized when processes are
put on a work list for execution. If more than two processes
are connected through a dashed line then a permutation of all
process executions is feasible, e.g., ABC, BCA, CBA. Processes
must not be performed in parallel but sequentially. Modeling
the scenario from Figure 1 using the dashed arrow, results in
the simple process model of Figure 3. It is obvious that the
process model of Figure 3 is much more readable than the
process model of Figure 1.

A
Fig. 3.

B

C

Model of flexible scenario

It is certainly possible to combine the solid and dashed
arrows: In Figure 4 process A and B are connected through a
dashed arrow; process B and process C are connected through a
solid arrow. This means that there is flexible ordering between
processes A and B while process B must always be executed
before process C. This semantics results in the following three
execution orders: ABC, BAC and BCA.

A
Fig. 4.

B

C

Combination of solid and dashed arrows

Now consider the medical example from Section I. To
connect the three process steps A, B, and C with dashed arrows
offers to execute them in an arbitrary order. However, so far
it is not possible to say that process step D must be executed
after the three process steps A, B, and C have terminated. In
order to express this semantics a new modeling element has
to be introduced, which is called box.
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Box with final acceptance process D

B. The Box Modeling Element

A 1..2

The box modeling element ensures that all the processes
inside a box are regarded as a unit. Thus a box can substitute a
process. That means that instead of executing a single process
A or B the box must be performed, that means the processes
within the box must be executed. For instance, in Figure 5
the box must be executed completely before process D can be
started. Executing the box means to execute processes A, B, and
C in an arbitrary order. This execution results in the following
sequences: ABCD, BCAD, CABD, CBAD, ACBD and BACD. D is
always the last step that requires the completion of all previous
steps respectively the box, in which the steps are contained.
The process of Figure 5 clearly models the medical scenario
from Section I, when processes A, B, and C must be performed
in any order before process D.
C. Quantification
Often it is necessary to specify that a process can be
executed several times. For that purpose we add quantificational aspects to process steps which are novel in the field
of process modeling. Every process gets a minimum and
maximum counter that indicates how often a process may be
executed. If it shall be executed exactly a certain number of
times then minimum and maximum are equal. To express that
a process step is not essential for the whole process but can
be done in the sense of “possible but not necessary”, then a
minimum quantification of zero should be selected.
Reconsider the medical example of Section I. We now want
to declare how often these processes may be executed:
• Process A: minimum = 1, maximum = 2
• Process B: minimum = 1, maximum = 1 (exactly once)
• Process C: minimum = 0, maximum = * (optional, any
repetition)
• Process D: minimum = 1, maximum = 1 (exactly once)
Modeling this scenario by just using conventional, i.e.,
imperative modeling elements results in a process model as
depicted in Figure 6. It is almost impossible to derive the above
defined semantics from that diagram. That situation changes
when our innovative combination of declarative and imperative
modeling constructs is applied. Figure 7 presents the same
process model as Figure 6. It is obvious that the complexity
of the process model is completely vanished through the use of
the new powerful modeling constructs. Users regard processes
A, B, and C as a unit that has to be executed before process
D can be performed. Also the flexibility of executing the
processes within the box can be recognized easily. The number
attached to the processes shows how often processes have to
be executed. This example nicely shows that the declarative
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Simplified medical example

Nevertheless, it is not that easy for novel users to apply
our new modeling constructs. Therefore, we were directly
supporting them during modeling. We experienced that after a
couple of modeling sessions they were able to apply the new
constructs independently and, finally, that it was even easier for
them to express their complex application scenarios. Without
any doubt by introducing our new modeling constructs we
are leaving the realm of standards (e.g., BPMN). However,
this is not an unusual approach. In many publications (see
the BPM conference series [16]) new modeling constructs are
introduced, which are not covered by a standard like BPMN.
Many researchers and especially practitioners accept that in
special cases standards have to be violated in order to provide
more adequate modeling capabilities. The tradeoff between
standard conformance and enhanced expressiveness has to be
resolved individually for each project.
V. A RCHITECTURE AND I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we want to give an overview on our implementation for process management, i.e., process modeling
and execution. In Figure 8 the architecture of our process
management infrastructure is depicted.
Modeling Engine

iPM

Process
Modeler

Engine for
Semantic Process
Navigation
ESProNa

State Space
Export

Query
Worklist
Process
Executor
Process Navigator

Fig. 8.

Architecture of the process modeling and execution framework

Processes are modeled with the tool “iPM Process Modeler”
[17]. This tool supports modeling constructs of POPM and all
the modeling elements introduced in Section IV. A process
model is saved in a special data format and is loaded into
the planning component of the process execution system. We
call this prototype ”Engine for Semantic Process Navigation”
(ESProNa). A process executor (e.g., nurse, medical doctor)
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History: -

can then use the Process Navigator PN [18] to navigate through
a process. PN is a process execution system that works on
process models deploying the Perspective Oriented Process
Modeling method. A work list depicts all processes that are
executable. The process executor can then select one of the
executable processes to perform it. So far the PN cannot
interpret process modeling elements as presented in Section
IV. Our prototype ESProNa extends PN in order to cope also
with these declarative modeling constructs.
A conventional process management system [19] cannot
support a look ahead to the process executor such that he
can see what processes are not executable anymore and what
processes are still executable. This functionality is additionally
provided for PN by ESProNa. With this “look ahead” some
kind of guidance is provided to the process executor since he
can better anticipate the impact of the execution of a special
process. It is of enormous importance when flexible execution is provided as described in Section I and IV. Through
the many different alternative execution paths that become
available a process executor might get overburdened with the
selection of processes for execution. Therefore, this guidance
functions is very important and sustains a better overview on
process execution. Thus we can say: introducing this highly
flexible execution semantics, which drastically reduces path
complexity (Section I) comes with costs: loss of overview
since often very many processes are executable (what is an
indication of flexible execution). However, in our approach
this loss is totally compensated through the provided guidance
functionality, which will support the process executors to
navigate through the process. How to implement guidance? We
have chosen a pretty handy approach. Instead of solely offering
possible next processes (for execution) we additionally offer
two more columns on a work list. These columns depict the
following two sorts of processes, which support a look ahead:
•

Processes that can still be executed eventually after a now
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Fig. 9.

not possible afterwards

A, B
B
A, B, C

Work list for the process executor

executable process is performed.
Processes that never can be executed again after a now
executable process is performed.
Figure 9 depicts the implementation of this new kind of
worklist. In conventional process execution systems only the
left column of the two work lists (”possible next”) in Figure
9 would be supported: this column depicts the processes that
are executable next. The two columns ”some when possible”
and ”not possible afterwards” depicts processes, which are still
executable respectively not anymore executable after a certain
process is selected for execution.
Figure 9 shows two different situations whereas the example
from Figure 7 is referred to. The upper work list depicts the
state when nothing is done yet (history is empty ”-”). The
three processes of the box are executable (A, B, C); D is
not executable since first the (elements in the) box must be
performed. Selecting processes A or C means that all processes
A, B, C and (later) D can still be performed again. Selecting
process B means that B must not be performed again since it
•
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is only allowed to be performed exactly once (quantification).
The lower work list shows a situation where processes A
and B were already performed: History AB. Process B is
not executable any more since it was already executed and
the domain constraint (B must be executed exactly once) is
prohibiting this. Process D became executable since the box
could be terminated and all processes of the box are performed
as often as required minimally. If process A is selected it
must not be performed again since it can be executed twice
at most. When process C is selected, then all processes except
B are executable. In the case that process D is selected no
other preceding process is executable anymore. It shall be
mentioned, that this behavior is exchangeable. We can adopt
them to any special business process execution semantics. For
example, in the former medical example processes A, B and
C are not executable again since D has started and the box
containing processes A, B and C must not be executed any
more.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
Two observations become noticeable when conventional
process execution (PN) is extended with the ESProNa framework: Process modeling can cope with much more complex
process models without enhancing complexity, i.e., especially
path complexity is well coped with (Section IV). Through the
powerful implementation, process executors can effectively be
guided through process execution by supporting guidance in
form of a “look ahead”.
Together, compact process modeling capabilities and powerful process execution guidance provides an add-on to conventional process management that is heavily requested in
literature [20], [21], [22].
ESProNa is part of the ForFlow Process Navigator. This
system is developed in the joint research project ForFlow
[23] among 4 Bavarian Universities and about 30 industrial
partners. The Process Navigator is meanwhile in prototype use
in 5 partner companies, which intend to use it in productive
mode.
The most important next step in our research is to integrate
the operational, behavioral and data perspective of process
management. We currently investigate how these aspects can
be integrated into the ESProNa Framework. First steps into
this research are showing that these perspectives can seamlessly be added to the concepts defined so far. However, it
is obvious that these perspectives have a major impact on
execution flexibility. In a future paper, we will also analyze
how workflow patterns [4] can be expressed by ESProNa to
show the completeness of our modeling approach.
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Abstract— The paper describes and motivates the use of
ontologies and of an ontology-based model in a training system
(under development) for the occupational risks prevention.
The personalized training (for a specified context, e.g., a given
activity, workplace, operator type, work machine, etc.) will be
the result of the automatic discovery of the prevention
documents and actions that fit the training request. The paper
also sketches the basic components of the training system for
risk prevention, adapted to the proposed semantic view.
Keywords- ontologies; ontology-based modeling
inference; occupational risk prevention; e-training

I.

and

INTRODUCTION

The paper gives an approach based on ontologies for a
web system (under development) aiming at the online, fast
and personalized training for occupational risks prevention.
Risk prevention is a combination of disciplines necessary to
reduce the risk of injuries and fatalities in any work
environment. A proactive approach is the early recognition
and prevention of the risk factors
Occupational risks are a category of risks that appear in
work environments with a high probability of harming
people or machines. Occupational risk prevention and
management comply with the principles and methodology of
the risk management (RM) process, a key process within
both private and public organizations [1].
The training for occupational risk prevention should
advise the operator on the health, safety, security and
environmental issues related to his work. He can ask for
training before or during the execution of an activity or
before the use of a certain machine.
The system presented in this paper is general and
adaptable to any domain with major occupational risks
(industry, biology, construction, transportation, environment,
agriculture, health etc.). It unifies existing methodological
rules and standards for risk prevention and provides tools for
the personalized training and consulting, by the dynamic and
multi-criteria selection of the prevention documents and
actions. It will eliminate the need for a periodical training of
the employees and will diminish the costs from the poor
information on the risks.
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Terminology and guidelines for risk prevention. The
system relies on the standard terminology proposed with ISO
CD31000 [2], combined with the terminology common to
several upper-level ontologies and process models.
There are several risk-related standards published by ISO
and other standards bodies, as well as many proposals and
principles that refer to risk management. In 2005, ISO has
initiated a working group to develop a guidance standard on
RM, ISO CD31000. In conjunction with this standard, the
group has updated the ISO/IEC Guide 73-Risk Management
– Vocabulary [3] that gives the basic vocabulary and the
definitions of RM generic terms. It encourages a mutual and
consistent understanding and a coherent approach to the
description of the RM activities.
In Europe, the risk prevention is subject of two directives
Seveso I and Seveso II [4] that establish the domain
terminology, the obligations and normative documents to be
elaborated regarding the large scale industrial hazards.
State of the art in software for risk prevention. There
are products for the risk control in industrial environments,
and domain-specific standards and software tools for RM in
health, environment, insurance, finances, construction,
transportation, etc. Risk prevention is automated for the
security of computers, Web, networks. Security components
are integrated lately with the operating systems. Ontologies
are also used mainly for the security management (of assets,
networks, information systems, databases, etc.). Some
examples are in [5]-[9]. There is no system based on
knowledge and semantics for occupational risk prevention
and for training and dynamic discovery of prevention
information, documents and actions.
However, [10] proposes the risk evaluation and analysis
along the life cycle of the construction projects, based on
ontologies and a conceptual model. They rely on a simpler
reference ontology and model and have a different inference
goal. Also, [11] gives an example of Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [12] ontology for occupational health.
And, [13] confirms the idea that a model of occupational
risks is important because it describes relevant data in the
context of event occurring and this data can be transformed
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into knowledge navigated using an intelligent search engine
(similarly to the goal of the system presented in this paper).
A semantics-based approach for risk prevention. In
order to benefit from semantics, the system relies on:
• A reference ontology that gives the basic types of
taxonomies and structures for the classification and
description of the risk factors, of the relationships
among them, of the consequences and actions for their
prevention, etc. This ontology represents the background
of a reference model for occupational risk prevention
(represented in Fig. 2 and detailed in Section 3).
• Domain-specific ontologies and knowledge bases, built
by the specialization of the generic concepts and
relationships in the reference ontology and model.
• A query language and editor for risk prevention based
on the domain ontologies and reference model. The
framework for the query composition based on
ontologies is given in Fig. 3.
• Automatic and semantics-based inference for search and
discovery of prevention documents and actions based on
the risk context and requestor's preferences.
The semantics will support the interoperability of the
organizations with respect to risk prevention, by common
vocabularies and model. The ontology-based inference will
increase the precision of the search algorithm. Also, the
vocabularies and model can be dynamically extended and
used in further inferences or they can be reused in other
applications.
The constructs in the reference and domain ontologies
comply with a subset of the constructs proposed for OWL in
[12]. The constructs in the reference model comply with the
basic constructs in the entity-relationship model, adapted to
the use of ontologies instead of entities.
Structure of the paper. Section 2 sketches the basic
components of the training system. Section 3 describes the
semantic and modeling layers for the representation of the
occupational risks and of the context for their occurrence. It
also enumerates the basic types of inferences that will be
implemented in the system and exemplifies the composition
of a training query based on ontologies.
II. COMPONENTS OF THE ONTOLOGY-BASED TRAINING
SYSTEM FOR OCCUPATIONAL RISK PREVENTION
The intended system will have components distributed on
two platforms (see Fig. 1):
• Platform for the risk design, i.e., for the risk
identification, description and analysis (Fig. 1, left);
• Platform for the risk evaluation and decision-making on
the prevention documents and actions (Fig. 1, right).
The two platforms share the repository composed of
ontologies, rules, queries and documents.
The components of the platform for the risk design are:
• Ontology Editor to build (specialization or composition)
ontologies or list structures in the model given in Fig. 2;
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•

Rule Editor to define or customize rules for risk
prevention in the designer's organization;
• Query Editor to predefine or customize queries for risk
prevention training.
The components of the platform for the risk evaluation
and decision-making are:
• Query Composition and Submission Engine to
dynamically compose the training queries.
• Model Navigator to navigate the ontologies in the
reference model in order to compose the query, as
exemplified in Fig. 3.
• Inference Engine, called automatically after the
submission of the query, in order to perform the
automatic discovery of the training documents registered
in the system and of the appropriate prevention actions.
Besides the conditions and constraints in the query, the
discovery will also rely on rules previously defined by
the risk designer.
• Query Result Generator, called automatically by the
Inference Engine, after the document discovery, in order
to arrange the results.
Discovered documents can be stored either in the system
repository or in the repositories/ Web servers of the
organizations registered in the system. The documents can be
in different formats: Web pages, Word, .pdf, .xls, etc.
The system is developed using Microsoft Visual Studio
2008 and obout Suite for ASP.Net [14]. It integrates the
expression evaluator given in [15] and the interface for the
rule and query editors is inspired from [16].
AN ONTOLOGY-BASED MODEL FOR RISK
PREVENTION
The system integrates three layers representing the
occupational risks and the context for their occurrence and
prevention: semantic, modeling and execution layers.
The semantic layer is composed of the reference
ontology and the domain ontologies that give the basic
vocabularies for domains with potential risks. The domain
ontologies are populated by domain experts (risk designers)
using the ontology editor. They are represented by:
• domain-specific taxonomies, i.e., hierarchies composed
of concepts connected, in this system, by relationships
like: specialization or synonymy or composition (partof) or list-like relationships;
• attributes of and constraints upon the concepts and
relationships in each ontology.
The concept attributes in any ontology can refer to
external ontologies. For example, the "domain" attribute of
an "activity" in Activity ontology can be selected from
Domain ontology.
III.
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Figure 1. Components of the training system for occupational risk prevention

In this system, the ontology editor treats separately the
specialization, composition and list-like ontologies, because
each type of ontology has its specific features. For example,
the attribute inheritance is implicitly implemented only in
the specialization ontologies. For the composition ontologies,
it can be requested by the user for attributes of the ontology
or of certain concepts. For list-like ontologies it is useless.
The modeling layer is needed in addition to the semantic
layer in order to represent the application-specific
relationships and constraints between concepts in different
ontologies. In this system, the inter-ontology relationships
are defined according to the reference model represented in
Fig. 2. An ontology-based model is seen as a union of
relationships between concepts in different ontologies, along
with their attributes and constraints.
The execution (technological) layer represents the
ontologies and models, the documents, rules, constraints and
queries in a format interpretable by the software.
A. Semantic Layer for Occupational Risk Prevention
The concept types connected as in Fig. 2 and described
below root ontologies based on specialization, composition
or list relationships.These ontologies have been proposed to
help for the identification and classification of the risk
factors, of the consequences and preventive measures, of the
dangerous activities and of the processes they compose, etc.
Risk: combination of an event probability and its
consequences [3]. The event can take place in a certain
workplace, during a certain activity/ task or resulting from a
material source action (e.g., water, a substance, gas, etc.).
Executant (or Starter or Operator): the (human or
material) agent that, during an activity, can cause unexpected
events and also can be injured by them or can get
professional diseases.
Process: a sequence of activities/ operations/ tasks in a
certain domain and workplace. The activities in a process can
be executed by different executants, at different moments
and in different places.
Activity (operation/ task): atomic operation executed
independently or during a process inside the organization.
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Event: occurrence or existence of a particular set of
circumstances. An unpredictable event is called "incident"
[3]. It can be the consequence of the executants’ action using
a certain instrument and acting on a certain object.
Workplace: location in the organization where
unexpected events can occur and affect/ destroy it.
Consequence: outcome of an event or change in
circumstances affecting the achievement of objectives [3].
An event may lead to a range of consequences. A
consequence can have positive or negative effects. For the
occupational risks, only the negative effects are considered.
Work_Instrument: tool/ machine/ substance/ etc., used
by the operator during an activity/ task. It can determine an
event or be damaged by it.
Work_Object: object existing at a workplace. It can
determine an event or an event may impact on it. It can be
material (e.g., a substance) or human (e.g., an infected
patient in a hospital).
Document: a document containing prevention/
protection/ control instructions, regulations, rules or
measures for risk prevention.
Prevention_Action: management action preventing the
unexpected events or diseases. An example is the training of
the operators in workplaces with potential risks.
B. Modeling Layer for Occupational Risk Prevention
Figure 2 shows how the semantic and modeling layers for
risk prevention are integrated from the conceptual point of
view. The modeling layer represents the relationships
between the ontologies defined on the semantic layer. These
relationships have been selected depending on the needed
reasoning on them and on the context for the risk
identification, analysis, evaluation and prevention, identified
at this moment. The model can be dynamically enhanced
with new ontologies, relationships, attributes and constraints
that will be used in future rules, queries and inferences.
Risk modeling for their prevention and control is today
mainly a mathematical modeling complemented with formal
methods to assess or measure the risks and to help the
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decision-making for their prevention. Also, this modeling is
usually a domain-specific one for health/ financial/
insurance/ economic/ business/ etc. risks.
The benefits from an ontology-based model in general
and, in particular, for risk prevention are:
• The types of concepts and the relationships between
them in the model, as well as the reasoning on them, are
explicit (external to the application code) and
independent of the application tools;
• The ontologies can be shared by different diagrams or
models (e.g., for risk monitoring and control, in addition
to risk prevention).
• The separation of the ontology-based model from the
representation of the ontology content (the domainspecific hierarchies) makes it flexible, adaptable and
extensible. The tools for ontology editing and navigation
may differ from the tools for the model editing and
navigation. Also, the reasoning on the model can be
separately implemented from the reasoning on
ontologies.
The basic relationships in the reference model are
enumerated below.
Activity->Process relationship is a “part-of” relationship
between the component activities and the process they
belong to. In a process, the activities might be executed by
operators in different departments and even in different
organizations. The risks should be tracked for each activity,
but also for each process in/ cross organizations.
Process->Process relationship is a “part-of” relationship
between a process and its sub-processes with potential risks
that should be tracked.
Activity->Workplace
and
Process->Workplace
relationship “executed_IN” are necessary to track the risks
per activity, process and workplace at the same time.

Executant->Activity relationship “is_agent_of” and also
Activity->Work_Instrument
and
Executant>Work_Instrument relationship “acts_WITH” are necessary
for reasoning on an operator-activity-machine sub-model.
Executant->Event relationship “causes” helps for the
identification of the events that an operator might determine
by his work. Inverse relationship “acts_ON” between Event>Executant helps for the identification of the executants that
can be injured after certain events.
Work_Instrument->Event relationship “causes” is
necessary to identify the events determined by the
inappropriate use of a certain instrument. The inverse
relationship “acts_ON” between Event->Work_Instrument
is necessary to identify the instruments that can be damaged
after certain events.
Besides the executants and the work instruments, the
unexpected events or diseases might be caused by other
objects existing at the workplace. These events can be found
by the relationship “causes” between Work_Object->Event.
Also, the objects damaged by certain events can be found by
the relationship “acts_ON” between Event->Work_Object.
Event->Workplace are correlated by the relationship
“acts_ON” in order to associate the events to the workplaces
they can damage.
Risk->Event relationship “has_effect” associates the
identified risks to the events they may produce.
Event->Consequence
relationship
“has_effect”
associates the events with their consequences.
Document->Risk relationship “describes” associates to
the identified risks the documents and the actions necessary
for their prevention.
The reference model in Fig. 2 also associates the
elements with potential risks that should be tracked (types of
concepts
like
Activity,
Executant,
Workplace,
Work_Instrument, Work_Object) with their specific risks (in
Risk ontology), by the relationship “has_risk”.
describes

STATISTICAL_
INDICATOR
security level_for

PROCESS

WORKPLACE

executed_IN

causes
acts_ON

describes

has_risk
acts_WITH
causes

acts_ON

EVENT

causes
acts_ON

succeeds
has_effect

PREVENTION
_ACTION

RISK

has_risk

is_agent_of

EXECUTANT

includes

has_risk

part-of

ACTIVITY
(OPERATION/ TASK)

DOCUMENT
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WORK_INSTRUMENT

acts_ON

has_effect

WORK_OBJECT has_risk
CONSEQUENCE

Figure 2. Basic ontologies and the relationships between them in the reference model for occupational risk prevention
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The generic concepts above, their attributes, relationships
and constraints in the reference model are specialized and
instantiated by the risk designers, resulting in domain models
(e.g., for biological or industrial risks). For any domain
concept, the designer instantiates the concept attributes
defined in the reference or domain ontology (either implicit,
for the concept unique identification, or inherited or concept
specific attributes). By their instantiation, the generic
relationships and constraints in the reference model become
domain-specific relationships between concrete concepts in
ontologies.
C. Ontology-based Inference and Query Composition for
Risk Prevention
The basic knowledge and inference for risk prevention
will include (see details in the case study given in [17]):
• Rules for query formulation and for the verification of
its syntactic and semantic correctness;
• Rules for the semantic completion of the search query:
for each concept in a specialization ontology, its
subtypes and synonyms are added in the query, as search
alternatives;
• Rules for navigation on domain ontologies and models;
• Rules for risk evaluation and for search and discovery of
documents and actions for risk prevention;
• Inheritance rules for both concept attributes and attribute
values. In this system, for the specialization ontologies,
the values of certain attributes can be inherited by
concepts from their parents, at the designer's request.
But, in the concept description, there are identification
attributes with concept-specific values that cannot be
inherited (e.g., ID, concept author, creation date).
• Inheritance rules for concept relationships. For instance,
the relationship between a risk and a certain activity or
workplace can be inherited by the subtypes of the
respective risk.
• Rules for ordering the query results, depending on the
conditions and constraints on the involved concepts.
The query semantic completion for a concept C is
performed by the navigation in the ontology the concept C
belongs to and by the extraction of its subtypes and
synonyms. They are correlated with the initial concept C by
the logical operator OR. Hence, the search algorithm does
not use the concept C and its subtypes/ synonyms
simultaneously, but successively, even if the search with the
initial concept C is successful. The benefit is that more
appropriate results are obtained than using only the initial
concepts.
Regarding the inference for the verification of the query
semantic correctness, the system will achieve:
• Verification of the semantic compatibility between each
concept type C and its concept-like instance (value)
specified in the query (when the value is a concept, not
numeric). This verification is fully automated only when
the value concept belongs to the same ontology as the
concept type C. Otherwise, the system involves the
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requestor to confirm their semantic compatibility. For
instance, the concept 'Laboratory_Procedure' is
compatible with its instance 'p1' only whether p1 is a
laboratory procedure as well, not a concept with another
meaning.
• Verification of the semantic relationships between the
concepts in the query. Suppose that the query includes
two concepts Ci and Cj that belong to the ontologies Oi
and Oj. Also, suppose that, previously, the designer has
defined a generic relationship R between the ontologies
Oi and Oj. The system checks if the designer has also
instantiated the relationship R for the concepts Ci and
Cj. If he did not, the occurrence of both concepts in the
query might be a semantic contradiction.
For instance, suppose that the query includes the
activity A and the work instrument I. Also, suppose that
between the ontologies Activity and Work_Instrument
there is a generic relationship executed_WITH. If there is
no concrete instance of this relationship between A and I
(A executed_WITH I), it is possible that the instrument I
is incorrectly associated with the activity A in the same
query. The requestor will be notified before the request
execution in order to review his request. Otherwise, he
can receive results about the instrument I that are not
correlated with the results regarding the activity A.
Figure 3 gives an example of query composition based on
ontologies. The query has three parts:
• Search query: a Boolean expression with concepts as
operands. For example, the user asks for the prevention
rules and the prevention measures to be selected from
the ontology Document and for the physical risks at the
workplace to be selected from the Risk ontology);
• Search condition: an expression with known concepts as
operands. They indicate the work context where the
risks and events can occur (e.g., the activity
“Laboratory_Procedure” selected from Activity
ontology
and
the
work
instrument
“Substance_with_microorganisms”
selected
from
Work_Instrument ontology).
• Concept restrictions: expressions with concept attributes
as operands. For example, the search should find the
physical risks with high gravity and that can occur
frequently.
After the query submission, it is analyzed and
semantically completed, the conditions and constraints are
syntactically and semantically analyzed and, then, the search
algorithm is executed.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described the conceptual and semantic
framework of a system for training on occupational risks. It
relies on a dedicated reference ontology and model, on
domain specific ontologies and on reasoning on them,
basically, for the search and discovery of registered
prevention documents and actions.
Although the importance of the ontologies and of a
model for risk prevention has already been revealed in the
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literature, there is no general software for on-line training,
the goal of the system presented in this paper.
The system architecture was adapted to a semanticsbased view on the risk prevention. Its interface dedicated to
the domain experts moves the work for ontology editing and
risk design, from IT experts to the domain experts. The
system and its portal will contribute to a knowledge
repository for risk prevention inside and cross organizations.
It will be accessible from Web and will gradually replace the
periodical training in organizations.
The risk prevention model described in this paper can be
dynamically extended with new ontologies, relationships,
constraints and rules, when necessary. They will be
automatically considered in future inferences on the model.
The main benefits in this system from ontologies and
from the ontology-based model for risk prevention are:
• organization interoperability, by common vocabularies
and models on risk prevention represented in the
reference ontology and model and in the domain
ontologies and rules. They can be reused in other
applications.
• semantics-based inference, by ontology and modelbased verifications and executions of the rules and
queries. They increase the search precision,
completeness and correctness;
• personalized queries for training, dedicated to domain
experts.
The system is partly implemented, as follows:
• The platform for the risk design is already implemented.
Besides the rule editor and query editor, the designer
can use general tools for:
o ontology editing (for specialization, composition
and list-like ontologies), with automatic inheritance
of the attributes only for the specialization
ontologies; and, for
o reference and domain model editing and
instantiation. These tools help the designers to add
to the reference model: new ontologies, new interontology relationships, new attributes for ontologies
and relationships. And, to add to the domain model
and ontologies: new concepts, new concept
instances, new relationship instances. They also
provide the graphical view of the models.
• The platform for risk evaluation and decision-making is
partly implemented: the query composition engine and
model navigator are finished; but, the inference engine
and query result generator are under development.
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Figure 3. An example for the composition, based on ontologies, of a query for training in risk prevention
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Abstract—Collaborative systems provide support for users
that work together for achieving a common goal. In the past
years, several ad-hoc models have been proposed in order
to model collaborative activities in such systems. This paper
proposes a shareable model for collaboration, the Generic
Collaboration Ontology, that can be used by systems in runtime in order to implement session management and component deployment services. This model is an OWL ontology
containing SWRL rules, and therefore it can be processed with
standard Semantic Web tools in order to perform inference.
This ontology is generic because it does not contain domainspecific knowledge, and it can be extended for specific domains.
Keywords-ontology, collaboration, OWL, SWRL, session, inference

I. I NTRODUCTION
Collaborative applications are distributed systems especially designed to provide support to groups of users that
act in a coordinated way in order to achieve a common
goal. Such applications have been studied since the 1990s in
the domain called Computer-Supported Collaborative Work
(CSCW). These studies include concepts from very different domains such as Social Sciences, Cognitive Sciences,
Human-Machine Interfaces and Distributed Computing in
order to maximize the efficiency and ergonomics of CSCW
systems.
In the past years, a variety of models and techniques have
been developed in the CSCW domain. Applications using
these models rely on them in order to represent the possible
collaboration schemas and the current system configuration
at a given time. These models have been used with more or
less success in the implemented systems. However, although
many of the modeled elements are common, very often
these models are ad-hoc or application-specific, thus limiting
their reusability and extensibility. Moreover, each model
is described with a different formalism or language, or
even worse, they are hard-coded inside the application. This
results in a limited interoperability of the systems based
in such models. It would be preferable to have common
models shared between several applications. These models
should be described in standard languages allowing them to
be processed with standard tools.
Another disadvantage of existing collaboration models is
that they are not well suited for enabling a model-based
deployment service. The function of such a service is to
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deploy (i.e., download, install and configure) the application
components necessary on each user device in order to
implement the collaboration schema indicated by the model.
For example, if, at a given time, the model indicates that
an audio connexion must exist between two users, then
audio components must be deployed on both users’ devices
in order to manage that connexion. In old systems, where
collaborative software was monolithic, this function was
performed statically, and therefore a deployment service was
not needed. However, as the systems become more and more
dynamic (e.g., in the context of Ubiquitous and Pervasive
Computing), deployment needs to be adaptive at run-time,
so a dynamic deployment service is needed.
The goal of this paper is to provide a shareable model
enabling the development of collaborative applications requiring session management and dynamic component deployment. This model is represented in the OWL ontology
language. As far as we know, a common ontology for
modeling collaborative sessions has not been proposed yet.
Ontologies have received great attention in the recent
years, due to their use for knowledge representation in the
Semantic Web domain. The Semantic Web was proposed
by Tim Berners-Lee [1] in order to enrich data contained
in the World Wide Web. The main idea is to add metadata describing regular Web data (which is only humanreadable) in order to make it understandable by machines,
thus enabling the automation of distributed processing over
the Web. Metadata describing the semantics of contents is
expressed in several languages such as RDFS (Resource
Description Framework Schema, based on RDF) and OWL.
OWL (Web Ontology Language) is the Semantic Web standard for describing ontologies [2], which are common vocabularies allowing to model and represent knowledge. The
main elements of ontologies are concepts, relations (between
two concepts), individuals and axioms. All these elements
are based on well-known formalisms such as Description
Logics [3] in the case of OWL. Thus, knowledge can be
automatically deduced by inference engines or reasoners (for
example, Pellet [4]). These software elements can process an
ontology in order to make explicit the implicit knowledge
contained in them. Also, rules (expressed in SWRL, the
Semantic Web Rule Language [5]) may be included in
ontologies and processed by reasoners. Rules add some
expressivity to OWL constructs.
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For these reasons, OWL seems a good choice for the
representation of a shareable collaboration model. Standard
tools and frameworks are available and can be used for
building and querying model instances. It also enables the
sharing of collaboration concepts between several applications. Moreover, the use of reasoning and rules is very
useful. For example, they allow deducing, at run-time, the
deployment schema that corresponds to a given collaboration
configuration.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II provides an overview of existing collaboration
models in CSCW domain in order to analyze the elements
to retain in our collaboration ontology. Section III details the
elements of the GCO and explains the principles that have
guided its design. Section IV presents some guidelines for
using an ontology as the core model of a run-time system
and provides some examples of systems using the GCO.
Finally, Section V concludes and provides some perspectives
for future work.
II. E XISTING COLLABORATION MODELS
This section provides a brief overview of existing models
in the CSCW domain and the elements that have to be
present in a model for collaborative activities enabling
session management and component deployment.
The main models published in the literature are based
on set formalisms [6] or first-order logic [7] in order to
describe unstructured sessions. In the case of structured
sessions, i.e., sessions where relations between members are
clearly detailed (e.g., group coordination), models are based
on graphs. The modeled elements take part in the definition
of group activities. Some of the main elements found in these
models are, users, hardware devices, and software tools.
Baudin et al. [8] propose a model capturing the most
common elements found in previous systems. The goal
of this model is to explicitly represent relationships of
information exchange between users in order to keep a
tight coupling between communication and network layers.
Therefore, this model, which is graph-based, enables the
construction of session management services. In this model,
a collaborative session is composed of a set of three elements to be managed: users, tools and data flows. Such
elements are represented in a unified graph-based model.
Vertices represent users, and edges define the relationships
between them. An edge going from user U1 to user U2
means that U1 transmits data through a selected tool (e.g., a
videoconference tool) to U2 . The type of data and the tools
that handle data sent through a flow are defined by edge
labels.
The proposed collaboration model is based on data producer/consumer relationships, to represent and process data
exchanges for synchronous and interactive work sessions,
that. Such sessions handle interactive data flows (e.g. video,
real time audio).
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This model is simple enough to be easily handled by
session designers for various collaborative configurations.
Moreover, instances of this model can be automatically taken
into account by services or platforms that can be configured
by the model. The sessions explicitly designed are managed
by model-based platforms.
This model also considers the dynamics of the session:
the current session configuration evolves whenever entries or
exits of members occur. In the same way, role and function
changes of the members already present in the collaborative
session introduce modifications of the current graph (for
instance a passive user becomes active by making an action
and therefore new flows have to be set up). At any time, the
current session configuration corresponds to a valid graph.
III. T HE G ENERIC C OLLABORATION O NTOLOGY
This section presents the Generic Collaboration Ontology
(GCO)1 . First, the design principles used for the design of
the GCO are presented. Then, the elements present in the
GCO are explained in detail.
A. Design Rationale
1) Ontology language: the GCO is expressed in OWL,
which is the current web standard for ontology description.
Since the expressivity of OWL is not enough for some of
the required relations, rules are used. Rules are expressed
in SWRL. Standard, open-source tools are available for
processing OWL ontologies and SWRL rules.
2) Genericness: the GCO has been designed in order
to be as generic as possible. This means that it may be
used to model collaboration in any application, regardless
of the domain. In this aspect, the GCO can be viewed as an
upper ontology that can be extended by domain ontologies
in order to model domain-specific concepts and relations.
The simplest way of extending this ontology is to use
inhreritance by defining sub-conceps and sub-relations of
the concepts and relations present in the GCO (is-a relation).
3) Multi-Layered Architectures: the genericness of the
GCO means that it can be used inside a multi-layered
architecture. In such case, the GCO may be the core model
of the layer that handles collaborative sessions. Domainspecific data may be handled in upper layers, while lowlevel data, such as network connexions, can be handled in
lower layers.
4) Ontology contents: Since the main goal of the GCO
is to support collaboration in run-time systems, the concepts
and relations present in this ontology have been chosen
among those that have been used in collaboration models
until today (i.e., those presented in the previous section). For
example, it contains concepts representing tools, flows, roles,
etc. In order to enable dynamic deployment services based
on the GCO, some other elements such as components,
1 The GCO is a available online at http://homepages.laas.fr/gsancho/
ontologies/sessions.owl
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nodes hosting devices, etc. have been added to this ontology.
The rules associated to the GCO are also designed in order
to enable a simpler deployment process by making explicit
the deployment schema that must support the collaborative
activity described by the ontology.
5) Simplicity: the contents of the GCO have been chosen
to enable a complete modeling of collaborative sessions.
However, only basic elements have been retained. Therefore,
this ontology is lightweight and reasoning and rule processing may be performed at run-time without heavy overhead.
Moreover, this simplicity eases the task of designers willing
to use or extend this ontology for domain-specific applications.
B. Description of the GCO
The main elements of the Generic Collaboration Ontology
are represented in Figure 1. Concepts are represented as
round-cornered rectangles, while relations between concepts
are represented as arrows going from one concept (the
domain of the relation) to another concept (the range of the
relation). Individuals are represented as dash-line rectangles.
The basic concept of this ontology is Node. A node
represents a communicating entity which takes part in a
collaborative activity. Nodes may represent human users
(i.e. human-controlled software components) but also autonomous software components, agents, etc. The nature of
entities is not represented in this generic ontology.
Nodes play a role in the collaborative activity which
determines the position of the entity within the collaborative
group. Depending on their role, entities will have different
functions in the group and they will need to communicate
with different group members in order to better achieve the
collaboration’s goal. This is captured by the concept Role.
Therefore a relation called hasRole links the Node and
Role concepts.
Whether a node is an autonomous software component or it is a human-controlled component, it has to
be executed on a physical machine. Such machines are
represented by the concept Device (Node is linked to
Device by the property hasHostingDevice). The
execution context of the node will depend on the resources of the device that hosts it. At the present time,
a minimal set of device properties is considered, containing IP addresses (hasIpAddress), operating system
(hasOS), available memory (hasAvailableMemory),
CPU load (hasAvailableMem) and battery level
(hasBatteryLevel). Additional properties could complete this initial list in order to better capture and reason
about the execution context.
Entities take part in the collaborative activity by sending and receiving data to/from other entities. The concept
Flow represents a communication link between two entities.
Therefore, Flow is linked to Node by two properties:
hasSource and hasDestination. In this ontology,
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flows are considered as being unidirectional, and thus if a bidirectional communication between two nodes is required,
it will be represented by two instances of Flow with two
opposite directions. The hasSource property is functional,
while hasDestination is not functional, i.e., a flow has
a single source node, but it may have several destination
nodes (thus representing multicast links).
In order to represent the nature of data exchanged through
a flow, the Flow concept has a functional property called
hasDataType that relates it to the DataType concept.
Possible values of data types are captured through the
DataType individuals audio, text and video (additional data types could be considered). The subconcepts of
Flow differ in the value of their data type: AudioFlow,
TextFlow and VideoFlow (not represented in the figure).
In order to handle data flows, nodes use external software
components that are deployed on the same device as
them. This enables the separation between business code
(implemented in entities’ components) and collaboration
code (implemented in such external components). These
external components are represented by the Tool concept.
Tools are composed of several components, e.g., a sender
component and a receiver component. Therefore the
Tool concept is related to a concept called Component
through the property hasComponent. Since components
handle flows, a property called managesFlow links
Component and Flow. Components have a data type
(the same as the data type of the flow that they manage)
and are deployed on a single device (isDeployedOn
property which links Component and Device). The
Component concept has several subconcepts that
represent components depending on the handled data
type (AudioComponent, TextComponent and
VideoComponent, not represented in the figure) and on
the direction of the handled flows (SenderComponent
and
ReceiverComponent).
SenderComponent
and ReceiverComponent are linked to Flow by
two sub-relations of managesFlow: sendsFlow and
receivesFlow, respectively.
Finally, the Session concept represents a set of flows
belonging to the same collaborative activity. The hasFlow
property relates a session to a flow. The inverse property,
belongsToSession, is functional, i.e., a flow belongs
to a single session. Since flows are related to nodes, nodes
are indirectly related to one or more sessions depending on
the flows that connect them to other entities.
C. Generic collaboration rules
A set of 6 SWRL rules is associated to the GCO in
order to express some additional knowledge and to enable
deployment-related inference. This section provides a description of the main rules associated to the GCO.
Let us consider the first rule:
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Figure 1.

Main elements of the Generic Collaboration Ontology.

IV. U SE OF THE GCO IN RUNTIME S YSTEMS

AudioFlow(?af) => hasDataType(?f,audio)
This rule allows expressing that the data type of
AudioFlows is audio. Similar rules exist for video
an text flows. The second rule is:
Flow(?f) & belongsToSession(?f,?s)
& hasDataType(?f,?dt)
& hasSource(?f,?src)
& hasDestination(?f,?dst)
& swrlx:createOWLThing(?sc,?src,?s)
& swrlx:createOWLThing(?rc,?dst,?f)
=> SenderComponent(?sc)
& hasDataType(?sc,?dt)
& isDeployedOn(?sc,?src)
& sendsFlow(?sc,?f)
& ReceiverComponent(?rc)
& hasDataType(?rc,?dt)
& isDeployedOn(?rc,?dst)
& receivesFlow(?rc,?f)

As explained before, the GCO has been designed to be
used at run-time as the core model of systems providing
support for collaborative activities. This section details this
use and gives some examples of collaborative systems that
use the GCO.
A. Using ontologies in run-time systems
An ontology may be considered as a meta-model which
describes the possible concepts and relations of a given
domain. Actual instances of this meta-model are represented
by individuals of the concepts available in the ontology. Such
individuals (and the relations between them) may be used
in order to represent the state of the application at a given
time. Relations and concepts are fixed at design-time, while
individuals representing the state are created at run-time. In
order to use an ontology as the core model in a run-time
system, the system must be able to perform the following
tasks:
•

This rule states that, whenever a flow belonging to a session
is found between two nodes, a SenderComponent has to
be present in the source node and a ReceiverComponent
has to be present on the destination node. These components
send and receive, respectively, the flow, and they have the
same data type as the flow. This rule uses the SWRL built-in
createOWLThing that allows creating new individuals.
Please note that the first createOWLThing matches the
source node and the session, while the second matches the
destination node and the flow. This choice enables multicast
flows where a single sender component sends several flows
to several receiver components.

These rules are generic w.r.t. collaboration, because they
do not depend on the particular domain of the collaborative
application.
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Tool

•
•
•

read the concepts and relations existing in the ontology;
read/modify the individuals existing in the ontology and
the values of their properties;
create new individuals and set the values of properties;
perform reasoning and rule processing over the ontology and its individuals.

The tools made available in the context of the Semantic
Web enable the execution of these tasks. Implementations
of APIs like OWL API [9] or Protégé-OWL API [10] allow
performing the four first tasks programmatically. Reasoning
can be performed by OWL reasoners such as Pellet [4]. Most
reasoners are also capable of processing SWRL rules; however, SWRL built-ins are not fully supported yet. Therefore,
it may be necessary to use rule engines such as Jess2 in order
to process rules containing such built-ins. Both reasoners and
rule engines can be executed programmatically in order to
process in-memory OWL models.
2 http://www.jessrules.com/
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The presented tools enable the creation of programs that
modify the individuals of an ontology in order to represent
the current state of of the system at every time. However,
if reasoning and rules are used to deduce knowledge from
individuals, the monotonic nature of OWL inference may
represent a problem. Indeed, OWL does not support nonmonotonic inference [2], [11]. This means that reasoning and
rules can not modify (addition or removal) the information
contained in an ontology. They only allow finding implicit
knowledge contained in the ontology and making it explicit.
For example, if the processing of a rule in the GCO results in
the creation of an individual of the class Flow whose source
is nodeA and whose destination is nodeB , this information
will always remain in the ontology. No other rule can
remove it afterwards. If the application needs to remove
this individual in order to reflect a new state, it can do it
programmatically, but it can be very tricky and unpractical
(or even impossible) to keep a track of which information
has been inferred and to decide what has to be deleted at
every moment.
The solution to this problem is to use the inference
capabilities of OWL in a capture-inference-results loop such
as the one depicted in Figure 2. The first step if to capture
the state of the world that is modeled by the ontology. This
is done by the code of the application using the ontology.
Then, this state is introduced in the ontology by creating
individuals of the available concepts and by establishing relations between these individuals through object properties.
The result is a set of ontology individuals related between
them reflecting the state of the modeled world. For example,
if a system using the GCO has, at a given time, three users
connected, there will be three individuals of the class Node
representing these users, each one related to one individual
of the class Role representing the role of the user in the
group. Once this model has been built, the resulting ontology
can be processed by the inference and rule engines. The
result of this step is a new version of the ontology where
new individuals and relations may have been introduced. In
the example of the GCO, this step results, e.g., in the creation
of several individuals of the class Flow having the existing
Node individuals as values for the properties hasSource
and hasDestination. This new model contains the new
state of the world that has to be achieved. Therefore, the
application code can read this model and perform the actions
necessary in order to achieve this state. In the GCO example,
the new Flow instances will be found and therefore the
application will effectively set up this new flows between the
users’ devices. Whenever the state of the world is changed
(e.g., when one of the users leaves), the whole loop has to
be repeated in order adapt the response of the application to
the new state.
The presented loop is discrete; the results of a step
are valid until the next change in the state of the world.
Whenever a change occurs, the whole loop is executed again
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THE WORLD

ONTOLOGY INDIVIDUALS

REASONING
+
RULES PROCESSING

MODIFIED
ONTOLOGY INDIVIDUALS

READ INDIVIDUALS
+
PERFORM ACTIONS

Figure 2.
Capture-inference-results loop for run-time systems using
ontology reasoning.

in order to get the new results. Because of the monotonicity
of OWL inference, the new state can not be represented
by directly modifying the resulting ontology individuals; it
would be necessary to delete all the inferred knowledge.
Otherwise, the next inference process will result in an
incoherent (inconsistent) ontology.
B. Systems using the GCO
In a recent work [12], [13] we have proposed a modeling approach and a framework enabling the design and
implementation of collaborative applications for ubiquitous
computing environments. Ubiquitous Computing provides a
new range of challenges and opportunities for collaborative
applications. Indeed, the fact that mobile users carrying
smart devices are immersed in intelligent environments and
the availability of contextual data may greatly enhance
the possibilities of collaborative applications. The presented
framework uses a multi-layered approach for enabling applications that can be adapted to both high-level requirements
and low-level constraints. The proposed layers are called
application layer, collaboration layer and middleware layer.
The core model of the application layer is the GCO. The
models of the application layer are domain-specific ontologies and rules that extend the GCO in order to capture the
specific collaboration knowledge of the considered domains.
This ontology is processed in a capture-inference-results
loop as explained in the previous section. The results of
this process are translated into a graph model, which is
the core model of the middleware layer, and then it is
processed with graph-transformation techniques. This allows
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taking into account high-level requirements at the application and collaboration layers, while low-level requirements
are handled at the middleware layer. The resulting graph is a
low-level, detailed deployment descriptor that is used by the
deployment service in order to carry out the deployment of
components needed for supporting collaborative activities.
Bouassida Rodriguez et al. [14] propose an Emergency
Response and Crisis Management System (ERCMS) that
uses the GCO as the core collaboration model. ERCMSs
support collaboration of policemen, firemen and physicians
in order to better handle critical situations such as fires,
earthquakes, terrorist attacks, etc. The proposed system is
adaptive and takes into account the evolution of communication and processing resources in order to guarantee
the required QoS properties. Non-functional properties are
modeled in an OWL ontology that extends the GCO by
relating QualityAttributes to the Component and
Device concepts of the GCO. A domain-specific OWL
ontology is used in order to describe ERCMS-specific collaborative knowledge. This ontology extends the GCO by
providing sub-concepts of the Flow and Node concepts of
the GCO. Several SWRL rules are provided for implementing adaptation transformations that handle context changes.
However, the authors do not explain how their system uses
the proposed ontologies and rules at run-time, neither they
explain how the problem of the monotonic nature of OWL
inference is handled.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has presented the GCO, a generic collaboration
ontology that represents knowledge about session-oriented
collaboration. This ontology is generic because it can be
extended in order to model domain-specific collaboration
knowledge. Rules associated to the GCO allow implementing ontology-driven systems using the GCO as their core
collaboration model for implementing session management
and deployment services. Explanations of how this usage of
the GCO in run-time systems have also been provided.
Perspectives for future work include designing domainspecific ontologies that extend the GCO for several domains
and building systems that use the GCO as their model
for collaboration activities. The framework described in
Section IV-B is currently being implemented, as well as
proof-of-concept applications that use it for modeling and
implementing collaborative activities.
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Abstract—In rapid progress of information technology, we
are facing difficulties, “information explosion”. From standpoint of using enormous quantity of data, there are many
researches such as information retrieval and clustering information. On the other hand, in terms of creating credible
enterprise reports, information explosion also becomes a big
problem. If most of digital documents are unstructured, report
writers may have significant difficulties with management and
arrangement of digital documents. Actually in the case of
university evaluations, report writers have been confronted
with that difficulties. In addition, quantitative data from data
warehouse is indispensable for enterprise reports. In this paper,
we developed a document authoring system cooperating with
data warehouse to settle these problems from viewpoint of
reusing and reconstructing components of reports.
Keywords-digital document; data warehouse; accreditation;
knowledge management; web service

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years opportunities of enterprise reporting in
companies, institutions and universities have been increasing
rapidly. So that business intelligence and content management system for enterprise reporting are desirable, for
instance, Priebe[1]. What is required to create credible enterprise reports? Morimoto et al.[2] asserts the following four
processes of enterprise reporting from viewpoint of knowledge management: (1) collecting and accumulating documents, (2) searching and browsing documents, (3) extracting
and identifying documents and (4) creating credible reports.
In order to realize these processes completely, information
must be structured. DITA[3] is one of the ideal architectures
to extract information from documents effectively and to
manage documents efficiently. However, not infrequently,
non-structured information exceeds structured information,
especially on-the-spot of university evaluations.
All Japaneses universities are obliged to be evaluated by
certified organization, called institutional certified evaluation
and accreditation. In addition, all Japaneses national universities must be evaluated for the purpose of information
disclosure to government and nation, called national university corporation evaluation. They are called university
evaluations which is undergone every six years. Universities must prepare self-assessment reports for university
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Fields

Schools

Education
Research

31
20

Contents of report
Sections Viewpoints Pages
8
12
959
5
5
311

Figure 1.
An example of amounts of documents in the corporation
evaluation report of educational and research activity of Kyushu university
2009

evaluations. Educational and research activities of university
vary in many ways. In Kyushu university, one of national
universities in Japan, though documents of committee and
faculty council were stored, they had not yet been managed
systematically. How to reuse these documents becomes a
big problem. Authors of this paper have been supporting
faculties and bureaus to create university evaluation reports.
As in Figure1, the amount of document in evaluation report
of Kyushu university 2009 was so large-scaled that it was
hard even to fix formats of documents. In addition, many
items and themes appear many times in both reports. So the
writer must be thoughtful for consistency of both reports.
From our experience to support creation of evaluation
reports, we have developed a document authoring system
for enterprise report, especially for university evaluations,
cooperating with data warehouse. In order to manage unstructured information efficiently, the proposing system provides users with a simple and uniform data structure for
report components. Users can create enterprise reports by
arranging report components in the tree structure of sections.
Moreover, by reusing report components users can make
sure of consistency of enterprise report.
Our system challenges the two targets as follows: (1)
management of items and themes which appear frequently
in various enterprise reports, (2) light-weight cooperation
with data warehouse. This system is developed using Ruby
on Rails and MySQL. Demonstration of our system can be
seen on Youtube1 .
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review
related works. In Section 3 we overview our system and
introduce three main concepts, report components, report
1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okAT6aseks8
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Figure 2.

Views of the document authoring system

tree and data analysis queries. In Section 4 we present
features of our approach comparing with related work. We
conclude the paper with summary and future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
We start to discuss related work by reviewing the assertion
of processes for enterprise report in Morimoto et al.[2]:
(1) collecting and accumulating documents, (2) searching
and browsing documents, (3) extracting and identifying
documents and (4) creating credible reports.
Considering document management, information retrieval
is indispensable for accumulated digital documents. Beyer
et al.[4] propose a method to discover patterns and rules of
texts in structured documents in order to generate efficient
search index. Linked Data[5] would be helpful to capture relationship between digital documents if they were structured.
But we found that the prime consideration for documents
in enterprise reporting, especially in university evaluation,
is meta-data of digital documents and materials, such as
their jurisdiction, creators and meanings of the documents.
As a university is a complex organization consisting of
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many departments and bureaus with autonomy, meta-data
of documents is indispensable for document management in
the scene of university evaluations.
DITA[3][6] is a document architecture for extraction and
management of documents. DITA enables users to extract
and update information efficiently in large amounts of
documents[7]. In order to adopt DITA and Linked Data, it is
required to define an ontology for knowledge of enterprise.
Since it is difficult to apply an ontology to present progressive enterprise processes and legacy systems, we decide to
extract text from digital document by hand and to collect
minimum concrete information (such as “Section 2 on page
23”) as meta-data about digital documents.
Generally speaking, accumulating daily reports ensures
enterprise reports, moreover it is advisable to study how
to obtain meanings and attributes of documents[2]. If an
enterprise report is required to be prompt, integration of
document creation with OLAP is desirable[1]. In the case of
university evaluation reports, frequency of reports is much
lower than daily reports in companies. Actually evaluation
report is usually conducted every year or every month at
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most. A long-term vision rather than promptness is necessary
for university management. One of important requests in
university evaluations is to select documents efficiently and
to organize them effectively rather than automatic reporting
function. The proposing system provides users with an interactive interface to select documents and organize reports.
Integration of structured data in data warehouse and
unstructured data in texts on news sites and blogs has
been studied in [1][5][8][9]. Most of them are based on
information retrieval and assume that ontology for structured
data is given, whereas we assume that ontology is not given
but the design of enterprise reports is given, like university
evaluations. Our approach is different from those related
work in terms of these assumptions.
III. OVERVIEW
A. Report Component and Report Tree
In this subsection, we will introduce the document authoring system for enterprise reporting (DASER for short).
As we mentioned in the introduction, it is important to
provide users with a uniform data structure in order to bundle
essential information of materials and documents. A data
structure, report component, is a unit in DASER, which
consists of seven elements as follows:
1) id,
2) title (user input),
3) comment (user input),
4) data analysis query (user input),
5) data analysis,
6) attached documents (user input), and
7) meta-data.
Users may input data into attributes such as comment,
data analysis query and attached documents. Data analysis is
visualization of data obtained from data warehouse through
“data analysis query” (DAQ for short). DAQ is URL of a
CGI program in data warehouse. We will discuss DAQ in
the next section. Meta-data is owner information and timestamp. Each report component have visualizing function for
CSV data obtained from DAQ.
The window on the right in Figure 2 is an example of
report component. The graph is generated from CSV data
which is obtained from data warehouse through DAQ. Note
that the visualizing function does not depend on DAQ. One
can visualize static CSV files located in other web server.
In DASER, we can define structure of enterprise report
by giving a tree structure with report components as leaves
and sections as internal nodes. This is called a report tree.
Report tree is changeable corresponding to contents of every
enterprise report, and it also can be changed depending on
individual needs from users. Report tree can be construct
with report component as leaf nodes, and with the root node
and internal nodes. A root node and internal nodes have the
same data structure as a report component and additional
attributes as follows:
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Figure 3.

The report authoring system and data warehouse

8) a list of ids of children and
9) its parent’s id.
Note that each report component does not depend on the
definition of report tree.
B. Data Analysis Query
In this section we introduce data warehouse (DW for
short) and its data analysis query. DAQ is WebAPI of
DW. Data sources of DW is backup data of operational
(business) systems. In the context of university evaluation,
for example, they are information about students, teachers,
teaching, research and finance of university. Flat files such
as spreadsheets, are also data source of DW.
Administrator of DW provides users with programs in
order to analyze data in DW. That is called data analysis
query. As DAQs are implemented as CGI programs, one can
access DW with DAQs over restful HTTP communication.
DAQs return data in CSV format.
Let us consider the case of analyzing international students enrollment. One need to calculate numbers of students
for every year and every department in order to show their
changes. For example, the DAQ
http://dw.mydom/int_stdt.cgi?yr=5&dpt=eng
returns CSV data about changes of international students in
the department of engineering (dpt=eng) for the past five
years (yr=5). This DAQ is available for other departments
and other year terms by changing parameters.
IV. F EATURES
In the introduction, we mentioned that our challenges
are: (1) management of items and themes which appear
frequently in various enterprise reports, and (2) light-weight
cooperation with data warehouse. In this section we will see
achievement to the challenges.
A. Consistency and Credibility
Firstly we discuss how the proposing system contributes
to consistency for enterprise reports.
Generally speaking, contents of an enterprise report form
a tree structure. Leaf nodes are topics and themes and
internal nodes are sections and chapters. So we define a
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report component as a leaf node, which is a data structure
with seven attributes, and chapters and section as internal
nodes. When users create multiple reports in such as our case
of two university evaluations, what user have to do is setting
each report tree corresponding to a configuration of each
report. Then DASER flexibly generates multiple reports.
Even if some report components appear many times in
different reports, DASER ensures consistency and credibility
between different reports. Related work, such as [1][5][8][9],
have not focused on the problem of multiple reports. This
is one of unique features of our approach.
B. Light-weight cooperation and its effectiveness
DASER is connected to DW only through DAQs by restful
http communication which is one of web service techniques.
We could successfully develop DASER and DW separately.
In other words, DW can offer the CSV data to other service
besides DASER, and DASER can refer to static CSV files
from other data source besides DW.
Sharing data warehouse inside of intranet has been a trend
for a decade [10]. Our approach is to develop an integration
of qualitative data and quantitative data for enterprise reporting, whereas we must develop data warehouse for not
only reporting but also sharing information inside of our
university. This situation is different from [8][1].
C. Flood of unstructured and valuable XML data
In order to accomplish information disclosure, enterprise
documents are always accumulated. This issue is for not
only big organizations such as big universities, for but also
any small organizations such as elementary schools.
Unfortunately, in many universities and schools in Japan,
most of their digital documents, like word processor files
and spread sheets, are unstructured data. That is why we
must assume nonexistence of ontology for our approach.
When user creates an enterprise report on our system, she/he
is supposed to set up report components and report trees.
Giving report components and report trees would lead to
the ontology for the enterprise report. That is one of unique
feature of our system.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we developed a document authoring system
for enterprise reporting cooperating with data warehouse.
And we realized a light-weight cooperation between our
system by using the technique of restful http communication.
Two problems still remain. First problem is flexibility of
report component. Under current configuration of DASER,
user cannot variously set the contents of report component
to the context of each enterprise reporting. Second problem
is flexibility of composing results of DAQ. Cross tabulation
of two or more results of DAQs is impossible. From our
researches like [11][12], it is considerable to apply the
method of web mash-ups to the second problem.
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